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WELCOME TO OUR HOBBY SHOPI!! 

Discover the latest adventure games and 
accessories from TSR and the entire game industry! 
Explore the pages of our illustrated catalog to find 
rare and hard to find treasures . If you don't see what 
you want - askl We'd be happy to provide the order 
codes or to special order items. 

Please take a moment to read the How to Order 
information to discover our special discounts and 
service charges. We recommend minimum order 
sizes of $15 to offset handling lees. 

Let us be your ... 
GATEWAY TO ADVENTURE! 

The Shop Staff 

STORE HOURS: 

9 AM - 5 PM CST, MONDAY THAU FRIDAY 

NOTE: We are closed on holidays and the entire 
week between Christmas and New Years Day. 

MINIMUM ORDER SIZE 
We recommend that all orders be a minimum of 
$15.00 or more in order to offset our handling costs. 
Orders for less than $15.00 must still pay the 
minimum shipping lee of $3.00. 

PLANNING AHEAD 
When placing an order with the Hobby Shop, be sure 
you first complete a copy of our order form. This will 
speed your order. 

Orders will be sent via UPS to arrive within 3-4 
weeks. Plan ahead ii you are ordering gilts to allow 
adequate time for shipment. Orders paid for by 
check will be delayed 2 weeks for checks to clear the 
bank 

For the FASTEST ATIENTION to an order, Call our 
toll-free number and place your order directly using a 
valid credit card! 

HOW TO FIND A PRODUCT 
This catalog is organized by product theme, thus all 
the Fantasy Role Playing Games are in the same 
sec11on regardless of manufacturer. In order to find a 
specific product, check the Table of Contents for the 
pages where the game theme is detailed and turn to 
those pages. 

COMMENTS & INQUIRIES 
II you have any comments or suggestions on how we 
might better serve you, drop us a note. You may also 
call with your inquiries, but please restrict inquiries to 
1-414-248-3625, we reserve our " 800" number for 
Orders onlyi 

SHARE A CATALOG WITH A FRIEND! 

Have a friend who likes to game, but can't find a 
store that carries his lavorites? Introduce your friend 
to the Hobby Shopl 

Extra order forms have been included so that your 
friend may order tool Or just complete an Order 
Form with the words "FREE CATALOG" to be 
Shipped to his address. 

Each order you make will include our latest New 
Product Flyer and any special offers being made. 
Thanks for shopping our Hobby Shopl 

HOW TO ORDER 

ORDER BY MAIL 
You can order product by mail and send it to the 
MAIL ORDER HOBBY SHOP, P.O. Box 756, Lake 
Geneva, WI 53147. Orders by Mail can be paid for 
using any of the Payment Methods detailed. 

ORDER BY PHONE 
You can order product by phone using our toll free 
" 800" number during our shop hours. Be sure to 
complete an Order Form before calling to help speed 
our order process. 

Orders by Phone can be paid for only by using a 
valid credit card . 

In the U.S. - 1-800-558-5977 
WI Residents -1-414-248-3625 

ORDER BY COMPUSERV• 
We have a shop in the ELECTRONIC MALL· of the 
COMPUSERv· Computer Network. II you are a 
subscriber to COMPUSERV you may order our 
product electronically through our Online Shoppe. 
Orders by COMPUSERV can be paid for only by 
using a valid credit card . Type GO TSR. 

PAYMENT METHODS 

There are 5 different methods of payment. All 
payment must be in U.S.Funds Only. 

CHECK or MONEY ORDER payable to the MAIL 
ORDER HOBBY SHOP. 
VISA or MASTERCARD: Include your card 
number, expiration date and signature. 
PURCHASE ORDER: Authorized schools and 
libraries may purchase by Purchase Order. 

We do not accept cash, stamps or C.0 .D. Orders. 

DISCOUNTS 
One of several discounts may be given ii the 
customer can meet specific requirements. Discounts 
may not be compounded, only one may be applied 
per order. 

RPGAN NETWORK MEMBERS may receive a 
10% discount on all items. To claim this discount, a 
valid RPGAN Membership Number must be given 
when ordering. 

SCHOOLS and LIBRARIES may receive a 10% 
discount on their orders ii payment is received within 
30 days of invoicing, or ii payment is made at time of 
order. No discount will be given for payments later 
than 30 days. 

MILITARY PERSONNEL on active duty at 
recognized military installations may receive a 10% 
discount on all items. To claim this discount, give 
your rank, serial number and complete military base 
address. 

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY 
The customer will receive a full credit for any 
products ordered and paid for, but which are 
unavailable at time ol lulfillment 

II a product Is marked Discontinued (DIS) this 
means that the product 1s no longer available from its 
manufacturer and can not be reordered . 

II a product is marked Out-of-Stock (OS) it is 
temporarily unavailable, but is likely to be restocked 
in 30 days. Thus you should reorder the product in 
30 days. 

ALL PRICES, AVAILABILITY, 
DESCRIPTIONS & TERMS OF SALE 

ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT 
NOTICE! 

DELIVERY INFORMATION 
We ship via UPS, for quickest delivery whenever 
possible. Please use a street address, not a P.O. Box 
for delivery location. II a PO.Box is given, shipment 
is by 3rd class US Mail 

Electronic orders and those paid by credit card 
may arrive in as little as 3 weeks. Allow 5-6 weeks by 
mail. Orders paid by check are held for 2 weeks to 
allow the check to clear the bank. Delivery outside 
the U.S. is generally 4-6 weeks slower. 
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SHIPPING & HANDLING FEES 
Each order is subject to an additional Fee for 
postage and processing determined by the total cost 
of merchandise. II Shipping Fees are not included 
with an order, the order will be returned 
unprocessed. 

SHIPPING & HANDLING FEES ARE DETAILED 
ON THE ORDER FORM 

Shipping Fees vary based on where a customer 
lives - foreign orders cost more due to the increased 
cost of postage. Regions other than the United 
States, Canada and Mexico, may choose to have 
their merchandise shipped Air Mail at greater cost to 
them. If a foreign customer does not specify, his 
order will be shipped Surface Mall. 

RETURNS & OUR GUARANTEE! 
If a PROBLEM arises with your order, or if after 
waiting an appropriate amount of time and your order 
has still not arrived, drop us a note. 

QSN NUMBER - Each customer is assigned a 
Customer, or QSN number for all transactions. When 
reporting problems, please include your QSN 
Number! This speeds our response. 
GUARANTEE! In the event that you are not 
completely satisfied with any item you receive from 
us, you may return it as new, within 30 days of 
receipt for an exchange or full refund of the purchase 
price, at your option! Be sure to include your QSN 
and Invoice Number and a written explanation of the 
problem I 

REQUESTING A SPECIAL ORDER 
To order something not in our catalog, fill out a 
SEPARATE Order Form. Complete all the information 
you can, and include the manufacturer's Name. 

Any new TSR Products not listed are leatu1ed 
each month in the TSR PREVIEWS section of the 
DRAGON Magazine. These products are available 
and can be ordered through the shop by adding 
"TSR" to the listed Stock Number. 

We cannot guarantee the availability of any 
product, but will inform you of our success in locating 
and procuring a requested item. II we are unable to 
lullill your request, your money will be returned or 
your account credited. 

Unless otherwise NOTED: 

® Designates registered trademarks owned by 
TSR, Inc. 

'" Designates other trademarks owned by 
TSR, Inc. 

Most other product names are trademarks 
owned by the companies publishing those 
products. Use of the name of any product 
without mention of trademark status should 
not be construed as a challenge to such 
status. 

c 1988 TSR, Inc. All Rights Reserved . 

Printed in U.S.A. 



DUNGEONS & DRAGONS® BASIC, Set 1 
TSR1011 $12.00 

The premiere Role Playing Gamel Take your first 
step on the road to adventure! Play mighty heroes or 
crafty rogues intent on defeating the many forms of 
evil and gaining fame and fortune. The 3rd edition is 
designed to provide quick and easy introduction to 
role playing. Contains everything you need to get 
started in the most exciting game on the marketl 

• * " • 

For Character Levels 1-3. Features a solo 
adventure for beginners! Contains Players & 
Dungeon Masters rulebooks and 6 dice. 

B1-9, IN SEARCH OF ADVENTURE 
TSR9190 $15.00 

Experience the thrill of a series of adventures, 
starting in the village of Threshold, and crossing 
many miles of untamed lands to reach the grandeur 
of Specularum. An entire campaign of adventures to 
lift your characters from 1 st to 3rd level, collected 
together from the classics, B1 through B9. 

A 128 page book. 

BSOLO 1, GHOST OF LION CASTLE 
TSR9097 $6.00 

This is an adventure for only one player, but that 
player takes all the risks and reaps all the rewards. A 
haunted castle and court await the hero's 
exploration. 

D&D · Basic Rules 

B1, IN SEARCH OF THE UNKNOWN 
TSR9023 $5.50 

This introductory adventure is an excellent way to 
learn the fine art of Dungeon Mastering. You are 
provided with a story background and pregenerated 
maps, characters, foes, tricks, traps, and rewards. 
But YOU decide which legends are true, and just 
where guardians and treasures are to be found, as 
your players explore the Unknown! 

B 2, KEEP ON THE BORDERLAND 
TSR9034 $6.00 

This introductory campaign setting provides legends, 
history, tips on how to play well, and a place of 
mystery and danger to explore, the Caves of Chaos! 
The domain of the dread Master himself! 

B 3, PALACE OF THE SILVER PRINCESS 
TSR9044 $6.00 

Only crumbling ruins remain of the fabled home of 
Princess Argenta, fallen beneath the curse of the 
wicked White Rider. But tales are still spun of the 
fabulous treasures that lie hidden there in the Palace 
of the Silver Princess! 

B 4, THE LOST CITY OF CYNIDECIA 
TSR9049 $6.00 
Lost in the desert! Your only hope may lie in the ruin 
of a buried city, and the ancient pyramid at its center. 

B 5, HORROR ON THE HILL 
TSR9078 $6.00 

Only the mighty River Shrill separates you from the 
mysterious mound. Will you be the first to return, or 
will you too fall prey to the Horror on the Hill? 
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B 6, THE VEILED SOCIETY 
TSR9086 

.... 

$6.00 

Specularum! Three warring factions, one murder. 
The Torenescru, Radu or Vorloi - who is 
responsible? Features paper ADVENTURE 
FOLDUP~ town buildings and characters for added 
play value. 

B 7, RAHASIA 
TSR9115 $6.00 

Gray Mountain lies deep in a lush elven forest. The 
temple there was always a haven of learning - until 
the evil Rahib camel Now he broods in the shadows, 
coveting the lovely Rahasia · and spinning his web to 
draw her in at lastl 

B 8, JOURNEY TO THE ROCK 
TSR9106 $6.00 

The road to The Rock leads to danger and hidden 
peril.. .dangers that have claimed the lives of many 
brave adventurers. Rashness and folly will lead to 
quick death, but riches await the clever and brave! 

B 9, CASTLE CALDWELL AND BEYOND 
TSR9143 $6.00 

Here are five exciting, short adventures to make your 
campaign come alive! Drive out the dark denizens, 
explore the unknown, rescue a princess, escape 
your enemy, and recover a powerful relic in these 
one night ventures. 

B10, NIGHT'S DARK TERROR 
TSR9149 $10.00 

Bridge the gap between the D&D Basic Set and the 
D&D•' Expert Set with this 64-page super adventure. 
The wilderness beckons with the promise of 
adventure, as you travel by river and across 
mountains from the Duchy of Karameikos to the 
chaotic lands beyond! 

Two cardstock covers, full-sized colored map, 64 
pages, and counter sheet. 



D&D Expert Rules 
Continues where the. Basic rules end 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS EXPERT, Set 2 
TSR1012 $12.00 

Escape the dungeons, the whole world now lies 
before you! As your characters grow in experience so 
do the challenges. You may have thought the 
dungeons were deadly, but now you face the 
wilderness, domain of dread beasts and their 
treasure hoards - here is the stuff of legends. This 1s 
a rules supplement, and cannot be played without 
the D&D Basic Set. 

For Character Levels 4th to 14thl 
Contains a 64 page rulebook, an introductory 

module, and dice. 

XL 1, QUEST FOR THE HEARTSTONE 
TSR9114 $6.00 

The Icy cavern is deathly quiet. Strange light gleams 
from a frozen pool. Suddenly, a huge reptile thunders 
from the depths of the pool, sending glistening 
shards of ice in every direction. Is this your final 
battle? 

01, GEM AND THE STAFF 
TSR9050 $6.00 

Experience a battle of wits as one player crosses 
swords with the Dungeon Master, in this first 
Duel-the-OM adventure. The stakes are high and 
time is running out. Can your character recover the 
gem and staff? For One Player and one OM! 

02, BLADE OF VENGEANCE 
TSR9108 $6.00 

This is an adventure for one character and Dungeon 
Master. The famed elfin champion, Erystelle must 
avenge the devastation of his homeland Dorneryll 
and save the Emeries. 

XSOLO 1, LATHAN'S GOLD 
TSR9082 $6.00 

Anchors aweigh! The fierce Sea of Dread is all that 
lies between you and a fiery mountain of gold. The 
challenge is yours alone in this solo adventure! 

XSOLO 2, THUNDERDELVE MOUNTAIN 
TSR9157 $6.00 

The player becomes a doughty dwarven hero whose 
mission is to rescue the dwarven Princess Grona 
Marblefist. He must make a daring solo raid into the 
caverns of Thunderdelve and must defeat an evil red 
dragon that menaces all who trespass under the 
mountain. 

X 1, ISLE OF DREAD 
TSR9043 $6.00 

The Isle awaits! Dark iungles and treacherous mires 
guard the way to the lost plateau at the heart of the 
dread isle. But only there can you solve the mystery 
of a mighty civilization lost to the ages! This module 
is designed to aid the Dungeon Master in creating his 
own wilderness adventures. 

X 2, CASTLE AMBER 
TSR9051 $6.00 

Trapped 1n the mysterious Castle Amber, the heroes 
are barred from returning to their world until they can 
find an arcane key hidden among the winding 
corridors of this dream castle. Can they escape the 
mad family and their nightmare? 

X 3, CURSE OF XANATHON 
TSR9056 $6.00 

Something is rotten in Rhoona ... The Duke has been 
cursed by a madness and has cast the town into 
chaos. A conquering army marches on the hapless 
city and the town's fate rests in the heroes' hands. 
Here is a collection of five mysteries which must be 
solved to break the Curse of Xanathon. 

X 4, MASTER OF THE DESERT NOMADS 
TSR9068 $6.00 

Sent on a deadly journey into wastes of the Sind, the 
heroes are guided only by vague reports and a 
scrawled map straight into the realm of the sinister 
Master. Only by defeating the legendary leader of the 
Desert Nomads, can his plans of conquest be 
shattered. This is the first part of the Desert Nomad 
series. 

X S, TEMPLE OF DEATH 
TSR9069 $6.00 

The trials of the blasted desert at their back, the 
heroes must penetrate the stronghold of the wicked 
Master and defeat the horrors that guard his Temple 
of Death! Second part in the Desert Nomads series 

X 6, QUAGMIRE 
TSR9081 $6.00 

Swamp creatures! They surround you now as you 
move slowly through the gurgling muck. How will you 
reach Quagmire now? Each day, the hungry sea 
swallows more of the ancient port city. 
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Can you defeat the dangers which lurk in the dark 
depths of a terrifying sea? Or, will you find a watery 
grave within the cold confines of a murky sea floor? 
Contains special rules for underwater adventuring. 

X 8, DRUMS ON FIRE MOUNTAIN 
TSR9127 $6.00 

Soon, merchant Bargman will know all he can learn 
from his green-skinned barbarian. It cost a ship and 
60 gallant men to capture the wretch, and he means 
to exact retribution against these brigands of the sea. 
Will his cry for vengeance send the heroes on their 
last adventure as they seek to destroy the dread 
Ship-Bane? 

X 9, THE SAVAGE COAST 
TSR9129 $6.00 

What sends you adventuring deep into unknown 
lands, across dark waters, around The Savage 
Coast? Adventure? The sincere desire to help 
others? Or greed? You must decide the greater lure; 
the safety of Slagovich or the glimmer of gold along 
the Savage Coast. 

X10, RED ARROW, BLACK SHIELD 
TSR9160 $10.00 

A cloud of dust rises on the horizon. Terror has 
returned! The Master of the Desert Nomads has 
risen from the dead to send his legions to crush the 
heart of civilization. Only a daring raid behind enemy 
lines, with a small force of hand picked troops may 
stem the tide of the mad Nomads. But how does one 
slay the dead? 

Cardstock cover, full-sized, color map, 64 pages, 
and counter sheet. 

X11, SAGA OF THE SHADOW LORD 
TSR9165 $10.00 

The sinister Lord of Shadows has seized the mystic 
gemstone, Etvenstar, and with its aid plots to 
mobilize an army of undead to crush the free lands. 

X12, SKARDA'S MIRROR 
TSR9188 $8.00 

Marauding bandits raid the countryside. Word has it 
that a bounty hunting mage tracked them to their lair 
with the mad scheme to defeat the bandit chief and 
steal back a fabled magical mirror. Now both mage 
and chief are missing and the bandits threaten to 
raze the land In revenge. The heroes must search 
the bizarre land beyond the mirror's portal to bring 
them back and avert disaster! 

Cardstock cover & 48 pages. 

X13, CROWN OF ANCIENT GLORY 
TSR9218 $7.95 

The heroes become locked in a desperate struggle to 
aid a deposed prince recover his father's throne. 
Treachery and witchery from a dark sorceress and a 
spy from the Khan of Ethengar threaten to defeat 
them all. 



ADVENTURES 
IN 

BLACKMOOR 

DA 1, ADVENTURES IN BLACKMOOR 
TSR9172 $10.00 

Here Is the return of the original D&D® campaign by 
the game's co-creator Dave Arneson. Blackmoor is 
beset! On every side stormclouds gather, and 
enemies press closer, plotting Its downfall. Into this 
black time step heroes from a distant future to save 
the past! 

Cardstock cover, colored map, and 64 pages. 

DA 2, TEMPLE OF THE FROG 
TSR9175 $8.00 

Return to a land 4000 years ago to the time of fabled 
Blackmoorl The heroes from the future must act as 
King Uther's secret gambit to penetrate the sinister 
temple in the midst of the Dismal Swamp. Can they 
rescue the lovely baroness Rissa Aleford, before the 
empire takes advantage of this chink in Blackmoor's 
armor? 

DA 3, CITY OF THE GODS 
TSR9191 $8.00 

Centuries ago, in the ancient lands of lost 
Blackmoor, a great otherworldly city fell from the sky, 
bringing with It a strange new magic called 
Technology! Now the heroes from the future must do 
battle with the awakened gods of that City, who 
threaten to destroy those who have stolen their 
science! 

DA 4, DUCHY OF TEN 
TSR9205 

In the timelost realm of Blackmoor , the heroes 

$8.00 

out of time must travel into the treacherous lands of 
the Duchy of Ten to walk the web of deceit and 
intrigue that fate and men have woven . 
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D&D - Companion Rules 
Requires the Basic & Expert Sets to Play 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS® COMPANION, 
Set3 
TSR1013 $15.00 
The saga continues! Turn your attention to new 
horizons of fabled glory. Found kingdoms, settle 
hostile territory and build the legend for your heroes 
as they gain the attention of lords of the land and 
famous mages. This Is a rules supplement and 
cannot be used without the D&D~ Basic and Expert 
Sets. 

For Character Levels 15th to 25th. Contains Players 
Companion and Dungeon Masters rulebooks. 

CM 1, TEST OF THE WARLORDS 
TSR9117 $6.00 

The call is sent across the land for worthy warriors 
and hearty heroes to take up a mission to the 
northern wild lands of Norwald. Those who prove 
successful may be granted land and title over a small 
dominion at little cost to themselves. Oh yes, there 
may be a war or two, baleful beasts to drive out and 
sinister spies to thwart , but those with the right stuff 
will gain fame and a kingdom to set their mark on the 
world. Are you ready for the challenge? 

A campaign adventure setting. 

CM 2, DEATH'S RIDE 
TSR9118 $6.00 

A King's Commission leads to danger! All contact 
with the barony of Two Lakes Vale has ceased. King 
Ericall fears for the safety of his border, and is 
angered by the loss of taxes and so has 
commissioned the heroes to investigate the dark 
clouds that cast a dread pall over that land. 

CM 3, SABRE RIVER 
TSR9119 $6.00 

A curse has fallen on King Ericall 's land from out of 
the north. A cryptic message of dread and doom is 
the only clue for the seasoned heroes to lift the blight 
from the land. 

CM 4, EARTHSHAKER 
TSR9128 $6.00 

Into the heroes' hands has been thrust great 
responsibility, rulership of a growing dominion. They 
prepare for their first court with the arrival of spring 
and the unexpected - EARTHSHAKER, wonder of 
the world. Will its coming be a blessing or a curse? 
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CM 5, MYSTERY OF THE SNOW PEARLS 
TSR9154 $6.00 

You are the last hope for Tarylon, enchanted 
Elvenhome. One of the fabulous snow pearls has 
been stolen and only you can retrieve it in time. This 
solo adventure features the Magic Viewer'" window 
to reveal hidden text. A real challenging adventure 
whose clever riddles must be solved to win. Only the 
best will succeed at this one I 

Cardstock cover, map, 32 page adventure and a 
MAGIC VIEWER'" window to reveal hidden 
encounters, baffling puzzles, and deadly traps. 

CM 6, WHERE CHAOS REIGNS 
TSR9158 $6.00 

Chosen by cruel fate , the heroes must journey 
through time to thwart the plots of a race that wants 
to destroy magic forever! Their path leads to a place 
beyond time and reality for a final confrontation. 

CM 7, THE TREE OF LIFE 
TSR9166 $8.00 

The clan's Tree of Life is dying! Only a band of the 
bravest and cleverest elves can undertake the quest 
to find the source of the disease hidden deep in 
ancient Selinar, once the birth home of Elves. 

CM 8, THE ENDLESS STAIR 
TSR9192 $8.00 

A wizard 's death leads the heroes on a journey to the 
tomb of a mighty archmage to lay the poor soul to 
rest . But a rival dogs their steps - seeking to 
penetrate the tomb first and to pass the deadly traps 
to climb the Endless Stair. 

CM 9, LEGACY OF BLOOD 
TSR9210 $5.95 

What seems a stroke of good fortune, inheriting the 
title and lands of a baron of renown, turns into a 
bloody battle for control of a small domain as the 
heroes are draw~ into the web of political intrigue. 
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D&D • Master Rules 
Enter the Ranks of Legends! 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS' MASTER, Set 4 
TSR1021 $15.00 

At last the cycle is complete. Soar across the sky and 
into the pages of legend with the D&D' Master Rules 
which take characters to the highest levels possible! 
There are still glorious battles to fight and sagas to 
be spun as the heroes face insurmountable odds and 
the mysteries of the gods 

For character levels 26th to 36th. Master Player 
and Dungeon Master books in a boxed set. 

M 1, INTO THE MAELSTROM 
TSR9159 $6.00 

Beyond the scope of mortals broods an evil 
mastermind, lost in darkness. Once emperor of 
mystical Alphatia, now an Immortal of Entropy, he 
seeks vengeance on the greatest empire of the age. 
The heroes are snared in this net of otherworldly 
intrigue, and they must use every ounce of skill and 
resourcefulness they have gained over the years to 
win through or their world may be destroyed! 

M 2, VENGEANCE OF ALPHAKS 
TSR9148 $8.00 

Alphaks, the insidious Immortal from the Plane of 
Entropy who challenged the heroes in M1, Into the 
Maelstrom, is back to wreak his vengeance on these 
puny mortal upstarts. 

M 3, TWILIGHT CALLING 
TSR9174 $8.00 

The struggle of mortal heroes to resist the efforts of 
the Immortals to make them pawns in a cosmic game 
never ends. Now the heroes must venture into the 
Realm of Nightmares to stop an age-old terror from 
breaking lose to menace the Cosmos. 

M 4, FIVE COINS FOR A KINGDOM 
TSR9204 $8.00 

Five magical coins spin a tale of interplanar intrigue, 
whirling the heroes off to an unknown plane to raise 
a demolished city and to rescue the imperilled wizard 
who minted the mystic coins from the heart of the 
sun! 

M 5, TALONS OF NIGHT 
TSR9214 $5.95 

The dawn of a new age of peace approaches as the 
heroes are sent to preside at an arms control 
conference between the empires of Thyatis and 
ancient Alphatia on the Isle of Dawn. But the 
followers of Entropy have other ideas. 

D&D • Immortals Rules 
The Ultimate Level Game! 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS' IMMORTALS, Set 
5 
TSR1017 $15.00 

Those few who passed the Tests of Legend can now 
trod the Paths of Immortality. Journey to new heights 
of power and conflict and get ready for a whole new 
experience in role playing where the players make 
the rules. Voyage beyond the planes of mortality and 
walk the winds of the Spheres of Power! 

For Immortal level characters. Immortal Player and 
Dungeon Master books in a boxed set. 

IM 1, IMMORTAL STORM 
TSR9171 $8.00 

The first adventure beyond mortal ken. The storm 
from the Vortex, that mysterious barrier around the 
Multiverse threatens to engulf all reality and end 
existence. Immortals from the five Spheres of Power 
must band together on an odd scavenger hunt 
through the Cosmos for the essence of beingl 

IM 2, WRATH OF OLYMPUS 
TSR9189 $8.00 

The Lords of Olympus are back! Deep in the 
mountains of the Broken Lands these Immortals 
claim power over mortals. But this violates the 
Immortal Law of Non-Interference! Who is behind this 
outrage! 

IM 3, THE BEST OF INTENTIONS 
TSR9207 $5.95 

Novice Immortals must learn what it t11kes to be an 
Immortal as they are given herculean tasks, delicate 
diplomatic missions and must deal with the bizarre 
and alien mentalities of Immortal creatures. 

I ,., • 
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D&D • Collector Editions 
Original Copies of the First Edition Rules 

CHAINMAIL 
TSR2008 $15.00 

The original D&D' rules grew out of miniature 
wargaming. Here are the original miniature rules that 
premiered fantasy wargaming with dragons, goblins 
and giants. Relive the history of role playing with 
these rules for mass combat. LIMITED SUPPLY! 

GREYHAWK 
TSR2003 $15.00 

This is the original first rules supplement to the 
original D&D" rules. The half-size book includes thief 
character class, new spells, monsters and treasures. 
Collector's Printing. LIMITED SUPPLY! 

BLACKMOOR 
TSR2004 $15.00 

The original second rules supplement to the original 
D&D' rules is a half-size book that features monk 
and assassin character classes, new spells, 
monsters, treasures and the Temple of the Frog 
original adventure. LIMITED SUPPLY! 

ELDRITCH WIZARDRY 
TSR2005 $15.00 

The 1976 original 3rd rules supplem~nt to the 
original D&D' rules is a half-size book that features 
the druid character class, psionics, new spells , 
aquatic monsters, treasures, ancient artifacts and 
demonic foes. LIMITED SUPPLY! 

SWORDS & SPELLS 
TSR2007 $15.00 

The original D&D" rules grew out of miniature 
wargaming. Here are the original miniature rules for 
mass combat between armies of truth and forces of 
the night. Half-size original 1976 fantasy rule set with 
easy rules for movement, combat and magic use. 
LIMITED SUPPLY! 



GAZ 1, THE GRAND DUCHY OF KARAMEIKOS 
TSR9193 $10.00 

The first in a line of D&D campaign products 
designed to detail the fantasy world of the 
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS game. This series will 
also expand on a variety of rules. 

The first gazetteer details the homeland of 
characters, fabled Karameikos. Provides tips and 
rules for running a campaign city and nation . 

Cardstock cover, 64 pages and a colored map. 

GAZ 2, THE EMIRATE OF YLARUAM 
TSR9194 $7.95 

Explore the land of desert winds and cool oases. 
Here is the nomadic culture of Ylaruam. Also 
includes rules for desert survival and trade caravans. 

Cardstock cover, 64 pages and colored map. 

GAZ 3, THE PRINCIPALITIES OF GLANTRI 
TSR9208 $8.95 

Here is the guide to the lands of the wizard-princes 
and their realm of magic. Includes details an schools 
of magic and magical duels. 

Cardstock cover, 96 pages and colored map. 
Features several short adventures. 

D&D · Accessories 

AC 1, SHADY DRAGON INN 
TSR9100 $6.00 

Need a character for an adventure? There are many 
to choose from in the Shady Dragon Inn. 
Pregenerated character slats and their personalities. 
DMs will find this a valuable source for non-player 
characters. 

AC 2, D&D® COMBAT SHIELD 
TSR9099 $6.00 

Combat is easier with a shieldl The shield contains 
all the tables to run combat situations for the Basic 
and Expert sets. This package also includes a mini
adventure for use with the Expert rules set. 

AC 3, DRAGON'" Tiles I 
TSR9121 $8.00 

A dungeon comes alive with 3-D DRAGON Tiles that 
will help players picture roams filled with monsters 
and furnishings. Package includes an adventure! 

OlOJN,EOH~ & IDJR.ul~OHI. 

GAZ 4, THE KINGDOM OF IERENDI 
TSR9215 $7.95 

Here are the islands of lerendi, land of Heroes! This 
product features several short adventures and details 
on the life of an adventurer. 

AC 4, MARVELOUS MAGIC ITEMS 
TSR9116 $10.00 

This is the ultimate sourcebook of many new magic 
items and their myriad effects. Over 500 magic items 
are described in detail complete with game slats. 

AC 5, DRAGON'" Tiles II 
TSR9145 $8.00 

Add a little dimension to your world with 
three-dimensional tiles that can be used to create a 
wilderness setting. This includes character and 
monsters. carts, trees, streams and an adventure! 

AC 6, PLAYER CHARACTER RECORDS 
TSR9037 $7.00 

Keep your D&D"' characters in style with the latest 
official character record sheets from TSR, Inc. These 
48 sheets include all character classes and options 
from the D&D"' Companion and Master Rules Set. 

Games 

ORIGINAL D&D® CHARACTER RECORDS 
TSR9037A $3.00 

This Collector's Item Character Record Sheets 
organizes all the vital information a player needs for 
an adventuring character. This 32-page booklet is for 
use with the D&D Basic, Expert and Companion 
role-playing games. 

ORIGINAL CHARACTER RECORDS (REV) 
TSR9037B $3.50 

These convenient record sheets are far use with the 
D&D"' Basic, Expert and Companion role-playing 
games. Includes 32 pages. 

D&D® DUNGEON MAPPING GEOMORPHS 
TSR9048 $6.00 

Create a c\ungeon in minutes with this handy 
dungeon geomorph set. The set combines Basic 
Dungeons, Caves and Caverns, and Lower 
Dungeons. 

D&D® MONSTER & TREASURE 
ASSORTMENT 
TSR9047 $6.00 

Here are sets of pre-generated monster encounters 
and treasure hoards to help Dungeon Masters outfit 
their dungeons. Hundreds of pre-generated sets for 
character levels 1st to 9th. 

AC 7, MASTER PLAYERS SCREEN 
TSR9156 $6.00 

This screen gathers all the crucial character 
information into one location where it can be found at 
a glance. Includes a special Master level adventure 
the Spindle through desert wastes. 

AC 9, CREATURE CATALOGUE 
TSR9173 $12.00 

Winged Warriors, Tortles, Wh1pweed and Sea 
Dragons abound in this manual filled with wondrous 
beings and terrifying monsters. This accessory lists 
all the creatures that lurk in the dungeons and 
wilderness of the D&D" game world . It includes an 
assortment of never-before-seen creatures! 

AC 10, BEASTIARY OF GIANTS & DRAGONS 
TSR9211 $8.95 

Here is a deadly little collection of short adventures 
for an evening's play. These tales feature gruesome 
gigantic foes and dreaded dragons! 

AC 11, BOOK OF WONDROUS INVENTIONS 
TSR9220 $8.95 

Challenge the heroes with this roster of bizarre 
inventions and devious devices of legent. Features 
incredible creations around which entire adventures 
may be designed Including such Items as flying ships 
and engines of destruction , terrible traps and 
humorous helpers. 



Advagced 
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AD&D LEGENDS AND LORE 
TSR2013 $15.00 

Formerly DEITIES & DEMIGODS~ cyclopedia. This 
provides complete details on 15 different mythological 
pantheons for use in developing your campaign back
ground. Here are the gods, heroes and monsters of an
cient legend, now available for use in your fantasy 
campaign. 

Hardbound 128 page book. 

AD&D MANUAL OF THE PLANES 
TSR2022 $15.00 

At last! The swirling winds of the Ether have been 
charted to lead heroes to grand adventures upon the 
many planes of the Multiverse. 

Special rules and magic effect modifications for 
use when adventuring beyond the Prime Material 
plane and into the realms of the gods. General 
descriptions of the planes and typical encounters, 
plus the routes most likely to be taken to explore 
these otherworlds. 

Hardbound 128 page book. 

ADVANCED D&D ' Rules 

AD&D® PLA YEAS HANDBOOK 
TSR2010 $15.00 

Join the adventure! Enter the realms of ADVANCED 
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS role-playing game. Here 
is the most popular fantasy role playing game of all 
time. Come join the ranks of heroes and legend to 
drive back the forces of evil and darkness from a wild 
land. 

This is the book that no fighter, cleric, mage or 
thief would leave behind! This handbook contains 
character generation, special character abilities, 
spells and their detailed explanations. It is a must for 
all players and Dungeon Masters! 

Hardbound 128 page book. 

AD&D DUNGEON MASTERS GUIDE 
TSR2011 $18.00 

Are you ready to take up the role of Dungeon Master, 
the master story teller for the ADVANCED 
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS® game? Then this book is 
for you. It contains all the hidden lore and special 
rules needed to create and referee your very own 
adventures. Details on dozens of treasures, rules for 
combat, movement and special situations, and 
descriptions of how the special magic items in the 
game work. A must for every OM and any interested 
player. 

Hardbound 256 page book. 

AD&D UNEARTHED ARCANA 
TSR2017 $15.00 

Here is the first, official rules expansion for the 
popular AD&D role-playing game. New character 
classes and combat rules, new treasures and tricks 
for the Dungeon Master. 

Hardbound 128 page book. 
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AD&D® MONSTER MANUAL 
TSR2009 $15.00 

Dragons, giants and vampires are only a few of the 
denizens that fill the pages of this manual. This book 
is essential to any AD&D' campaign! Here are foes 
to fight and friends to aid, guardians for any 
Dungeon Master's dungeons. 

Hardbound 128 page book. 

AD&D® MONSTER MANUAL II 
TSR2016 $15.00 

Are your adventures becoming stale and 
predictable? Here are hundreds of new creatures to 
challenge your heroes and to breathe new interest 
into your campaign. Many have been collected from 
our most popular adventures. 

Hardbound 160 page book 

AD&D® FIEND FOLIO® TOME 
TSR2012 $12.00 

This monster-filled tome features creatures from the 
pages of TSR, Inc. modules. 

Hardbound 128 page book. 
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Dungeons~ragons AD&D® DUNGEONEER'S SURVIVAL GUIDE 

TSR2019 $15.00 

In the impenetrable darkness of underearth, 
unimagined terrors and uncountable treasures await! 
This reference deals with prolonged adventures 
beneath the surface of the world . New rules for 
swimming, climbing, spelunking and proficiencies 
are detailed. Also provides new tables and 
instructions for creating your own Underdark Realm. 

Hardbound 128 page book. 

AD&D® WILDERNESS SURVIVAL GUIDE 
TSR2020 $15.00 

Companion to the popular DUNGEONEER'S 
SURVIVAL GUIDE, this guidebook explores the 
wonders of the Wilderness. Featuring new encounter 
charts, weather rules, terrain survival rules, and new 
character proficiencies, this book describes how to 
create your own wilds. 

Hardbound 128 page book. 

AD&D® ROGUES GALLERY 
TSR9031 $6.00 

This valuable book contains hundreds of pre-rolled 
non-player characters of all classes and races. No 
longer will you need to spend hours generating 
reams of characters, it has been done for you in this 
32 page book. LIMITED SUPPLYI 

AD&D'· DMs ADVENTURE LOG 
TSR9036 $6.00 

This product is designed to help Dungeon Masters to 
keep track of vital character information during 
adve~ture preparation and play. Contains 32 pages 
of many common charts not found on the DM 
Screen, plus character roster forms. 

ADVANCED D&D " 
Accessories 

REF 1, DUNGEON MASTERS SCREEN (REV) 
TSR9146 $6.00 

All new, revised screens to aid play during 
encounters. Features two screens: one for the 
Dungeon Master featuring combat, saving throws 
and other tables commonly used, and one for players 
that recaps PC combat and saving throws, spells, 
and gear. A must for the serious gamer. 

REF 2, PLAYER CHARACTER RECORDS 
TSR9028 $8.00 

Throw away those scraps of paper and become 
·organized as never before! These completely revised 
records are compatible with all the AD&D® new 
rulebooks, and include master spell lists for all 
classes, including Oriental, in a 64 page book. 

REF 3, BOOK OF LAIRS, Vol. I 
TSR91n $12.00 

Want only a short adventure tonight, one you don't 
need to spend a lot of time preparing? Then the 
Book of Lairs is for you! It contains over 60 fully 
developed lairs and adventures that can easily be 
added to any campaign. A 96 page book. 

REF 4, BOOK OF LAIRS, Vol. II 
TSR9198 $12.00 

The second volume of the popular Book of Lairs 
series, this book features dozens of new lairs with a 
wide variety of creatures to challenge varying levels 
of characters. 
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ORIGINAL DUNGEON MASTERS SCREEN 
TSR9024 $6.00 

This original edition compiles all the vital encounter 
and combat charts on two durable cardstock 
screens. One features combat and saving throw 
tables, the other lists pslonic combat results. 
LIMITED SUPPLIES! 

ORIGINAL PLAYER CHARACTER RECORD 
TSR90280 $6.00 

The original character record sheets for use with the 
Players Handbook and Dungeon Masters Guide. 
Features unique records for each major character 
class, and includes spaces for all game statistics and 
background. 48 pages. 

ORIGINAL NON-PLAYER RECORDS 
TSR9030 $6.00 

These convenient hallsized record sheets allow 
Dungeon Masters to create permanent records of 
major non-player character friends and foes . 
Contains 32 pages. 

MONSTER CARDS SET 11 
TSR8009 $3.00 

Here is a collection of 20 AD&D monster reference 
cards with lull color illustrations to add excitement to 
your adventures. Features the Grippli , Mihstu, Zorbo 
and Red Dragon. 

MONSTER CARDS SET 12 
TSR8010 $3.00 

Here are 20 ditterent, colorfully illustrated monster 
reference cards to liven up your adventures. 
Features the Galeb Duhr, Land Urchin, Thri-Kreen 
and Gold Dragon.' 

MONSTER CARDS SET 13 
TSR8011 $3.00 

The third set of 20 colorfully illustrated monster cards 
features the Sea Wolf, Tunnel Worm, Wemic and 
Silver Dragon. 

MONSTER CARDS SET 114 
TSR8012 $3.00 

This fourth set of illustrated monster cards features 
the Hybsil, Korred, Obliviax and Black Dragon. 



---AdvaQced~-------------------------------DungeonsN>ragons· 
Games AD&o · Novice Level 

Adventures 

L 1 THE SECRET OF BONE HILL 
TSR9045 $6.00 

Danger lurks 1n the Lendore lslesl Bands of baleful 
beasts prowl the rugged hills turning back anyone 
foolhardy enough to seek the secrets of Bone Hilll 

L2 THE ASSASSIN'S KNOT 
TSR9057 $6.00 

Players must assemble clues to find out who killed 
the Baron in this baffling murder mystery! Can the 
heroes unravel the Assassin's knot? 

MV1 MIDNIGHT ON DAGGER ALLEY 
TSA9104 $5.00 

As darkness cloaks the narrow alleys of Goldstar, 
silent shadows creep out of hiding. Now is the hour 
for cutpurses and cutthroats. And only the heartiest 
hero will venture out at midnightl A solo adventure 
featuring hidden passages only revealed with the 
Magic Viewer• screen. 

N1 CULT OF THE REPTILE GOD 
TSA9063 $5.50 

Terror by nightl The village of Orlane Is dying, 
strangers are feared , and houses barred. What doom 
has come to visit this once pleasant village? 

N2 FOREST ORACLE 
TSR9084 $6.00 

Crops wilt. leaves wither on the trees and animals 
must leave the once-fertile Downs Valley or die. All 
who dwell there must abandon their homes or perish 
- unless the heroes can lilt the curse! 

N3 DESTINY OF KINGS 
TSA9163 $8.00 

Intrigue and mystery abound as the heroes must 
solve the dilemma of a missing heir to the throne of a 
small kingdom. Wits and innovation are more 
valuable than sword play in this exciting adventure. 

N4 TREASURE HUNT 
TSR9185 $8.00 

A unique novice level adventure that deals with 
characters BEFORE they reach 1st level! Through a 
cruel twist of late, a small band of unwilling heroes 
are washed ashore on the island of the Sea King and 
must learn to survive! 

NS UNDER ILLEFARN 
TSR9212 $5.95 

The earth heaves and groans, throwing the heroes to 
their knees. A mighty crack sunders the earth to 
reveal a time-forgotten ruin There lies their fate and 
perhaps their doom in the hatchling of the illearth. 

T1 VILLAGE OF HOMMLET 
TSR9026 $5.00 

The original beginners module for AD&D • 
adventures. Features an entire town, complete with 
key personalities, in which to base the heroes. Also, 
there is a sample dungeon to explore. Colfector's 
Edition. LIMITED SUPPLYI 

U1 THE SINISTER SECRET OF SALTMARSH 
TSR9062 $6.00 

Desolate and abandoned, the evil mansion stands 
alone on the cliff at the edge of the sea. Locals say 
it's haunted . but hides a fabulous forgotten treasure. 
First part of the Saltmarsh series. 
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U2 DANGER AT DUNWATER 
TSR9064 $6.00 

The fishing village of Saltmarsh Is threatened! 
Lizardmen are gathering in force in the swamp and 
buying large quantities of weapons. To what end? 
The heroes must slip into the lizards' den to discover 
their motives. Second part of the Saltmarsh series. 

U3 THE FINAL ENEMY 
TSR9076 $6.00 

At last, the chance to confront the true enemy in its 
home and possibly avert the threat to Saltmarsh 
arrives. The enemy has at last been revealed and 
retribution is headed their wayl The last of the 
Saltmarsh series. 

UK2 THE SENTINEL 
TSR9101 $6.00 

Murder one night - mercy the next. Strange writings 
in blood on the walls. The attentions of a mad skulk 
are more than the village of Kusnir can endure First 
part of the Alderweg series. 

Cardstock cover and 32 pages. 

UK3 THE GAUNTLET 
TSfl9111 $6.00 

Bravery is commonplace in these heroic times. But 
will bravery be enough to liberate the ancient Keep of 
Alderweg and to thwart the dark forces which strive 
to cast down its ancient walls? Conclusion of the 
Alderweg series. 

Cardstock cover and 32 pages. 

UK4 WHEN A STAR FALLS 
TSR9120 $6.00 

Hurled like a blazing spear from the night sky, the 
shooting star would shape the fates of many - so it 
was written. Yours is the chance to reforge destiny. 
There is everything to gain and everything to losel 

Cardstock cover and 32 pages. 

UK6 ALL THAT GLITTERS 
TSR9126 $6.00 

The lure of gold has drawn many adventurers 
through the ages. Now a cryptic treasure map has 
come into your possession. Are you a match for the 
jungle and the unknown lands beyond? 

Cardstock cover and 32 pages. 



AD&D · Intermediate Level 
Adventures 

C1 HIDDEN SHRINE OF TAMOACHAN 
TSR9032 $6.00 

Hidden in the Amadio Jungles are the ruins of 
Tamoanchan, a mighty civilization that perished 
hundreds of years in the past. And there lies the 
shrine of Camazotz, god of the moon, rich in treasure 
and dangers. Contains original tournament notes. 

C2 GHOST TOWER OF INVERNESS 
TSR9038 $6.00 

A shadow from the past, the Ghost Tower looms in 
the mind of the Seer of Urnst. He has convinced the 
Duke to send an expedition to recover the legendary 
Soul Gem before his dreams become reall Contains 
original tournament notes. 

C3 CASTANAMIR 
TSR9110 $6.00 

Stranded on a barren island, only a stone door set in 
a shallow depression offets the heroes haven from 
the bitter cold. But perhaps it is better to freeze up 
here than to fall into the hands of Castaniamir the 
mad I 

C4 TO FIND A KING 
TSR9107 $6.00 

The last king of Pellham is gone and the High 
Council flounders . Only a return of a long-dead king 
can stop Pellham's fall into oblivion. The heroes must 
take up the quest for the lost king though the Island 
of Death be their goal. First part of the Prophecy of 
Brie. Contains original tournament notes. 

CS THE BANE OF LLEWELLYN 
TSR9109 $6.00 

A desperate quest for a king of a golden age leads 
the heroes to the edge of the Island of Death and to 
even stranger lands in an effort to save the glory of 
Pellham. The conclusion of the Prophecy of Brie. 
Contains the original tournament notes. 

CS OFFICIAL RPGA'" TOURNAMENT Book 
TSR9206 $10.00 

A special collection of RPGA~ sponsored tournament 
adventures. Scenarios designed to challenge the 
best role players. It also contains notes on how to run 
and score a tournament. 

UK1 BEYOND THE CRYSTAL CAVE 
TSR9066 $6.00 

Fleeing from their feuding families, two star-crossed 
lovers sought refuge in the Cave of Echoes. 
Desperate for the return of their loved ones, their 
families are offering a large reward to any band of 
brave adventurers who will pursue the couple and 
return them unharmed. 

UK5 EYE OF THE SERPENT 
TSR9125 $6.00 

Abandoned on the roof of the world, the Serpent's 
Eye beckons but only the brave will survive the 
lessons of Hardway mountain. A duel-the-OM , one 
player adventure designed to develop the skills of 
druids, rangers and monks. Unique routing system. 

UK7 DARK CLOUDS GATHERING 
TSR9151 $6.00 

Powerful adventurers of levels 7-9 are urgently 
sought to banish the darkness. The sun must again 
shine in the clear blue sky . . . and soon! Once the 
dark clouds have fully gathered who knows what may 
be unleashed across the land? 

----:::
jiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~-Adva~ced---iiiiiiiiii; 

Dungeons~ragons 

I 1, DWELLERS OF THE FORBIDDEN CITY 
TSR9046 $6.00 

Characters must face a city of evil that made a pact 
with demons and fell into decay. But the evil lives onl 

I 2, TOMB OF THE LIZARD KING 
TSR9055 $6.00 

If the brigands who are raiding Eor are only brigands, 
why are the merchants so terrified? There are rumors 
of an ancient evil power that has reawakened. Can 
your party get to the truth? 

13-5, THE DESERT OF DESOLATION 
TSR9199 $15.00 

A revision of three of the most popular and best 
selling adventures. Journey from the ancient tomb of 
Amun-Re to the lost tomb of Martek as the heroes try 
their skills at survival in the greatest wastelands of 
the known world! Features ne·.v expansions to these 
favorites. 

13,PHAROAH 
TSR9052 $6.00 

Condemned to wander the desert, the ghost of 
Pharoah Amun-Re pleads with the heroes to free his 
cursed soul. But none have ever returned from his 
trapped tombl First part of the Desert of Desolation 
series. 

I 4, OASIS OF THE WHITE PALM 
TSR9053 $6.00 

The wind rises and lightning crashes to the earth 
filling the darkness with its thunder! What is that blue 
flame leaping into the sky? What terrible new power 
have you unleashed? Second part of the Desert of 
Desolation series. 

I 5 , TOMB OF MARTEK 
TSR9054 $6.00 

Skimming across the Skysea, you race against time 
to save the desert peoples. Only the power of an 
age-old wizard named Martek can defeat his own fell 
prophecy! Final part of the Desert of Desolation 
series. 

I 6, RAVENLOFT 
TSR9075 $6.00 

The master of Raven loft is having guests for dinner • 
and you are invited. This adventure captures all the 
terror and suspense of a vampire hunt. Destroy the 
evil count before he gets youl Alternative plot lines 
change the adventure every time it's played. 
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I 7, BALTRON'S BEACON 
TSR9152 $6.00 

Characters must battle their way into a ruined tower 
that holds the secret of the Black Flame and defeat 
its dread guardians. 

I 8, RAVAGER OF TIME 
TSR9169 $8.00 

An evil sorcerer has created a sinister magic spell 
that steals life energy from his victims and uses it to 
power an awesome army of androids. When his spell 
hits the characters , they suddenly become old and 
doddering. They must find and defeat the evil wizard 
before they die of old age. 

I 9, DAY OF AL' AKBAR 
TSR9178 $8.00 

A deadly plague sweeps the desert. Only the fabled 
talisman of Al' Akbar, hidden deep in the tomb of 
Sultan Amwara, can cure the ill and lift the blight. But 
fell wards guard this ancient artifact. Full color map. 

110, RAVENLOFT II: GRYPHON HILL 
TSR9181 $8.00 

The count has escaped to new, bloodrich lands and 
seeks to rebuild his armies of the night. But who is 
this mild-mannered sage, who also goes by the name 
of Count von Zarovich? The dream turns hideously 
real. May be linked to 16, RAVENLOFT, for twice the 
horror. 

111, NEEDLE 
TSR9187 $8.00 

Travel into the depths of a dark and deadly jungle to 
retrieve a magical obelisk. And that's just the start to 
this bizarre adventure which opens the door to 
strange new worlds! 

112, EGG OF THE PHOENIX 
TSR9201 $10.00 

In the lonely town of Northending, the Council of the 
Five has called the famous paladin Athelstan to their 
aid. The fabulous artifact, the Egg of the Phoenix, 
has vanished! A collection of four original RPGA~ 
Network adventures. 

113, ADVENTURE PACK, Vol. I 
TSR9202 $12.00 

Here is an indispensible anthology of short 
adventures for use with all the differing AD&D 
campaigns. Insert these short adventures into your 
existing game or use for an evening's entertainment. 



Advaklced 
Dungeons~ragons· 

Games 

A 1 SLAVE PITS OF THE UNDERCITY 
TSR9039 $4.00 

Collector's Edition! Embark on a 1ourney into the 
lands of the Slave Lords, wicked men who have sold 
your kin into slavery. First stop, Highportl First part of 
the Slave Lords series. Contains the original 
tournament notes. LIMITED SUPPLIES. 

A2 SECRET OF THE SLAVE STOCKADE 
TSR9040 $4.00 

Collector's Edition! The journey continues across the 
Pomar] blasted hills to a hidden outpost of the 
diabolical Slave Lords. Second part of the Slave 
Lords series Contains original tournament notes. 
LIMITED SUPPLY. 

A3 ASSAULT ON THE AERIE OF SLAVE 
LORDS 
TSR9041 $4.00 

Collector's Edition! At last, the heroes have tracked 
the Slave Lords to their den, deep in the 
Drachensgrab Mountains. The final reckoning is at 
handi Third part of the Slave Lord series. Contains 
original tournament notes. LIMITED SUPPLY. 

A4 DUNGEON OF THE SLAVE LORDS 
TSR9042 $4.00 

Collectoc's Edition! Misfortune has befallen the 
heroes, and now they are at the mercy of the Slave 
Lords. Stripped of all save their wits, can the heroes 
survive the Slave Lords dungeon? Contains original 
tournament notes. LIMITED SUPPLY. 

AD&D · High Level 
Adventures 

G1·2·3 AGAINST THE GIANTS 
TSA9058 $4.00 

Evil giants from the mountains to the east have 
banded together to raid the lowlands.This is unheard 
of, for these chaotic creatures would never normally 
ally without a strong leader. The heroes must ferret 
out the power behind the raids and bring them to an 
end. First part of the Demon Queen series. 

D1·2 DESCENT INTO THE DEPTHS 
TSR9059 $4.00 

Continuing the saga begun in the G-series, the path 
of intrigue leads into the depths of the earth The 
dark elves, called Drow, are behind the giants' raids, 
and now the heroes must battle their way through to 
their hidden kingdom, past trogs, trolls and the 
fish-faced Kuo-toa. Second part of the Demon Queen 
series. 

D3 VAULT OF THE DROW 
TSR9021 $4.00 

At last the end of the trail of intrigue is at hand! What 
began as a war against evil giants, leads to a power 
hidden beneath the earth. Now, the heroes have 
reached the domain of the evil Drow. Can they 
destroy their wicked plot and survive? Third part of 
the Demon Queen series. 

01 QUEEN OF THE DEMONWEB PITS 
TSA9035 $4.00 

The trail of deceit and intrigue first begun in the 
G-series now leads to an otherworld plane. The 
heroes must plunge into the Abyss to confront and 
thwart LOLJH, the Queen of the Demonweb Pits. The 
final part of the Demon Queen series. 

S1 TOMB OF HORRORS 
TSR9022 

Collector's Edition! The ultimate dungeon, the 
ultimate challenge. This is the deadliest dungeon 
ever designed with a legion of tricks and traps to slay 
the unwary intruder. Can you pass the test?! 
LIMITED SUPPLIES. 

S2 WHITE PLUME MOUNTAIN 
TSA9027 $8.00 

Collector's Edition! The mad mystic Keraptis has 
stolen three weapons of power and hidden them in 
his deadly maze beneath the steaming mountain 
called White Plume. Only the quick and the clever 
can survive the dangers that guard these treasures. 

S3 EXPEDITION TO THE BARRIER PEAKS 
TSR9033 $8.00 

Collector's Edition! Nightmare creatures have 
descended from the slopes of the Barrier Peaks to 
ravage the countryside. Where could they be coming 
from? Contains a 32-page book of art to illustrate key 
encounters and foes for the players. LIMITED 
SUPPLY. 

S4 LOST CAVERNS OF TSOJCANTH 
TSA9061 $10.00 

A magical hoard of unsurpassed value is rumored to 
lie in the Yatil Mountains. But it is said to have been 
the treasure of the archmage lggwilv, and wizards 
are wont to guard their hoard with dire and dread 
wards! 
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LANKHMAR"' City of Adventure 
TSR9162 $12.00 
Leave the dungeons behind and step into a new 
world of intrigue and adventure! Enter the city of 
LANKHMAR~, famed home of FAFHADN and the 
GRAY MOUSERN from books by Fritz Leiber. A 
changing city of one million people with as many 
adventures. Special rules for city play. 

Cardstock cover, 96 page book, 16 page map book 
and a full-sized colored map. 

CA 1 SWORDS OF THE UNDERCITY 
TSR9150 $6.00 
LANKHMAR . .. city of thieves, city of adventure! 
Once again a dark bargain has been struck and a 
murder committed. An ancient book, an expedition 
into the Sinking Lands, and a strange treasure are 
enough to trigger the envy of the rich and powerful. 
Three adventures set in the sinister underworld of 
Lankhmarl 

CA2 SWORDS OF DECEIT 
TSR9170 $8.00 
A ghastly fog shrouds the deserted streets as 
Lankhmar's citizens cower behind barred doors. For 
tonight the avenues belong to the dread gods of 
Lankhmar on this the Night of Fear! Here are three 
haunting adventures in the city of FAFHADN and the 
GRAY MOUSEAN. 

$6.00 

A single misstep down an endless pit is but the first 
in a bizarre land of encounters. Here the heroes will 
meet an odd mage rabbit who is always late, a living 
garden, and a mock dragon turtle. But this is really 
more than a strange dream. It is malice in 
Dungeonland. The EX, Extension series may be 
added to your own dungeon 

EX2 LAND BEYOND THE MAGIC MIRROR 
TSR9073 $6.00 

Step through a magic mirror to a bizarre 
checkerboard land where the delightful and innocent 
often hide great challenges and dangers. Visit with a 
talking walrus and his carpenter friend, becom~ 
enmeshed in a war between red and white armies, or 
argue with a talking egg. A companion to EX1 , 
DUNGEONLAND. 



iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiAd va QCe d----

Du ngeons5') r agon s 

WORLD OF GREYHAWK® Fantasy Setting 
TSR1015 $15.00 
E. Gary Gygax's original fantasy world comes alive 
with full color maps and two rule books for 
adventuring in Greyhawk. Features history, 
resources, encounters, key personalities, nations 
and much, much more. Come live the adventure! 

WG4, FORGOTTEN TEMPLE OF 
THARIZDUN 
TSR9065 $6.00 
Once legended to be the bastion of an evil deity, his 
fame has since fallen to time and ruin. Only the tales 
of his vile visage and cruel delights have deterred 
other heroes from seeking the illgotten treasures of 
the temple of Tharizdunl 

WG5 MORDENKAINEN'S FANTASTIC 
ADVENTURE 
TSR9112 $6.00 
Come experience E. Gary Gygax's original fantasy 
campaign with such noteworthies as Bigby, Yrag 
and, of course, Mordenkainen, as they penetrate the 
mystery of Maure castle and the secret of the 
Unopenable Doors. 

WG6 ISLE OF THE APE 
TSR9153 $8.00 
Join the adventure in E. Gary Gygax's original 
fantasy carnpalgn. The heroes are hired by the 
famed archmage Tenser to journey to the mystical 
Isle of the Ape to recover the lost Crook of Rao. Can 
you succeed where even Tenser has failed? 

THE FORGOTTEN REALMS'" Fantasy Setting 
TSR1031 $15.00 

Welcome to the wide world of adventure! Introducing 
the newest and most versatile fantasy campaign 
world of all time, the FORGOTIEN REALMS'" 
campaign. New adventures, sweeping sagas, 
devious politics as nation wars with nation, it is all 
here in this creation from Ed Greenwood and Jeff 
Grubb. 

Boxed set includes two 64 page books - campaign 
rules and adventure, plus 3 full-sized colored maps. 

FR 1, WATERDEEP AND NORTH 
TSR9213 $7.95 
Waterdeep - the greatest city of the FORGOTIEN 
REALMS, the destination for trade, mercenaries and 
adventure! Uncover the secrets of this mysterious 
city! Cardstock cover, 64 page book and a full-size 
color map. 

FR 2, MOONSHAE 
TSR9217 $7.95 
Based on the AD&D novel, Darkwalker on 
Moonshae, this campaign adventure is for all 
character levels. Discover the celtic Isles of 
Moonshae, replete with unicorns, druids, dragons 
and adventure. 

Cardstock cover, 64 page book and full-sized 
colored map. 

Games 

1)raaonQuest 
DQ 1, THE ENCHANTED WOOD 
TSR9221 $5.95 
The first DRAGONOUEST'"/AD&D" dual adventure! 
Take a pleasant stroll through the seemingly gentle 
grove and prepare to meet adventure like you've 
never met before! 

Fantasy Adventure~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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T1·4 TEMPLE OF ELEMENTAL EVIL 
TSR9147 $15.00 
This grand adventure by E. Gary Gygax and Frank 
Mentzer provides a complete campaign adventure 
which will take characters from 1 st level to 8th level 
and possibly beyond! 

A 128 page booklet plus 16 page map book. 

A 1-4 SCOURGE OF THE SLAVE LORDS 
TSR9167 $15.00 
the Slave Lords are back, and they're deadlier than 
ever. This greatly revised and expanded version of 
the popular A-Series is an exciting 128-page book 
that serves as a sequel to T1-4 THE TEMPLE OF 
ELEMENTAL EVIL. 

GDQ 1-7 QUEEN OF THE SPIDERS 
TSR9179 $15.00 
Continue the saga begun In T1-4, THE TEMPLE OF 
ELEMENTAL EVIL and A1-4, SCOURGE OF THE 
SLAVE LORDS as the heroes are hurtled into a world 
shaking plot of gi<lnts and evil elves that Is 
orchestrated by a power beyond the mortal plane 
Collects and updates the G, D and 01 Demon Queen 
series In one 128 page book. 

S1-4 REALMS OF HORROR 
TSR9209 $9.95 
Here is a collection of classic tales of horror gathered 
from our best selling dungeons of despair and deceit. 
Face the challenges that reach from a dark and 
sinister tomb, to the far reaches on an otherworldl 

A 128 page book with a 16 page map book. 



AD&D ORIENTAL ADVENTURES 
TSR2018 $15.00 

Experience adventure in the Far East, as the AD&D 
game opens the doors to the Onent. Provides a rich 
Oriental background and new rules , spells, monsters 
and treasures for use by Oriental characters such as 
the stealthy Ninja, the sage Samurai, and the mystic 
Wu Jen. The mysterious Orient, land of warlords and 
spice, has at last opened her gates to the West. 

Hardbound 144 page book. 

Oriental Miniatures 

Oriental Heroes Assortment (12 figs) 
GW08051 $12.00 

Samurai and Ronin (3 figs) 
AAL53-901 $3.50 

Samurai and Sushi (3 figs) 
AAL53-902 $3.50 

Ninja (3 figs) 
AAL53-903 $3.50 

Budoka and Yakuza (3 figs) 
AAL53-904 $3.50 

Female Heroes (3 figs) 
AAL53-905 $3.50 

Includes a Samurai , Mage and Priest. 

Gakusho Priest & 2 Shukenja Mages 
AAL53·906 $3.50 

Tengu (3 figs) 
AAL53-907 $4.00 

OA 1 SWORDS OF THE DAIMYO 
TSA9164 $12.00 

Set sail for the shores of Kozakura, where samurai 
rule in splendor and the spirit folk haunt the wooded 
deeps. Here is a complete campaign setting for 
Oriental Adventures. Features a detailed map of 
Miyami province, key personalities, politics, events 
and three short adventures within this haunted land. 

OA2 NIGHT OF SEVEN SWORDS 
TSA9186 $8.00 

Control of Maeshi Province in the graceful land of 
Kozakura balances on a razor's edge. lord 
Mishimori, your liege, seeks to swing that balance in 
his favor by having you recover a lost relic for the 
Sun Temple from the cursed ruins of Castle Ito, 
former home of the Seven Swords Clan. A night of 
danger and deceit is foretold 

OA3 OCHIMO, THE SPIRIT WARRIOR 
TSA9195 $8.00 

It stalks the island at night, its translucent blade 
leaving a wake of death and destruction. Frightened 
peasants hide from its ghostly form. It is madness 
incarnate! It is Ochimo! 

OA4 BLOOD OF THE YAKUZA 
TSR9203 $7.95 

Welcome to the city of thieves, the land of the 
Yakuza! Here intrigue and evil abound. Desperate 
struggles to seize power and political strife don 't 
warrant a second glance - unless, the blood of a 
Yakuza is spilled! 

Cardstock cover, 64 pages and a fullsize, 
two-sided map. 

(Also see our Oriental Adventure 
Gamebooks.) 

Samurai (1 fig) 
GWOH2 $1 .50 

Ronin (1 fig) 
GWOH3 $1 .50 

Ronin Renegade (1 fig) 
GWOH4 $1 .50 

Oriental Champion (1 fig) 
GWOH5 $1 .50 

Ninja Assassins (2 figs) 
GWC1507 $2.50 

Elite Ninja (2 figs) 
GWC1508 $2.50 

Samurai (2 figs) 
GWC1509 $2.50 
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BUSHIDO* BOXED GAME 
FGU6801 

.~ 

$18.00 

Players take the parts of varying professions in the 
world of Nippon, the Japan of Legend. With these 
rules you can adventure in the heroic past of Japan, 
the mythic Japan of popular stories, 1..or the fantastic 
Japan of the old tales and legends. The choice and 
excitement are yours . 

INTO THE VALLEY OF THE MIST 
FGU6802 $5.00 
Come visit Hida Province in the land of Nippon. Be 
wary though, for all is not well. The ruling clan is not 
as secure as they would wish. Enemies surround 
them on all sides and, perhaps, even lurk in their 
domain I 

TAKSHIDO'S DEBT 
FGU6804 $4.00 

In Japan, one's greatest debt is to maintaining the 
family honor, and when that honor is tarnished, either 
the blight must be eradicated or the offending 
member must surely perish. 

Oni (2 figs) 
RAL53-908 $3.00 

Kappa (3 figs) 
RAL53-909 $3.50 

Shikome (3 figs) 
RAL53-910 $3.50 

Dai-Bakemono 
RAL53-911 $4.00 

Dai-Oni 
AAL53-912 $4.50 

Armored Ninja (3 figs) 
RAL53-913 $3.50 

Ninja with Gimmick Weapons (1 fig) 
AAL53-914 $3 .50 

Armored Samurai (3 figs) 
RAL53-915 $3.50 

Samurai Adventurers (3 figs) 
RAL53-916 $3.50 

Ninja (1 fig) 
GWOH1 $1 .50 



DRAGONLANCE®ADVENTURES 
TSR2021 $15.00 

For DRAGONLANCE., Saga enthusiasts everywhere, 
this book at last presents the most complete 
information on the world of Krynn and the saga for 
which the series was named. Now DMs have all they 
need to create their own adventures in this land of 
grim knights, childish kender and muddled gnomes. 
Includes special character class information, spells, 
treasures and details of the Dragon Lords dark 
forces. Hardbound book. 

ATLAS OF THE DRAGONLANCE WORLD 
TSR6448 $15.95 

Discover the splendor of Krynn with this complete 
atlas filled with historical maps, detailed descriptions 
and illustrations. A major reference for all fans of the 
DRAGONLANCE"' saga, this book has been lovingly 
penned by that master cartographer Karen Wynn 
Fonstad, author of the Atlas of Middle Earth and 
Pern. 

DRAGONLANCE® Modules Set I 
TSADLI 

Complete set of the first five modules! 

DRAGONLANCE Modules Set II 
TSADLll 

$25.00 

$30.00 

Includes DL6 thru DL9 plus DL 11 the combat game 
Dragons of Glory 

DRAGONLANCE Modules Set Ill 
TSRDLlll $30.00 

The final book of this mammoth saga, DL 1 O and 
DL 12 thru DL 14. Features the TAUS~ Cardgamel 

"- ~ ~--

DL 1, DRAGONS OF DESPAIR 
TSA9130 $6.00 

Set forth on an epic adventure that spans the 
wilderness of Krynn and more than a dozen 
products! Enter a pastoral land where civilization is 
rising anew from a ruined world, and where dragons 
are mere child's tales. Into this peaceful land returns 
horror on dark wings. And only a band of unlikely 
heroes may prevail against the dark tide. The first 
chapter in the first book of the DRAGONLANCE"' 
saga. 

DL 2, DRAGONS OF FLAME 
TSA9132 $6.00 

Dragonmen have seized Solace and ravaged its 
beauty. Only the elven kingdom of Qualinesti stands 
against their arrayed might. The Heroes of the Lance 
must journey down the dragon's throat to free their 
enslaved people. But flame and despair and 
Verminaard, the Dragon Lord, bar their way! Second 
chapter of Book One. 

DL 3, DRAGONS OF HOPE 
TSA9131 $6.00 

The forces of the Dragon Lord in pursuit and 800 
refugees slowing your flight, the Heroes of the Lance 
seek to guide their people to freedom. Only one faint 
hope remains, finding the gates of Thorbardin, the 
bastion of the dwarves! Third chapter of Book One. 

DL 4, DRAGONS OF DESOLATION 
TSA9139 $6.00 

The stunning conclusion of the first book of the 
DRAGONLANCE Sagal Safety for the refugees of 
Haven lies through the lands of the dwarven thanes. 
But at what price? And the dragon foes pursue even 
into these shadowed ways. 

Products 

DL 5, DRAGONS OF MYSTERY 
TSA9135 $6.00 

Here is a sourcebook for the most exciting adventure 
epic ever! Contains full profiles on all major 
characters of the saga, details on the Dragons of 
Krynn, the gods and history of Krynn, errata for the 
first book of adventures and a story of how the 
heroes met. A must for every collection. 

DL 6, DRAGONS OF ICE 
TSA9140 $6.00 

The DRAGONLANCE" saga continues! Though the 
heroes have defeated their first Dragon Lord, they 
have but severed one arm of an octopus. Seeking to 
flee across the seas, the heroes are led on a quest 
for a fabled Dragon Orb that may turn the tide of the 
war! First chapter of the Second Book. 

DL 7, DRAGONS OF LIGHT 
TSR9136 $6.00 f\ 
Far from the battlefields of Haven, the isle of Ergoth 
is a last refuge for the elven nations. Enter the ~ 
Heroes of the Lance with the shards of the fabled ~. ' 
Dragonlance and a Dragon orb and civil war erupts. ... 

bl7 ---.·---·-....... ""°°' ....... --- ·----• 
DL• , _, ...... _ .. ~ 

DL10, DRAGONS OF DREAMS 
TSA9142 $6.00 

Separated from their comrades, the Heroes of the 
Quest must penetrate the dream-haunted wood of 
Silvanesti to break the spell that has snared Lorac, 
the Elfking. First chapter of the final book. 

DL 11, DRAGONS OF GLORY 
TSR9144 $10.00 

In this special accessory, the course of the War of the 
Lance is revealed in detail. This is a complete 
strategic game which allows fans to play out the' 
entire war, or just key battles. Contains a full color 
map of Krynn and over 300 color markers 
representing the leaders and armies of the land. 
Includes special event effects. 

DL 12, DRAGONS OF FAITH 
TSR9133 $10.00 

This is the turning point for the Heroes of the Quest, 
when the key to the Dragon Lords' defeat is at hand, 
if they can only reach forth to snatch it. Tanis, 
Goldmoon, Riverwind, Tika, Raistlin and Caramon 
are lost behind enemy lines. Second chapter of the 
final book. Only the secret of Huma's Tomb and the Silver 1, 

Dragon can reunite the nations and forge a defensel if --- ----------------
Second chapter of the Second Book. 

DL 8, DRAGONS OF WAR 
TSA9141 $6.00 

The Dragonlances have been reforged at last, a vital 
weapon to defeat the Dragon Army. But can the 
heroes unite the feuding factions of the Knights of 
Solamnia, or will the Tower of the High Clerist spell 
the defeat of freedom's forces? Third part of the 
Second Book. 

DL 9, DRAGONS OF DECEIT 
TSR9137 $7.50 

Drawn by a mysterious guide, the heroes embark on 
a desperate mission into the heart of the enemy 
territory to discover the secret.that binds the dragons 
of good to noninterference. And the truth is so 
hideous and vile it could spell the salvation of Krynn 
if the heroes can only escape in time! Dread 
conclusion to the Second Book. 
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DL13, DRAGONS OF TRUTH 
TSA9176 $8.00 

In a desperate effort to find the secret weakness of 
the Dark Queen, the heroes seek out the King of 
Dragons in his fabled home of Glitterpalace. But to 
gain his aid they must first pass the Tests of Truth. 
Third chapter of the final book. 

DL 14, DRAGONS OF TRIUMPH 
TSA9180 $10.00 

The climactic conclusion to the greatest adventure 
saga ever! The heroes at last confront the Dark 
Queen herself in the heart of her stronghold In a 

~ 
conflict which may spell the final doom for 
civilization! 

/ \ (See also DRAGONLANCE® Books 
~ and Gamebooksl) 



AdvaQ~d 
Dungeons~1ragons· 

Games 

SYSTE!lllTM 
Products 

--~~- ---------~, 

AD&D BATTLESYSTEM"' Mass Combat 
TSR1019 $20.00 

Large-scale combat situations can be resolved 
clearly and quickly with a dice roll in this mass 
combat rules system for the D&D9 and AD&D• 
games. An easy-to-use chart displays the combat 
results for hundreds of warriors pitted against 
thousands of ores! The rules include guidelines on 
gaining experience points and levels for 
commanding awesome armies. 

The boxed set contains 72 pages of rules, 
scenarios and a guide to miniatures, reference 
screens, over 800 counters, 8 sheets of 3-D 
ADVENTURE FOLDUPN buildings and seige 
weapons, and two metal miniature generals. 

H1 BLOODSTONE PASS 
TSR9122 $13.95 

Only seven landless heroes stand between a blood 
thirsty horde of brigands and the sleepy village of 
Bloodstone Pass. Cany they train the villagers to 
defend themselves and create sinning stratagem 
against the slavering pack? An AD&D adventure for 
use with the BATILESYSTEM"' rules. Features a 
complete 3-D ADVENTURE FOLD-UPN village to 
bring the battle to life. 

H2 THE MINES OF BLOODSTONE 
TSR9168 $8.00 

The bandit armies which harried Bloodstone have at 
last been scattered. But the heroes lives are far from 
peaceful, tor if Bloodstone is to survive, they must 
open the bloodstone mines, its sole source of wealth. 
And evil has taken up residence there I Sequel to H1 , 
BLOODSTONE PASS. 

H3 BLOODSTONE WARS 
TSR9200 $8.00 

The small barony of Bloodstone has weathered 
brigands, blackmail, and economic crisis. But its 
good fortune has now attracted the attention of 
neighboring dominions and trouble is building on the 
borders. War is coming to visit this troubled land! 

Cardstock cover, 48 pages and a fullslzed colored 
map. 

D&D·" Player Character 
Blister packs 

Magic-User (3 figs) 
GWADD1 $4.50 
Fighter with Longsword (3 figs) 
GWADD2 $4.50 
Cleric with Mace (3 figs) 
GWADD3 $4.50 
Thief with Shortsword (3 figs) 
GWADD4 $4.50 
Illusionist (3 figs) 
GWADD5 $4.50 
Paladin with Longsword (3 figs) 
GWADD6 $4.50 
Ranger with Shortbow (3 figs) 
GWADD7 $4.50 
Assassin with Sword & Dagger (3 figs) 
GWADD8 $4.50 
Druid with Sickle (3 figs) 
GWADD9 $4.50 
Fighter in Plate Mall (3 figs) 
GWADD10 $4.50 
Female Magic-User (3 figs) 
GWADD11 $4.50 
Female Fighter (3 figs) 
GWADD12 $4.50 
Female Cleric (3 figs) 
GWADD13 $4.50 
Barbarian (3 figs) 
GWADD21 $4.50 
Dwarf Fighter (3 figs) 
GWADD31 .J• $4.50 

'•, ~, ~-'~" 
Adventurer Starter Set (10 figs) 
GW810616 $11 .95 

This set features the complete adventurer 
party: a Palidin, Barbarian, Dwarf, Fighter, 
Thief, Cleric, Magic-User, Elf-Warrior, and 
Elf-Mage and your heroes' first treasure chest! 
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Mag1C.(Jser 
with Crystal Boll 

Magic.(Jser 
'Nlth Pack 

Femele Mag1C.(Jser 

Magic-Users & Illusionists (12 figs) 
TSR5303 $10.00 

This set features twelve different mages including 
two human females, an Elf and a female Elf, and one 
Gnome all outfitted for heroic adventures of mystic 
might. 



-~-, -

AD&D'' Blisterpacks 

Roper & Shambling Mound (2 figs) 
TSR5601 $2.95 
Elementals (2 figs) 
TSR5602 $2.95 
Ogre & Cyclopskin (2 figs) 
TSR5603 $2.95 
Ant Lion & Piscodaemon (2 figs) 
TSR5604 $2.95 
Scrag, Yuan-Ti, & Banderlog (3 figs) 
TSR5605 $2.95 
Vilstrak (Marl Mugger) & Rock Reptile 
TSR5606 $2.95 
Kampfult, Quickwood, & Executioner Hood 
TSR5607 $2.95 
Phoenix & Aarakocra (2 figs) 
TSR5608 $2.95 
Owlbear & Polar Bear (2 figs) 
TSR5609 $2.95 
Neo-Otyugh, Azer, & Korred (3 figs) 
TSR5610 $2.95 
Firbolg & Boobrle (2 figs) 
TSR5611 $2.95 
Rust Monster & Rakshasa (2 figs) 
TSR5612 $2.95 
Illusionists (3 figs) 
TSR5709 $1 .95 
Half-Elves (3 figs) 
TSR5711 $1 .95 

Lords of Battle (3 figs.) 
GWADD24 $4.50 
Kobolds (4 figs.) 
GWADD51 $4.50 
Goblins (4 figs) 
GWADD52 $4.50 
Hobgoblins (3 figs) 
GWADD54 $4.50 

Ogre (1 fig) 
GWADD57 

Monks, Bards & Thieves (12 figs) 
TSR5304 

$4.50 

$10.00 

Here is a band of twelve scoundrels, thieves, 
assassins, bards and monks, including gnomes and 
halflings. With this band of lightfingered lads no 
pouch is safe. 

TROLL 

Gnolls (3 figs.) 

TROLL 

GOBLIN with spea r 

HOBGOBLIN 
with spear 

GWADD55 $4.50 
Bugbears (3 figs.) 
G~OO~ K~ 

Norkers (3 figs.) 
GWADD60 
Shambling Mound & Shrieker (2 figs) 
GWADD62 
Bugbear Tribal Pack (3 figs) 
GWADD63 
Duergar Evil Dwarves (3 figs) 
GWADD65 
Sahuagin (2 figs.) 
GWADD67 
Drow Dark Elves( 3 figs.) 
GWADD68 
Gythyanki 
GWADD69 
Carrion Crawler (1 fig) 
GWADD72 
Gorgon (1 figs.) 
GWADD75 
Stirges (4 figs) 
GWADD76 
Umber Hulk (1 fig) 
GWADDn 
Blink Dogs (2 figs) 
GWADD80 
Owl Bear (1 fig) 
GWADD81 
Centaur & Satyr (2 figs) 
GWADD83 
Beholder (1 fig) 
GWADD84 
Minotaur (1 fig) 
GWADD86 
Rust Monsters 
GWADD91 
Undead Set #1 (3 figs) 
GWADD93 
Undead Set #2 (3 figs) 
GWADD94 
Zombies (3 figs.) 
GWADD96 

Troll (1 fig) 
GWADD59 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

. $4.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$450 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$450 

i:t.t<4.11Umkiifli4¥tl ·---------------------

AD&D® Monster Tribes (12 figs) 
TSR5305 $11 .00 

Here is a collection of the nonhuman brigands who 
prey on the countryside. This set includes an Ore 
leader and his three minions, three vicious Goblins, 
and three humorless Hobgoblins, plus a terrible 
twosome of Trolls! 
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Clerics & Druids (12 figs) 
TSR5302 $10.00 

This set features a Cleric casting spells, two Clerics 
with maces, a male and female Cleric turning 
undead, a Cleric with a staff, a female Cleric with a 
flail, a Druid with a scimitar, another with mistletoe, 
and a third with daggers, plus two female Druids, one 
with a spear, the other with a hawk. 



RUNEQUEST• Deluxe Set 
AVA857 $38.00 

A game of imagination and adventure! Return to the 
time of medieval Europe when legends rode the 
lands and faerie folk hid in sylvan glens. 

Unparalleled realism and flexibility are yours, 
supported by rules easily understood and enjoyable 
to play. Though the RUNEQUEST rules are set in the 
Dark Age of a fantasy Europe, the game is adaptable 
to any fantasy world . 

Game includes a Players Book, Magic Book, 
Creatures Book, Gamemasters Book, an Introduction 
to Glorantha, Map, Game & Players Aids Books and 
eight 20-sided dice. 

RUNEQUEST• Players Box 
AVA8571 $20.00 

Let this be your guide to adventure in the Lands of 
Legend. Set includes everything a Player needs to 
begin playing in a RUNEQUEsT• campaign. 
Includes Players Book, Magic Book, Players Aids 
Book, and eight dice. 

RUNEQUEST" Gamemasters Box 
AVA8572 i2s.oo 

Specially designed for the Gamemaster, this set 
contains only the items necessary to create new 
adventures and challenges. Set contains only the 
Gamemasters Book, an Introduction to Glorantha, 
Game Aids Book, Creatures Book and Map. 

Monster Coliseum 
AVA8573 $16.00 

With a piercing shriek, the wounded grittin dives at 
the seemingly easy prey on the arena floor. Tallia 
dodges nimbly and in a desperate move leaps onto 
the back of the thrashing beast. A dagger across the 
throat ends the struggle. 

Monster Coliseum adapts gladiatorial combat and 
chariot races for the RUNEQUEST' rules. Contains 
a Coliseum rules book, a Monster Book, Character 
Pad, Maps and rangestick, and Game Aids. 

Adventurer Sheets • Human 
AVA8574 

A playing aid for recording all vital statistics of 
human heroes. 

Adventurer Sheets· NonHuman 
AVA8575 

Vikings 
AVA8576 

$10.00 

$10.00 

$21 .00 

The dread longshlps cleave the waves bringing flame 
and destruction at the hands of the wildmen of the 
northl None can beat the lust for life and violence of 
the Vikings! 

Adapts the age of exploration for the 
RUNEOUEST1' rules. Set includes a Players Book, 
Gamemasters Book, Scenario Book, Digest, 
Adventure Sheets, and Players Maps. 

LORDS OF CREATION" Game 
AVA858 $12.00 

A game of science, fantasy, science fiction and high 
adventure that explores the farthest reaches of your 
imagination! Splendid adventures take place 
throughout time, space, and other dimensions. 

Boxed set includes Rule Book, Book of Foes and 
dice. 

Omegakron 
AVA8583 $8.00 

The ideal Personal Force for characters at the start 
of the adventure is 19-23, but even beginning 
characters have a chance to survive if they are 
careful and lucky. The characters mysteriously 
appear In the city of Akron, 200 years after a nuclear 
holocaust. The only hope of finding their way home 
again lies in a cryptic vision sent to them by their 
friend and ally, Prometheus! 
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Gods of GLORANTHA 
AVA85n $18.00 

Civilization is cast into darkness and In this time men 
turn to many gods to protect them from the shadow. 
Here are introduced over 50 different religions and 
their followers for use with a RUNEQUEST" 
campaign. 

Boxed set includes a Book of Cults, a Prosopaedia 
Book describing the aspects of the gods, a Priests 
Book, and a Calendar. 

Griffin Island 
AVA8578 $16.00 

A complete wilderness campaign for use with the 
RUNEQUEST' rules. Designed for the starting 
gamemaster. Set contains a Players Book, Scenarios 
Book, Gamemasters Book and Maps. 

Land of the Ninja 
AVA8580 $16.00 

Travel to the ancient Orient, the land of cherry 
blossoms and the setting sun. This adaptation to the 
RUNEOUEST' rules introduces ninja, samurai , and 
priests of feudal Japan. Includes Players Book, 
Gamemasters Book and Scenario Book. 

DRAGON PASS• Fantasy Battle Game 
AVA849 $16.00 

The award-winning DRAGON PASS" game features 
the titanic battle between the imperial might of the 
Lunar Empire and the gathered allies of the White 
Bear cult in the Fabled lands of Glorantha. This is 
where it all began, the game that opened the door to 
those brave enough to take up the RUNEQUEST"! 

Yeti Sanction 
AVA8582 $8.00 

The characters are recruited by the CIA to rescue the 
kidnapped Secretary of State. The mission barely 
starts before they are embroiled in political intrigue, 
international terrorism and an expedition to climb Mt. 
Everest. Before the adventure ends, the characters 
must uncover the secret of the Yeti and defeat a host 
of foes reaching from beyond the realm of an 
unknown dimension! 

Hom of Roland 
AVA8581 $8.00 

The adventure begins at a present-day gaming 
convention. The characters are faced with a series of 
bizarre events, including a murder mystery During 
the course of their investigation, the characters 
chance upon stranger and stranger settings, until 
they eventually confront their ultimate adversary. A 
LORDS OF CREATION" Expansion 



18-002 

18-007 

RUNEQUEST Miniatures 

These figures bring to life the barbarians and beasts 
from the RUNEQUEST' rules. Encounter the 
beastial broos, wicked wyrms and venomous 
manscorpions. 

Monster Coliseum (9 fig) 
RAL10400 

RuneQuesters (10 fig) 
RAL 10-401 

Creatures of Glorantha (9 fig) 
RAL 10-402 

Shamans (3 fig) 
RAL18-001 

Broos (3 fig) 
RAL18-002 

Fachan (1 fig) 
RAL18-003 

Spirits & Ghosts (3 fig) 
RAL18-004 

HeadHanger (1 fig) 
RAL18-005 

Lunar Troopers (3 fig) 
RAL18-006 

Wyrm 
RAL18-007 

Orlanth Cultists (3 fig) 
RAL18-008 

10-402 
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$9.00 

$9.00 

$9.00 

$3.50 

$3.50 

$2.50 

$3.50 

$4.00 

$3.50 

$4.00 

$3.50 

Lost World of Atlantis 

The ARCANUM 
BAD04 $14.00 

This tome reveals the magical secrets of the 
legendary Second Age of Atlantis. Contains over 500 
new spells, magic items, and new character classes. 
Easily adapted for use with your favorite Fantasy 
Role Playing game. 

The LEXICON 
BAD05 $14.00 

Atlas of the Lost World of Atlantis. Discover the 
ancient cities and lost lands of fabled Atlantis . Travel 
to the elfhome of Avalon, the wild dwarf kingdoms of 
Hyperboria. Contains full maps and descriptions of 
the lands and peoples of the Antidelvian Age. May be 
used with your favorite Fantasy Role Playing game. 

The BEASTIARY 
BAD06 $14.00 

A compendium of creatures and beings from the lost 
world of Atlantis. Meet the gem-eating Alicanto , the 
earthbound demon Hantu, the warlike reptilian rulers 
of the desert, the Ahl-at-Rab, and many more. 
Illustrated by Bill Sienki€lwicz. Easily adaptable for 
use with most Fantasy Role Playing game rules. 

TALISLANTA 
BADO? $12.00 

Follow the accounts of Tamerlin, traveller, self-styled 
wizard, and obscure author of ancient times as he 
explores the magical land of Talislanta. Discover the 
myriad wonders and oddities of a forgotten age. May 
be adapted to most Fantasy Role Playing games. 



STORMBRINGER* Fantasy Game 
CHA2101X $21 .95 

Aid the forces of law or Chaos with your own warrior, 
sorcerer, or other hero in the Young Kingdoms. Carve 
out glory with Elric, the doomed elven emperor from 
enchanted Melnibone, who wields the dread 
soulsword, Stormbringerl Halt the world's mad rush 
to destruction! 

Includes Player Book, Magic Book, Gamemaster 
Book, a world map, reference sheets and dice. 

STORMBRINGER* Companion 
CHA2102 $9.95 

This masterpiece contains new rules and six new 
adventures! These far-ranging stories lead the 
heroes from the daunting Forest of Troos, across the 
Dragon Sea, into the Marches of Mist, through the 
bleak hills of Shazaar and into the Plane of Shadows. 
An 80 page, illustrated booklet. 

f;LFGlC6ST 
ELFQUEST* Adventure Game 
CHA2601X $19.95 

The epic journey of Cutter, leetah, and the woifriders 
comes to life in this exciting role playing game. 
Replay the stories as they were told , return the 
Wollriders to their Holt or create your own new quest. 
Play one of the original characters or create your 
own ell, troll , human or even preserver character. 
This night's howl is for youl 

Contains an Ellbook, Worldbook, world map, 
reference sheets and dice. 

ELFQUEST* Companion 
CHA2602 $5.95 

More Wollriders, new characters and character 
creation rules and equipment. This book also 
contains two scenarios, Dying River and Fire Flight. 

The Sea Elves 
CHA2603 $5.95 

An amazing discovery, an entirely new culture of 
Elves isolated on a far archipelago has been found. 
Here are all new rules, skills, history, magic and 
creatures for introducing these new elves to your 
world . Includes three scenarios: Stormcoming Hunt, 
Llttlesmoke Island and Assault on Smalltower Island. 

HAWKMOON* Eternal Champion Game 
CHA2106 $21 .95 

In a ruined world, following the terrible nuclear and 
chemical devastations of the Tragic Millenium, the 
beast-masked minions of Granbretan rule. Only the 
return of the Eternal Champion in the form of Dorian 
Hawkmoon, a shape twisted and scarred by 
Granbretan's foul experiments, can hope to lead the 
heroes to victory! Join Hawkmoon and his 
companions as they struggle to free a world! 

This game is completely compatible with the 
STORMBRINGER game. It contains Player, Science 
and Gamemaster Books, plus a world map, 
reference sheets and dice. 

ELRIC • Fantasy Game of World Conquest 
AVA850 $16.00 

Recreate the struggles of Michael Moorcock's 
legendary hero, Elric of Melnibone in this easy to 
learn game of world conHict. Manipulate armies, 
mystical might and leaders of legend I 

-
CUTTER • PICKNOSE LEETAH • 
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Demon Magic 
CHA2103 $9.95 

The second SlORMBRINGER Companion, this book 
Introduces Sanity rules, runes, new treasures, magic 
and creatures. Plus there are two multi-session 
adventures - The Sorcerer's Isle and The Velvet 
Circle. 

Stealer of Souls 
CHA2104 $5.95 

An untried battlemaid seeks the heroes' help in 
gaining vengeance on the four merchant's who 
plotted her father's death. Once justice has been 
dealt to them, her attentions will then turn to their 
hired killer! May be linked to the BLACK SWOflD 
scenario for twice the adventure. 

Black Sword 
CHA2105 $7.95 

The trail of vengeance begun in STEALER OF 
SOULS continues as the foolish battlemaid seeks the 
adventurers' aid as she pursues her father's killer, 
Elric of Melnibonel Do your heroes dare to follow? 

Shattered Isle 
CHA2107 $6.95 

Zhenadarl When he was washed ashore on the safe 
lands of Eire, he was grateful and promised aid 
against the dread Granbreton oppressors. But the 
years have changed him and he is filled with a lust 
for power and the desire for eternal youth. His 
madness has driven him to explore the myriad 
planes of the multiverse for the secret! 

These adventures may be played by characters 
from STORMBRINGER's or HAWKMOON's reality. 
Also presents new rules on vehicle & aerial combat, 
plus exotic weapons and Orders of the Beasts. 

White Wolf 
CHA2108 $7.95 

New adventure and rules supplement for use with 
both the STORMBRINGER & HAWKMOON games. 
Follow the trail of one of the greatest warriors, the 
White Wolf, as heroes try to duplicate his legend. 

(Also see Graphic Novels!) 
Elf War 
CHA2604 $5.95 

Tension mounts, sides are drawn and the first war of 
elven nations erupts beneath the Two Moonsl This 
book explores the northern wilds and conflict 
between the Wollriders and the northern ells . 

Elf Quest* Collectible 
Figures 

Your favorite characters are beautifully sculpted in 
these figure sets. Collect all as you create the further 
adventures of the Wollriders. 
ElfQuest• Woltriders I - (8 fig) 
RAL96-001 $9.00 

ElfQuest• Journey to Sorrow's End (9) 
RAL96-002 $9.00 

ElfQuest* Personalities - (8 fig) 
RAL96-003 $9.00 

ElfQuest• Wolfriders II - (8 fig) 
RAL96-004 $9.00 

ElfQuest• Quest to Blue Mountain (10) 
RAL96-005 $9.00 

ElfQuest• End of the Quest- (10 fig) 
RAL96-006 $9.00 



PENDRAGON 
Chivalric RoCcpCayifl9 in Arthurs Britain 

King Arthur PENDRAGON• Game 
CHA2701X $19.95 

Experience the epic struggle of King Arthur and the 
Knights of the Round Table versus Ignoble 
scoundrels and personal temptations. Role play 
noble knights striving for glory in thought and deed 
for god and country. Answer the challenge of the 
King's Quest and the battlecry of the most famous 
sword of all time, Excalibur! 

Set includes a Players Book, Gamemasters Book, 
world map, Character files, reference sheets and 
dice. 

PENDRAGON• Campaign 
CHA2702 $9.95 

And the legend continues! Here are new rules and 
guidance for refereeing your own campaign, a 
gazetteer, new magic, creatures and quests. And 
here awaits the Adventure at Cantrev Y Gwaelod and 
trials of the heart! 

The Noble's Book 
CHA2703 $11 .95 

Herein are detailed the privileges and responsibilities 
of all titled noblemen and women. Here too, are 
lessons on economic investments, constructing 
towns and castles, and rules for raids and invasions 
of the barbarian northmen in the days of Arthur's 
Britain. 

WARHAMMER• Fantasy Role Playing Game 
GW02051 $29.95 

Enter a land where the sinister shadow of Chaos is 
felt everywhere! A teaming Old World with elf 
haunted glens, and lofty crags where dwarves and 
goblins wage age-old battles. Only true heroes can 
face the hidden horror and overcome the trials which 
turn mere men into legends! 

Hardbound 368 page book with color illustrations. 

The Enemy Within 
GW00021 $12.00 

Journey through darken forest and travel the 
untamed waters of The Empire in search of an 
answer to the evergrowing threat of Chaos 
awakened! Bewarel Enemies hide behind the most 
unlikely guises. 

The King Arthur Companion 
CHA2704 $19.95 

Herewith is a great encyclopedia of Arthur's Age. 
Tales of wonder, realms of renown, people of passion 
and hidden ambitions, and relics of great power! 
Translated from the little used French Vulgate, the 
chronology grows in the telling and is made useful 
for player and scholar alike. 

Shadows Over Bogenhafen 
GW00022 $12.00 

The Horror spreads! On the surface, Bogenhafen is 
just a normal market town, its winter fair in full swing. 
But beneath the happy bustle is a deadly web of 
deceit and betrayal, a cat playing with simpleton 
mice! 
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The Grey Knight 
CHA2705 $7.95 

A legendary knight, a giant of a man clad in old 
gothic armor accuses Arthur of great atrocities! 
Merlin foresees Gawaine's tragic death unless one of 
the player knights can find one of the Thirteen 
Treasures before the pages of time turn and it is too 
late I 

Tournament of Dreams 
CHA2706 $7.95 

Here are three quests of spirit and courage that will 
challenge every knight's virtue and resolve . 

Enrich your gaming with WARHAMMER' battle 
sets. Each includes sets of four color, 3-D buildings 
that may be assembled to add new excitement! 

WARHAMMER• Battle Rules (Revis,d) 
GW81010 $18.00 

Within the WARHAMMER Fantasy Battle Rules, you 
will find all the information needed to enable you to 
re-create fantastic battles on the tabletop. Players 
take command of powerful armies, cunning wizards 
and mighty heroes m a world where magic works and 
the nightmare creatures of legend are deadly and 
real. 

Forces of Fantasy 
GW3002 $13.00 

Add more fight to your force! Here are new battle 
rules, legendary leaders and awesome ad'Jenturers. 
A mighty rules expansion to the WARHAMMER• 
Battle Game. 

Blood Bath at Ores Drift 
GW810499 $10.00 

The Ore King plans a campaign of destruction 
against the forces of Ramalia. Here is a retelling of 
that epic series of four battles for you to recreate . 

Mc Death 
GW81002 $10.00 

The cruel McDeath•has slain good King Dunco and 
usurped his throne. But wooden doom marches on 
McDeath's castle as men , ores, treemen and dwarfs 
struggle for money and powerl 

Terror of the LlcheMaster 
GW81006 $10.00 

One of the greatest armies. of legend is back from the 
dead, and none too happy for the disturbance! 

Blood on the Streets 
GW81007 $10.00 

A new selection of card buildings - a mill , a manor, 
a storehouse, inn, barracks and residences, plus 
details on the inhabitants of this rustic village. 
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MIDDLE EARTH• Role Playing Game 
ICE8100 $15.00 

Based on The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings, this 
game provides the structure and campaign world for 
adventuring In the greatest fantasy setting of all time 
- J .R.R.Tolkien's Middle-Earth! The game is perfect 
for novices as well as experienced role players. 
Come explore the dark woods and murky marshes of 
another age 

Set includes Game Rules, a Campaign Book, 
introductory adventure, full-color stand-up figures, 
and dice. 

Guidebook to MIDDLE EARTH 
ICE2200 $9.00 

The cornerstone of the Middle-Earth Campaign, this 
Guidebook gives vital information concerning 
climate, languages and geography of Middle-Earth. It 
also details locations of major cities, citadels and 
trade routes . Includes a large poster quality map of 
Middle-Earth. 

MIDDLE EARTH Combat Screen 
ICE8001 $6.00 

Includes all of the tables necessary for running 
battles, maneuvering, and special actions. 

Lords of MIDDLE EARTH - Vol. I 
ICE8002 $12.00 

The first of a series of reference manuals featuring 
the personalities and game statistics of the greatest 
heroes and villains from The Lord of the Rings sagal 
This volume details the Immortals, the Elves, Maiar, 
and Valar, featuring Sauron of Mordor, Gandalf the 
Grey, and fair Galadriel. 

Lords of MIDDLE EARTH - Vol II 
ICE8003 

This volume features the characters of the 
fellowship. 

$12.00 

Middle-Earth, the legendary realm of Wizards and 
Hobbits, wonder and danger, heroes and evil. 
Experience the epic adventure with these quality 
figures 

Fellowship of the Ring 
GRN7501 $7.95 

Features Frodo, Sam, Aragorn, Gandalf and the 
entire Fellowship. (1 O figs) 

Sauron's Dark Ones 
GRN7502 $7.95 

Features Ringwraiths, Worgs, Uruk-Ha1, and the 
Balrog! (9 figs). 

These supplements are designed for use with 
MERP, but are also easily adaptable to most fantasy 
role-playing games. Each presents regioned 
histories, politics, notes on local Flora and Fanna, 
plus campaign guides and adventures Their sets of 
maps form a grand mosaic of Middle-Earth. 

Sea Lords of GONDOR 
ICE3400 $12.00 

Sail the Bay of Belfalas in the Swanships of Umbar. 

Havens of GONDOR 
ICE3300 $12.00 

A realm of coastal highlands, cliff-lined bays and 
eerie islets, this land otters unparalleled excitementl 
Unravel the intrigue of the court of Doi Amroth, the 
mystery of Elfhaven, the dark religion of the 
mountain villages! 

LORIEN & Halls of the Elfsmiths 
ICE3200 $12.00 

Sojourn through citadels, manors and ruins of the 
Elven kingdom, domain of Lady Galadriel Features 
the making of the Rings, Nenya, the WaterRing, 
Elven history and culture. 

The Riders of ROHAN 
ICE3100 $12.00 

Ride with the most famous horsemen of 
Middle-Earth! This supplement traces the origins of 
the Horse-lords from the 3rd Age into the 4th Age. 
Features Framsburg, the city of Edoras, Dunharrow 
and Harrowdale. 

RANGERS of the NORTH 
ICE3000 $12.00 

Cradled between the mighty Misty Mountains and the 
Blue, Arthedain is home to the faithful of fallen 
Numenor, contemplating the obscure visions of the 
Palantir. To the east, the Witch-King of Angmar is 
poised like a hungry wolf 

LORD of the RINGS 
Fantas Figures 

Shelob's Lair 
GRN7503 $7.95 

Features Shelob, Watch Ores, and the Hobbits. (8 
fig) 
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MORIA, The Dwarven City 
ICE2900 $12.00 

Deep within the bowels of the Misty Mountains lies 
Maria, the "Black Chasm''. Here stood Khazad-dum, 
a city sculpted from the living rock. Within its 
recesses Durin's Folk mined precious metals. Now 
its chambers are dark. Tales speak of a Balrog, who 
now dwells in those hollow halls. 

ISENGARD & Northern Gondor 
ICE2800 $12.00 

Adventure across the meadows of Calenardhon and 
explore the fabled tower of Orthanc. lsengard 
includes details on Saruman the White, Orthanc, 
Helm's Deep, and the Glittering Caves. 

SOUTHERN MIRKWOOD The Necromancer 
ICE2700 $12.00 

Venture through this gloomy region ruled by Sauron 
as the Necromancer. Ringwraiths roam the forest 
searching for the lost Ring. Details Doi Goldur, a 
Woodman tree village and the hill of sorcery. 

NORTHERN MIRKWOOD WoodElf Realm 
ICE2600 $12.00 

Follow the Old Forest Road through the shadowy 
woods. How strangely quiet they have grown, darkly 
threatening beneath the Shadow of Mordor. Only the 
Giant Spiders seem content to lie in their hidden 
lairs, alert for the slightest stir in their sticky, steely 
webs. Features Lonely Mountain, the Halls of the 
Elven King and the Dragons of the Withered Heath. 

ANGMAR, Land of the Witch King 
ICE2300 $12.00 

Sojourn in this grim land ruled by the Lord of the 
Nazgul. From the frozen tundra to the barren valley 
of Angmar, the land seems cursed by nature itself! 
Features the Nazgul and Carn Oum. 

FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING• Boardgame 
ICE7100 $30.00 

This two player boardgame focuses on the 
Fellowship's quest to destroy the One True Ring, 
before it falls into the hands of Sauronl Sauron 
commands the forces of darkness combing 
Middle-Earth in search of the Ringbearer. The 
Fellowship must evade capture and misdirect the 
minions as you bear the heavy burden towards its 
destruction in the land of swelling darkness. Struggle 
for control of the greatest focus of power in Middle 
Earth, the one true Ring. 

RIDDLE of the RING • Boardgame 
ICE7400 $25.00 

This exciting game is perfect for beginners as well as 
experienced gamers! For 2 to 8 players, each gamer 
becomes a Hobbit or Black Rider searching for the 
One Ring to either destroy it in the fires of Mount 
Doom or to relinquish it to Sauron who broods in 
Barad-dur. Fast and fun. 

Hlllmen of Trollshaws 
GRN7504 $7.95 

Features the Hillshaw Trolls and Dunlendings. (8 fig) 

lsengard 
GRN7505 $7.95 

Features Saruman the White, Wormtongue and the 
Ores of the White Hand (8 figs) 

Fellowship of the Rings (1 O fig) 
GW81070 $10.00 

Nazgul astride Winged Beast (2 fig) 
GW81076 $9.00 



Middle-Earth Ready-to-Run Adventures. 
Each of these adventures packs includes 3 
ready-to-run stories, which set up in minutes 
and can be played in one or two evenings. 
Pre-generated characters are provided to 
reduce needed preparation time. 

The Gates of MORDOR 
ICE8105 $6.00 

Three dire quests await the heroes beneath the teeth 
of the Gates of Mordor. 

PIRATES of Pelargir 
ICE8104 $6.00 

Dare you sail with the master of the Lady Gilwen? Or 
will you pursue the reward offered for the discovery 
of the Laughing Raider's secret harbor? And can you 
rescue the fair Dorien from slaver's chains by staging 
a daring raid on the pirates stronghold? The risks 
are great, but so are the rewards. 

TROLLS of the Misty Mountains 
ICE8103 $6.00 

Face marauding Trolls that are terrorizing the 
countryside. Help explore a proposed route between 
two isolated border keeps. Or adventure within a 
dangerous, hidden gorge. 

PHANTOM of the NORTHERN MARCHES 
ICE8102 $6.00 

Face a vengeful phantom, a monstrous intruder and 
a rampaging Fire-drake as you answer the clarion 
call to adventure! 

HAUNTED RUINS of the Dunlendings 
ICE8101 $6.00 

An ancient watch tower, a dark cllff village and an 
eerie stone ring on a windswept peak - three 
haunted ruins beckon you to adventure. 

Gandalf the Wizard (On Foot & Mounted) 
GWME11 $4.50 
Aragorn the Ranger Lord (On Foot & Mtd.) 
GWME12 $4.50 
Frodo the Hobbit (On Foot & Mtd.) 
GWME13 $4.50 
Legolas the Elf (On Foot & Mtd) 
GWME14 $4.50 
Gimli the Dwarf (On Foot & Mtd) 
GWME15 $4.50 
Boromir of Gondor (On Foot & Mtd) 
GWME21 $4.50 
Elrond the Elf-Lord (On Foot & Mtd) 
GWME22 $4.50 
Rohlrrim (On Foot & Mtd) 
GWME23 $4.50 
Gondor Citadel Guards (3 fig) 
GWME24 $4.50 
Rangers of lthilien (3 fig) 
GWME25 $4.50 
Silvan Elves of Mlrkwood (3 fig) 
GWME31 $4.50 
Noldor: The Deep Elves (3 fig) 
GWME32 $4.50 

/ 
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RIVENDELL 
ICE8080 $7.00 

A summons to hidden Rivendell, Elfhome, draws you 
into a service for Elrond the Elflord into the tangled 
canyons of the western Misty Mountains. 

GOBLIN-GATE & Eagle's Eyrle 
ICE8070 $7.00 

Plunge into the depths of Goblin-Gate, underground 
kingdom of the Great Goblins! Or soar with the Great 
Eagles to battle the giants of Misty Mountain and 
journey to the lands beyond. 

Erech & The PATHS OF THE DEAD 
ICE8060 $7.00 

Discover the secret of the Black Stone of Erechl 
Cross the vales of the White Mountains, haunt of the 
ghosts of the Oath-breakers. But, beware! Those 
who dare these paths may join their long wait! 

Thieves of THARBAD 
ICE8050 $7.00 

Hazard the streets of Tharbad, a city in decay, yet 
the major trade center west of the Misty Mountains, a 
city teeming with cut-throats and villains. 

Hobbits of the Shire (4 fig) 
GWME34 $4.50 
Beorn (As a Man & Bear) 
GWME35 $4.50 
Goblin Warg Rider 
GWME41 $4.50 

Ores of the White Hana 
GWME42 $4.50 
Half-Ores of Saruman 
GWME43 $4.50 

Uruk-Hai 
GWME44 $4.50 
Dunlending Hill Men 
GWME45 $4.50 
Ores of the Red Eye 
GWME51 $4.50 
Olag-Hai Troll 
GWME52 $4.50 
Southrons: Evil Haradrim 
GWME53 $4.50 
Easterlings 
GWME54 $4.50 
The Mouth of Sauron 
GWME55 $4.50 
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$7.00 

Venture among the wild peoples of the western 
foothills of the Misty Mountains. These were once 
proud people who ruled the land of Rhudaur, but 
whose tragic alliance with Angmar and its 
Witch-King, cast a blight on their nation. 

Clrlth Ungol & SHELOB'S LAIR 
ICE8030 $7.00 

Lurking at the summit of Ephel Duanh, the hideous 
spider, Shelob, awaits her dinner. Avoid her if you 
cant 

DAGORLAD & The Dead Marshes 
ICE8020 $7.00 

Only the foolhardy trod the plains before the gates of 
Mordor, lair of the Nazgul and savage Ores. Features 
Toi Malbor, a bandit camp, and a mighty sorcerer's 
stronghold. Dare you cross the wetlands? 

BREE & The Barrow Downs 
ICE8010 $7.00 

Here, in the oldest surviving settlement of Hobbits in 
Middle-Eanh, adventure awaits in a quest to the 
haunted tombs of the fallen Edain kings and the 
Princes of Cardolan. 

Sauron the Dark Lord 
GWME61 $4.50 
Saruman the White 
GWME62 $4.50 

Lord of the Nazgul 
GWME63 $4.50 
A Blackrider - Ringwraith 
GWME64 $4.50 
Corsairs of Umbar 
GWME71 $4.50 
Dead Men of Dunharrow (3 fig) 
GWME72 $4.50 
Barrow Wights (3 fig) 
GWME73 $4.50 
Snagga Goblins 
GWME74 $4.50 
Knight of Doi Amroth 
GWME75 $4.50 
Aragorn: King of Gondor 
GWME81 $4.50 
Great Eagle 
GWME84 $4.50 
Treebeard the Treant 
GWME85 $4.50 

7501 



T1UNNELS 
& TROLLS 

$15.95 

If you have ever thrilled to the tales of King Arthur 
and his knights, shivered upon hearing a howl at 
midnight, or dreamed of exploring and discovering 
the treasures of lost civilizations, you will love fantasy 
gaming. TUNNELS & TROLLS, the complete fantasy 
game, can be your guide into those worlds of 
adventure where heroic knights joust at tourney, and 
the midnight howl is that of a werewolf stalking its 
prey. 

TUNNELS & TROLLS RULEBOOK 
FLY9101 $9.95 

The fundamental framework for adventuring in 
Tunnels & Trolls is the concept of an underground 
tunnel complex wherein dangerous traps and deadly 
monsters guard undreamed of treasures, where 
magic and high sorcery meet sword and shield, in 
alliance or as violent opponents. Those who survive 
to regain the surface may be considered " winner" 
until the next time they venture into the depths, 
risking their all for glory gold and adventure! 

Dungeon of the Bear 
FLY8300 $6.95 

Terrors and treasures await, from the Halls of Horror 
to the flooded Grand Hallway far below. Enter and 
bewarel A castle and three dungeon levels. 

Isle of Darksmoke 
FLY8321 $9.95 

Journey to the fabled land of Zind, to the isle of the 
warrior-mage Darksmoke. Only the clever and stout 
of heart will cross the Swirling Forest to reach this 
dread dome. 

Beyond the Slivered Plane (Solo) 
FLY8108 $5.95 

Step through the Magical Mirror of Marcelanius the 
Fair, dwarvish merchant of Telleymark and step into 
adventure! Meet a one-eyed statue seeking his 
missing eye .. . avoid two vagabonds with an eye for 
your riches . . . and confront a towering monolith who 
offers great power or doom! 

City of Terrors (Solo) 
FLY8109 $7.95 

The city of Gull is renowned for Its prominence on 
the ocean trading routes, for the talents of Its 
resident thieves, but most of all for the interesting 
variety of people who live here. Tell them Marek sent 
you. And remember: your gold is always welcome 
here, 1f you 'll just hand it over. 

Arena of Khazan (Solo) 
FLY8112 $5.95 

Blood-lust on the gory sands of the Arena ... Fight for 
your freedom and glory - or fight for your life! 

Sewers of Oblivion (Solo) 
FLY8113 $5.95 

Adventure beneath the city of Gull , the City of 
Terrors! Damp and deadly danger lurks in these dank 
passages and deep waters. 

Sea of Mystery (Solo) 
FLY8114 $5.95 

Shoulder your bag and march toward the port, to 
take ship on the wickedest waters in history, the Sea 
of Mystery! 

Mistywood (Solo) 
FLY8116 $4.95 

No one knows what horrors lurk in the heart of the 
Mistywood - but with the Duke's men hot on your 
heels, you have no choice but to journey therel 

Gamesmen of Kasar (Solo) 
FLYB117 $5.95 

Can you collect the reward : your weight in goldl Are 
you reckless enough to enter The Game, and smart 
enough to capture victory? Are you a winner ... or a 
coward? I 

Beyond the Wall of Tears (Solo) 
FLY8118 $7.95 

Lost in nightmares of terror, can you rescue your little 
sister from the cruel lord of the Iron Cantahf? 

Captif d-Yvoire (Solo) 
FLY8119 $5.95 

Taken by surprise, captured by your master's foe, the 
evil Due de Binaire. Escape seems impossible, but 
you must try or remain forever a CAPTIF D'YVOIRE. 

Amulet of the Salkti (Solo) 
FLY8120 $6.95 

SXELBAI One of the most powerful , most dread of 
ancient demons, the name conjures nightmares even 
in the brave. Three centuries ago Sxelba annihilated 
the proud race of the Salkti people. But before the 
last few perished, the Salkti created an amulet to 
banish Sxelba and his horde of foul worshippers. For 
centuries, the world has been free of this evil 
demon- until nowl 
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CHIVALRY & SORCERY* Role Playing Game 
FGU7701 $20.00 

The Age of Legend and Chivalry comes to Ille in this 
highly realistic fantasy role playing game. Set in the 
feudal lands of medieval Europe, this game captures 
the wonderment and awe of the great epics. Answer 
the challenge, the Quest is at hand! 

Contains three books, featuring Character creation 
and advancement, the Medieval World - including 
economies, gear, and social structures, and Magick 
& Monsters of Legend, plus dice and rules for 
gunpowder, codes of chivalry, troop battles, and 
schools of elemental magicks. 

CHIVALRY & SORCERY* Sourcebook 
FGU7702 $8.00 

The first rules expansion contains new rules for 
Wilderness adventures, how to create your own 
monsters and foes, new rules for physicians, healing 
and diseases, and a revised version of the award 
winning C&S Miniature Battle rules for playing 
complete military campaigns. 

CHIVALRY & SORCERY* Sourcebook II 
FGU7703 $6.50 

This second Sourcebook contains expanded rules for 
doors, locks, and wards, and how to break in. There 
are also sections on new magicks, alchemistry and 
runes on weapons and scrolls, plus campaign rules 
for sieges, naval warfare and peasant uprisings! 

Swords & Sorcerers - Revised 
FGU7711 $6.00 

Enter the Barbarians! This supplement introduces 
Vikings, Mongols, Picts, Gaels and Britons to the 
world of CHIVALRY & SORCERY games. Each 
culture is detailed in depth with sections covering 
religion , culture, magic, laws, and warfare. Can 
civilization stand against these ravaging hordes? 

The Dragon Lord 
FGU7751 $5.00 

Here is an adventure of epic proportions! A quest to 
rescue a kidnapped princess and to end the 
depredations of a dastardly dragon is but the first 
step in a convoluted dance of intrigue and deception. 



HARN/CA Campaign 

HARN*, The Ultimate Fantasy World 
COL5001 $20.00 

HARN is a part of a continuing series of fantasy aids 
detailing a complete and intricate medieval, fantastic 
world . Compatible with any rule system, HARN 
provides a rich tapestry across which to weave your 
epics and sagas. Here are curious new creatures, . 
heroic histories, and living cultures providing an ever 
growing panoply of events and adventures to enliven 
your campaign I 

Includes a gorgeous full color map, beautifully 
detailed an overview of the land, climate, weather, 
encounters, and almost 1,000 geographical entries, 
plus details on religion , culture, nations, and 
economics. 

IVINIA •, The Ultimate World Explored 
COL5101 $20.00 

IVINIA continues to expand the world of HARN 
creating an authentic Viking setting brimming with 
warring kingdoms, icy fjords, and bold mariners. 
Includes a highly detailed, colored map, an overview 
book of gamemaster details, and an Index book 
describing over 500 entries on geography, religion, 
cultures, politics and races. 

CITIES OF HARN 
COL5002 $12.00 

The seven major cities of the land of HARN are 
detailed here, from Aleath to Thay. Includes color 
maps of each city plus details of various temples, 
taverns, arenas, and businesses as well as special 
features of each settlement. 

Encyclopedia HARNICA 4 - TROBRIDGE 
COL6004 $6.00 

The only safehouse along the Salt Route, the inn of 
Trobridge is a meeting place for adventurer and 
merchants. Its continued existence is only at the 
sutterance of the wild Chelni tribesmen. 

Encyclopedia HARNICA 5 - ELKALL ANUZ 
COL6005 $6.00 

Dread Elkall-Anuz crouches in the woods like some 
beast of prey waiting to pounce, its tumbled walls 
and hidden barrows grim testimony to the former 
glory of lothrim. 

ROLEMASTER* Fantasy Role Playing Game 
ICE1000 $34.00 

ROLEMASTER 1s one of the most advanced and 
detailed fantasy role playing games available. This 
system is so flexible it may be used in its entirety or 
parts may be used to supplement your favorite game 
with a new degree of realism. The complete Fantasy 
Role Playing game system in one box. Contains 
Spell law, the magic system; Arms Law/Claw law, 
the combat system; and Character law/Campaign 
law, the character generation system & campaign 
guidelines - plus a bonus adventure, loremaster. 

ROLEMASTER* Companion 
ICE1500-N 

This expansion to the classic rules provides 32 new 
spell lists and numerous new spells, plus 8 new 
professions, a variety of new character races, skills 
and creatures. Also included is an abbreviated 
combat system and numerous game aids to help 
keep your games running smoothly. 

Encyclopedia HARNICA 6 
COL6006 $6.00 

Here are the quiet pastoral lands of HARN, a curious 
contrast to the grim lands of the interior. 

Encyclopedia HARNICA 7 - ASTROLOGY 
COL6007 $6.00 

Here are details on the great vault of heaven and the 
gods who move the stars on their courses over the 
lands of HARN. 

Encyclopedia HARNICA 8 - KALDOR 
COL6008 $6.00 

Kaldor, one of the six crowns in the game of kings for 
the lands of HARN. Here are the details of this 
restless kingdom whose lands have often weeped 
with the blood of brothers in civil war. All await the 
death of sickly King Miganath to bring a return of 
unrest and strife. 

Encyclopedia HARNICA 9 - BEJIST 
COL6009 $6.00 

Bejist, once an ancient Sindarin fortress and prison, 
now a cryptic ruin attributed to the enigmatic 
Earthmasters 
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Encyclopedia HARNICA 10 - CHYBISA 
COL6010 $6.00 

These are the lands of Chybisa, the tiniest kingdom 
in the game of crowns for the lands of HARN. And its 
brightest gem is Burzyn, capital, fortress , and 
sanctuary of good King Verlid II . 

Encyclopedla HARNICA 11 - TELUMAR 
COL6011 $6.00 

The darklighted ruins of the Sorkin Mountains are 
renown for their light storms and a reputation as 
being a place of no return . 

Encyclopedia HARNICA 12 - ELSHAVEL 
COL6012 $6.00 

Elshavel, the hidden heart of the elven kingdoms, 
this castle is a place of enchantment and mystery 
barred to all but high-placed Slndarins. 

Encyclopedia HARNICA 13 - ORBAAL 
COL6013 $6.00 

The lnvinian Conquest of 686 wrested the Kingdom 
of Orb.rat from the rightful Jarin owners and placed it 
in the hands of barbaric pirates who are wont to go a 
viking when times are bad. This land is rife with 
unrest and rebellion . 

Creatures & Treasures 
ICE1400-N $12.00 

This excellent product provides descriptions and 
game statistics for over 500 animals, character 
races, and fantastic beasts. Special tables help 
generate unusual treasure hoards and wards, and a 
wide variety of random encounter charts. Enrich your 
game with new challenge! 

ROBIN HOOD 
ICE1010 $15.00 

Join Robin and his band of merry men as they lead 
Prince John and the worthy Sheriff of Nottingham on 
a romp through the bowers of Sherwood Forest. A 
new exciting campaign for use with the 
ROLEMASTER• game system featuring the greatest 
rogue of all timel 

ROLEMASTER* Combat Screen 
ICE1001 $6.00 

Features all the important combat charts on one 
full-color screen to speed battle resolution during an 
adventure. 



hOSt WORhDS 
The LOST WORLDS" illustrated battlebooks is a 
unique exciting concept. Each book details the 
combat maneuvers of some fantastic creature or 
warrior in 32 action-view pages. With two books you 
can duel with another player, each calling out your 
tactics and then turning to the page noted in the 
results to see what happens. There are many 
different character books so that you can create a 
duel between any of the creatures available. New 
books appear regularly and all are compatible with 
each other. Come join the excitement of the lost 
Worlds. 

Each character Is based upon original miniature 
figures produced by the noted miniatures company, 
Rat Partha. 

"'u must have at least two books to play. 

Man In Chalnmall 
NOV1001 $5.95 

Rummaging through the ruins of the Ancients has 
been exhausting and unprofitable. You've found 
nothing useful this time. Suddenly, you hear the 
sound of gravel shifting on the stones behind you. 
You turn and face an armed creature you've never 
seen before. Can your fighting skill overcome this 
unexpected foe? 

Skeleton with Scimitar 
NOV1002 

I 
Someone trespasses on the sacred ruin of the 

$5.95 

Ancients and you must stir your old bones again . life 
draws your unlife to it. You must once again take up 
the ageless task to ward your tomb from 
transgressors. Out of the mists your foe steps and 
gasps as you come into sight. Can you do honer to 
your mission and drive back the interloper? 

Dwarf with 2-Handed Axe 
NOV1003 $5.95 

Standing in the torchlight, you study the flickering 
shadows searching the shifting darkness for the 
enemy of legends. With your long ax you know you 
must hit hard-and first- before it can get too close. 
Suddenly, the darkness comes alive! You swing .... 
Can your fighting skill overcome this deadly foe? 

The PALLADIUM* Fantasy Role Playing 
PAL450 $19.95 

The Palladium World is an epic fantasy drawn from 
mythology. A world in conflict, ravaged by nonhuman 
barbarians and sinister supernatural forces . A world 
steeped in magic, mystery and beauty. A world of 
endless adventure. 

The game features over 19 character classes, 
nonhuman player character races, psionics, 
weapons and equipment, codes of conduct, plus a 3 
level adventure. 

PALLADIUM Book II: The OLD ONES 
PAL453 $14.95 

A collection of nine adventures interweaving the 
heroes' fate with dragons, wizards, ancient ruins, 
dwarven curses, and the return of the dreaded Old 
Ones. Features details on 34 towns and 22 forts, the 
entire Timoro Kingdom at your fingertips. 

Giant Goblin with Mace 
NOV1004 $5.95 

Slowly you lift the heavy mace to your shoulder. 
lurking around the cave mouth is someone-or 
something- you've never faced before. What? Lunch, 
maybe, if it's not too big or strong. It's almost here; 
you leap to surprise it. ... Can your strength 
overcome this unknown foe? 

Woman with Sword 
NOV1005 $5.95 

For hours you have led your foe along the high paths 
above the sea-always away from your people. They 
are safe, now. Finally, on the very brink you turn to 
face the most dangerous enemy your clan has ever 
known. Can your skill and agility overcome this foe? 

Hill Troll with Club 
NOV1006 $5.95 

Big and mean and ugly, they said. Well, you showed 
them who's big and mean, anyway. Now you can 
hear another of the nasty little creatures out in your 
woods, trying to hide in the dark. This is too much! 
You're starting to get mad, and when you get mad ... 
Will your bllnding rage help you overcome this foe? 

Barbarian with 2-Handed Sword 
NOV1007 $5.95 

As the village burns you examine your share of the 
loot; food and a couple of trinkets. Thin pickings. It's 
time to move on. Suddenly a figure rises from the 
edge of the firelight, no frightened villager, but 
something much more. You smile. Now, at last, a real 
fight. Can your fighting skill defeat this foe? 

Fighter-Mage with Magic Sword 
NOV1008 $5.95 

Your sword glows golden in your hand and begins to 
sing its death song as your foe advances down the 
rise. A grim smile comes to your lips as your hand 
begins the necessary passes to cast the arcane 
energy forth. This time your foe has not reckoned 
with your mystic might. 

Wraith with Sickle 
NOV1009 $5.95 

The hunger returns. And so does the hatred of all 
who possess the precious life energy. Now you will 
go among them to cause fear and panic-and to 
feed! Suddenly, you sense the presence of a living 
being-but it does not flee or cower! It intends to 
fight for its life! Can you defeat this unexpected foe? 

Cold Drake 
NOV1010 $5.95 

The hunger wells in your belly and the smell of warm 
meat nearly overwhelms your self-control. The meat 
approaches unknowing. Good. You will wait to 
quench the hot flesh with your icy breath. Then you 
will dine on the crunchy treat. Your foe at last 
appears, perhaps you have underestimated. This 
appears to be no easy meal. 

Halfllng with Short Sword 
NOV1011 $5.95 

Snug in your dwelling place by the running brook you 
wait for the call of adventure. An invitation has comet 
Your trusty daggers are sharpened, your mission is 
clear. But what of the dangers that await, and the 
treasures to be discovered! 

The Arms of NARGASH-TOR 
PAL451 $4.95 

A grim reminder that we all must serve our duty In 
this life or beyond. An excellent beginners adventure. 

PALLADIUM Book Ill: The HIGH SEAS 
PAL455 $14.95 

The first major rules expansion, this book presents 
several new character classes, new skills, naval 
combat, alchemical items, and a dozen adventures 
on the High Seas involving forgotten gods, pirates, 
and mysterious lost islands. 

PALLADIUM Game-Masters Shield 
PAL452 $3.95 

This is a handsome three panel screen with 
summaries of all pertinent charts and tables needed 
to resolve encounters and combat. 

Book of Monsters & Animals 
PAL454 $14.95 

Contains over 90 new monsters from the conniving 
waternix, to the ferocious devil digger, plus over 125 
animals with complete game slats to challenge your 
heroes. 



Llzardman with Scimitar 
NOV1012 

The sounds are louder, now. Someone, or 

$5.95 

something, from outside has entered the swamp It 
tries to be quiet but it does not know the ways of your 
,land. The sounds of broken branches and occasional 
splashes betray its progress. You wait, motionless, 
as it approaches. Suddenly, the water ripples-it's 
here I 

Man In Plate with Sword 
NOV1013 $5.95 

Every1hing fits . Now you feel like a real knight-except 
for the tense feel ing in your stomach as you 
approach the lists. The armer looked good when you 
bought it but .. your opponent is larger than you 
thought and doesn't look nervous at all! Suddenly the 
trumpets sound! Doubt must vanish. You step 
forward . Glory to the victor! 

Man with Short Sword & Dagger 
NOV1014 $5.95 

Carefully, now. You peer around the edge of the rock . 
There it isl But-so many guards! Still , getting in 
won 't be nearly as difficult as getting out again. As 
you prepare to cross an unsheltered gap in the 
rocks, you catch a small movement out of the corner 
of your eye. Spinning around, you real ize-secrecy 
is of no use nowl 

Giant Goblin with Sword & Shield 
NOV1015 $5.95 

The stink of intruders is on the wind. You grin and 
crunch the bone of your last victim, sucking out the 
marrow. You wipe the blood on your loincloth and 
trod out to meet your foe . It's dinner time again I 

Winged Gragoyle 
NOV1016 $5.95 

You wait, immobile like a piece of statuary, your foe 
will draw nearer as the fools always do. Then you will 
crack your wings and leap into the air to rend the 
surprised transgressor. Then your swift justice will fall 
on these thieves who dare to trespass! 

Cleric with Magic Staff 
NOV1017 $5.95 

Evil stands before you and only your righteous anger 
and the staff of your gods stand between it and the 
good townsfolk. But it has not reckoned with the 
power which flows through you from the heavens. 

Man with Morningstar 
NOV1018 $5.95 

You grasp the haft of your weapon in two hands and 
study the hilly countryside before you, searching for 
the foe you know approaches. Your pulse quickens at 
the sound of crackling underbrush to one side. 

Unicorn 
NOV1301 $5.95 

The sounds of the hunt have followed you for days. 
You 've led them ever deeper into the forest . But they 
have not given up and are dangerous. As you enter 
the mystic glade you decide: Here you will make your 
stand! Can your grace and magical skill overcome 
this foe? 

Tome of Red Magic, Vol I 
NOV1101 

Twelve all-new spells for the LOST WORLDS• 
Fighter-Mage character, plus a folder. 

$5.95 

l:m • of 
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EMPIRE OF THE PETAL THRONE Fantasy 
DWP1000 $12.00 

Tekumel, a world of fantasy and adventure. An alien 
planet where a cosmic cataclysm stranded humans 
and extra-terrestrial invaders eon past . A hostile land 
of poisonous flora and fauna, with intelligent and 
vengeful native races! A realm where mankind and 
its inhuman allies have built fabled empires and 
kingdoms of glory on the ruins of ancient technology 
and alien magic, none greater than the legendary 
Empire of the Petal Throne! 

TEKUMELSOURCEBOOK 
DWP1101 

TEKUMEL SOURCEBOOK 2 
DWP1102 

TEKUMEL SOURCEBOOK 3 
DWP1103 

$10.00 

$10.00 

$10.00 

The World of TEKUMEL • Book 
Z10105 $25.00 

Discover the world of Tekumel Come explore the 
wondrous alien realms where man joins forces with 
forerunner races to build and destroy fabulous 
empires of magic, power and decadence. 
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Samurai with Katana 
NOV1401 $5.95 

Honor demanded that you draw your sword. It can 
not now be sheathed until victory. Your opponent 
knows this as he circles. Tonight you will write a 
poem about this battle. If you win. But first . . 

Ninja with Ninja-to 
NOV1402 $5.95 

Moving swiftly and silently from shadow to shadow, 
you have slipped past the guards unseen. Now there 
remains just one barrier to the completion of your 
mission. Suddenly, a guard turns the corner ahead! 
Secrecy is gonel You prepare to make your escape. 

Samurai with Naglnata 
NOV1403 $5.95 

Your foe is worthy, the battle will be hard, but honer 
demands that you stand your ground and fight your 
best no matter what twists fate may have in store. 

Ninja with Kyotetsu-Shogl 
NOV1404 $5.95 

Your mission was simple, cross a deadly moat, scale 
a 30' sheer wall and then pass an inpenetrable door 
to reach your target. But you are a master of 
shadows, and the seeming impossible is child's play. 
Now your real challenge. 

Mantlcore 
NOV1601 $5.95 

What creature dares invade your den? What is this 
foul scent it brings to pollute your retreat? You will go 
forth and meet it on wing. This interloper will learn 
what it means to challenge the king of the sky. 

JORUNE 
SKYJ-01 $25.00 

JORUNE is permeated by an exotic form of energy 
unlike any found on Earth. Some creatures have 
learned to utilize this power in forms both destructive 
and benign-most manipulation techniques are skills 
which must be learned. The road to mastery is long, 
but the powers are great. 3500 years from now is 
your time on Jorune. 

JORUNE* Companion 
SKY201 $9.00 

The first game of alien fantasy has crossed to a new 
age. This is the book of Burdoth, the first step of an 
oft trod path. 



Thieves' World 
Universal Supplements 

THIEVES' WORLD• Universal Campaign 
CHA2007X $18.00 

Skulk through the night on the heels of 
Shadowspawn ... dodge keeneyed Hell Hounds with 
Jubal's Hawkmasks ... guard your purse and watch 
your back as you enter the most infamous fantasy 
city - Sanctuary, city of thievesl 

Includes a Players Guide, Gamemasters Guide, 
city map forms, short adventures and key 
personalities in adaptations for nine of the most 
popular role playing games. 

Cities 
CHA2013 

/ 

$8.95 

Universally adaptable rules for creating your own 
fantasy cities and towns. Includes encounter tables, 
personalities, and events for characters between 
adventures. 

Carse 
CHA2014 $8.95 

Enter the Baron 's capital · 450 detailed buildings and 
his castle, families, occupations, rivalries, retail 
prices, random meetings and important personages 
are all here. 

THIEVES' WORLD• Companion 
CHA2015 $7.95 

That town of infamy has grown since its discovery 
and here are its newest residents, detailed floorplans 
and possibilities for adventure. 

Tulan of the Isles 
CHA2016 $8.95 

A foreign city of mystery and intrigue that may be 
added to any game. When your heroes are ready to 
journey to other lands, be ready for them with this 
detailed setting. 

IDmm@u1@m 
J1Il®@Il n>Mm0 
Deadly DUNGEON TILES 
TAS2004 $5.00 
Display your dungeon with these colorful floor tiles. 
This set Includes 72 tiles forming corridors, stairs, 
and rooms, plus 108 counters to furnish your 
dungeon. 

ungeon Floor Plans - Set 1 (Revised) 
GW02001 $7.00 

Delight your players and ease the burden of tedious 
mapping with these colorful floorplans complete with 
terrible traps rich rewards and frightful furnishings. 

CAVERNS, Dungeon Floor Plans 
GW02012 $7.00 

Expand your arsenal of awesome locations with cruel 
caverns and mysterious, mouldering mines. 

Dungeon ROOMS 
GW00604 $8.00 

Here are 23 delightfully drawn rooms to add terror 
and excitement to any adventure. 

Halls of HORROR 
GW02019 $8.00 

A complete set of horridly haunted halls and ruined 
rooms of dread and doom. 

SANDMAN, Map of Halaal 
PAC5001 $12.00 

The train whistle screams, and your passenger-car 
plunges into another tunnel. Six shots snap in the 
darkness. When sunlight floods the compartment 
once more, a man lies bleeding on the floor. He 
whispers a warning, then mysteriously fades away. 
Who was he? Why was he murdered? And, most 
importantly, who are you? 

H .& ' 1 EN -*----------------A•r•o-le•p-la·y-in·g-ad•v•e•n-tu•r•e•a•n•d•g•a•m•e•o•f•m•y•s•te_ry_a.nd _n '1 intrigue, where anything can happen. 

Tl)e f'ree City 

HAVEN, The Free City Campaign Pack 
GAM3930 $20.00 

Welcome to the Free City of Haven, a place of 
adventure and intrigue, a town of danger, deceit and 
despair. Over 60 random street encounters, over 300 
NPCs from all walks of life, and over 100 
well-described shops and shopkeepers, as well as 
more than 25 scenarios to provide months of 
challenging adventures. 

City of the Sacred Flame 
GAM1934 $6.95 

A complete campaign module detailing shops, 
citizens, politics, and intrigue in the exotic city of 
Zal'Akhen. Contains a detailed city map, encounters, 
three introductory scenarios, and description of the 
state religion. Enough material for weeks of 
adventure. 

HAVEN - The Secrets of the Labyrinth 
GAM1931 $12.95 

The saga of the city continues. Here are numerous 
new shops, taverns, residences, NPCs, and 
encounters to create an everchanging tapestry of 
events, conflicts and intrigue. Over a dozen 
scenarios and 1 O detailed neighborhood maps 
complete the action and adventure which await. 

Lair of the Freebooters 
GAM1938 $6.95 

Visit Sharlit's Hole, the notorious pirate's lair on the 
islands of the Southron Realms. Brave this barbary 
coast in search of high adventure, fabulous treasure 
or just revenge. 
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Within the Tyrant's Demesne 
GAM1935 $6.95 

A companion to the City of Sacred Flame, this 
product adds new shops, citizens and details the 
power struggles of the city of Dhar Ankhes. Includes 
several scenarios. 

The Complete Tavern 
GAM1952 $4.95 

An invaluable guide for creating tavern settings for 
your own campaign world. Includes rules for tavern 
games, brawling and the hazards of drink. Includes a 
sample floorplan with furnishings. 

The Mines of Keridav 
GAM1954 $5.95 

An action-packed scenario for low to intermediate 
level characters of all classes. The heroes must 
infiltrate dwarven mines to rescue a princess from an 
evil wizard and his cohorts. Easy, right? Wrong! 

The Demon Pits of Caeldo 
GAM1955 $5.95 

The once proud castle of the Baron of Caeldo is a 
tumbled ruin, said to be inhabited by cruel demons. 
Will your heroes accept a challenge to spend a week 
in the perilous ruin in return for a fabulous reward? 



OUBPS 

G*U*R*P*S Adventure Role Playing Game 
JAC6000 $24.95 

Want to play warriors & wizards one night, 
crimebusters the next, and superheroes this 
weekend, but tired of having to learn a new set of 
rules every week? Then GURPS is definitely for youl 
Now you can adventure in any time, any place -
using the same game system! Here is the first real 
Generic Universal Role Playing System (GURPS). 
Contains all the rules for creating characters from 
barbarian to alien, from gunslinger to superspy and 
sending him into exciting adventures. 

Contains a Characters book, an Adventuring book, 
a Gamemaster's Reference book, a book of solo and 
party adventures, plus full color Cardboard Hero 
standup figures. 

G*U*R*P*S FANTASY Adventure World 
JAC6001 $9.95 

Now you can explore all the worlds of the 
imagination with this first supplement for GURPS. 
This book includes details on new character races 
and foes, comprehensive set of over 300 spells, and 
a world background to set the stage for future 
adventures in the lands of enchantment! 

G*U*R*P*S AUTODUEL Adventure Rules 
JAC6003 $9.95 

Now the world of the ever-popular CAR WARS 
game races into the age of role playing! Features 
rules for creating autoduelists, combat rules for 
automotive armaggedon , and the grim world of the 
future. 

G*U*R*P*S Battle Maps 
JAC6400 $5.95 

Here are 3 double-sided, full-size gaming maps to 
add color and excitement to your adventures. 
Feature Interior and outdoor settings including 
castles, dungeons, space station, and more. 

MAN-TO-MAN Combat Game 
JAC1204 $9.95 

Fantasy gladiatorial combat at it fiercest and most 
intense! MAN TO MAN is a highly realistic fantasy 
combat system designed to pit man and monster 
against each other In one-on-one duels Contains 
rulebook, 20 pullout maps, and full color 
CARDBOARD HER~ fighting fantasy figures. 

Ore Slayer: A MAN· TO-MAN Supplement 
JAC6002 $5.95 

The forces of evil are plotting conquest, and only 
your champions can stop it! Pits up to six MAN TO 
MAN characters against a wild land of dwarves, 
elves and demons to defeat a corrupt conspiracy. 
Nine full-scale scenarios. 

\\J[APONS 

This series of illustrated reference books provide 
difficult to find, exacting information on weapons, 
armer and castles, adaptable for use with your 
favorite role-playing game. 

Book of Weapons and Armour 
PAL404 $4.95 

Confused about the different types of medieval arms 
and armour? Not any longer, for this book depicts 
over 600 different weapons from knives to poleaxes, 
and 35 types of armour historically accurate. 

Book of Weapons and Castles 
PAL405 $5.95 

This book continues the investigation of medieval 
weapons with a look at bows, arrows, crossbows and 
seige engines, and development of the European 
Castle; each example is illustrated and comes with 
brief histories, building techniques and floor plans. 

Book of Weapons and Assassins 
PAL406 $5.95 

This book explores the mysteries of assassin 
societies, including the Ninja and Thugee. Details 
their customs, tools, and methods with complete 
illustrations. Why did these societies come into 
existence and how deadly were they? Where does 
reality end and my1h begin? 

Book of Weapons & Castles of the Orient 
PAL407 $5.95 

Explore the castles of feudal Japan with all their 
tricks and secrets revealed. Examine the noble 
Samurai , his methods. arms and armer. 

Book of Contemporary Weapons 
PAL408 $5.95 

To meet the growing popularity of modern era role 
playing games comes this compendium of over 300 
revolvers, pistols, rifles and various attachments. 

Exotic Weapons 
PAL409 $5.95 

This book turns the spotlight on strange and unusual 
weapons of the world . Here are fascinating swords, 
war clubs, whips, multi-bladed African throwing irons 
and other oddities. 

Book of European Castles 
PAL410 $5.95 

This new volume on the world's castles deals 
exclusively with all new material on 40 European 
bastions of government and military might. 
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For action-packed role-playing, for exciting 
encounter with peculiar people, for unexpected 
adventures the businesses and characters found in 
this series are right up your alley. Adaptable to your 
favorite role-playing games. 

CITYBOOK I: Butcher, Baker, Etc. 
TAS8511 $15.00 

Are your players becoming tired of the same old 
dungeon delving? Then take them to the streets with 
adventures involving these 25 businesses. 

CITYBOOK II: Port O' Call 
TAS8512 $10.00 

The sting of the saltbreeze blowing off the harbor 
sends you off the swaying wharves and indoors to 
adventure! Here are 22 seaside businesses with over 
70 developed characters and more than 60 
scenarios. 

CITYBOOK Ill: Deadly Nightshade 
TAS8513 $10.00 

Feeling adventuresome tonight, hmmm? Willing to 
risk your life? Then take a stroll through the alleys 
and byways of the seamier section of town. 

CITYBOOK IV: On The Road 
TAS8514 $10.00 

Not all adventures occur in the teaming streets of the 
city. Many happen on the highways and byways that 
link the pockets of civilization across the wilds. 

GRIMTOOTH'S TRAPS 
TAS8501 ' $10.00 

Each of these little beauties in this set, features 101 
devious devices, fiendish snares, annoying 
misdirections and terrible traps to try the mettle of 
every hero. Your players' troubles are just beginning! 

GRIMTOOTH'S TRAPS TOO 
TAS8502 

The Hole-Delve~·s Catalog 
TAS8531 

$10.00 

$10.00 

Tired of the same old drab equipment? Looking for 
something special? Then ladies and gentlemen, what 
you need is this handy-dandy catalog, just chock full 
of notions and gear you've never seen before. 

TREASURE VAULT• Game Master's Aid 
TAS8520 $7.00 

A collection of 26 unusual treasures, magical and 
otherwise, with 38 personalities in 57 interlinking 
scenarios. From the Golden Owl of llgen to Mordin's 
Mystical Mirror. 



MARVEL SUPER HEROES GAME 
TSR6850 $15.00 

Become your favorite Marvel hero or create a hero of 
your own in this action-packed and exciting game 
based on the Marvel Comics Universe. 

Game includes a Battle Book, Campaign rulebook, 
character cards and counters, a full-sized battle map 
and dice In addition there is the featured adventure 
"Day of the Octopus." 

MHSP1 SECRET WARS 
TSR6860 $6.00 

Relive the excitement of the Marvel Comics SECRET 
WAR" with this adventure set on a strange planet 
created for battle. The destiny of the entire Earth 
could be decided here! 

MHSP2 SECRET WARS II 
TSR6869 $10.00 

The SECRET WARS 11· series comes alive in this 
special module that adapts the limited comic series. 
It features up-to-date statistics for all MARVEL 
SUPER HEROES• in the series. 

MH1 THE BREEDER BOMBS 
TSR6851 $6.00 

MAGNETO'S· back in town and he's deadlier than 
everl Can even the X-MEN" stop him ... and The 
Breeder Bombs?I 

MH2 TIME TRAP 
TSR6853 $6.00 

Can a planet be saved after it has been destroyed? 
The AVENGERS• must travel through time to save 
the Earth . 

MH3 MURDERWORLD 
TSR6855 $6.00 

Somebody wants the FANTASTIC FOUR• out of the 
way - permanently! And they're paying top dollar to 
have it done. And when you want the best, you want 
ARCADE.I 

MH4 LONE WOLVES 
TSR6859 $6.00 

Your job is to hunt down the predators who prey on 
the weak. II you win, the city is safe. But ii you fail .. 

MHSCATS PAW 
TSR6857 $6.00 

There's only one super-team to solve the mystery
ALPHA FLIGHT· . But can even they handle what lies 
ahead? 

MH6 THUNDER OVER JOTUNHEIM 
TSR6862 $6.75 

The treacherous LOKI· threatens to usurp the throne 
of eternal ASGARD· - and he has stolen the only 
weapon that can stop him. A hidden message, 
MAGIC VIEWER~ Solitaire adventure! 

MH7 THE LAST RESORT 
TSR6864 $6.00 

There's mystery, the thrill of the hunt and non-stop 
action when the WEST COAST AVENGERS· lace a 
bevy of baddies! 

MHB FAULTLINE 
TSR6866 $6.00 

Can SPIDER-MAW, CAPTAIN AMERICA•, the 
WASP• and the BLACK KNIGHT" save the city from 
certain destruction at the hands of a master villain!? 

MH9 GATES OF WHAT IF 
TSR6867 $8.00 

This adventure pits the FANTASTIC FOUR" and 
SPIDER-MAW against a menace from another 
dimension, as they venture into a strange world 
whose greatest hero is a man named VICTOR" 

MHAC1 JUDGE'S SCREEN 
TSR6852 $6.00 

A full-color Judge's Screen, complete with important 
tables and information, includes a short tour guide to 
the stomping grounds of the world's mightiest 
heroes. An added feature is a map of Mighty Marvel 
Manhattan I 

MHAC2 AVENGERS'" ASSEMBLED 
TSR6854 $6.00 

The AVENGERS· and their most dangerous enemies 
can all be found in this exhaustive, official 
encyclopedia. This 32-page book features 
information about 30 past and present AVENGERS· , 
many of their foes, the AVENGERS• Mansion, and 
S.H.l.E.L.D. • 

MHAC3 ADVENTURE FOLD-UP"' FIGURES 
TSR6856 $6.00 

Add a third dimension to your game with these 3-D 
figures of your lavorite heroes and vilest villains. It 
includes more than 125 fi,ures. 

MARVEL SUPER HEROES"' Set N1 
TSR5371 $11 .00 

CAPTAIN AMERICA·, DR. OCTOPUS·, HULK· , 
THOR", MR FANTASTIC• , CAPTAIN MARVEL• , 
HUMAN TORCH• , THE SCORPION•, SPIDER 
MAW , THING·, RADIOACTIVE MAN•, and DR.DOOM· . 
MARVEL SUPER HEROES"' Set N2 
TSR5372 $11 .00 

SUB MARINER• , IRON MAW, ROGUE• , 
COLOSSUS•, NIGHTCRAWLER •, THE LEADER• , 
KANG·, MAGNETO•, ARIEL•, DOCTOR 
STRANGE· , WOLVERINE•, STORM· . 

MARVEL SUPER HEROES"" Set N3 
TSR5375 $6.00 

SCARLET WITCH., HAWKEYE • , SPIDER-MAN• , 
SHE HULK•, ULTRON", KINGPIN". 
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MHAC4 PIT OF THE VIPER 
TSR6858 $6.00 

This heroic conflict between the minions of the 
VIPER· and a group of your lavorite MARVEL 
SUPER HEROES· is quick, easy and exciting with 
these ADVENTURE FOLD-UP~ figures! This 
accessory will bring to life any MARVEL SUPER 
HEROES• adventure! 

MHAC6 NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
TSR6863 $8.00 

New York is filled with millions of stories: gang wars, 
rampages by villains and fights brewing with 
superpowered guys carrying grudges. It's a tough 
place to survive - even ii you have the proportional 
strength of a spider. 

MHAC7CONCRETEJUNGLE 
TSR6865 $6.00 

There are seven million stories in the concrete 
jungle, and here are a few more of them. This 
32-page book features more than 50 good guys and 
bad guys on the prowl in Manhattenl 

MHACB WEAPONS LOCKER 
TSR6868 $6.00 

Gadgets galore are found in this compendium of 
weapons, vehicles, armor and much more! 

MHAC9 REALMS OF MAGIC 
TSR6870 $12.00 

Mighty mages and sinister sorcerers abound in the 
Realms of Magic. Their secrets are revealed for the 
first time in this 96 page tome, expanding the official 
rules for magic use in the MARVEL SUPER 
HEROES· game. Includes official slats for wise 
wizards to fearsome fiends from the Moons of 
Munipoor to the Dread Dimension itself! This is a 
must. 

'ttJ' e.-~ 
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------------------------------------------~~~~-/ff1!}[%1W, 00~~ MARVEL SUPER HEROES,. Advanced Set 
TSR6871 • $15.00 

What you've been waiting for, a major expansion to 
the best-selling MARVEL SUPER HEROES• game! 
Contains 96 page books packed with new slats for 
Heroes! New Powers! A New Character Generation 
System I New Combat and Movement Options! And 
an Expanded Universal Table. Also features a city 
map, colorful character cards and over 75 fabulous 
FOLD-UP~ figures. 

MX1 NIGHTMARES OF FUTURES PAST 
TSR6873 $8.00 

The Future is Now! It brings death and despair. The 
nightmare of Mutant Internment Camps, patrolled by 
mutant-hunting robots enpowered to track down and 
destroy those with exceptional abilities is a grim 
reality. It is the day after tomorrow, and worst of all 
it's your home town. First in a limited four part series. 

MX2 THE X-POTENTIAL 
TSR6875 $8.00 

Initial victories come easily against the unsuspecting 
oppressors, yet the mutant-hating forces fall back 
and regroup, only to return stronger than ever! The 
heroes are marked for death and their only hope for 
salvation lies in the lair of the most vile villain of a 
grim future. Second of a limited four part series. 

MX3 REAP THE WHIRLWIND 
TSR68n $5.95 

The end draws nigh! The Future is in Flames! The 
heroes of your home town are pitted against the 
mightiest collection of villains to ever threaten the 
world. Third in a limited four part series! 

MX4 FLAMES OF DOOM 
TSR6888 $5.95 

This is ill The final battle for all Mutants and the 
future of the Earth! The fate of the past, present and 
future hang in balance and only the heroes can tip 
the scales. Who will evade the maw of death? The 
stunning conclusion to the Future in Flames series! 

GAMEBOOKS 

SPIDER-MAN* In City In Darkness 
TSR8021 $2.95 

You are the wall crawler, the AMAZING 
SPIDER-MAN' , and you must face an array of 
villains in an attempt to discover who is holding our 
nation 's largest city as hostage. 

CAPTAIN AMERICA• in Rocket's Red Glare 
TSR8022 $2.95 

As CAPTAIN AMERICA• you must confront one of 
your most deadly adversaries to keep your country 
from the brink of destruction! 

WOLVERINE* In Night of the Wolverine 
TSR8023 $2.95 

You are WOLVERINE', an X-MAN' . And you must 
use your unusual powers to uncover the latest 
terribly diabolical plot of FENR1s·. 

MA1 CHILDREN OF THE ATOM 
TSR6872 $12.00 

This first Guidebook for the MARVEL SUPER 
HEROES· Advanced Set contains a new, complete 
compendium of all mut11nt heroes and villains. It 
features the X-MEN' and everything you always 
wanted to know about their lives. An added bonus is 
a fine collection of short adventures. 

MA2 AVENGERS: COAST TO COAST 
TSR6874 $12.00 

This second book for the MARVEL SUPER 
HEROES• Advanced Set is a 96-page tome filled 
with the AVENGERS• , their fearsome foes, lairs and 
equipment belonging to the world 's greatest team of 
super heroes! Also included is a collection of short 
adventures and challenges for the AVENGERS· I 

DOCTOR STRANGE* Through Six 
Dimensions 
TSR8024 $2.95 

As DOCTOR STRANGE• , Sorcerer Supreme, you 
find yourself protecting the Earth as it becomes the 
unsuspecting battleground for two warring 
dimensions. 

The THING* In One Thing After Another 
TSR8025 $2.95 

The THING· confronts an enemy his mighty strength 
can't defeat, the ravages of an incurable illness. 
Face-to-face with death, he must journey through 
time, space, and alternate dimensions to find a cure. 

The X-MEN * In An X-Cellent Death 
TSR8026 $2.95 

Under highly unusual circumstances, the X-MEN' 
uncover a governmental Think Tank whose mission is 
to eliminate international terrorism. They must 
protect the scientists from destruction by the sinister 
forces of the HANO' 

SPIDER-MAN* In As the World Burns 
TSR8027 $2.95 

At the command of a mysterious mastermind, 
SPIDER-MAN' must scour the world to find the 
components of a powerful doomsday device. If he 
fails it could mean personal tragedy, but if he 
succeeds, it could spell the end of the world. 
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MA3 THE ULTIMATE POWERS BOOK 
TSR6876 $12.00 

Nearly 300 powers are detailed in this 96-page 
offering for the MARVEL SUPER HEROES• 
Advanced Set, Energy Emision, Mental Control , 
Spider Climb and Dimension Travel are a few of the 
choices. Also includes new tables for ranges and 
movement I 

MA4 THE FANTASTIC FOUR'" 
COMPENDIUM 
TSR6889 $8.95 

In the tradition of Children of the Atom and 
AVENGERS' Coast-to-Coast, now comes the most 
comprehensive roster of the oldest and greatest 
team of MARVEL SUPER HEROES' - their friends, 
foes, offices, and equipment. Here comes the 
FANTASTIC FOUR' 

ONE-ON-ON~ Duellng Gamebooks 

FANTASTIC FOUR* In The Doomsday 
Device 
TSR8468 $5.95 

One shall play DOCTOR DOOM· and the other, 
Reed Richards and the FANTASTIC FOUR" . 
DR.DOOM" wants to take over Florida and the world. 
The FANTASTIC FOUR" wants to make Doom's 
doomsday device look like amusements from Coney 
Island. Who will win? 

DAREDEVIL• in The King Takes a Dare 
TSR8469 $5.95 

DAREDEVIL• and KINGPIN" have dueled each 
other for a long time. The time has come for an end 
to the feud, with the retirement of the other party. A 
permanent retiremente 



VILLAINS & VIGILANTES* Game 
FGU2001 $12.00 

Here is the original role playing game based on 
comic book superheroes and villains. Game includes 
complete rules for character generation, 
superpowers, secret identities, organizations, 
equipment, villains and adventure creation plus the 
complete adventure CRISIS AT CRUSADER 
CITADEL to get things started. 

Crisis at the CRUSADER Citadel 
FGU2002 $5.00 

With the CRUSADERS nowhere to be found , a 
CRUSHERS' crimewave sweeps the city - only you 
can stop them and unravel their insidious plot . 

Death Duel vs. the DESTROYERS 
FGU2003 $5.00 

The canny CENTURIONS take on the Annihilator 
and all his DESTROYERS in their home base, and 
the mayhem is just beginning I 

The Island of DR. APOCALYPSE 
FGU2004 $5.00 

Only a few hours ago the CENTURIONS, still sore 
and suffering from their epic battle with the 
DESTROYERS, launched an all-0ut assault on the 
island stronghold of Doctor Apocalypse! Now they 
have less than a day left to find and defeat the 
diabolical Doctor. 

F.O.R.C.E. 
FGU2005 $5.00 

A mysterious organization calling itself the FORCE 
holds America for ransom ... can you track them 
down and save the eastern seaboard from the 
insidious effects of Virus S-97? 

The Dawn of DNA 
FGU2010 $5.00 

Dawn is rising over the sleepy little town of Malton .. 
the dawn of DNA! It is a morning that will never be 
forgotten, or will it? The people of Malton seem to be 
forgetting every1hing! ll Something has got to be 
done, but what? 

From the Deeps of SPACE 
FGU2011 $5.00 

"People of Earth! Your planet is hereby annexed by 
the Capellan Hegemony! Resistance to our invasion 
is useless ... transgressors will be immediately 
terminated . Throw down your arms! Your masters 
have arrived-FROM THE DEEPS OF SPACE!" 

Battle Above the EARTH 
FGU2012 $5.00 

Hey Heroes! Ya think ya can save this space station 
from me and my cohorts before we turn it over to the 
Logrellian Horde and help them conquer Earth? Yer 
welcome to try. 

To Tackle the T.O.T.E.M. 
FGU2013 $5.00 

Hidden away in the Arizona desert lies the secret 
base of T.O.T.E.M., led by the infamous Purple Mask! 
Can you defend the Cogan Museum from the attack 
of his super-powered agents? 

DEVIL'S Domain 
FGU2014 $5.00 

It began with a tropical storm in the ocean near 
Bermuda - a storm which grew to a hurricane, and 
kept growing! Will America be next? 

PENTACLE Plot 
FGU2015 $5.00 

Vinal The alternate earth! The medieval world ! Your 
players must journey there to save it from the terrible 
plot of Mr Noman's Tarot-Masters, the Pentacle Army 
and the might of the evil Grell Empire! 

Terror by Night! 
FGU2016 $5.00 

Step right up Vigilantes!! If you thought your day was 
deadly, brace yourself for TERROR BY NIGHT! 

Opponents Unlimited! 
FGU2007 $5.00 

This booklet supplies easy-to-run encounters and 
villains to any campaign. The encounters and 
adventures are divided into three categories: Casual 
encounters, individuals and organizations. 

Most WANTED! - Vol. I 
FGU2008 $5.00 

And now for something completely dangerous! From 
the files of C.H E.S.S Headquarters comes a 
cross-section of the criminal element; the complete 
data on 30 super-villains. 

Most WANTED! - Vol. Ill 
FGU2017 $6.00 

A to W in villainy, 1 to 30 in variety. From around the 
globe to across the galaxy, C.H.E.S S. headquarters 
reports anew thirty super-villains to be on the lookout 
for. It's all here, their powers, origins and traits. 
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CHAMPIONS* Super Role Playing Game 
ICE01 $12.00 

Play your favorite comic book hero, or create your 
own in this superpowered game of excitement. The 
rules let you design your heroes the way you want 
them. Easy to learn and play, this game provides a 
high degree of choice of skills, powers, 
disadvantages, and weapons. CHAMPIONS• game, 
live the adventure. 

CHAMPIONS II - Game Supplement 
ICEOB $10.00 

You asked for itl Here is the first supplement to the 
CHAMPIONS* rules. Features rules for building a 
base and vehicles, new skills and powers, an instant 
encounter system and much morel 

CHAMPIONS Ill - Game Supplement 
~85 ~~00 

You want another supplement? OK. CHAMPIONS Ill 
presents an instant villain creation system, solo play, 
a danger room generator and more. A must for 
serious gamers. 

CHAMPIONS Gamemaster's Screen 
ICE19 $6.00 

This handy product includes all the charts and tables 
for movement, combat, maneuvers, and more to 
speed game play. Also contains the adventure The 
Island of Dr. Destroyer. 

The CIRCLE & M.E.T.E. 
ICE12 $6.00 

The first book of heroic Organizations. The CIRCLE 
is a society of sorcerers and mystics dedicated to 
world safety. The Metropolitan Extra-Terrestrial 
Enclave is dedicated to aid our alien visitors. 

PRIMUS & DEMON 
ICE18 $6.00 

This is the second Organizations Book. PRIMUS is a 
Federal organization of heroes providing for the 
national defense. DEMON Is an evil band that 
combines the Dark Arts and unrestrained technology 
seeking world domination . Five part scenario. 

The BLOOD & Dr. MCQUARK 
ICE21 $6.00 

This is the third Organizations Book, featuring The 
BLOOD, a mysterious family of superpowered 
mutants, and Dr. McQuark's, a facility which provides 
training, equipment and guidance for fledgling super 
heroes. 

CHAMPIONS* Super Heroes Figures 
GRN4001 $9.95 

Here are 12 of heroes capable of handling almost 
any situation, super villain or deathtrap. 

CHAMPIONS* Super Villains Figures 
GRN4002 $9.95 

These are 12 mean dudes! Some of the roughest, 
toughest super villains you' ll ever care to encounter. 



ENEMIES 
ICE02 $6.00 

The original reference on supervillains, this book 
contains 35 of the world's nastiest crooks and cruds. 
Fully illustrated, each file presents character profiles, 
modus operandi, and game statistics. No hero 
should be without his Enemies! 

ENEMIES II 
ICE06 $6.00 

The second in the series of collected supervillains, 
this time spotlighting evil gangs and sinister 
organizations. Some of the roughest customers you'll 
ever encounter including Bulldozer, Giganto, Durak, 
Oculon, Pile Driver, and many others 

ENEMIES Ill 
ICE16 $6.00 

More bad guys! Here are 27 villains to be used to fill 
criminal gang rosters, random encounters, or as the 
basis for world threatening adventures Look out 
heroes I 

Escape from STRONGHOLD 
ICE04 $6.00 

Stronghold is a maximum security facility designed 
for the superpowered villain . It's a prison of the 
future, escape proof. But six of the toughest inmates 
are breaking out tonight! Can you stop them? 

DEATHSTROKE 
ICE09 $6.00 

Can you save the world from nuclear blackmail? A 
band of villains has the ability to destroy every 
nuclear reactor on the planet, if they're crazy enough 
to push the button. 

The Great Super Villain CONTEST 
ICE11 $6.00 

Here's an action packed adventure designed to 
stretch over several evenings of play. From a 
mountain retreat, the Crimson Claw has summoned 
the most powerful villains to an arena of death where 
they will decide once and for all who is the deadliest! 

The CORIOLIS Effect 
ICE26 $6.00 

Here are a series of linked adventures revolving 
around a brave, new, but untried hero. Who is this air 
creature Coriolis? What object does the Black 
Enchantress seek? Now you can add this multi-part 
epic to your campaign! 

Generic Super Heroes (3 fig) 
GRN305 

The CIRCLE (3 fig) 
GRN306 

Mighty Pinchus & Friends (3 fig) 
GRN311 

Super Evils {3 fig) 
GRN312 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

DANGER INTERNATIONAL Game 
ICE17 $15.00 

Launch into action with fast cars. national secrets 
and hightech hardware as you become the hero in a 
story of espionage. Packed with challenging 
adventures, including a solo adventure for novice 
players, here are the rules, valuable source material 
and the equipment needed to simulate any modern 
day adventure. These rules are compatible with the 
CHAMPION' game system 

SUPER-AGENTS 
ICE22 $12.00 

Face it, some times the mission calls for a special 
task force, hightech Super Agents! This supplement 
covers character creation, combat and campaigns for 
those really deadly missions. 

GADGETS I 
ICE23 $8.00 

Need some exotic weapons or concealed devices for 
your agents to take out that pesty supervillain? Here 
they are. Choose from scores of powerful weapons, 
vehicles and gadgets to fit any situation . 

Border Crossing 
ICE10 $6.00 

Take part in a daring raid behind the Iron Curtain to 
gain vital information, this adventure details the 
operations of a Covert Action Team with 
nerve-wracking challenge and excitement! 

S.H.A.D.O.W Over Scotland 
ICE28 $8.00 

Welcome to Scotland, a land of ghosts and mystery 
A series of unsolved murders has plagued this small 
village and the locals blame ii on the curse of an 
ancient castle just off shore. Rumors of werewolves 
and vampires abound. Have you accidentally slipped 
back into the 171h century or is something more 
sinister happening? 
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JUSTICE, INC. Pulp Heroes Role Playing 
ICE13 $10.00 

Experience the spine-tingling action of the pulp 
magazines! Battle the sinister forces of evil and stop 
rebellion in far flung corners of the globe in a bygone 
era of black sedans, deadly gats. and deceitful 
dames I 

Lands of MYSTERY 
ICE20 $10.00 

Discover the lost worlds of Zorandar, a savage, 
timeless land where brave natives still battle titanic 
dinosaurs! This booklet introduces you to the 
sabre-toothed action of a lost worlds romance. Learn 
how to create and play all of your favorite cliff 
hangers and plot twists for you favorite matinee 
adventures. 

Trail of the GOLD SPIKE 
ICE14 $6.00 

Deep within the mountains of Colorado lies wealth 
beyond your wildest dreams. Bui across that path 
stands the insidious Condor. What sinister secret 
plan drives him to destroy all who would stand 
against him? 

The HERO Beastiary 
ICE25 $8.00 

The first supplement designed for every part of the 
"Hero Game System," completely compatible with 
CHAMPIONS, JUSTICE Inc., and DANGER 
INTERNATIONAL rules. Here are detailed animal 
encounters, prehistoric monsters, creatures of 
legend and lore, and beasts from beyond the 
dimensional barriers. 



SCIENCE MNTAS'I "OLE nA.rlNG GAMC 

GAMMA WORLD® Science Fantasy 3rd Ed. 
TSR7010N $15.00 

Back by popular demand comes the all new, third 
edition of the GAMMA WORLO- game. Adventure in 
a wasteland of a future world, where rampant 
radiation has mutated the world into a deadly 
wilderness! Strive with the remnants of civilization 
and their mutant brothers to regain the glory of the 
Ancients. 

This edition features a new, swifter resolution and 
combat system that remains compatible with earlier 
edition adventures, characters and mutants. Also 
included are expanded lists of mutations, artifacts, 
robots, and hazards, plus a new adventure and a 
new GM Reference screen. This set also includes 
the special free rules expansion and errata booklet . 

GW 6, ALPHA FACTOR 
TSR7509 $8.00 

On a mission for the Restoration Council , the players 
must cross the Burning Lands and the Lip of Despair 
to recover the memory core of the greatest computer 
of the Ancient World. 

GAMMA WORLD ® 
GAME 

GAMMA WORLD® SCIENCE FANTASY 
TSR7010 $12.00 

Here is the original GAMMA WORLD"' rules second 
edition, and the adventures originally designed for 
this premiere role playing game of a grim 
post-holocaust world . Features the Allegheny Vall~y 
campaign setting and an adventure among the rums 
of Pitz-burke. Only limited supplies. 

GWAC1, GAMMA WORLD® GM SCREEN 
TSR6501 $3.50 

This valuable accessory presents all the charts and 
tables used to resolve combat and encounters at 
your fingertips. Includes the bonus adventure 
Albuquerque Starport. 

GWAC1, GAMMA WORLD® GM SCREEN 
Revised 
TSR6502 $4.00 

This screen contains updated information on combat, 
hazards and referee tables to make the game run 
more smoothly. It also features the miniadventure -
Albuquerque Starport. 

GWAC2, GAMMA WORLD CHARACTER 
SHEETS 
TSR7507 $6.00 

These character records will help you organize and 
keep track of your hero's statistics and equipment as 
he journeys in search of adventure. 
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GW 7, BETA PRINCIPLE 
TSR7510 $8.00 
A visit to the remains of an old theme park proves 
anything but amusing, and starts the heroes on an 
exciting adventure to find the legendary skywalking 
city. 

GW 8, GAMMA BASE 
TSR7511 $8.00 

The characters' travels lead them to discover a 
military base of the Ancients sure to be filled with 
glorytime technology if they can just wrest it from the 
hands of its current inhabitants! 

GW 9, THE DELTA FRAGMENT 
TSR7512 $8.95 

This double-sized adventure pack features an entire 
city in the wilderness to explore, and a mission Into 
the High Lands for the Restorationists quest to build 
a legendary sky chariot. Also contains the first rules 
expansion, featuring new weapons and skill details. 

GW10, EPSILON SECTOR 
TSR7513 $5.95 

As the saga continues in the struggle to build the sky 
chariot, the adventurers are sent to face the Robot 
Master who cowers in his fort in the treacherous 
frozen lands. 

Playable with 3rd Edition Rules! 
GW 1, LEGION OF GOLD 
TSR7503 $6.00 

A Legion of Gold warriors has struck from the 
wilderness deep into the heart of the Barony of Horn. 
Are these armored men, metal servants, or mere 
mutants? Whatever, the Warder of Horn has ottered 
a great reward for those who can destroy these 
golden invaders and end their dire threatl 

GW 2, FAMINE IN FAR-GO 
TSR7502 $6.00 

Far-Go is dying . .. the people are afraid . . . you are 
the last hope for survival as you journey along the 
might 'Ode to the Forest of Knowledge seeking an 
end to the terrible blight on the land. 

GW 3, CLEANSING WAR OF GARIK 
BLACKHAND 
TSR7504 $6.00 

Garik Blackhand is the leader of a large clan of Pure 
Strain Humans called the Scarlet Kn ights. The clan 
has acquired high-tech equipment and 1s in the 
process of eliminating all humanoids and mutated 
animals in the region. Your tribe has been accused of 
being in league with that clan. You must set things 
right! 

GW 4, THE MIND MASTERS 
TSR7505 $6.00 

A Therapy Park's computer has deteriorated and is 
creating nightmares for all who fall prey to the 
machine's control. Can you avoid the touch of 
madness? 

GAMMARAUDERS'" Battle Game 
TSR7015 $15.00 

Step into the exciting, fast-paced role playing game 
of marauding gargantuan robots and bioborgsl A 
combat game of fast, spirited battle among hightech 
wonders of the GAMMA UNIVERSE Game includes 
rules, maps of the universe, plastic figures, and short 
introductory scenarios. 



STAR FRONTIERS® ALPHA DAWN GAME 
TSR7007 $12.00 

Bored with mundane role playing? Let us open new 
frontiers for you in a galaxy far, far away with the 
STAR FRONTIERS game! 

Play a human or take on a more exotic role as an 
alien - such as the monkey-catmen Yazirian, or the 
insectile Vrusk, or the doughboy Dralasite. The Alpha 
Dawn adventure opens the door to adventure on 
alien worlds and a galaxy wide struggle against the 
insidious serpentine Sathar. 

Includes a 16 page Basic rulebook, 3 short 
adventures that may be played without a judge, plus 
a 64 page Expanded rules with more equipment and 
instructions for creating your adventures. Also 
included are 2 dice, a full-sized, two-sided color map, 
over 300 counters, and a 32 page adventure, "Crash 
on Volturnus." 

SFAC1, STAR FRONTIERS"J CHARACTER 
SHEET 
TSR7800 $6.00 

These detailed character record sheets will help 
players keep track of their characters through all 
their space adventures. This 32 page set of character 
records will keep your character statistics safe and 
organized. 

SFAC2, STAR FRONTIERS® REFEREES 
SCREEN 
TSR6801 $6.00 

This colorful referee reference screen gathers all the 
vital weapon, combat, skill, movement, creatures and 
other charts commonly used during encounters into 
an easy to use cardstock folder. Also featured is the 
awesome assault on Starship Omicron. 

SFAC3, ZEBULON'S GUIDE TO FRONTIER 
SPACE 
TSR7819 $10.00 

This major rules expansion for the STAR 
FRONTIERS' game is filled with information on the 
most recently-discovered alien races, star systems, 
worlds and technology. 

Features a revised Skill system, this last accessory 
also details new gear, weapons, defense systems, 
sensors and a vast array of advanced technology. 
This 96 page book is a must for all STAR 
FRONTIERS players 

STAR FRONTIERS " 
Alpha Dawn Adventures 

SF1, VOLTURNUS - PLANET OF MYSTERY 
TSR7801 $6.00 

Come to where the adventure is explosive! Players 
must find a way to save their planet from destruction. 
Mystery and danger are around every corner. And 
survival seems doubtful. 

SF2, STARSPAWN OF VOLTURNUS 
TSR7802 $6.00 

Volturnus abounds with constant surprise and peril. 
The survival of the planet remains in the hands of the 
players. Victory or death hangs in the balance! 

SF3, SUNDOWN ON STARMIST 
TSR7803 $6.00 

Starmist is a world cloaked in mystery and populated 
by a nomadic, primitive race called the Heliopes. 
There is a secret on the world, something that 
caused a man to hire the players to venture to 
Starmist. 

SF4, MISSION TO ALCAZZAR 
TSR7809 $6.00 

The mining operation on Alcazzar was supposed to 
be one of the frontier's best-kept secrets. But it isn't 
a secret anymore. Someone has wiped it out. And 
the players need to set the situation right. 

SF5, BUGS IN THE SYSTEM 
TSR7817 $6.00 

Venturi is a gas giant that tried to be a star. It throws 
out magnetic storms once in a while. But it is also 
laden with valuable chemicals that are being 
distilled. But something is wrong on Venturi. And that 
something has cost eight good crewmen. 

SF6, DARK SIDE OF THE MOON 
TSR7818 $6.00 

The mysterious murder of the millionaire industrialist 
Jack Lagrange must be investigated! But the 
investigation is only the first step in unraveling an 
ugly plot that menaces the survival of an entire race! 
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STAR FRONTIERS' KNIGHT HAWKS GAME 
TSR7011 $12.00 

Enjoy the action of ship to ship combat. The Knight 
Hawks game can be used separately or with the 
STAR FRONTIERS· Alpha Dawn game to create an 
expanded universe. This set includes a module and 
details of spaceship design and operation. 

Features a spaceship Battle Game, a 64 page role 
playing rules expansion, a two-sided, colored map, 
over 300 counters, two dice, and the Knight Hawks 
adventure, "Warriors of the White Light." 

Knight Hawks Adventure 

SFKH1, DR.AMUNE RUN 
TSR7805 $6.00 

A notorious crime czar and his band of thugs is the 
obstacle that threatens a captain and new crew on a 
fateful voyage - the Dramune Run . 

SFKH2, MUTINY ON THE ELEANOR 
MORA ES 
TSR7808 $6.00 

The players are left with two courses: try and retake 
the ship or be stranded with slim hope of rescue. The 
ship sits in a burned-out clearing. But its crew seeks 
cover in foliage outside the ship, planning their 
strategy to overcome the mutineer. First part in the 
Beyond the Frontiers series. 

SFKH3, FACE OF THE ENEMY 
TSR7810 $600 

Volunteers wanted! A force is needed to carry the 
fight against the Sathar raiders to the edge of the 
unknown. The prize is a maior Sathar base But the 
risks are very high . Second part of the Beyond the 
Frontier series. 

SFKH4, THE WAR MACHINE 
TSR7_1!12 $6.00 

The Sathar war machine must be stopped at any 
cost And the players are the heroes who are 
supposed to do the stopping. The trouble starts as 
soon as the players arrive: fighter patrols, ravaged 
planets and mysterious messages - all calling cards 
of the Sathar. Conclusion of the Beyond the Frontier 
series. 



BJ\ TTl-ETECl·I 

BATTLETECH* Armored Combat Game 
FAS1604 $20.00 

A Dark Age has befallen the worlds of mankind. 
Where once the United Star League reigned, five 
Successor States now battle for control. The 
battlefields of the future are dominated by the most 
awesome war-machines in history, the BattleMechsl 
These huge, manshaped juggernauts are faster, 
more mobile, better armored and more destructive 
than a battalion of 20th century tanks. Now you can 
control these colossals in an exciting game of tuture 
warfare! 

Includes BattleMech counters, full color battle 
terrain, rules, playing markers and dice. 

MECHWARRIOR* Role Playing Game 
FAS1607 $12.00 

The popular BATILETECH Combat Game now 
becomes a great role playing adventure! Here are 
detailed rules showing what technology is possessed 
by each of the Successor States and what kind of 
equipment is still being built. Also features character 
creation, personal combat rules, equipment and 
historical back rounds. 

$20.00 

Engage YOUR expertise in Expert BATILETECHI 
Expand the scope of combat in the Succession Wars 
by adding buildings, armored vehicles and infantry 
for city fighting . 

COMPONENTS: 48-page rulebook, two 22 x 17' 
City Mapsheets playing pieces, three-dimensional 
cut-out buildings, and dice. 

AEROTECH * Space Combat 
FAS1609 $15.00 

Simulate space combat fought before and during a 
BattleMech drop on a contested planet. Planetary 
defenses versus Dropships, Fighters and even aerial 
'Mechs. Contains a battle map, playing pieces, rules 
and dice. 
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$15.00 

The interplanetary craft known as OropShips are a 
crucial part of interstellar transport and invasion. This 
book details the different types of DropShips with 
rough deck plans, plus new information for use In 
battle scenarios. 

BATTLEFORCE* Mass Combat Game 
FAS1611 $25.00 

Take the BATILETECH game in a new direction with 
the BATILEFORCE• mass combat game. Join the 
struggle of the Successor States as entire armies of 
Battle 'Mechs face each other across the battlefield! 
Game includes map, counters, dice and rules. 

The SUCCESSION WARS* Strategic Game 
FAS1612 $20.00 

Use your artful politics, ruthless battle strategy and 
economic manipulations as leader of one of the 
ruling houses of the Successor States In your fight 
for complete autonomy in this new boardgame. 
Contains, map, counters, event cards, money, rules, 
and dice. 



BATTLETECH* Technical Readout 3025.00 
FAS8603 $9.95 

This manual is a sketchbook detailing the equipment 
and system boards for all models of BattleMechs, 
Aerospace fighters , tanks, hovercraft and other 
armored vehicles, plus descriptions and statistics for 
each. 

The MERCENARY'S Handbook 
FAS1616 $12.00 

The manual provides extensive backgrounds on the 
all aspects of mercenary life, including sections on 
creating units, finance, payrolls, overhead, contract 
negotiation, and fighting campaigns. 

BATTLETECH* Battle Maps 
FAS1610 $10.00 

Here are four new maps to expand the battlefield for 
BATILETECH~ and CITYTECH game combats. 
Featured terrair\S include, a river valley, a desert and 
an industrial complex. 

BATTLETECH • Equipment & Vehicles 
FAS8605 $9.95 

This reference illustrates the wide variety of personal 
weapons and equipment used by MechWarriors of 
the Successor States, plus their stats. 

Tales of the BLACK WIDOW Company 
FAS1605 $7.00 

The Black Widow Company of Wolf's Dragoons sell 
their mercenary services to the highest bidder in 
these 15 battle scenarios. 

The FOX'S TEETH: McKinnon's Raiders 
FAS1606 $7.00 

McKinnon's Raiders, nicknamed the Fox's Teeth and 
led by Hanse "the Fox" Davion unleash their 
mercenary force in 15 battle scenarios. 

BATTLETECH*: Decision at Thunder Rift 
FAS8601 $3.95 

This adventure novel tells the story of a young, 
talented warrior and a band of military misfits known 
as the Gray Death battling for their lives against 
incredible odds and how young Grayson led this 
b<tnd to fame. 

BATTLETECH*:The Sword & The Dagger 
FAS8602 $3.95 

A veteran commander of an elite unit serving House 
Davion becomes 11mbroiled in the Machiavellian 
politics of the Successor States - a war much 
deadlier and sinister than the battlefield in this 
exciting adventure novel. 

BATTLETECH*: The Spider & The Wolf 
FAS8604 $6.95 

Exciting graphic action in this first graphic novel 
featuring the exploits of Natasha Kerensky which 
earned her the title of the Black Widow! 
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Cranston Snord's IRREGULARS 
FAS1614 $8.00 

Join the pursuits of Cranston Snord's 
collecting-crazed Irregulars as they attempt to 
combine their battle assignments with their search 
for rare treasures. 

The Grey Death LEGION 
FAS1617 $8.00 

Battle with Grayson " Death" Carlyle and his 
fledgling mercenary unit as they head out into the 
Inner Sphere. 

The SUCCESSOR STATES 

These supplements detail the ruling Houses of 
the Inner Sphere, the Successor States, and 
the Periphery or frontier of the BATTLETECH" 
Game universe. Each book contains detailed 
histories, personal biographies, military forces, 
territory maps and uniforms in a 128 page 
book I 

House KURITA: The Draconis Combine 
FAS1620 $15.00 
House STEINER 
FAS1621 $15.00 
House MARIK 
FAS1622 $15.00 
House DAVION 
FAS1623 $15.00 
House LIAO 
FAS1624 $15.00 
The Prtiphrty 
FAS1625 $15.00 



CAR WARS• is a game of the freeways of the future, 
where wars are waged on the highways of a grim 
America. Players choose their vehicles and outfit 
them with defenses, weapons and special racing 
adaptations - then try to find out who will be King of 
the Roadl 

The set includes a 64 page rulebook featuring 
details for building your own customized combat car; 
full combat rules and all the skills you need to create 
your own autodueling driver. Contains the original 
rules and the first two expansions, plus new sections 
on off-road driving, speeding, trailers and more! 

DUEL TRACK, A Deluxe CAR WARS• 
Supplement 
JAC1302 

Now go for even bigger CAR WARS thrills! Faster 
cars. tougher cars, slicker cars! This supplement 
Introduces highspeed engines, special armer plating, 
dragsters and other race cars, plus new rules for 
racing and duellng, new scenarios, tracks, counters 
and hazards! 

Solo CAR WARS• 

BADLANDS RUN 
TSRB017 

There's not much on the road from Salt lake to 
Frisco, except bandits, ambushes, ghosts, giant 
scorpions . . But for some reason, nobody has been 
able to make 1t through that route lately. Your job is 
to find out whyl 

GREEN CIRCLE BLUES 
TSRB01B 

The terrorist gang, Green Circle, has planted a bomb 
that will destroy a vital food factory - unless you can 
get the eccentric genius, Mitchell Havelock. to 
Seattle to defuse the bomb in timel 

MEAN STREETS 
TSRB019 

This one's easy. You only have to drive three miles. 
But it's through the toughest, most lawless part of 
the Houston "urban jungle." With a price on your 
head you may not get out alive! 

/ 
... 

' 

$2.95 

You create the driver! You can improve your vehicle 
and its arsenal. Then you can hit the road and 
capture all the thrills of the Car Wars• game. 

The daughter of the President of Louisiana has 
been taken hostage! Can you drive in alone, rescue 
her, and still get out alive? 

$2.95 

An old, miraculously intact reserve of that most 
precious fluid ~ gasoline - has been located near 
Boston. But the terrorists who discovered it would 
like to turn your truckstop into a giant Mololov 
cocktail - unless you can fight them offl 

$2.95 

Good luck - you'll need it. And good driving - you 
better practice it. You are the hometown hero. And 
you are back to challenge the best at the Atlanta 
Classic! 

Deluxe CAR WARS* Roads #1: STARTER 
SET 
JAC7117 $3.95 

High quality, durable road sections that will stand up 
to your most punishing autoduel. Each section 
depicts clear road on one side and a debris littered 
lane on the other. Also includes color terrain and 
hazard counters. 

This Starter Set features four easy curves, four 
tight curves, four straights and over 100 color 
counters. 

Deluxe CAR WARS* Roads N2: 
INTERSECTIONS 
JAC711 B $3.95 

Intersections features one crossroad, two righthand 
and lefthand turnouts, four half-length straights and 
over three dozen counters, plus a tollbooth. 

Deluxe CAR WARS* Roads #3: STRAIGHTS 
JAC7119 $3.95 

AADA Vehicle Gulde 
JAC7113 $5.95 

Here are 129 complete vehicle designs, each fully 
described and illustrated Over 100 new options for a 
total of 262 vehicles. Also features and index on all 
autoduel equipment and new rules for customizing 
your car New rules for off-road combat, plus design 
and combat rules for a new vehicle type ... the killer 
three-wheelers! 

Uncle Albert's 2035 Catalog 
JAC7116 $3.95 

UNCLE ALBERT gives you the weapons, gadgets, 
and accessories you need for your Car Wars battles! 
The most comprehensive selection ever offered to 
the general public! 

Uncle Albert's 2036 Catalog 
JAC7124 

Uncle Albert's back with the latest, greatest 
innovations in new arms and armament for the 
dedicated autoduelist. 

$4.95 

CAR WARS* Combat Vehicle Showcase 
JAC7126 $5.95 

Here is the official showcase book of the 2037 New 
Car Exposition Includes over 100 new vehicle 

•tt--o designs! 

The Best of AUTODUEL QUARTERLY, Vol. I 
JAC7122 $3.95 

Can't get those early, out-of-print issues of the official 
CAR WARS• game magazine? Then this book is for 
you - a selection of choice articles, scenarios and 

•-lliit~~::;iJ-...... i.....:..~-f..-:J..-.j features from the first year of the journal of the 
American Autoduel Association . 
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' CAR WARS• Basic Game - Plastic Box 
JAC1104 $5.95 

If you're not ready for the Deluxe Edition, you can 
still enter the CAR WARS* combat with the 
low-priced pocket box CAR WARS* game and 
expansions. The basic pocket set gets you on the 
road with a 24 page rulebook, counters and 12 road 
sections 

CAR WARS* Game Master Reference 
Screen 
JAC7108 

All the charts, tables, and diagrams you need for Car ~ '\, • ·-~-
Wars adventures, plus a new super-detailed collision ..... ~ V 
system, on one convenient screen. > 
---------------- CAR WARS* Expansion Set 111 

JAC7102 $3.95 JAC7112 $3.95 
CAR WARS* Map Sheets 
JAC7109 

$
4 95 

'v Extra road sections and counters for your CAR >Two new arenas for your Car Wars adventures! This 
· /' WARS··· game, for bigger and better combats! set includes two double-sided 21 • x 32" map 

Extra large collection of new road sections to double sheets; complete Instructions; and a 4" x 7" sheet 
your gaming area and the challenge! \.,. of new full-color duelling vehicles. 
----------------/'CAR WARS* Expansion Set II 2 

. JAC7106 $3.95 
Crash City• CAR WARS• Scenario . . "- CAR WARS* Expansion Set II 6 
JAC?

101 
$

5 95 
)< This set contains extra counters for your Car Wars /' JAC7114 

· game- cars, trucks, buses, cycles, police cruisers, ·· 
There's never a dull moment in Midville. Between the wrecks, tire spikes, dropped mines, smoke, paint, oil X Over 150 black-and-white, color-them-yourself 

$3.95 

local auto-duellists, the trigger-happy pedestrian slicks, debris, pedestrians, and record counters-plus counters. ready for actionl Create autoduelling 
group called MONDO's, and the heav.ily-armed X a Turning Key that makes even complicated teams, corporate fleets, or vigilante groups . . , you 
police, life can get pretty exciting. As 1f that weren't maneuvers easyl can even put your personal colors on you favorite 
enough, the local cycle gang- Black Jesse's vehicles! 
Crusaders- would like nothing better than to burn the X ------------------
town to the ground. CAR WARS* Expansion Set II 3 CAR WARS* Expansion Set 17 

JAC7120 
JAC7110 

Truck Stop• CAR WARS• Scenario ~ This set contains 31 vehicle counters, a _rule and 
JAC7103 $

5 95 
scenario book, and two maps that combine to form 

· the map of East Midville • . which in turn connects 
TRUCK STOP presents new rules for movement and ~ to the Midv1lle map from Crash City to form a 
combat with deadly 18-wheelers, new counters, and -"" mammoth city. 
a map of a typical fortified truckstop. --- ---------------

Convoy• CAR WARS* Scenario ~CAR WARS* Expansion Set 114 
JAC7401 $5.95 JAC7111 

Can you hall your rig from Lexington, KY to < The Armadillo Autoduel Arena has launched many 

C 
Memphis, TN in under 13 hours? It sounds easy- adventurers on their quest for death or glory This set 
but someone's gunning for you, they don't want you includes the arena map, scenarios covering a week's 
to make it! schedule of events plus new counters. 

AutoVentures are generic role playing 
accessories which may be used with all 
popular auto-combat games. 

$5.00 

Grand Prix racing is fast and deadly in the year 2012. 
Brutally sleek, fully enclosed and armored, 
tomorrow's racing machines boast machine guns 
and speeds up to 220 mph. 

$5.00 

Elite Zeppelin-borne Aerocycle commandoes plunge 
into action to silence a crazed, charismatic cult 
leader. Assuming the Ultraforce Warriors can first 
fight their way through hordes of fanatical followers, 
they must still contend with the massive Juggernaut: 
an armored combat vehicle so huge it makes a battle 
tank look like a toy in comparison. 

The Road 
TASAV-1004 $5.00 

Flexible gaming surface for all auto-combat systems. 
Including: CAR WARS" , BATTLECARS• 
AUTOVENTURES" & HIGHWAY 2000" 

Y' 
/ . 
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$4.95 

Off-Road Duelingl Two color maps show the Ozark 
Off-Road Dueling Arena where three-wheelers try to 
run each other into the ground. Also new counters, 
including a deer for hunting season. 

$4.95 

Fly Offensively! Chopper Challenge introduces 
highflying helicopter and off-road action. Includes 
two maps, counters and new rules and scenarios 
featuring helicopters and grasshoppers (cars that 
can take to the air). 

$5.00 

A gunslinger heads into the badlands to rescue a 
"princess" held captive by a monstrous warlord. Our 
hero's badly outnumbered ... but well equipped. 
He's riding a 4 wheel drive Lamborghini Countach, 
and his gun's a side-mount Vulcan galling! A 
complete solo module. 

Street Fighter 
TASAV-1005 $5.00 

Your fare has just led you into the no-man's land of 
the Old City and pulled an Uzi submachine gun on 
you. Even If you overpower him, you will be alone 
and lost among the dangers of the Old City 

Gauntlet 
TASAV-1006 $5.00 

The Gauntlet is a commercial training ground for 
auto-combatants. Take your own vehicle, select the 
level of difficulty, and attempt to survive a gauntlet ol 
hazards and enemies! 
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Witness for the Defense
FAS2202$7.00

The crew of the Enterprise returns to Janus VI, the
scene of their adventure with the Horta and finds
tragedy. A young miner stands accused of genocide.
Will he be convicted by swift frontier justice or can
you find the evidence to clear him?

Denial of Destiny
FAS2205 $7.00

A quiet stroll down the streets of Kembali lead the
crew members by a sad beggar who is missing one
leg. A coin is readily dropped in the profered bowl,
but McCoy sense that something is not right, for he
has never seen an unfit Alerian. The response of a
simple tricorder scan leads the crew of the Enterprise
on an unexpected adventure.

Termination: 1456
FAS2206$7.00

Admiral Krador, a brilliant veteran ot the Romulan
wars is suspected of gathering forces to overthrow
the Emperor. You and your crew of the warpshuttle
IKS Vacsin are directed to penetrate Krador's
stronghold and take appropriate action to eliminate
this problem, even at the cost of your lives.

Demand of Honor
FAS2207$7.00

What begins as a tricky diplomatic escort mission of
a Gorn Captain to negotiate for a cessation of
hostilities against the Federation by a band of Gorn
renegades, swiftly escalates to something more
deadly and personal!

The Orion Ruse
FAS2208$7.00

The Captain of TransSolar's Eridani Star was not a
happy man. He ought to have been satisfied having
just received permission to open trade with Daros IV.
But, there was a fly in the ointment, and it wore a
Star Fleet uniform. It seems that several merchant
ships had disappeared near this sector and the
Federation thought the Eridani Star would make an
excellent spy ship to ferret out the culprits.

Margin of Profit
FAS2209$7.00

"Our sweetheart stock deal with TriMark won't be
worth lizard lips if we can't stop whoever has been
hijacking the dilithium shipments. If the TriMark
shipment next week is hit, our profit will drop to
nothing. We'll have to take matters in our own hands
if we want to keep our ship!"

The Outcasts
FAS2210$7.00

A cryptic plea for help from your old friend Sonam,
the Vulcan, pits you at odds with Star Fleet
command, and a strange knot in your gut tells you
something is not quite right.

A Matter of Priorities
FAS2211$7.00

As a newly promoted Commander patrolling near the
infamous Triangle, opportunities for advancement
arrive as a matter ot course. But the sudden order
from Fleet Command to perform a security inspection
of a secret intelligence base may prove deadly when
Captain's Discretion is allowed.

A Doomsday Like Any Other
FAS2212$8.00

A dull patrol suddenly becomes tense when the USS
Fife encounters one of the Doomsday Robot Cones!
As if that weren't enough, the Fife must contend with
panicky civilians, selfish VIPs, interfering Romulans,
and a rogue whose surprising cargo might hold the
only hope to save the day. It certainly wouldn't be a
Doomsday Like Any Other.

The Mines of Selka
FAS2213$8.00

Months of preparation to crack an Orion smuggling
ring must suddenly be put aside while your ship is
called to investigate strange disappearances in the
Selka system.

Graduation Exercise
FAS2216$8.00

What should have been a simple exercise for you
after years of pain and suffering in the academy in
your quest for a commission in the Klingon Navy has
just turned lousy with the presence of Romulansl

Where Has All The Glory Gone
FAS2217$7.00

It started as a routine patrol along the Romulan
border, but a desperate distress call sends the USS
Niwen racing across the Neutral Zone in a frantic 24
hour countdown!

Return to AXANAR/The Four Year War
FAS2218 $12.00

Two adventures in one.

Decision at Midnight
FAS2219$8.00

Imbalance of Power
FAS2220 $12.00

Features a boardgame as well as an adventure!

Old Soldiers Never Die
FAS2221

Two adventures in one.

$12.00

A Conflict of Interests
FAS2222$12.00

The Dixie Gambit
FAS2223$8.00

Perish by the Sword
FAS2225

Two adventures in one!

$12.00

The Strider Incident
FAS2226$12.00



STAR TREK• The Adventure Boardgame 
WES11004 $16.95 

Play the Federation of Klingon Empire in this tricky 
game of exploration and diplomacy. Game utilizes a 
booklet of story responses in a boardgame version of 
a role playing adventure. Suited for solitaire play. 

COMPONENTS: Gameboard, 104 counters, 3 
displays, rules, adventure book and dice. 

STAR TREK• The Enterprise Encounter 
WES20030 $16.95 

Two to four players struggle to rescue the Enterprise 
crew from Trelane, the mad Squire of Gothos, in a 
humorous game of tense battles and intriguing 
puzzles. Plays in an hour or less! 

COMPONENTS: Gameboard, 28 counters, cards, 
rules, short story, 4 racks and dice. 

STAR TREK• Ill Game Pack 
WES20020 $16.95 

Three solitaire games in one: Kobayashi Maru, The 
Sherwood Syndrome, and Free Enterpri$e. 

COMPONENTS: Three color maps, 400 counters, 
three rulebooks, dice and counter tray. 

STAR TREK• StarShlp Combat Game 
FAS2003 $20.00 

Outmaneuver your enemies as you guide your 
starship through intergalactic battles. Four games 
an 80-page rulebook, 156 playing pieces, 22 x 33 
starfield map and a 20-sided die. 

Introduction to STAR FLEET BATTLES 
TAS3000 $6.00 

Now you can take command! Opening this book will 
place you in the command chair. Its easy-to-grasp 
steps will prepare you to command a starship in 
combat. Each step features an exercise or battle for 
"hands-on" experience of the new rules presented. 

STAR FLEET BATTLES, Vol. I 
TAS5001 $22.00 

This starter set captures the excitement of individual 
starship combat in deep spacel Engage and defeat 
your foe's starsh1ps in an interstellar dogfightl 

COMPONENTS: Commanders rulebook, 216 
colored counters, Ship System Displays, charts and 
dice. 

I STAR FLEET BATTLES, Vol. II 
TAS5008 $22.00 

Out-think, out-shoot, and out-maneuver your 
opponents in warp-speed dogfights. 

The Hydrans, the Andromedans, the Lyrans and 
the WYNS engage your starship in three solitaire 
scenarios, six campaign games and twenty-one 
additional scenarios. 

STAR FLEET BATTLES, Vol. Ill 
TAS5009 $22.00 

The final challenge of StarShip command, direct the 
decisive battles of the galaxyl This volume includes 
many new rules features, such as a major new 
star-faring race, a new Tholian fleet, new battles, 
new systems, starships and game rules. 

STAR TREK Ill* STRUGGLE FOR THE 
THRONE 
FAS5004 $6.00 

In this easy to play Micro-Adventure Game each 
player plays the part of a Kl ingon Thought Admiral 
trying to win THE STRUGGLE FOR THE THRONE. 
In order to win players must interact with each other 
in making deals, bribing other players, and 
attempting to influence the Emperor. 
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FEDERATION & EMPIRE Battle Game 
TAS5006 $40.00 

Two giant powers struggle for galactic supremacy. 
This fast paced game simulates the clash of 
starships for an entire sector over a six month period. 
As Emperor or Supreme Commander your strategy 
will spell ultimate victory or defeat and subjugation! 
Includes two maps, over 1,000 counters, charts, 
rules and scenarios. Four hours play. 

SF BATTLES Supplement #1 - FIGHTERS 
TAS3003 $10.00 

Recreate full-scale fighter actions in Star Fleet 
Battles You'll get new playing pieces, SSDs and 
rules in this action-packed supplement, including 216 
new playing pieces and rulebook. 

SF BATTLES Supplement N2 - X·SHIPS 
TAS3013 $10.00 

Command the overloaded and Rapid-Pulse 
Phasers and reloadable Pseudo-Plasma Torpedoes 
of the new, more powerful X-Shipsl Over 100 new 
counters, 32 commander's SSDs and rules and 
scenarios. 

SF BATTLES Supplement 113 - PATROL 
SHIPS 
TAS3019 $10.00 

Fast Patrol Ships-Meaner than fighters, cheaper 
than starships, but with a punch no starship can 
ignore. New rules, new ship types, eight scenarios 
and a special PF campaign game are included to 
fully develop Fast Patrol Ship technology. Features 
216 playing pieces, new SSDs and play aids, and 
new rules and scenarios 

STAR FLEET BATTLES Reinforcements 
TAS3014 $7.50 

Here are over 400 new playing pieces to fill out your 
Star Fleet. Also included are 5 full-color planet 
cutouts. 

STAR FLEET BATTLES Reinforcements II 
TAS3024 $7.50 

New play aids - featuring control charts, special 
energy allocations and more - plus 200 new playing 
pieces. 



ST AR TREK* Miniatures 

Add excitement and color to your starship 
battles with this excellent line of highly 
detailed miniatures. 

Starllne 2200 StarShips (5 figs) 
TAS7300 $10.00 

Boxed set features Federation, Klingon, Gorn and 
Romulan starships. 
USS Enterprise (New Version) 
FAS2501 $4.50 
USS Reliant (Cruiser) 
FAS2502 $4.50 
Klingon D-7 (Battlecrulser) 
FAS2503 $4.50 
USS Enterprise (Old Version) 
FAS2505 $4.50 
Regula I Space Station/Defense Outpost 
FAS2506 $4.50 

CAPTAIN'S LOG 
TAS3004 $6.00 

Features the story JUGGERNAUT and a multiplayer 
scenario recreation, plus 20 other scenarios and 
diagrams for resolving combat in a single hex. 

CAPTAINS LOG 2 
TAS3008 $6.00 

Features the story, REFINER'S FIRE and a scenario 
recreating the Romulan attempt to destroy a Gorn 
Heavy Cruiser. Also includes 23 other scenarios, a 
Who's Who in the Galaxy, 3 new Ships System 
Displays, and movement charts for 8, 16 and 24 
Impulse engines. 

CAPTAIN'S LOG 3 
TAS3010 $6.00 

Features the story THE FIRST ROUND and a 
scenario recreating this intergalactic tourney. Also 
includes rules for ground combat with 26 new 
scenarios. 

CAPTAIN'S LOG 4 
TAS3012 $6.00 

Features the story WHERE WISDOM FAILS and a 
mini-campaign depicting the first encounter with the 
Hydran Hellbore. Also included are a Consolidated 
Addenda, The STAR FLEET BATILES Index, four 
new scenarios, and two new SSDs. 

USS Larson (Destroyer) ~1tz'll'llj 
FAS2507 $4.50 
Klingon D-10 (Cruiser) Romulan Gallant Wing (Cruiser) 
FAS2508 $4.50 FAS2524 $4.50 
Klingon D-18 (Destroyer) Gorn BH-2 (Battleship) 
FAS2509 $4.50 FAS2525 $12.00 
Klingon L-9 (Frigate) Romulan Nova (Battleship) 
FAS2513 $4.50 FAS2527 $12.00 
Romulan Winged Defender (Cruiser) Romulan Bright One (Destroyer) 
FAS2515 $4.50 FAS2528 $4.50 
USS Excelsior (Battleship) Klingon L-24 (Battleship) 
FAS2517 $9.00 FAS2529 $12.00 
Klingon L-42 Bird of Prey (Frigate) Klingon D-2 (Missile Destroyer) 
FAS2518 $4.50 FAS2530 $4.50 
Deep Space Freighter Romulan Whltewind (Cruiser) 
FAS2520 $4.50 FAS2531 $4.50 
Orion Wanderer USS Remora (Escort) 
FAS2522 $4.50 FAS2533 $5.00 
Kobayashi Maru (Freighter) USS Andor (Missile Cruiser) 
FAS2523 $4.50 FAS2534 $5.00 

Star Fleet Battle Accessories 
Commander's Ship System Displays - 111 
TAS3005 $6.00 

Features SSDs for Federation, Andromedan, Orion 
and Kzinti ships. 

Commander's Ship System Displays - 112 
TAS3006 $6.00 

Features Klingon, Lyran, Hydran and WYN ships 

Commander's Ship System Displays - 113 
TAS3007 $6.00 

Features Romulan, Tholian, and Gorn ships. 

Commander's Ship System Displays - 114 
TAS3009 $6.00 

Features Tugs, starbases, battle stations and 
freighters . 

Commander's Ship System Displays - 115 
TAS3016 $6.00 

Features Q-ships, independent booms and saucers, 
special and variant ships. 
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Commander's Ship System Displays - 116 
TAS3018 $6.00 

Features space control ships, medium earners and 
more. 

Commander's Ship System Displays - #7 
TAS3020 $6.00 

Features more ships for Tholians, Gorns, Federation, 
Kzinti , and Hydrans. 

Commander's Ship System Displays - 118 
TAS3021 $6.00 

Features more ships /or Lyrans, Klingons, Orions 
and Romulans. 

Commander's Ship System Displays - 119 
TAS3023 $6.00 

Features new Commander's SSDs for all races 
including 26 completely new ships. 



DR. WHO* Adventures 

DR. WHO® Role Playing Game 
FAS9001 $17.00 

The Master has stolen a weapon that will give him 
ultimate control of the universe and of time itself. The 
Daleks are Invading Earth. The Cybermen are 
terrorizing the space lanes. And the Sontarans and 
the Rutans are battling to see who wins the galaxy. 
Only YOU, the Time Lords and Companions of the 
Celestial Intervention Agency, can stop these villains 
from changing the course of history. Your weapons 
are your wits and your TARDIS. To join the Doctor In 
his adventures to defeat the foes of the universe, you 
only need your imagination, a pencil, some paper, 
and this gamel 

The Daleks 
FAS9101 $11.00 

You'll find this 2-book supplement to be invaluable 
In your battle against one of the Time Lord's most 
hated enemies, The Daleks. 

This series of rules supplements contains two 
books, one for use by the players detailing all the 
information on file at the Celestial Intervention 
Agency about each topic; and the second detailing 
the truth about each foe, their methods of operation, 
history and true goals. 

The Master 
FAS9102 $11.00 

Explore the nefarious world of the Doctor's 
arch-nemesis The Master, a renegade Time Lord, in 
this informative 2·book supplement. 

The Cybermen 
FAS9103 $11.00 

What do you need to know to defeat the 
Cybermen? This supplement details valuable 
information to achieve victory over these awesome 
foes I 

SPACE MASTER* -
Adventures 

SPACE MASTER• 
ICE9000 $30.00 

Now you can adventure in space and beyond! This 
game presents a wide range of technologies from 
tomorrow to the far future Details professions, races, 
cultures, settings, starship construction, and 
futuristic combat . And it is easily unified with 
ROLEMASTER for cohesive science fantasy. The 
challenge of the future awaits! 

SPACE MASTER Includes: Tech Law, Future Law, 
a star map for interstellar journeys, maps for frantic 
spacecraft combat, full-color counters of spaceships 
and Individuals, and a booklet of starship deckplans. 

SPACE MASTER• Companion Rules 
ICE9500 $12.00 

Here are new races , professions, weapons, vehicles, 
new Psion ability lists, and much, much morel 

Action on AKAISHA 
ICE9101 $6.00 

Experience the danger and intrigue of an Outstation 
crawling with thieves, smugglers, and Imperial sp1esl 
Includes 16 characters and 3 ready-to-run 
adventures. 

Galllfrey - The Home of DR. WHO 
FAS9105 $11.00 

At last the world of Gallifrey, home of the nme Lords 
is revealed in full . Here are Its history and timelines, 
laws and government, science and technology, and 
culture. Also provided are maps and descriptions of 
places of interest and details on notable characters 
and creatures. 

LOST TELEPATHS 
ICE9400 $12.00 

Celestial colonists with uncommon abilities threaten 
to overthrow the Empire! Explore an ancient tomb, 
mastermind a gun run, and outwit hijackers in these 
three adventures. Also details histories of the Empire 
and Commonwealth. 
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lytean Menace 
FAS9201 $7.00 

Danger stalks the street... Out in fog-shrouded 
London an evil force lurked. A senseless murder over 
a strange artifact has brought the Time Lord and his 
companions to Queen Victoria's England to unravel 
the tangled web. 

Lords of Destiny 
FAS9202 $7.00 

The World-Ship of Ydar was a monster, set on a 
collision course with the Galaxy of Man. This 
juggernaut 1s both the refuge and last revenge of a 
long-dead civilization which must be stopped or 
worlds will diel 

Countdown 
FAS9203 $7.00 

The sudden appearance of a gravity bubble causes 
the TARDIS to materialize aboard a ship of the Earth 
Empire on a vital mission to deliver serum to a 
plague-world. Before the adventure is through the 
Doctor must overcome the ship's computer, space 
pirates and rogue androids! 

The Hartlewlck Horror 
FAS9204 $7.00 

Legions of Death 
FAS9205 $8.00 

City of Gold 
FAS9206 $8.00 

The Warriors Code 
FAS9207 $8.00 

The Sands of Terror 
FAS9208 $8.00 

DR. WHO & The Vortex Crystal (Solo) 
FAS8901 $3.95 

DR. WHO & The Rebel's Gambit (Solo) 
FAS8902 $3.95 

JUDGE DREDD• Role Playing Game 
GW02020 $18.00 

Law and Justice lie in the hands of tough street cops 
armed to the teeth and with a license to kill in 
MegaCity Onel Keeping the Perps (criminals) in 
check in this bizarre future world requires a keen 
eye, quick reflexes and a grim resolve . Fast and easy 
to play, this game Includes two rulebooks, dice, 
mapsheets and color cardboard figures. 

Judgement Day 
GW01032 $7.00 

A seemingly Innocuous series of events escalates 
into an interplanetary event with evil criminal minds 
whose deeds make Bouncing, Body Sharking and 
Road Piracy look like kids play. 

~ 
t 
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TWILIGHT: 2000* Role Playing Game 
GDW500 $18.00 

Welcome to 2000 AD. World War Ill began five years 
ago. It's still going on, but that is the least of your 
problems. You are part of the remnants of the U.S. 
5th division 's last drive into central Poland, and now 
you're just fighting to survive while the world falls 
apart around you! 

There's not much government or military left, just 
petty warlords, marauders and free cities. Your job is 
to stay alive, find enough fuel and get home! 

TWILIGHT 2000*: U.S. Army Vehicle Guide 
GDW504 $7.00 

This provides a detailed listing of all combat vehicles 
and their armaments in U.S. Service In the year 2000 
AD. 

TWILIGHT 2000•: RDF Sourcebook 
GDW508 $7.00 

Not an adventure, this product provides the setting 
for a a new series of adventures in the Persian Gulf. 
Contains historical and military notes on all bordering 
nations, plus political struggles between various 
groups. 

TWILIGHT 2000 *: The Free City of Krakow 
GDW501 $7.00 

To the survivors of the US 5th Division, Krakow 
sounded like a city out of a fairy tale ... a castle, an 
evil king, even a flying carpet. Krakow seemed an 
island of peace in a war-torn world. The reality was 
different .. . 

TWILIGHT 2000*: Pirates of the Vlstula 
GDW502 $7.00 

"Easy money, he says. Nothing to worry about, he 
says. A simple little trip down the river, straight into 
Warsaw, and collect our reward, he says. Then why 
are all these people shootin' at us?" 

I 
TWILIGHT 2000,. 
Role Playing Miniatures 

TWILIGHT 2000 • : U.S. Infantry (5 fig) 
GRN401 $2.50 
TWILIGHT 2000*: Soviet Infantry (5 fig) 
GRN402 $2.50 

TWILIGHT 2000*: Polish Infantry (5 fig) 
GRN403 $2.50 
TWILIGHT 2000* : Armed Civilians (5 fig) 
GRN404 $2.50 
TWILIGHT 2000*: Soviet Cavalry (3 fig) 
GRN407 $2.50 
TWILIGHT 2000*: U.S. Assault Squad (5 fig) 
GRN408 $2.50 
TWILIGHT 2000*: U.S. Heavy Weapons (5) 
GRN409 $2.50 
TWILIGHT 2000*: Soviet Heavy Weapons 
(5) 
GRN410 $2.50 
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TWILIGHT 2000*: The Ruins of Warsaw 
GDW503 $7.00 

Warsaw had been nuked, and nuked hard. Nearly 
everyone there had been killed . But still, the ruins 
had things to offer-raw materials such as metal and 
stone, and protection from the marauders who 
surrounded it. These things drew the settlers, but 
they also drew the Baron Czarny, and his evil army of 
cutthroats. 

TWILIGHT 2000*: The Black Madonna 
GDW505 $7.00 

A chance like this only comes once in a lifetime. The 
famous relic, the Black Madonna of Czestochowa, 
lies buried in the rubble of that nuked city. All we 
have to do is go in there and dig it up to put us in 
pink with the local populace. Yeah, that's all. .. 

TWILIGHT 2000*: Going Home 
GDW506 $7.00 

The word's gone out. We're pullin ' outa this 
godforsaken country, the order has come down to 
withdraw .. . if you can! But there ain't no reserved 
seats, it's just first come, first served, and to make 
sure we're on the boats home we first gotta cross 
half of the German unfriendly territory. 

TWILIGHT 2000*: Red Star/Lone Star 
GDW507 $7.00 

This is the first adventure set in the United States. 
National security sends the boys to Texas to deal 
with the different rowdy factions vying for control of 
the gulf coast and oil fields while trying to rescue the 
wife of a friendly oilbaron. 

TWILIGHT 2000*: Armies of the Night 
GDW509 $7.00 

Imagine the Big Apple without power, garbage 
collection or police or fire service. Mix in a few 
military deserters, marauding criminals, and a few 
ordinary New Yorkers determined to survive and you 
begin to understand what this mission 's all about. 
Then throw in a scavenger hunt for a couple tons of 
gold bullion .. . 

TWILIGHT 2000*: Allegheny Uprising 
GDW510 $7.00 

Western Pennsylvania was always a quiet land. But 
the possibility of a secret government stockpile of 
weapons, food , supplies and records draws plenty of 
outsiders to the area. It's our duty to find that cache 
first ... gettin ' rich in the meantime Is our own 
business. 

TWILIGHT 2000*: Airlords of the Ozarks 
GDW511 $7.00 

When Intelligence sent us to the Ozarks to infiltrate 
and investigate a group callin ' themselves New 
America, an organization set on buildin' an empire 
from the ashes of the U.S., who woulda guessed it 
would lead to a group with their own airforce of 
ultralights and gunship dirigibles? 

TWILIGHT 2000*: Gateway to Spanish 
Maine 
GDW512 $7.00 

Who would have suspected that a replica of the USS 
Constitution built by a movie company would become 
embroiled in a modern day adventure of piracy, 
plunder and adventure on the high seas in the south 
Carribean? 

TWILIGHT 2000*: King's Ransom 
GDW513 $7.00 

The Persian Gulf in 2001! We were takin ' a break 
from the hectic life of a soldier of fortune , just out on 
a little lark to steal the Iranian crown jewels! 



TRAVELLER: 2300* Role Playing Game 
GDW1000 $20.00 

Journey across the light years to explore uncharted 
systems, war against the enigmatic Kafer amid alien 
worlds, ride the Beanstalk down to the towering cities 
of earth to take part in the New Age of TRAVELLER: 
2300~ game! 

Almost 300 years after World War Ill mankind has 
climbed to the stars. Now the adventure enters a 
time where nations still clash, mankind is colonizing 
the stars, and alien beings are commonplace 
encounters But exploration continues for the 
conquest of the stars has just begun! 

TRAVELLER 2300*: Energy Curve 
GOW1031 $8.00 

As the crew of the illfated starship laFarge, you 
experience the thrill of encountering a new alien race 
in a ditticult struggle for survival on a frozen world, 
where the evolution of life is tied to its exotic Energy 
Curve. 

TRAVELLER* Starter Edition 
GOW251 $12.00 

Welcome to the future! Welcome to the first, most 
complete science-fiction role playing game. 
Adventure as a starship captain, explorer, alien, 
space pirate or star merchant. You can become any 
character you can imagine as you set off to explore 
the galaxy! 

The Vargr 
GDW257 $7.00 

This vicious, disloyal race was evolved by the 
Ancients from Tarran wolves! Unable to unify for 
racial growth, they have become some of the most 
feared brigands and mercenaries in the galaxy. This 
book details their society. 

The Droyne 
GDW259 $7.00 

The only surviving descendants of the once mighty 
Ancients, this curious race is explored in detail, 
revealing their secret powers and alien culture in a 
hope to lend insight as to how such a mighty race 
could have fallen into such a decline. 

The Solomani 
GOW260 $7 00 

The fount from which the races of humanity sprang, 
this is the tale of how the Terrans finally reached 
outerspace to contest for stellar empires with their 
forerunner brethren! 
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TRAVELLER 2300*: Kafer Dawn 
GDW1032 $8.00 

The colonists of Aurore always took special pride in 
their home - the most beautiful, but least hospitable 
of the garden planets in the French Arm. But then 
the Kafers came to eradicate humanity. Somehow 
the colonists held out, and now comes the job of 
rooting out the remaining Kafers hidden in the 
Hotback. little is known of the monstrous Kafer. Must 
they remain mankind's most bitter foe, or can 
understanding bring peace between these two 
species? Join up for this voyage of discovery! 

TRAVELLER 2300*: Beanstalk 
GDW1030 $8.00 

Encounter mankind 's greatest achievement, a marvel 
of the new age - the galaxy famous Beanstalk, an 
enormous cable elevator stretching from planet 
surface to orbit which places the reins of power on 
Beta Canum in the hands of the French colony, 
causing political tensions and plotting on this exotic 
alien world. 

The Darrians 
GDW264 $7.00 

The Darians, a branch of humanity whose society 
one time rivalled the great lmperium were cut down 
by a terrible tragedy. Now these once mighty people 
still influence galactic politics and technology, though 
but a mere shadow of their former glory. 

Traveller's Aid 

JOURNAL 

Best of Traveller's Aid JOURNAL, Vol I 
GDW317 $6.00 

The Journal of the Traveller's Aid Society is dedicated 
to those who risk the perils of interstellar travel. This 
volume collects the best articles, tips and news 
tidbits from the first four issues of that paper. 

Best of Traveller's Aid JOURNAL, Vol ii 
GDW328 $6.00 1 

A compendium of the best Amber Zones, rules 
articles, ref notes, beastiaries and features from 
issues 5-8. 

Best of Traveller's Aid JOURNAL, Vol 111 
GDW335 $6.00 

The best articles and information from issues 9-12. 

Best of Traveller's Aid JOURNAL, Vol IV 
GDW342 $6.00 

The best news and articles for issues 13-16. 



TRAVELLER• Advanced Combat 
GDW265 $18.00 

The renown STRIKER shipboard combat game and 
AZHANTI HIGH LIGHTNING ship adventure have 
been updated and combined to form this gorgeous 
boxed set featuring the TRAVELLER Advanced 
Combat System. 

Mercenary 
GDW304 $6.00 

An in depth treatment of all aspects of military 
adventures in the universe of TRAVELLER. Detailed 
character generation for mercenary characters, 
including 11 new skills and 12 advanced weapon 
types. Plus, rules for recruiting, tickets, and the 
resolution of battles. 

Animal Encounters 
GDW305 $6.00 

More than just a book of beasts, this manual 
provides a classification system and encounter 
tables for myriad ecological systems, also featuring 
events such as storms, meteor showers, and 
earthquakes. 

High Guard 
GDW308 $6.00 

At last, ex1ensive rules for the personnel and 
starships of the interstellar navies of the universe. 
Detailed character generation for naval characters, 
including the academy, and medical school, and 5 
new skills. Rules for starship design, construction, 
and combat, with tonnages ranging up to one million 
tons! 

The Splnward Marches 
GDW261 $7.00 

A bit error in a high priority transmission brands one 
of the characters a traitor - to be shot on sight! It's 
all a foul mix-up, but explain that to sixteen armed 
and deadly Marines trying to fulfill an Imperial 
mission I 

Leviathan 
GDW316 $4.00 

Welcome to the Out-Rim Void-beyond the Imperial 
border, and beyond the law. Step aboard the 
merchant cruiser Leviathan, for a trading voyage in 
search of new markets and personal fortunes. 

Murder on Arcturus Station 
GDW339 $4.00 

When a corporate executive is murdered on Station 
Three of Arcturus Belt, the adventurers must solve 
the crime. It's up to the referee to decide which of the 
9 suspects is guilty. Was it the executive's estranged 
wife? His mistress? The Solomani rebel? The Asian 
Noble? 

Secret of the Ancients 
GDW340 $4.00 

The adventurers are faced with the find of a lifetime, 
the chance to explore a ruin deep inside a gas giant 
to uncover the secret of the Ancients! 

TRAVELLER Forms & Charts 
GDW334 $6.00 

Contains a selection of playing aids designed to ease 
the bookkeeping during play! Also features ID cards, 
ships papers, and more. 

Veterans 
GDW336 $6.00 

In search of mercenaries for hire? Looking for a few 
experienced hands to complete your crew? Look no 
further! 

Scouts 
GDW337 $6.00 

Detailed character generation for scout characters. 
with special schools, college education, and new 
skills. Expanded star system generation with planets, 
satellites, star types, and astronomical background. 

Merchant Princes 
GDW343 $6.00 

Here are advanced rules for character generation, in 
addition to new trade and commerce rules, and 
details on the major corporations within the 
lmperium. 

Robots 
GDW344 

The long-awaited rules for construction and 
role-playing robots. Details of how robots fit into 
lmperium society. 

Signal GK 
GDW341 

$6.00 

$6.00 

Signal GK-the Vilani interstellar distress signal. 
When starships are in trouble, they use it like SOS or 
Mayday. Now Travellers can embark on an adventure 
through the Solomani Rim, and never be sure when 
they will hear the signal, or need to send ill 

BELTSTRIKE Boxed Adventure 
GDW253 $12.00 

There are fortunes to be made prospecting the 
asteroids. You've heard the rumors: hundred-ton 
chunks of platinum, uranium ore so pure it melts your 
cargo hold, derelict ships filled with forgotten Darrian 
technology. They're all free for the taking. All you 
need is a ship, a sharp eye on the sensors, and luck. 

Alien Realms 
GDW262 $7.00 

Beyond the Third lmperium lie worlds untouched by 
humanity. Aliens have shaped these worlds -
realms for exotic adventures of an tlnexpected sort. 
Come answer the challenge of eight adventures 
featuring Zhodani , Asian, Vargr, and Droyne player 
characters. 

The TRAVELLER® Adventure 
GDW202 $10.00 

More adventure than ever before, packed into one 
amazing 160 page book. Enough adventure across 
interstellar lanes and alien worlds to provide months 
of challenge! 
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Approved for Use With 
TRAVELLER• Game 

Explore the myriad worlds of the universe. 
Here are rules supplements which present 
new rules for adventuring ih different 
environments, including notes on specialized 
equipment, travel, survival, events and 
encounters and scenario ideas. There are also 
companion books Iha~ present full-length 
adventures in the environment. 

The Undersea Environment 
GAM1984 $5.95 

Specific rules simulate movement and underwater 
activities and hazards. 

The Drenslaar Quest 
GAM1985 $6.95 

Adventure awaits on the watery world of Yarhfahl, as 
you strive to avoid both hostile forces and local 
sealife in a race to salvage a valuable cargo. 

The Mountain Environment 
GAM1986 $5.95 

A TRAVELLER• supplement detailing travel and 
survival in rugged, high altitude terrain. Included are 
rules for mountaineering, new equipment and 
events. 

Ascent to Anekthor 
GAM1987 $5.95 

Join a wealthy daredevil , the Lady Sandra Lockhart, 
in a daring (perhaps foolhardy) attempt on the peak 
of Anekthor, the highest mountain on the planet! 

The Desert Environment 
GAM1988 $6.95 

A TRAVELLER" supplement detailing the dangers of 
travel and survival in a desert climate. Included are 
rules for survival , new equipment, and events. 

LEE'S Guide to Interstellar Adventure I 
GAM1980 $5.95 

From the journal of the famous galactic traveller, 
Admiral Aramais P. Lee, come ten, newly explored 
worlds of unique adventure. 

A Pilot's Guide to Drexilthar Subsector 
GAM2980 $5.95 

From the navigational computer files of the lmperium 
comes a detailed examination of a single subsector 
of Reaver's Deep. Historical background is provided 
for the Drexilthar subsector and the Deep. 

Wanted: ADVENTURERS! 
GAM1971 $5.95 

From the want ads of a starport news service come 
20 short adventures. providing job opportunities that 
can lead to a luxury cruise or an expedition . 

Startown: LIBERTY 
GAM1975 $5.95 

Startown - the rough and tumble district where 
travellers can find anything from entertainment to the 
worst sorts of corruption. Here are a collection of 
adventures in the back alleys and night spots of this 
"wretched hive of scum and villany" - Startown. 



STAR ACE* Role Playing Game 
PAC4001 $12.00 

WANTED: for Smuggling, Disturbing the Emperor's 
Military Peace, General Scorn of Imperial Dictums, 
and High Treason against his Majesty Frederick 
Constantine II. STAR ACES! 

This exciting science fiction game features both 
deep space action and planetbound adventures. 
Contains a Basic Training Manual, a Wilderness 
Briefing Manual, Introductory Adventure , 140 colored 
counters and playing map, and quality dice. 

Goodbye,Kankee 
PAC4002 $6.00 

Bad judgement is the undoing of many a Star Acel 
This time there may be no return . What seemed like 
an innocent smugglers run has landed the Star Aces 
in the midst of a noble's intricate web of deceit! 

TIMEMASTER* Role Playing Game 
PAC3001 $12.00 

Sheets of fire flash down across the mountain, 
engulfing the shattered landscape. I watch, trembling 
beneath the ceaseless shower of stones. Citizens run 
shrieking through the streets. Still , I wait. Will I see 
them amidst this seething blizzard of ash? Have they 
fled?! ... my companions from the future, masters of 
time! Whatever their fortune I must light to protect 
the frail lines of history from those who seek to 
destroy them! 

TIMEMASTER* Adventure Screen 
PAC3004 $6.00 

The streams of time are difficult enough to chart 
without having to discover important charts in the 
midst of events! So the masters of time have 
thoughtfully collected all the vital encounter tables on 
this handy TIMEMASTER* screen . Also contains a 
minor mission of import, the rescue of one 
Lieutenant John F. Kennedy. 
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Lightspeed Raid 
PAC4003 $6.00 

Why would a group of Star Team members raid a 
Ruokan Xantium mine? And what about those 
Imperial hoodlums who are trying to snuggle up to 
the Crystal Folk? 

First Strike on Paradise 
PAC4005 $6.00 

Only minutes ago the smoking ruins were filled with 
Imperial troops eager for a shot at you. Now only 
distant rifle fire can be heard. It's too quiet . 

The Gemini Conspiracy 
PAC4006 $6.00 

"BASH~rs! BASH-ers!" The cry rises 'round the 
coliseum as the Dort team rumbles down the field . 
Suddenly an enormous spacecraft descends upon 
the field and in moments, the ship is gone. And so 
are 150 spectators. 

STAR ACE• Battle Screen 
PAC4004 $6.00 

All the vital charts collected on one easy-to-use 
screen. Features the mlniadventure: Ace in the Hole. 

Crossed Swords 
PAC3002 $6.00 

The buzz of musket balls rings in your ears, a 
reminder that the Cardinal 's Guard is not far behind! 
Danger is at handl The trip from Paris to London 
when it must be done in three sleepless days, with 
the Cardinal's Guard in close pursuit, it's impossible. 

Cleopatra Gambit 
PAC3003 $6.00 

This mission felt wrong from the start; you should 
have known it was a trap. The Demorean attack on 
the Egyptian village was too obvious. The ambush on 
Cleopatra's procession was too faint-hearted . And 
now, when we've finally discovered the Demorean 
secret, this gladiatorial " game" is too convenient. 

Clash of Kings 
PAC3006 $6.00 

Relive the magnificent saga of a bastard lad named 
Arthur .... Hear the crowd gasp as he draws 
Excalibur from the stone. Witness the boy's 
phenomenal rise to power, and discover the startling 
secret of Merlin's magic. 

Temples of Blood 
PAC3008 $6.00 

The Time Agents must return to the time of 
Moctezuma and the glory of the Aztecs to prevent a 
group of renegade time agents from disrupting 
history and causing the defeat of Cortes. 

Partisans from the Shadows 
PAC3005 $6.00 

Your mission seemed simple enough. Go to Poitiers, 
France, 1941 and investigate an intercepted 
code-phrase: " Project Demorean-Companys." But 
since your arrival, you 've been assaulted by the 
Gestapo, betrayed by " trustworthy" partisans, and 
interrogated by the Underground! 
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ALIENS 
PAC4007 $10.00 

A collection of stories and descriptions of alien 
worlds and the creatures who inhabit them. Explore 
faraway planets and bizarre cultures. More than a 
guided tour each planet will provide you with dozens 
of exciting adventures. 

Sea Dogs of England 
PAC3007 $6.00 

The fat ships of Spain rule the harbors of the world . 
But one gem eludes the King of Spain - England! 
Hidden behind the doors of Whitehall, a Demorean 
plan brews to place Queen Elizabeth conveniently 
"out of the way." There'll be an England, but what 
England will it be? 

Whom Greek Gods Destroy 
PAC3009 $6.00 

Demorean deviousness moves to alter history in the 
Parallel M-6 Tlmeline, Odyssey Sector. The Time 
Agents must contact and journey with the mythical 
Odysseus through his legendary trials, aiding his 
survival and triumphant return to lthaka. 

The Assassin Queen 
PAC3010 $6.00 

Time Guard Raymond Fraiser has mysteriously 
disappeared and the time trail leads to India in the 
1 BOO's. What caused Fraiser to aoandon his 
assignment and come here? Who are the strangers 
in Sakhara Valley? And who is reviving the Thuggee 
cult of Kali , the Assassin Queen? 

Terrible Swift Ford 
PAC3011 $6.00 

Decades after the Nuclear War the nations of North 
America are again divided in a Second Civil War that 
pits brother against brother battling in armored cars 
and trucks! Only the Time Agents can unite to end 
the strife and create the First World Government. 

Time Tricks 
PAC3012 $10.00 

Here is a survival guide for all Time Corps Agents. 
Learn about beating a Significance Wave into the 
future before it prevents your birth, dealing with 
duplicate copies of oneself, and avoiding the 
timeloop paradoxes. Rules for time hopping, 
alternate timellnes, new systems and equipment, 
Demorieans, renegades and lots morel 
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CHILL 
CHILL• Horror Role Playing Game 
PAC2001 $12.00 

Fear runs down your spine like ice water. Pressing 
your shoulder more firmly against the door of the 
rotting cottage, you hope that your strength can 
prevail against the beast that hunts you. It lurks 
somewhere outside- waiting, watching. If only 
someone else had been sent out into the night, into 
the swamp to battle this creature. But you know it 
can't be far away, for the night is silent as a grave 
and the air is filled with a deathly CHILL. 

If spine tingling suspense and horror is your cup of 
tea then rest a spell in the gathering shadows and 
you will gain your fill of terror! 

CHILL• Master's Screen 
PAC2004 $6.00 

The CHILL• Master's Screen puts all important 
charts and tables at your fingertips. Also featured is a 
frightfully fun adventure that pits a player in a duel 
against the bloodthirsty Count Dracula. 

VIiiage of Twilight 
PAC2002 

Lurking deep within the rain forests of Yucatan, 

$6.00 

death awaits its next victim. The ocelot have 
returned. The Indians say the evil cat-things roam the 
jungle again. The jungle beckons, challenging your 
courage, mocking your doubts, and somewhere 
within this tangled green world the ocelotl wait, 
prowling the verge of the Village of Twilight. 

Highland Terror 
PAC2003 $6.00 

To think that only this morning you had all been safe. 
Careful research had made many of the strange 
perils of this expedition almost too easy to handle. 
The bizarre deaths, the mysterious assailants, the 
unearthly disappearances ... all seem commonplace 
in the face of this new horror. A scream to the left 
shatters the silence. You realize now how foolish it 
was to match wits with the Highland Terror. 

Vengeance of Dracula 
PAC2006 $6.00 

And so it began. Seven years after Mina and 
Jonathan Harker helped strike down the Count, he 
has risen to seek his revenge. One by one, the 
victims fall, one by one, until ... only you ... can 
stop the Vengeance of Dracula. 

Haunter of the Moor 
PAC2007 $6.00 

On the wild , desolate moors of Devon, an icy wind 
sweeps over the barren heath, chilling the mottled 
bramble, piercing the granite crags, stirring the 
deadly mire. At last, the wind dies. But the Evil that 
summoned It lives on. Only brave souls dare linger 
on the moor after nightfall , defying this terror. But 
courage alone cannot prevail , for the Evil is strong, 
and over the course of a century, it will hunt its prey. 

Thutmose's Night 
PAC2009 $6.00 

It is the hour before dawn, the darkest hour, the hour 
when the dying most often slip away into that final 
night from which there is, for most, no awakening. A 
soft breeze from the Nile River stirs the curtains, and 
Thutmose, Pharaoh of all Egypt, restless with 
remembered pain, tosses fitfully on his stony bed. 

Isle of the Dead 
PAC2008 $6.00 

The greatest collection of wonders under one roof! 
The impossible come true l See: Flamo the 
Magnificent, swallowing, without fear or trepidation, 
brands of real fire! Captain Willy the Living Gallery, 
fresh from an astounding tour to the Far Eastl Count 
Litmus The Tiny Tumbler, favorite acrobat to the 
long-vanished crowned heads of Austria! And The 
Living Oddities, marvelous creatures from parts . 
unknown! Step into the tent. Let them speak to you in 
their own peculiar ways. Only then will you 
understand the life they have led! 

Death on Tour 
PAC2012 $6.00 

Turn up the volume: you 've just tuned in " Death on 
Tour," another terrifying adventure for use with the 
Chill role- playing game system. 

Deathwatch on the Bayou 
PAC2013 $6.00 

At the swamp's edge, in a small Southern town, a 
young boy ignores his elders and sets out alone to 
explore. The intrusion is short and then the Bayou 
resumes its deathwatchl 

Blood Moon Rising 
PAC2014 $6.00 

A chilling tale of the North, and savage creatures of 
the Moon. 
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Evenings of Terror with ELVIRA• 
PAC2015 $10.00 

Elvira, Mistress Of The Dark is your guide through 
EVENINGS OF TERROR, nine horrifying adventures 
designed for use with the Chill role-playing system. 
Each adventure can stand on its own as an evening's 
entertainment, or as a terrifying episode in an 
ongoing CHILL campaign. 

THINGS 
PAC2005 $8.00 

Contained within this book are 64 pages of terrifying 
new Creatures and Evil Way Disciplines for use with 
the Chill role playing game. 

Creature Feature 
PAC2010 $10.00 

The players take on the roles of dread creatures 
themselves in this delightfully weird variant of the 
CHILL~ game. Includes new combat rules, skills, 
arcane disciplines and equipment for envoys. 

Vampires' Source Book 
PAC2011 $10.00 

VAMPIRES is a collection of stories, portraits and 
accounts of ten bloodcurdling creatures who haunt 
the nights of our legends, the wastelands of our 
fears. Horrific tales and gnm encounters draw the 
investigators into a web of doom and despau. 

BLACKMORN, The CHILL• Boardgame 
PAC6001 $15.00 

A creature of unspeakable evil dwells within the walls 
of Black Morn Manor ... and you must destroy ill 
You must move with speed and strike with precision, 
or fall prey to ... who knows what? The enemy 
remains a deadly mystery, and it has all the 
advantages: it 's expecting you, its " pets" are 
ferocious, and ii resides within a fortress of 
supernatural malevolence. For 2 to 6 players. 



CALL Of 
CT•:UJ.LHU 

CALL OF CTHULHU * 
Horror Role Playing 

CALL OF CTHULHU * Hardbound Book 
CHA2317-H $24.95 

Behind the frantic bustle of life, beneath the lip of 
shadow, terror lurks! Secret societies are unwitting 
agents to horrors from before the dawn of man. Enter 
the terrifying universe of the Cthulhu Mythos of 
H.P.Lovecraft. Experience those dread dreams, evil 
tales, and fetid horror! 

This is the ultimate edition of the premiere role 
playing game of horror and suspense! This gorgeous 
book combines the Basic Role Playing• game, 
Investigator's and Keeper's Books, the 1920's 
Sourcebook and the complete Cthulhu Companion. 
Features color art of creeping terror! Includes several 
sinister scenarios to start the game. 

CALL OF CTHULHU* Keepers Screen 
CHA2309 $4.95 

All the tables of terror and challenging charts most 
commonly used during an adventure have been 
interred in this friendly little tablet. 

Fragments of Fear 
CHA2310 $5.95 

This tome preserves all the new spells presented in 
the original CALL OF CTHULHu· adventures which 
are now out of print. Also captured In Its fearsome 
frame are new creatures of the dark and new maps 
and plans to expand your campaign. Plus two 
shriek-laden scenarios are presented for your terror! 

Cthulhu by GASLIGHT 
CHA2314-X $19.95 

Retum to another time and place, when fog 
shrouded London was the heart of the 
English-speaking world and madmen stalked the 
mists of White Chapel. This volume takes 
investigators back through time to meet Sherlock 
Holmes and help him solve one of his most baffling 
cases, The Yorkshire Horror! 

Includes new rules for time travel and adventuring 
during the time of Victorian England. 

H.P. Lovecraft's DREAMLANDS 
CHA2315-X $24.95 

Role play beyond the veil of sleepl Explore the 
dreamworlds of hidden Kadath. Here are rules to 
lead your investigators beyond the barrier of sleep 
and into a land of nightmare as close as one's 
subconscious. 

Campaign rules and background for carrying the 
adventure into H.P.Lovecraft's Dreamlands. 
Information on dreaming, new spells and creatures 
and a map of the Dreamlands, plus several 
nightmare episodes - To Sleep, Captives of Two 
Worlds, Pickman's Student, Season of the Witch, 
Lemon Salls, and Land of Lost Dreams. 

A Green & Pleasant Land 
CHA2320 $10.95 

A haunted Scottish mansion, strange letters received 
through the post , bizarre creatures skulking in 
gloomy canals all draw the Investigators to a holiday 
in merry old England. This manuscript presents 
campaign information and new rules and professions 
for adventuring in Great Britain of the 1920's and 
'30s. The struggle threatens to engulf the sceptered 
isle! 

$9.95 

The Silver Twilight is an international organization 
dedicated to the destruction of the human race. As 
brave Investigators, you must piece together 
passages from esoteric books, shards of ancient 
artifacts, and puzzling letters to discover the Silver 
Twilight's loathsome goals. Good Luck! 

Masks of NVARLATHOTEP 
CHA2307X $19.95 

Settings include New York, London, Cairo, Nairobi, 
and Shanghai ; puzzling clues are discovered in each 
locale, but can the hapless investigators survive long 
enough to make sense of them? Background notes 
and a variety of play aids help keep players and 
investigators on their toes during dozens of discrete 
adventures. Horrifying schemes, deadly adversaries, 
and sanity-threatening events challenge the coolest 
investigator as the team attempts to unravel the fate 
of the Carlyle Expedition. 

Trail of TSATHOGGHUA 
CHA2308 $9.95 

Tsathogghua's curse awaits the unwelcomed 
investigators of the occult and unknown. What grim 
secret lurks on the sterile Greenland icecap? What 
living horror grows behind the "Bigfoot" legend? 

TERROR from the Stars 
CHA2313 $6.95 

Root the Dark Young from their secret lairs in the 
iungles of Latin America in two thrilling adventures. 
Foil the villainous, otherworldly terrors with clues 
discovered in the lost "Theron Marks Manual.'..'. 
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ARKHAM HORROR* Boardgames 
CHA1050-X $24.95 

Play the boardgame of nightmare and terror which 
pits the intrepid investigators against the cosmic 
horrors of the universe in an effort to save the earth I 

Spawn of AZATHOTH 
CHA2316-X $19.95 

Can man defeat powers from across time and 
space? Seven linked scenarios lure investigators to 
remote locales around the world and into the land of 
dreams. 

Statue of SORCERER/ 
Vanishing CONJURER 
CHA2318 $10.95 

Two adventures in one. SORCERER begins with a 
seemingly innocuous death in the seedy side of San 
Francisco, but leads to a web of intrigue and 
enigmas. CONJUREreveals the inner secrets of the 
stage magicians seemingly innocent Brotherhood of 
Magic. 

TERROR AUSTRALIS 
CHA2319 $17.95 

A different sort of adventure Down-Under, but with a 
deadly familiarity as the investigators follow cultists 
into the Australian Outback. 

Alone Against the WENDIGO (Solo) 
CHA2311 $7.95 

Deep in the Canadian wilderness, your canoe glides 
up the mysterious " River of Power,' ' as you search 
for the unknown. This expedition will require all your 
skills and luck if you are to survive the fearsome 
force of the North! In this deadly solo adventure you 
are really alone against the Wend1go! 

Alone Against the DARK (Solo) 
CHA2312 $7.95 

Four strange, unexplained disappearances of 
important people occurred simultaneously in four 
different places. Now you must assume the role of 
four investigators as they try to solve the mysteries ol 
these missing persons, and then take on the role of 
their successor to prevent the twisted plot which they 
uncover! In this solo adventure you are alone against 
the Dark! 



GHOSTBUSTERS • Humorous Role Playing 
WES30020 $16.95 

Guess who's in town? Look out Ghosts! You haven't 
a prayer. The perfect evening's entertainment - this 
game will have you " busting" slimers, spuds and 
vapors in ten minutes with its easy-to-learn rules that 
emphasize role playing, not number crunching. 

Includes a Training Manual, an Operations Manual, 
Reference files, colorful equipment cards and dice. 

Scared Stiffs• 
WES30021 $7.95 

You are cordially invited to attend the First Annual 
Supernatural Conclave and Ski Party Weekend at the 
old Wraith Hotel. Learn the latest in paranormolagy, 
light zombies, spend the night in a haunted vineyard, 
and save the universe! 

Hot Rods of the Gods· 
WES80602 $7.95 

Earth was created millennia ago by dangerous 
juvenile delinquents from outer space! Now their 
back and they wanna race! An epic with aliens, Men 
in Black, the Mostly All New and Improved 
Super-Mega Ectomobile, and possessed yuppies, 
culminating in a climatic demolition derby high over 
Manhattan. 

6501 214 

Ghost Toasties • 
WES80601 $7.95 

A full-color, three-panel GhostMaster screen 
containing all the charts and summaries commonly 
used during play, plus GHOST TOASTIES• , an 
artificially sweetened adventure. 
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Boxed Miniatures Set 

CALL OF CTHULHU • Adventurers (12) 
GRN6501 $9,.95 

CALL OF CTHULHU• Creatures (10) 
GRN6502 $9.95 

Blister packs 

G-Men & P.l.'S {3 fig) 
GRN201 $2.50 
Thugs (3 fig) 
GRN202 $2.50 
Adventurers (3 fig) 
GRN203 $2.50 
Sinister Gentlemen (3 fig) 
GRN204 $2.50 
Investigators (3 fig) 
GRN205 $2.50 
Cops (3 fig) 
GRN206 $2.50 
Nightmares (3 fig) 
GRN207 $2.50 
Undead (3 fig) 
GRN208 $2.50 
Ghouls (3 fig) 
GRN209 $2.50 
Serpentmen & Ml-Go Fungi(3) 
GRN210 $2.50 
Sand Dwellers (3 fig) 
GRN211 $2.50 
Deep Ones (3 fig) 
GRN212 $2.50 
Cthonians (2 fig) 
GRN213 $2.50 
Nyarlathotep (1 fig) 
GRN214 $2.50 
Tsathoggua (1 fig) 
GRN215 $2.50 
Old One & Dimensional Shambler 
GRN216 $2.50 
Spawn of Cthulhu (1 fig) 
GRN217 $2.50 
Hunting Horror (1 fig) 
GRN218 $2.50 



PARANOIA* Second Edition Boxed Set 
WES12001 $16.95 

An adventure role-playing game set in a darkly 
humorous future. A well-meaning but deranged 
computer desperately protects the citizens of an 
underground warren from all sorts of real and 
imagined traitors and enemies. You will play the part 
of one of the Computer's elite agents. Your job is to 
search out, reveal and destroy the enemies of the 
Computer. Your worst fear is that the Computer will 
discover that you are one of these enemies. 

The boxed set includes dice, plus a special rules 
expansion called " The Compleat Troubleshooter." 

PARANOIA* Second Edition Book 
WES12000 $11 .95 

You 're rightl They're out to get youl But maybe this 
book can help. This is for those who don't want to 
spend a lot of money on a game with frills such as 
dice, handouts, a special Troubleshooter's manual 
and a beautiful storage box. Here are the basic rules 
in a gorgeous 136 page book. 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES* 
Game 
PAL502 $9.95 

Never in the annals of comic books have there ever 
been heroes like these! Born in captivity, mutated by 
radiation, escaped to be raised in the sewers by a 
master of ninjitsu here come the TEENAGE MUTANT 
NINJA TURTLES and Other Strangeness! 

Adapting the phenomenally popular comic book, 
this exciting new game creates the new adventures 
of Leonardo and friends. Features several new 
adventures including the Terror Bears and Killeroos. 

After the Bomb* Odyssey 
PAL503 $6.95 

Beyond Mutant Ninja Turtles, beyond the holocaust, 
enter a land filled with intelligent mutant animals. 
Join the excitement scavenging the ruins of human 
cities, meeting marauding bands of mercenaries, 

• rebel robots, and treachery from the Empire of 
Humanity! 

ACUTE PARANOIA Rules Expansion 
WES80105 $9.95 

Over 80 pages of supplemental information, 
adventure generating devices and new rules . Also 
features new messages from the Computer, helpful 
advice, secret societies and a cornucopia of Code 7 
missions. 

PARANOIA* Excessory Pack 
WES12002 $9.95 

Talk about excessive! Here's our first real excessory, 
with a new GameMaster's Screen for second edition 
plus standup " Cardboard Commie" figures with 
plastic stands and character sheets and nine forms 
in triplicate for such things as a Termination Voucher 
Request Form, Experimental Equipment Testing 
Report, and more! 

PARANOIA• Gamemaster Screen 
WES80101 $5.95 

This colorful, three panel screen features charts, 
tables and information commonly used during play. 
Plus here are three small missions from " your 
friend" the computer. 

TEENAGE MUTANT NIN~R 
TUll;tLES 

i 
/ :I 
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Vapors Don't Shobt Back 
WES80102 $5.95 

Welcome to the 84th Annual High Programmer's 
Invitational Tournament. Last year's winner, the High 
Programmer Nevo-U-Myn, has selected you to 
defend his title against the many other programmers 
seeking to defeat him. Aren 't you proud? Nevo-U is 
sure you will persevere till victory is yours. It is not a 
good idea to disappoint a High Programmer. 

The Yellow Clearance Black Box Blues 
WES80103 $7.95 

This adventure will give you many exciting 
opportunities to serve the computer and your fellow 
citizens of Alpha Complex. As a troubleshooter, you 
will battle against traitors to the computer, including a 
deadly conspiracy of communist mutants of 
unbelievable power, armed with weapons one can 
hardly begin to imagine. 

Send In the Clones 
WES80104 $7.95 

Treasonous old songs from the public-address 
system. The Troubleshooters must track traitors 
through - gasp - the sewers, serenaded all the 
way by old favontes like "Alpha Complex Dandy." 
Includes rules for the hit game show " Date with 
Death" and an Alpha Complex Songbook. 

Clones in Space 
WES80107 $7.95 

Space - the final frontier. These are the voyages of 
the unenterprising Troubleshooters. Their mission: to 
boldly go where no clone has any business going! 

Orcbusters 
WES80108 $6.95 

Wizard Whacking in the Service of the Computer 
comes of Age. The Troubleshooters are sent to DND 
Sector to deal with pinko Commie spellcasters and 
their mutant monster sidekicks. 

HIL Sector Blues 
WES80109 $9.95 

The long-awaited Campaign Pack - or so the 
Computer says. Rules for creating the elite HIL 
Sector Internal Security Blue Troopers plus piles of 
information and handouts, including several 
mini-missions, for creating adventures in the famous 
HIL Sector. 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle ADVENTURES 
PAL504 $6.95 

The adventure continues as our heroes travel to 
Japan to take on WHITE RONIN and his assassins in 
Death Trials. Then it's back to New York in time to 
thwart DOCTOR FERAL and his new mutant 
monsters. Five adventures in all! 

Road Hogs 
PAL505 $6.95 

They are the Kings of the Road ' Freewheeling 
scavengers with a taste for blood. Those who know 
them, flee in panic, but those who fail fall prey to the 
ROAD HOGS! 

A Gulde to the Galaxy 
PAL506 $6.95 

New Mutant Madness! Journey with Leonardo and 
friends beyond the friendly skies and into alien 
adventures I 



TOON* Zany Cartoon Role Playing Game 
JAC1203 $8.95 

Remember all those great cartoons you used to 
watch every Saturday morning? Now they're on 
again .. . and you're the star! 

Learn to play any cartoon character of your choice 
with these simple game rules - the first rules where 
no one dies and the action is nonstopl Grab that 
cream pie and let's get in TOON! 

TOON* Silly Stuff (Expansion) 
JAC7602 $4.95 

New and silly places to go, people to see, things to 
do and a brace of loony new game charts. Visit a 
haunted house, the edge of the Universe or fight the 
Foogle birds In this zany new supplement including 
the Adventure Generator. 

TOON* Strikes Again! (Expansion) 
JAC7601 $4.95 

Son of TOON• Rules Expansion 
JAC7603 $4.95 

Four new adventures for TOON. Be a cartoon star in 
your own fast and frenzied Feature Film or silly Short 
Subject I 

The third supplement to a game no one can get 
enough of .. . New adventures, new predicaments, 
new kissers to smack with a cream pie! 
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THE PRICE OF FREEDOM* Role Playing 
WES30060 $19.95 

The skies are filled with Soviet orbital defensesl 
America surrenders to the Premier's threats and 
Soviet troops have landed to occupy your home 
town. In this, its darkest hour, America needs heroes! 
Are you willing to pay the price? 

The game features Player and Gamemaster 
books, Freedom Files, two color maps, counters and 
tray, dice and several adventures on the long road to 
freedom. 

$8.95 

A division of veteran troops from Afghanistan is 
dispatched to crush a Resistance group in Idaho -
the "First Idaho Brigade" is threatened with 
destruction unless the freedom fighters can halt the 
Soviet advance. Six men and women against 12,000. 

PRICE OF FREEDOM• Gamemasters Pack 
WES30061 $8.95 

Features a 16 page book including random 
encounters, Soviet garrison statistics, maps and 
pregenerated characters. Plus a full color suburban 
battle map and a gamemaster's screen. 

~ 



GANGBUSTERS'" GAME 
TSR7009 $12.00 

Take on the personas of police, gangsters, G-men, 
private eyes or reporters in the hard-hitting action 
created in this role- playing game based in the 
Roaring Twenties! 

Boxed set contains 64 page rulebook , a two sided, 
colored adventure map, 70 character markers, a 
campaign ward map and a special Introductory 
adventure and dice. 

Miniature Blisterpacks 

GANGBUSTERS"' G-Men (3 fig) 
TSR5503 $1 .95 
GANGBUSTERS'" Reporters & P.l.'s (3) 
TSR5506 $1 .95 
GANGBUSTERS'" Gangsters (3 fig) 
TSR5509 $1 .95 

PR/VA TEERS & 
GENTLEMEN* Adventures 

PRIVATEERS & GENTLEMEN• (BOXED) 
FGU5401 $17.00 

This is the age of tall ships and iron men, the world 
of Horatio Hornblower and Sir Francis Drake when 
the words High Seas were synonymous with high 
adventure I Enter the naval service or become a 
privateer! All the rules needed to begin a career of 
courage and honer on the high seas is included with 
a Gamemaster's screen, character sheet, ship record 
sheet, and even cut-apart counters for naval battles. 
Features Naval Combat rulesbook, plus two books 
for role playing • one for character generation and 
personal combat, and the second detailing the Age 
of Sail. 

King over the Waters 
FGU5402 $6.00 

An optional advanced system for more complete 
backgrounds in character generation (including 
histories, advancement, and new skills). This 
Includes a historical summary of the events of 
Napoleon's Egyptian campaign and advance on 
Acre, slats of the ships which took part in the relief 
expedition and adventure and campaign information 
for role playing. 

Decision at Djerba 
FGU5403 $5.00 

Player-Characters must deal with a major French 
force that has broken the British blockade of French 
ports, the French garrison at Djerba, and the danger 
of the French squadron in Djerba harbor making a 
sortie or being joined by the French Mediterranean . 

GB1 TROUBLE BREWING 
TSR7901 $6.00 

Gang War erupts In Lakefront Cityl And our heroes 
are caught right in the middle of the warzone! 

GB2 MURDER IN HARMONY 
TSR7902 $6.00 

Murder stinks! Especially when it visits a nice old 
geazer like Arthur Overton. Well the killer didn't 
count on our heroes being hired to lay his memory to 
rest! 

GB3 DEATH ON THE DOCKS 
TSR7903 $6.00 

Some say the tabor force has got to unite to be 
strong! The union bosses call a protest and the only 
thing not on strike at the docks is death! The reek of 
cheap mobsters trying to control the poor working 
stiffs is stronger then the smell of fish! 

GB4 THE VANISHING INVESTIGATOR 
TSR7904 $6.00 

For too long Lakefront City has been in the hands of 
crime bosses and corrupt officials. But this new 
Senate Subcommittee may be digging up more dirt 
than they can handle, and our heroes will have their 
hands full digging up more than a vanishing 
investigator! 

GBS DEATH IN SPADES 
TSR7906 $6.00 

The Oberklein Mansion was the scene of a murder 
ten years ago. Now a supper club, the building again 
surfaces as the scene of foul play, the scene of 
death. 
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BOOT HILL® GAME 
TSR7005 $18.00 

This role-playing !)ame is set in the wild west. How 
many notches will you have on your gun before you 
are the next. 

Boxed set contains 36 page rulebook, wilderness 
and town maps, over 50 gunslinger counters, and 
dice. 

BH1, MAD MESA 
TSR7701 $6.00 

This is the first in a series of modules for use with the 
BOOT HILL• game. This module not only offers the 
usual multi-player role-playing adventure, but also a 
special solo game. 

BH2, LOST CONQUISTADOR MINE 
TSR7702 $6.00 

A dead man's cryptic treasure map may lead to a 
fortune in Spanish gold · or to a quick death. Can you 
elude Indians, claim jumpers, bandits and vigilantes 
to find the lost gold of Mendoza? 

BH3, BALLOTS AND BULLETS 
TSR7703 $6.00 

" They're stealin ' the ballot box .. " And vote theft is 
only one of the perils stalking the town when the 
folks of Promise City must choose between "Ballots 
. and Bullets" 

BH4, BURNED BUSH WELLS 
TSR7704 $6.00 

This module provides GM's with an alternate town. It 
includes encounters for a town and country which 
can be used to create mini-scenarios. Suggested for 
two or more average BOOT HILL players. 

BH5, RANGE WAR 
TSR7705 $6.00 

Here is the Old West conflict between cattle ranche~ 
and sheepherders, rivals for grassland and water. 

BHAC1, BOOT HILL ~ REFEREES SCREEN 
~R~~ KOO 
Fastpaced gunslinging action will never bog down in 
search of combat tables with the BOOT HILL® 
Referees Screen. Also features the adventure 
"Shootout in Northfield " setting the player 
characters against the James gangl 

BOOT HILL'" Gunsllngers (3 fig) 
TSR5510 $195 
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JAMES BOND 007* Role Playing Game 
VIC35002 $12.95 

International Espionage is the name of the game, 
and there is no better player than England's number 
one agent, James Bond - 007! Enter the exciting 
world of danger and intrigue as an agent of M.1.6 as 
you attempt to follow in the footsteps of a legend with 
some of his most deadly missions! Now Bond is 
Better than Ever and so are youl 

The complete game features a Basic Game book, 
a pad of 12 character records and dice . 

Gamemaster Pack 
VIC35005 $8.95 

Designed for James Bond gamesmasters, this pack 
brings the excitement of the movies to your 
adventures. The package features a full-color 
GameMaster's Screen, die-cut action figures with 
bases, a combat-and-chase battle grid, and a 
40-sheet pad of character records. 

For Your Information 
VIC35007 $9.95 

This fully illustrated GameMaster supplement 
features new rules on locations for missions and 
character backgrounds for movie personalities. 
Special rules are given for dealing with 
brainwashing, amnesia, undercover assignments, 
real world agencies and imposters. Includes a New 
Rules and Information book, M.1.6 Dossier and 
Documentation Forms, and a pad of non-player 
character cards. 

Q Manual 
VIC35001 $9.95 

With over 150 illustrations the Q Manual details 
weapons, vehicles , and covert devices used in the 
James Bond movie series. Simple mechanics allow 
you to incorporate these items easily in the game. As 
much fun for a collector of James Bond memorabilia 
as for gamers! 

Thrilling LOCATIONS 
VIC35010 $9.95 

The booklet provides you with detailed descriptions 
of elegant restaurants , lodgings, and travel 
accommodations. The package includes over 100 
black and white illustrations and photos, 12 full-color 
pages, floorplans, gamesmaster information, 
encounter tables, and descriptions of characters who 
inhabit the world of James Bond. 

VILLAINS 
VIC35011 $15.95 

Energize your James Bond Campaign with seven 
new and the original Major Villains from Bond's 
colorful past. Includes details on SMERSH, the 
spykilling organization. Each villain presents new 
challenges for your agents to try to thwart. Package 
includes a Villain Dossier book detailing hideouts, 
motives and plots, plus a SMERSH file book 
complete with a new adventure, and 10 M.1.6 Dossier 
sheets. 

DR.NO* 
VIC35006 

Against the backdrop of romance and intrigue in the 
Caribbean, you must discover the link between the 
missing Station head and Dr No. Though your 
assignment sounds simple enough, you will find 
yourself in constant jeopardy as you seek to separate 
the lies and legends from the truth about Dr No. Do 
you have the courage and the intelligence to unravel 
the mystery of Dr No? 

Goldfinger• 
VIC35003 $7.95 

Someone is tampering with the world's gold supply. 
Auric Goldfinger is suspected but is he just a greedy 
man, or is he plotting something more sinister? 

Goldfinger II: Man with \he Midas Touch* 
VIC35012 $7 95 

A nuclear physicist is discovered dead of skin 
suffocation- his body covered in gold paint. Has 
Goldfinger returned or is someone mimicking his 
lethal methods? 

You Only Live Twice• 
VIC35006 $7.95 

Where is the missing space lab and its cargo of 
death? Unknown to the world at large a deadly virus 
has mutated inside the lab. Your mission is to reach 
this lab before the plague is unleashed! 

You Only Live Twice II*: BACK OF BEYOND 
VIC35016 $7.95 

Q Lab security has been breached and a secret file 
on Nazi Germany is missing. The search leads from 
wintry London to the Australian Outback. 

Live & Let Die• 
VIC35009 $6.95 

Drug smugglers are discovered in New Orleans and 
in the Caribbean. Agents of the CIA are dying, could 
someone be out to destroy the secret service or 
worse? 

The Man with the Golden Gun• 
VIC35013 $7 .95 

Can you rescue the kidnapped scientist from the 
forces of the KGB, TAROT, and the ultimate 
assassin? Scaramanga is after the ultimate weapon, 
a solar gun using the sun's energy. 
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Octopussy• 
VIC35004 $7.95 

Somewhere in India, the mysterious Kamal Kahn is 
finalizing a plot to disrupt the governments of the 
world . Elsewhere the scheming Octopussy 
completes plans to increase her store of jewels, as a 
fabled Faberge Egg heads to an unknown 
destination. Only you can find the link between these 
three events to avert international disaster. 

A View to a Kill* 
VIC35014 $7.95 

Your mission 1s to infiltrate the Soviet Union Siberian 
wastelands to recover a stolen microchip, but the 
trail that brought the chip to Russia uncovers a 
deadly plot to disrupt international economies. 

On Her Majesty's Secret Service• 
VIC35015 $17.95 

Now all the excitement and challenge of the role 
playing game.can be yours without the need for a 
GM ! This solitaire game system thrusts you into the 
middle of breakneck chases and deadly combat 
through the use of Action Cards and random foes, 
with a danger level that gauges the challenge to your 
character 's experience. Contains four adventures . 

BOND Assault Game 
VIC35017 $14.95 

At last, a revolutionary game system that allows you 
to play the most involved commando assaults! 
Includes a scenario for the assault on Blofeld's crater 
rocket base. Contains rules, game map, counters, 
storage tray, dice and more. 



Original TOP SECRET" 
ESPIONAGE GAME 

TSR7006 $15.00 

Join the exciting world of espionage with this 
fast-paced and daring role-playing game. The issues 
are as current as the latest crisis in the Middle East. 

Boxed set includes 64 page rulebook, dice, and an 
agent's first mission file, "TS001, OPERATION: 
SPRECHENHALTESTELLE." 

Original Adventures Can Be Played with 
the NEW TOP SECRET/S.I.'" Rules 

TS002, OPERATION: RAPIDSTRIKE 
TSR7601 $6.00 

Noted scientist missing! 
Deadly new drug developed! 
Crime czar involvement suspected! 
Neutralize Mlle Lareau at all costs!. 

TS003, OPERATION: LADY IN DISTRESS 
TSR7602 $6.00 

Terrorist retribution strike force! 
Neutralize code name Sigma Two One. 
Hostage safety paramount! 
Beware of uncounted players! 

TS004, OPERATION: FAST PASS 
TSR7603 $6.00 

Attention! Red Defector alert! 
Key crytographer for salvage. 
Regroup Budapest - Puzzle Conference. 
Beware, unfriendly competition in bidding! 

New TOP SECRET IS.I. "" 
ESPIONAGE GAME 

TSR7620 $15.00 

The world's first espionage role- playing game has 
been revised in a classic edition that allows for faster 
and easier play. This game still retains the detail and 
intrigue necessary for a good campaign. It also 
Includes a complete campaign world and details on 
the Agency and its enemies. 

Boxed set contains two 64 page rulebooks, an 
adventure, a full-size color map and dice. 

TS 1, OPERATION: STARFIRE 
TSR7624 $5.95 

A worldwide terrorist organization is engaged in a 
nefarious plot! Your mission: - discover the terrorist 
agent's Identity and their purpose before harm 
befalls innocents. 

TSOOS: OPERATION: ORIENT EXPRESS 
TSR7604 $8.00 

Investigate feasibility of train operations! 
Fulfil! six tryout missions! 
Avoid detection at all costsl 
This adventure features six short scenarios set on 

a European overnight train . It includes a 22" by 35" 
map of the train and character counters 

TS006, OPERATION: ACE OF CLUBS 
TSR7605 $6.00 

You're staying at a luxurious resort in an elegant 
country setting. But it isn't a vacation. The resort is 
the home of a Western spy school, and its instructors 
are dying mysteriously. The administrator has called 
you to help resolve the situation. 

TS007, TOP SECRET® COMPANION 
TSR7611 $10.00 

A must for serious players, this expansion set 
contains complete details on all aspects of agent 
management, bureau operation and administration. 

TOP SECRET · Miniatures 

TOP SECRET"' Commandoes (3 fig) 
TSR5501 
TOP SECRET'" Agents (3 fig) 
TSR5504 
TOP SECRET'" Villains 
TSR5507 
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TS 2, OPERATION: THE DOOMSDAY DROP 
TSR7627 $8.95 

Agents must battle the clock to thwart a diabolical 
villain before he can make good on his nuclear 
blackmail! 

TSAC 1, The G-4 FILE: Guns, Gadgets, etc. 
TSR7623 $8.95 

An official directory to all new weapons, vehicles and 
special equipment for use with the new lOP 
SECRET/S.l.N game. 

TSAC 3, COVERT OPERATIONS 
CASEBOOK 
TSR7626 $7.95 

A collection of fast and furious adventures modelled 
after real life cases on file. Just the right source for 
short, evening adventures. 

TS008, OPERATION: SEVENTH SEAL 
TSR7610 $6.00 

A thermonuclear device will destroy Los Angeles in 
three days unless your team of agents can neutralize 
the device and solve a bizarre murder mystery in 
time to save the city! 

TSX1, TOP SECRET ADMINISTRATOR 
SCREEN 
TSR6601 $6.00 

All necessary combat and encounter charts on one 
easy to use screen . Features the adventure 
"Executive One," - in which agents must rescue the 
president from terrorists! 

TSX2, TOP SECRET' AGENT DOSSIERS 
TSR7607 $6.00 

A complete set of lOP SECRE~ Agent Character 
Files. These forms include spaces for all vital 
statistics, areas of expertise and personality. 

.t.. 
' . 
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Mark Your Calendar! 

Plan Your Strategies! 

This is the Year of the BIG ONE!!! 
For the first time in history 

the Number One Strategy Game Fair joins forces with 
the Number One Adventure Game Fair to create 

~aa 

GBN CON®/ORIGINS™ 
Ga1ne Fair 

AUGUST 18 to 21 st! 
The most Fantastic Festival of Gaming of Our Time! 

Four Days of Non-Stop Intense Gaming Events, including: 

o NEW!! The Largest STRATEGIC & HISTORICAL MINIATURES 
GAMING ROOM at any convention, featuring brilliantly executed 
dioramas and some of the toughest competition you're likely to 
find anywhere. Plus featured events for the novice gamer. 

o The World's Largest Role Playing Tournament! The national 
ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS® OPEN 
Plus the 2nd & 3rd Largest role playing tournaments! 

o Over 36 national game tournaments! 
Sponsored by the RPGA'" Gaming Network and major 
manufacturers. Featuring the prestigious Masters and Grand 
Masters invitationals for the BEST role players in the nation! 

o The worlds largest Games Fair Trade Show 
featuring all the major game manufacturers from every facet of 
gaming in a gamer's paradise of shopping delight. 

o PLUS the nation's largest GAMES AUCTION, our awesome 
ART SHOW, the grand GAMES ARENA, and worldclass 
Seminars & Demonstrations of New Games! 

And that's only the Beginning! 

How Do You Join the Action?! 

o REGl~TER EARLYll 
Not only does this Save You Money, but you also get first crack 
at registering for our mind boggling array of games! 

o Participate as a Judge! 
Join the team of experts who run the featured events at GEN 
CON®/ORIGINS'" Game Fair, and challenge the best of 
Gamedom! 

o For More Information! 
Just fill out the Special Response Card in the canter of this 
catalog and mail it to GEN CON® Game Fair Headquarters. 

Come Join Us in the Gaming Event of the Decade! 
18-21 August 1988 MECCA Convention Center 

GEN CON is a registered service mark owned by TSR. Inc. 
ORIGINS is a service mark owned by the GAME MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION. 
C>1988 TSR, Inc. All Rights Reserved 

Milwaukee, WI 

GEN CON® Game Fair Headquarters 
P.0 .Box 756, Lake Geneva, WI 5314'7 

(414) 248-3625 



For Office Use Only 

QSN DATE 
REC'D: 

P.O.BOX 756, LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147 

OR CALL: USA 1-800-558-5977 
WI 1-414-248-3625 

ORDER 
NUMBER: 

- Complete an ORDER FORM before calling! -

MINIMUM ORDER SIZE = $15.00 

COMPLETED 
INIT./DATE: 

COMPUSERV? 0 
PHONE? 0 

- Answer the Challenge Today! -
ORDERED BY: 

Name (Please PRINT) Telephone No. 

SHIP TO: 

Name 

Street Address (Do not use a PO.Box No.) 

City State/Province 

Postal (ZIP) Code Country 

0 DISCOUNT NUMBER:-----------------

0 Library or School Purchase Requisition Enclosed. 

0 SPECIAL ORDERS: To order something not in our catalog - complete a 
separate ORDER FORM - fill out all the information you can and add the 
Manufacturer's Name. · 

PG# ITEM II NAME or DESCRIPTION PRICE EACH QTY TOTAL PRICE 

. 

SHIPPING & HANDLING FEES: (Based on Destination of Shipment) 
MERCHANDISE US APO CANADA AND FOREIGN AIRMAIL AIRMAIL AIRMAIL 

COST ANDFPO MEXICO SURFACE ZONE 11 ZONE 12 ZONE 13 

Up toS20 $300 S550 SS 50 s 7 50 $1000 $15 00 
$20 0110 $30 $400 S6 50 $6 50 $1000 $15 00 $22 50 
S30 01 10 S50 "50 $750 $7 50 $12.50 $20 00 $3000 
$50 01 10 $75 ssoo 15% ot Cost 15%ofCos1 25%ofCos1 45% of Cost 60%otCos1 

575.01 or more No Charge 15% of Cost 15% of Cost 25% olCost 45%ofCos1 60%01 Cost 

Surface mall rates are the same for all three zones 
ZONE 11 Central America The ZONE 12 Europe, North Air.ea. ZONE 13 Asia. Australia, lncha. 
Carribean & Coastal Islands South Amer.ca . & Unrled Kingdoms Indochina, Japan, MICI & South 

Afnca. Middle East New Zealand, 
Pacmc Islands USSR 

Did You Remember Your Special Bonus Offer? 

How Did You Get a Copy of Our Catalog? 
[l Unsolicited Mailing n From a Friend [' COMPUSERV 
[ Requested Catalog l At a Convention D ____ _ 

I , 

. 

1. SUBTOTAL 

2. - 10% of Subtotal for Qualified Discount 

3. - Any Credits or Special Bonus Discount 

4. MERCHANDISE COST SUBTOTAL 

5. + 5% Sales Tax (WI Residents Only) 

6. + Shipping & Handling Fee 

7. GRAND TOTAL 

Method of Payment: (US Funds Only!) 
Check Money Order AUTHORIZATION NO. 

D VISA D MASTERCAAD 

Card Holder's Name (Please PAINT) 

Credit Card Number Exp. Date 

Authorized Signature 
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1 P.0.BOX 756, LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147 

OR CALL: USA 1-800-558-5977 
WI 1-414-248-3625 

ORDER 
NUMBER: 

- Complete an ORDER FORM before calling! -

MINIMUM ORDER SIZE = $15.00 

COMPLETED 
INIT./DATE: 

COMPUSERV? 0 
PHONE? 0 

- Answer the Challenge Today! -

ORDERED BY: 

Name (Please PRINT) Telephone No. 

SHIP TO: 

Name 

Street Address (Do not use a P.O.Box No.) 

City State/Province 

Postal (ZIP) Code Country 

D DISCOUNT NUMBER:-----------------

O Library or School Purchase Requisition Enclosed. 

D SPECIAL ORDERS: To order something not in our catalog - complete a 
separate ORDER FORM · fill out all the information you can and add the 
Manufacturer's Name. 

PG# ITEM# NAME or DESCRIPTION PRICE EACH QTY TOTAL PRICE 

1. SUBTOTAL 
SHIPPING & HANDLING FEES: (Based on Destination of Shipment) 

2. - 10% of Subtotal for Qualified Discount MERCHANOISE U.S., APO CANAOA AND FOREIGN AIRMAIL AIRMAIL AIRMAIL 
COST ANOFPO MEXICO SURFACE ZONE 11 ZONE 12 ZONE 13 

3. - Any Credits or Special Bonus Discount 
Up10 S20 $3.00 $5.50 $5.50 $ 7.50 $10.00 $15.00 

$20.01 to $30 $400 $6.50 $6.50 $10.00 $15.00 $22.50 4. MERCHANDISE COST SUBTOTAL 
$30.01 to S50 $4 .50 $7 50 $7 50 $12.50 $2000 $30.00 
$50.01 to $75 $5.00 15% ol Cost 15% o!Cost 25%of Cost 45% of Cost 60% of Cost 5. + 5% Sales Tax (WI Residents Only) 

$75.01 or more No Charge 15% of Cost 15% of Cost 25%01 Cost 45% of Cost 60%ofCost 

Surface mail rates are the same for all three zones 
6. + Shipping & Handling Fee 

ZONE 11 ·. Central America, The ZONE 12: Europe, North Alrica, ZONE 13; Asla, Australia, India, 
7. GRAND TOTAL Carnbean & Coastal ls!ands Sooth America. & United Kingdoms Indochina, Japan, Mid & South 

Africa, Whddle East, New Zealand. 
Pacific Islands, USSR. 

Method of Payment: (US Funds Only!) 
0 Check 0 Money Order AUTHORIZATION NO. 

Did You Remember Your Special Bonus Offer? 
0 VISA 0 MASTERCARD 

Card Holder's Name (Please PRINT) 
How Did You Get a Copy of Our Catalog? 
0 Unsolicited Mailing 0 From a Friend 0 COMPUSERV 
D Requested Catalog 0 At a Convention 0 ____ _ Credit Card Number Exp. Date 

Authorized Signature 
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For Office Use Only 

OSN DATE 
AEC'D: 

P.O.BOX 756, LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147 

I OR CALL: USA 1-800-558-5977 
WI 1-414-248-3625 

ORDER 
NUMBER: 

- Complete an ORDER FORM before calling! -

MINIMUM ORDER SIZE = $15.00 

COMPLETED 
INIT./DATE: 

COMPUSEAV? 0 
PHONE? 0 

- Answer the Challenge Today! -

Name (Please PRINT) 

SHIP TO: 

Name 

Telephone No. 

Street Address (Do not use a P.O. Box No.) 

City State/Province 

Postal (ZIP) Code Country 

ORDERED BY: 

D DISCOUNT NUMBER:-----------------

D Library or School Purchase Requisition Enclosed. 

0 SPECIAL ORDERS: To order something not in our catalog - complete a 
separate ORDER FORM - fill out all the information you can and add the 
Manufacturer's Name. 

PG# ITEM# NAME or DESCRIPTION PRICE EACH QTY TOTAL PRICE 

-

SHIPPING & HANDLING FEES: (Based on Destination of Shipment) 
MERCHANDISE US .. APO CANADA AND FOREIGN AIRMAIL AIRMAIL AIRMAIL 

COST ANDFPO MEXICO SURFACE ZONE 11 ZONE 12 ZONE 13 

Upto$20 $3.00 $5.50 $5.50 $ 7.50 $10.00 $15.00 
$20 0110 $30 $4.00 $6.50 $6.50 $10.00 $15.00 $22.50 
$30.01 10 $50 $4.50 $7.50 $7.50 $12.50 $20.00 $30,00 
$50 01 10 $75 $5.00 15% of Cost 15%ofCost 25% ol Cost 45%o1Cost 60%ofCost 

$75.01 or more No Charge 15% ol Cost 15% o!Cos1 25%oj Cost 45% of Cost 60% o!Cost 

Surface mail ra1es are the same for all lhree zones. 
ZONE 11 : Central America, The ZONE 12: Europe, North Africa, ZONE 13: Asia, Australla, India, 
Carribean & Coastal Islands South Ameriea, & Uniled Kingdoms lndochlna, Japan. Mid & South 

Alnca. Middle East. New Zealand, 
Pacific Islands, USSR. 

Did You Remember Your Special Bonus Offer? 

How Did You Get a Copy of Our Catalog? 
0 Unsolicited Mailing 0 From a Friend 0 COMPUSERV 
0 Requested Catalog 0 At a Convention 0 ____ _ 

1. SUBTOTAL ' 

2. - 10% of Subtotal for Qualified Discount 

3. - Any Credits or Special Bonus Discount 

4. MERCHANDISE COST SUBTOTAL 

5. + 5% Sales Tax (WI Residents Only) 

6. + Shipping & Handling Fee 

7. GRAND TOTAL 

Method of Payment: (US Funds Only!) 
0 Check 0 Money Order AUTHORIZATION NO. 

0 VISA 0 MASTERCARD 

Card Holder's Name (Please PRINT) 

Credit Card Number Exp. Date 

Authorized Signature 
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For Office Use Only 

QSN 

MAIL TO: 

DATE 
REC'D; 

P.O.BOX 756, LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147 

OR CALL: USA 1-800-558-5977 
WI 1-414-248-3625 

ORDER 
NUMBER; 

- Complete an ORDER FORM before calling! -

MINIMUM ORDER SIZE = $15.00 

COMPLETED 
INIT./DATE: 

COMPUSERV? 0 
PHONE? 0 

- Answer the Challenge Today! -

Name (Please PRINT) 

SHIP TO: 

Name 

Telephone No. 

Street Address (Do not use a P.O. Box No.) 

City State/Province 

Postal (ZIP) Code Country 

ORDERED BY: 

0 DISCOUNT NUMBER;-----------------

0 Library or School Purchase Requisition Enclosed. 

0 SPECIAL ORDERS: To order something not in our catalog · complete a 
separate ORDER FORM · fill out all the information you can and add the 
Manufacturer's Name. 

PG# ITEM N NAME or DESCRIPTION PRICE EACH QTY TOTAL PRICE 

SHIPPING & HANDLING FEES: (Based on Destination of Shipment) 
MERCHANDISE US APO CANADA AND FOREIGN AIRMAIL AIRMAIL AIRMAIL 

COST ANDFPO MEXICO SURFACE ZONE 11 ZONE 12 ZONE 13 

Up to S20 $300 $5.50 $5.50 $ 7.50 $10.00 $1500 
S20 01 to S30 $4 00 $6.50 $6 50 $10.00 $15.00 $22 50 
$3001 10$50 $4 .50 $7 50 $7 50 $1250 $20.00 $3000 
SSO 01 to $75 $500 15% ot Cost 15"" of Cost 25%o1Cos1 45%of Cos1 60%o1Cost 

$75.01 or more No Charge 15%o1Cost 15~ of Cosl 25%of Cost 45%of Cost 60%o1Cost 

Surface mail rates are the same lor all three zones 
ZONE I 1 Cen!nU Amer tea, The ZONE 12- Europe, Nonh Afnca. ZONE 13 Asia, Australia, India. 
Carribean & Coastal Islands South Amenca, & Uni1ed Kingdoms Indochina, Japan, Mid & South 

Africa, Middle East. New Zealand, 
Pacific Islands, USSR 

Did You Remember Your Special Bonus Offer? 

How Did You Get a Copy of Our Catalog? 
D Unsolicited Mailing D From a Friend D COMPUSERV 
D Requested Catalog D At a Convention D ____ _ 

I 

1. SUBTOTAL 

2. - 100/o of Subtotal for Qualified Discount 

3. - Any Credits or Special Bonus Discount 

4. MERCHANDISE COST SUBTOTAL 

5. + 5% Sales Tax (WI Residents Only) 

6. + Shipping & Handling Fee 

7. GRAND TOTAL 

Method of Payment: (US Funds Only!) 
D Check D Money Order AUTHORIZATION NO. 
L. VISA D MASTERCARD 

Card Holder's Name (Please PRINT) 

Credit Card Number Exp. Date 

Authorized Signature 



The 

The RPGA"' Network is arr international organization of gaming enthusiasts ROLE 
PLAYING dedicated to excellence in role-playing games. If you're looking 

for Gamers who share your interest in role-playing 

GAME 
games, and if you want to know more about what's coming from TSR, 

Inc., join the RPGA Network. It was created just for you! And for about 

A Ssoclr A .. '.IONM the price ~f one game, you can enjoy all of 
H. J the following . .. 

Network 
As a member of the RPGA Network you will receive ••• 

An attractive RPGA Network pin. A 10% discount on all your gaming needs 
A Membership Certificate suitable for framing. from THE MAIL ORDER HOBBY SHOP Catalog. 
A 1-year subscription to POLYHEDRON"' Newszine. The opportunity to attend - and even run -
In each of the 6 bi-monthly issues of this exciting official RPGA Network tournaments at local 
32-page news-magazine you will be able to conventions and be recognized for your talents 
exchange ideas with other members, get updates worldwide. 
on RPGA Network meetings and activities, and Information on how to start your own local 
read exclusive illustrated articles about your favorite RPGA Network club. 
role-playing games. - An Identification Card with your membership 
information about how you can participate in RAVENS number and player and judge rankings. 
BLUFP", the Living City, a major RPGA Network project. 

THIS APPUCATION ALLOWS YOU ro TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE FOLLOWING RATES (U.S. FUNDS ONLY) UNTIL JUNE 30, 1988: 
PLAN 1: $12 Basic 1 year membership, sent to a U.S. address. 
PLAN 2: $36 Optional 1 year U.S. membership, PLUS 1 year subscription to DRAGON Magazine 

(12 issues), a total value of $42. (not available to members outside the U.S.) 
PLAN 3: $20 Basic 1 year membership, sent to a Canadian address. 
PLAN 4: $25 Basic 1 year membership, sent to an overseas address by Surface Mail. 
PLAN 5: $45 Basic 1 year membership, sent to an overseas address by Air Mail. 

I want to 1·01·n' Rush me my membersh.ip kit now! I have checked below the type of membership I desire, 
• as well as how I am paying my dues. 

r NEW MEMBERSHIP D RENEWAL of N ----- D RE-OPEN EXPIRED MEMBERSHIP N ____ _ 

Check type of membership: Check to indicate choice of payment: (Please type or print clearly In Ink.) 

D PLAN 1 

D PLAN 3 

D PLAN 5 

D PLAN 2 

D PLAN 4 
D 
D 
D 

Check (Payable to: "RPGA Network" in the amount of$ 
Money-order (Payable to: "RPGA Network" in the amount of$ 
Credit Card (please complete box below) 

Please list your favorite games and note 
Credit Card # Exp. Date whether you are a player or game master for 

each system: D VISA 
Signature 

Name 
Address 
City 
State/Prov. 
Country 

Day: 
Evening: 

D MasterCard 
Today's Date 

Postal Code __ 

Area Code 
Area Code 

Phone 
Phone __ _ 

Year of Birth 

All p•ym•nls must b• In U.S. 
Funds. Offers •nd dues subject lo 

ch•n11• wllhoul nollca. Your 
membership kll w/11 •mve In I lo I 

weeks. W•lch for Ill 

Mail to: RPGA"' Network, P.O. Box 97809, Chicago, IL 60678-7809 

ROLE PLAYING GAME ASSOCIATION, RPGA, POLYHEDRON, and RAVENS BLUFF are 
trademarks owned by TSR, Inc. 
c19ss TSR, Inc. All Rights Reserved 



Get ready to expenrnce the' a\t \cope 
and '"eep111g p<mn nl the greatest 'pace 
lantaw of all time! You take the part of a 
d1aracter in the Siar WarJ uni\'me. i;m1g
gl111g again"t the o\\'Csome might of the 
e' 11 galacuc Empire . You Oy fa\ter-than
light 'pacecraft. trade bla<;tcr Ore \\'ith Im
perial \lormtrnoper'i. fight light saber 
duel\. and tap the lll)'\tic Force '' hich 
b111th all II\ mg thing' together. creating 
\'Ou r O\\ n S1ar \'\im \c.lga as you play! 

A Game For Roleplaying 
Siar Wa/J: The Roleplaying Game helps you 

create and pla) a character'' ho Ots in Star 
ittm. \\1u choose a character " template" 

Imm a liq of 24 (the Smuggler. the Boun
ty Hunter. thl' Wook1ce. the M111or Jcdi . 
and other\) and CU\tomi1c it a' you'' J\h . 
\(lUI template tells \'OU \\'hat )'OU can do 
111 the game. and ho\\ \our charaucr 
thinks and ream to others. 

W11h the gamema\ter. you drnde on 
\'Our character\ pa,t lmtory and ho" he 
met the other player ch·aracter-,. Then 
you 're ready to begin - to fight the Em
pire and \a\e the galaxy 1 

A Game That Helps Gamemasters 

One per'ion act\ a' the gamema,ter. a 
· d1reuor." He e\tabli,hc' the plot de
\Cribcs \CCne\. and make' "ure e\ erynne 
lollo\\"> the rule'i. Star ¥1.tm: The Roleplay
ing Game i\ filled 'with guidelinl'\ and ex-

Star Wars: The Roleplaying Game WES40001 
144-page hardcom book 16 full-color page\ S14.95 . Players enter 1he Star i<.l:lrs famas\ 1111h 
1h1s roleplaying mas1erp1ece Includes an introducuon 10 roleplaying J \Olitaire adm1ture caw
to-read rules. and a complete action-packed adl'enture 

ample\ lor l1rn\ to l'\tablish the right tone. 
run \ull\I) mg ad\llltUrl'\. and 1rnent your 
o\\ n plot\ and \torie\. A complete fiN 
ad,rnture is prm ided it include" \cript 
sitb" "h1d1 plunge pla\'L'f\ right into the 
acuon (an i1111m at1on 111 roleplarn1g game 
tks1gn) 

Simple and Sophisticated 
In Star Wa/J: The Roleplaying Game. you ·11 

fmd elegant rub. easy introduction for 
no\ ice\ complctene<;s. inno,·ative game 
tb1gn feature-,. and encouragement of 
true roleplaymg for old hand . The 
greatest space fantasy saga of all time 
become\ the grcatrn <;pace fantasy game 
of all umc - this fall. in a galaxy near 
you. 

The Star Wars Sourcebook WES40002 
144-page hardcol'er book. 2-color; throughout $14. 95 Contain' de1aikd illu,tra11om de,rnp-
1ions and stat1st1cs of starihips. 1eh1cles. weapons. dro1ds. and aliens dra11 n from 1he Star Wars 
moms. and with instructions on ho11 io use 1hesr in 1he roleplay1ng game. 
A must for any Star Wars fan's collection. 

Star Warriors Battle Ship Boardgame WES40201 
Fast-pJced \tmh1p combat boardgame $19 95. Starih1p-1<H1mh1p combat in 1hc Star \~'11'1 
un11me! Player; baule each other piloting Rebel auack spamrafl and dcJdly lmprnal TIF 
lighters Includes full -color map. rules book. 180 full -color playing p1cm. ship \lJI \heel'. rnm 
bjl acuon chart . meteor 'S1ar DNroyer cut-ou1s. and six 6-sided dice Can he u'ed 1111h St11r i<.<irs· 
The Roleplaying Game. or played alone 
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OINTHE 
ILD HUNT. 

You know who we are - we're the greatest role-playing games 
and module magazines in the world. If you need adventure, 

only DRAGON® Magazine and DUNGEON™ Adventures can give 
you the adventure you need, all year long. Ready your magic, 

nock your bow, and go on a quest you'll never forget. 

See the suh~cription card tor 01\AGUi\'' '.1-tagazine, OllNGEO'J .. Adventures, and Ai\lt\ZING' Stori<'s 
in thi~ ratalog, and order a year's worth or e .\.citement and adn•nture. 

DRAGON. DUNGEON and AMAZING are lrademarks ot TSR. Inc 1987 TSR. Inc All Rights Reserved 
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SPY RING"' SCENARIO 
TSR3521 $19.95 

A PARTYZONE"' party-in-a-box game. A mystery 
game fqr party mixing, includes invitations, 
decorations and several party activities. Guests 
assume the roles of secret agents and try to 
determine the identity and missions of their 
counterparts. Two complete scenarios. 

THE INHERITANCE'"SCENARIO 
TSR3522 $19.95 

A PARTYZONE~ party-in-a-box game. Includes 
invitations, decorations and several party activities. 
Guests assume the roles of grieving relatives at the 
reading of a last will for a dearly departed uncle. But 
it seems someone murdered him. Two complete 
rounds. 

THE KNAVE OF HEARTS"' SCENARIO 
TSR3523 $19.95 

A PARTYZONE~ party-in-a-box game. Includes 
invitations, decorations and several party activities. 
Guests play the parts of society near-do-wells at an 
engagement party. Hidden scandals and an unknown 
jewel thief wait to be uncovered. 

You can buy new sets of all the disposable 
items of your PARTYZONE"' party-in-a-box 
game, so that you can live the experience 
again and again! 

SPY RING"' REFILL PACK 
TSR3521 R $5.50 
THE INHERITANCE'" REFILL PACK 
TSR3522R $5.50 
KNAVE OF HEARTS'" REFILL PACK 
TSR3523R $5.50 

Orient Express 
JUS9801 $18.95 

You have been invited to be guests at a party on the 
famous Orient Express train , but you never 
suspected the invitation was to murder! Shots ring 
out and one of the guests is found murdered. Only 
the cleverest will solve this dastardly crime in this 
exciting party mystery. 
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The Twelfth Night Murder 
JUS8305 $16.95 

One of the regulars of the Last Chance Mission just 
couldn't get into the holiday spirit. Early on the 
morning of December 26th, this person garroted 
mission "resident" John Lancaster. Was it the 
flamboyant " Reverend" Bobby Wilson or the 
eccentric Pigeon Annie. Perhaps punkrocker Billy 
Bedlam or Wilson's faithful assistant, Holly Farr, did 
the deed. Maybe Shopping Bag Mary or the 
mysterious Luther Dibdahl was the culprit. Cast 
yourself and your friends as these characters and 
learn the answer with this party mystery. 

DR. RUTH's Game of GOOD SEX 
VIC31000 $24.95 

Dr. Ruth is known for her frank answers to questions 
on sexuality. Now the good doctor's quick wit and 
honest advice is a fun boardgame for adults. You 
must collect the most Arousal points for victory by 
answering questions about common mylhs and 
problems in relations. 

PLAYBOY* Game of Elegant Lifestyles 
VIC31001 $24.95 

Entertainment for GrownUpsl 
Live the life of the rich and famous! Be the first to 
gain personal satisfaction by finding romance and 
gaining the right possessions to fulfil! your life . But 
first you must learn to master yourself to survive in 
the fastlane. 
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Murder at the Mission 
JUS8304 

~ _t-::..--

$16.95 

As a Shakespearean comedy was being performed 
on an off- Broadway stage, a real-life tragedy was 
acted out backstage. Bit player Barry Wine was 
murdered while he sat in his dressing cubicle. With a 
suspect list which includes· a wealthy producer, an 
overly ambitious director, a talented costume 
designer, and five actors (some of which are legends 
in their own minds), finding the murderer amongst 
them should produce a whole new play. There is no 
better place for this opening night than your own 
living room with this baffling party mystery game! 

A Question of SCRUPLES* Game 
MB4619 $19.95 

Would you glance through your mate 's personal 
address book? Would you pose nude in a national 
magazine for $10,000? Get ready for questions like 
these and more in SCRUPLES• , the game of moral 
dilemmas! You'll do some interesting soul searching 
and clever character assessing to find out things you 
never knew about yourself and your friends! 
Anticipate the most likely answer and shrewdly give 
an opposite reply! But be prepared to defend your 
answer and even face a jury vote if you liel 
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Action Games! 

FEED MEI• Action Game 
MB4731 $15.00 

An insatiable (wo)man-eatlng plant is looking for 
food! Who has the courage to face this botanical 
beast that loves to bite the hand that feeds it? Only a 
steady hand and a bit of luck will let you survive as 
your friends get nibbled and munched! 

HIGH SPY 
TSR8280 $2.95 

Making the roster of the crack U.S. Olympic LAZER 
TAG• team is only the start of the excitement, as the 
reader finds himself catapulted into a story of danger 
and intrigue in the fast-paced world of interstellar 
espionage I 

DANGER, SECOND HAND 
TSR8281 $2.95 

As the recipient of the Most Valuable Player trophy 
for last year, the reader finds his character embroiled 
in a twisted adventure, when your team suffers 
repeated defeats at the hands of a team you easily 
beat in the past. 

INVISIBLE RIVAL 
TSR8282 $2.95 

When their arch-rivals fail to show at an interstellar 
meet, the Olympic LAZER TAG• team is accused of 
foul play. Barred from competition, only the reader 
can ferret out who is behind this frame up. 

THE GALACTIC GAMES 
TSR8283 $2.95 

At last, the Olympic LAZER TAG· team has made it 
to the ultimate competition - The Galactic Games! 
But the game against an alien race is more intense 
then any they've ever played, for galactic peace 
hinges on their victory! 
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LAZER TAG* Live Action Games 
TSR8050 $7.95 

Now the hottest-selling toy for 1987 has its own 
special book of games from TSR to meet the 
incredible demand that is sweeping the nation. This 
game book has been prepared with dozens of team 
and individual games, plus safety rules and gaming 
tips. A 96-page booklet. 

LAZER TAG* Tournaments 
TSR8053 $7.95 

Now players can create and run their very own 
LAZER TAG· tournaments with this official 
Tournament Book. Rules for single competitions and 
team play are provided so players can practice at 
home. Includes the official rules at national collegiate 
tournaments. 

TORPEDO RUN• FLOOR BATTLES 
MB4740 $25.00 

You're the Admiral in this fierce naval battle! Load 
your torpedoes in your submarine and take aim at 
the target zones of the enemy's ships. A direct hit 
causes the target to actually explode! Can you sink 
all the foe's fleet before he steams off the board? 
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WIZARD'S CROWN• - for Apple II 
SSI02-All $39.95 

Guide a valiant band of adventurers on a perilous 
quest to recover the precious WIZARD'S CROWN. 
Usurped by the traitor Tarman, it lies hidden behind 
spellwoven walls in the ruins of Arghan. Create your 
own band of eight heroes to take up the challenge -
each with its own unique strengths and weaknesses. 
Features two forms of combat, a quick computer run 
battle and one of the most detailed tactical battle 
systems available in computer games today. 

WIZARD'S CROWN• - for ATARI ST 
SSI02-ST $39.95 

SILENT SERVICE• - Commodore 64/128 
MCP01-C64 $34.95 

A superb game of submarine warfare in the Pacific 
Ocean. Highly detailed graphics depict all gauges, 
damage control , periscope views and location 
simulation in beautiful color. A very intense game of 
cat and mouse, almost like joining the navy for a tour 
of duty. 

SILENT SERVICE• - for ATARI ST 
MCP01 -ST 

SILENT SERVICE• - for APPLE II 
MCP01-All 

$3!h95 

$34.95 

PHANTASIE• I - for APPLE II 
SSI01-All $39.95 

A multiple character adventure, PHANTASIE• the 
game takes you to the medieval isle of Gel nor to 
search the lands for the Nine Rings needed to defeat 
the Dark Lord and his evil minions. Presents graphic 
terrains, mazes, puzzles, a large variety of spells and 
magic items. Characters grow during the adventure 
by gaining experience and battling monsters. 
Beautiful graphics and a spellbinding story launch 
you into a magical realm. 

PHANTASIE• I - for ATARI ST 
SSI01-ST $39.95 

REALMS of DARKNESS• - for APPLE II 
SSl10961 $39.95 

The Gateway to a new realm of fantasy is about to 
open. The party of heroes must undertake seven 
legendary tasks to defeat the REALMS OF 
DARKNESS. 

COMPUTER GAMES 

ROADWAR 2000• - for APPLE II 
SSl20-All $39.95 

In the year 2000, warfare has ripped apart the fabric 
of American civilization. Cities have become gang 
prizes, while highways have become battlefields. As 
a patriotic leader of a road gang you are asked by 
the remnants of the Federal Government to locate 
eight scientists and return them to a secret 
underground lab to develop a cure for the dread virus 
which plagues the land . ROADWAR 2000~ is an 
exciting solitaire game with constantly changing 
challenges and foes. 

ROADWAR 2000• - for ATARI ST 
SSl20-ST $39.95 

SIMULATION• SOFTWARE 

GUNSHIP• - for Commodore 641128 
MCP02-C64 $34.95 

The 21st Century Warrior: Apache GUNSHIP~ Attack 
Helicopter is fierce and elusive, like its namesake. It 
is capable of destroying tanks, infantry and hostile 
aircraft with its wide array of armaments. The 
exciting 3D graphics put you in the pilot's seat to 
challenge the enemy and yourself with this 
extraordinary simulation. 

GUNSHIP• - for ATARI ST 
MCP02-ST 

GUNSHIP• - for APPLE II 
MCP02-All 
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CHILDREN GAMES 

FANTASY FOREST~ GAME 
TSR1014 $10.00 

A child 's first fantasy game. Journey through the 
Fantasy Forest in an effort to be the first to reach the 
wise old wizard 's castle to win . There are plenty of 
shortcuts and hazards to make the trip interesting. 
Helps teach basic counting and color skills. Rules 
are easily learned 

DUNGEON! GAME 
TSR1010 $10.00 

A classic boardgame version of fantasy role playing. 
You assume the role of one of eight characters and 
then venture into the Dungeonl to slay monsters and 
capture their treasure. Fast, fun and unpredictable. 

QUEST FOR THE DUNGEONMASTER® 
GAME 
TSR1016 $10.00 

Play your favorite character from the DUNGEONS & 
DRAGONS"' Cartoon show and be the first to rescue 
the DUNGEON MASTER'"from WARDUKE'"Evil 
Fighter. Special shortcuts for each character and 
plenty of obstacles gives everyone an equal chance. 

WORD GAMES--~~~~~-
UPWORDS* A 3-Dimensional Word Gamel 
MB4312 $13.00 

How do You stack up to a 3-D word challenge? 
Players go for the most points by building layers 
upon layers of crosswords. New words are formed by 
stacking one or more new letters atop existing words. 
The more tiles piled up, the higher the scorel A 
sturdy plastic tray keeps all the fitted tiles in place. 

JITTERS* Word Game 
MB4711 $12.00 

The wicked word game that can turn any calm and 
collected person into a frantic, exasperated shelll It's 
enough to make anybody crazyl The challenge is to 
roll 12 letter dice and to try to complete different 
crossword patterns on cards for points. Complete as 
many cards as you wish in a 90-second turn , but if 
time runs out while you 're playing, your score is zerol 

CROSSCHECK'" Crossword Challenge 
Gamel 
TSR1018 $14.95 

The ultimate challenge for crossword, trivia and word 
game fans! If you answer the crossword question 
correctly write the answer onto the eraseable 
gameboard. The first one to create an unbroken 
chain of crosswords from their starting line to their 
homebase winsl 

BALI• , A Word Card Game 
AVA9700 $6.00 

For those who love word games, and for those who 
love card games - BALI is both ! The object is to 
build the longest word. Exciting even as a solitaire 
game! 

OD •, A Game of Skill & Chance 
AVA6360 $8.00 

A unique blend of skill and chance. This family game 
is readily learned in minutes, but it can take years to 
master. When you play the Thief or Assassin or 
numerous other special cards is as much a result of 
skill as chance. A typical game lasts 30 minutes. 
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YAHTZEE* Dice Game 
MBE950 $6.00 

Great Shakes, It's YAHTZEE· , your favorite game of 
luck and strategy! This is the can' t-stop-playing game 
for any occasion! Build different combinations of the 
five dice to capture the most points. Get five of a kind 
and you've got. .. Yahtzee! Excellent for parties! 

Yahtzee* Score Pads 
MBE6100 $2.50 

Here is the official, easy way to keep YAHTZEE· 
scores with these pads of score scoresheets. 

TRIPLE YAHTZEE* Dice Game 
MBE928 $7.00 

Three times the challenge, three times the fun! This 
triple strategy dice game is sure to keep you on your 
toesl With a luxurious flocked tray it's even more fun 
playing this enthralling game that is sure to be a 
family favoritel 

Triple Yahtzee • Score Pads 
MBE4100 $2.50 

The official score pads no TRIPLE YAHTZEE· game 
can do without! 

PIG MANIA 
RPP01 $7.95 

Just the thing for a quiet evening of relaxation , get 
out this game and throw the pigs! For the zany, silly 
and fun-at-heart. Strive for tricky throws like a 
razorback or snouter or double leaning jowler, before 
you pig out! But beware, too much care and you can 
wind up makin' bacon and lose all your points. First 
to reach 100 wins. 

ILLUMINATI* Cardgame of Conspiracy 
JAC1108 $6.95 

ILLUMINATI is a game of world conquest .. not by 
guns and missiles, but by stealth and guile. Each 
player controls a cabal of the llluminati-" secret 
masters" struggling to dominate the world . As they 
take over group after group, the llluminati expand 
their wealth and power. No ploy is too devious, no 
stratagem too low, as the llluminati scheme and fight 
for ultimate control in this zany card game. 

ILLUMINATI* Expansion Set 111 
JAC7104 $5.95 

If you liked the original llluminati . . you 'll love this 
expansion set. Now you can deal with the Pentagon, 
the Phone Phreaks, the Flat Earthers, and the Video 
Games . . set up a Swiss Bank Account, or unleash 
a Senate Investigating Committee on your foes ... 
and face the dreaded new llluminati group, the 
Society of Assassins! 

DICE & CARD GAMES 

DEUCE* Card Game 
MB4512 

-

$4.50 

The can't-play-it-often-enough card game that 
combines quick play action with deft strategy! 
Players match the card pairs around the gameboard, 
either by number or color. See if you can play the last 
card in your hand to give the piles in front of you the 
highest point value. Collect the most points to win. 
Twice as much fun as any other card game! 

RACK-0* Card Game 
MB4765 $7.95 

An easy-to-learn, fast moving family card game. 
Each player inserts 10 cards into the slots in his 
plastic rack as they are dealt. Then by drawing and 
discarding, players try to line up the cards in the rack 
in numerical order from low to high. The first to 
succeed yells "RACK-0!" 
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NUCLEAR ESCALATION* Cardgame 
FL Y6003 $14.95 

NUCLEAR ESCALATION is a comical card game of 
nuclear confrontation involving nervous world powers 
and jittery diplomats. Everyone iockeys for 
domination (in self defense, of course!), using 
propaganda, espionage, and meanwhile building 
space platforms (for peaceful purposes, of course!) . 
Diplomacy inevitably fails , and the missiles start 
flying! 

NUCLEAR WAR*/4TH EDITION 
FLY6001 $14.95 

A humorous card game with a tongue-in-cheek view 
of international diplomacy, propaganda, and finally: 
holocaust! Two to six players engage in touchy 
negotiations until a warmonger pushes the button! 
This hilarious card game is easy to learn and fast to 
play. But watch out: if everyone is wiped 
out-nobody wins! 

ILLUMINATI * Expansion Set II 2 
JAC7105 $5.95 

llluminati-the game of conspiracy-lets you do your 
best to take over the world . Expansion Set 1 took you 
deeper into the tangled webs of intrigue. Now, for the 
truly illuminated ... the Nuclear Power Companies! 
Trekkies! Preppiesl Secrets Man was not meant to 
know! 

ILLUMINATI * Expansion Set II 3 
JAC7115 $4.95 

Before, you wanted power for its own sake. Now 
you 're after something more. The whole world is your 
plaything! Brainwashing twists the emotions 
Propaganda warps weak and impressionable minds. 
Make the C.l.A. Communist! The Punk Rockers 
Straight! The Moral Minority liberal! Make the whole 
world more Criminal , or Conservative, or Weird 
whatever it takes to control the world. 



Mini Games 

ICEBERGS"' Minigame 
TSR4007 $2.95 

Race to high adventure through icy arctic seas. 
Captain a ship through frozen waters to be the first to 
win the race for oil. You must navigate around 
treacherous ice floes and icebergs to win the battle 

Travel YAHTZEE 0 Dice Game 
MBE2402 $5.75 

Here is a compact version of America's favorite dice 
game. Perfect for taking with you as you travel or 
playing on the road. Unique dice case lets you roll 
the dice without ever losing them! 

Travel BATTLESHIP• Strategy Game 
MB4419 $8.00 

Compact version of the all-time classic strategy 
game. See ii you can locate your foe's hidden fleet! 
Self-contained loldup trays let players enioy game 
anywhere, anytimel 

REMEMBER THE ALAMO"' Minigame 
TSR4001 $2.95 

Relive the battle at the Alamo with famous frontier 
heroes. A last and furious game of the final Mexican 
assault on the Alamo. 

VAMPYRE"' Minigame 
TSR4002 $2.95 

Each player is a fearless vampire hunter seeking to 
hunt down and destroy the legendary Count. But it 
requires bravery and risks to overcome the perils. 

REVOLT ON ANTARES® Minigame 
TSR4003 $2.95 

Antares 9 boils with unrest and intrigue! The seven 
ruling families feud to control each other and vital 
resources. Special artilacts can swing the balance of 
power. 

THEY'VE INVADED PLEASANTVILLE® 
Minigame 
TSR4005 $2.95 

A game of alien infiltration. Something strange is 
happening in the peaceful village of Pleasantville. 
Neighbors are changing, becoming cold and distant. 
Can mankind discover and destroy the ghastly other 
world menace before it's too late? 

SAGA® Minigame 
TSR4006 $2.95 

Join the ranks of legend. Take up the mantle of 
heroism in an age of fantasy. Defeat foul creatures, 
win fabulous treasures and rule great kingdoms to 
win glory and lame. 

ATTACK FORCE® Minigame 
TSR4009 $2.95 

Starfighters stalk the planet killing Novaship of the 
evil empire. Only a desperate raid to find the 
Novaship's weakness stands between it and the final 
destruction of your home! 

OGRE* Game of Robotic Tank Warfare 
JAC1106 $5.95 

OGRE• is a tactical ground combat game set in the 
next century. In 2085 A.O., armored warfare 
continues-faster and deadlier than ever. Hovercraft, 
tanks, and infantry slug it out with tactical nuclear 
devices. But the most feared weapon of all needs no 
human guidance. It's the giant cybernetic tank called 
the Ogre. 

G.E.V. • Future War Combat 
JAC1107 $5.95 

In the year 2085, a tank duel lasts only seconds. An 
entire battle ends m minutes. Nuke-firing infantrymen 
dodge across the battleground in powered suits, swift 
tanks and all-terrain hovercraft form the core of 
deadly armor units. Only a direct hit will destroy them 
... a miss may stun the crew, but their machine will 
keep trying to kill youl 

New vehicles, terrain and scenarios for OGRE· 1 
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VIKING GODS® Minigame 
TSR4008 $2.95 

It is foretold in Norse legends that the world will end 
in a mighty battle of good vs. evil in a conflict called 
RAGNAROKI Now you can take part in this last 
glorious battle to help good win out. 

SHOCKWAVE 0
: An OGRE• Expansion 

JAC7201 $4.95 

The elite armored forces have entered the fray! Here 
are new units, twelve scenarios, over 200 counters 
and a full color map for use with OGRE • and G.E.V. • 

BATTLESUIT 0
: Powered Armor Combat 

Game 
JAC1109 $5.95 

This sequel to the award winning OGRE' game 
introduces man-to-man combat in deadly powered 
armor BattleSuits. Now the solitary man can make a 
difference in a world of robot tanks and highspeed 
armored ground vehicles. 

The OGRE• Book, Vol. I 
JAC3201 $5.95 

The first book of strategy tips and new scenarios in 
the grim future world of the OGREI 

Travel OTHELLO* Challenging Game 
MB4713 $5.75 

Now take the strategy challenges of OTHELLO· 
along on any trip , to a show, wherever you gol 
Outflank your opponent's disks to flip them over to 
your color and capture the board. Ridged playing 
surface and built-in storage drawers. 

Travel CONNECT FOUR* Game 
MB4313 $6.00 

Here is a miniature version of Milton Bradley's 
longtime best-seller. Stack 'em high, or spread 'em 
low; you win with lour in a rowl Self contained tray 
stores chips safely and securely. 



CHECKERS And 5 Other Games 
MB4140 $3.00 

Here is the traditional boardgame of draughts. Are 
you clever enough to know when to sacrifice and 
when to protect your pieces in order to capture 
victory? Also includes rules for five other games. 

CHINESE CHECKERS 
MB4301 $3.50 

This traditional four player strategic game of 
movement pits you against your opponents in a race 
to move all your pieces from your home base to your 
opponent's side. Can you take advantage of swift 
movement by leapfrogging over your own and your 
opponent's pieces. 

CHESS, CHECKERS With Backgammon & 
Acey Deucy 
MB4141 $6.00 

Here are four games in one, checkers, chess and a 
backprinted board that lets you also play 
backgammon and acey-deucy! More value for the 
buck! 

CHASE'" Game 
TSR1030 $12.95 

New! The Game of Changing Strategies! 

An award-winning strategy game for two that will 
provide hours of fun for young and old alike. A new 
classic in the making . Better than checkers, with 
varying levels of play It can be more challenging than 
PENTEN. Listed in OMNI TOP 10 GAMES and 
GAMES 100. 

CONNECT FOUR* Stacking Game 
MB4430 $12.00 

An absorbing and challenging game of vertical 
strategy. Easy to learn rules . Each player tries to 
build a row of four playing pieces in a standing frame 
- horizontally, vertically or diagonally - while 
preventing his opponent from doing the same. Play is 
fast and furious, and once someone wins the game 
resets with a flip of the wrist for another round! 

OTHELLO* Strategy Game 
MB4656 $14.95 

A minuta to learn ... A lifetime to master! The classic 
game of challenges and risks that sets you to 
outflank your opponent's disks. Surround an 
opponent's disks and yolf capture them and change 
them to your color. Can you decide when to capture 
and when to sacrifice? 
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ABSTRACT 
STRATEGY 

CHESS, A Classic Strategy Game 
MB4735 $4.50 

Here is the classic game of strategy pitting two royal 
courts against each other for control of the board by 
capturing the opponent's king. Features authentic 
Staunton design Chessmen. 

BACKGAMMON and Acey-Deucy 
MB4319 $3.75 

Ready for a race to the finish. This traditional game 
balances chance and strategy for a challenging race 
to be the first to move all your pieces from one end of 
the board to the other while delaying your opponent. 
Also includes rules for Acey-Deucy. 



FAMILY GAMES 

The Game of LIFE*, A Family Game 
MB4000 $15.00 

Be a winner at THE GAME OF LIFE! Just spin the 
Wheel of Fate and off you go in your own car to face 
life's many ups and downs. Find a job, make money 
(maybe), get married, have children! Take a chance, 
find romance! Win a bundle or wind up with nothing! 
All this and more awaits you in THE GAME OF 
LIFE• . 

SCOTLAND YARD* Detective Game 
MB4500 $16.00 

Dodge and race, corner and chase through the 
twisted streets and subways of London in this 
detective game! One player is the mysterious Mr. X 
trying to evade the team of detectives. Characters 
travel by bus, taxi and subway trying to corner the 
master criminal before he can make his escape! 

WIN, LOSE OR DRAW* Family Game 
MB4710 $19.95 

Join Bert Reynolds in this exciting home version of 
his new TV game show! The challenge in WIN, LOSE 
OR DRAW is to draw pictures that describe 
expressions or things for the other players to guess, 
in a form of picture charades. Thus a drawing of a 
hammer driving a nail might stand for " Hitting the 
Nall on the Head." The rules are as easy as pie and 
playing is as much fun as a barrel of monkeys! 

THUNDER ROAD* Highway Combat 
MB4707 $15.00 

Drive to survive on the never-ending road! Ram or 
shoot at opponent's cars or launch aerial assaults 
from your helicopter. Can you stay ahead of the 
vanishing road, or will you be left behind in the dust? 
After all, there can only be one survivor on this glory 
road! 

WHATZIT?* Mind Puzzler Game 
MB4703 $22.25 

Here's the game that all Europe is talking about!! 
WHATZIT' is the blockbuster game that teases your 
brain, keeps you on your toes and is lots of fun ! Can 
you guess one of the zany WHATZIT' Picture 
Riddles for a chance to advance on the gameboard? 
Quickly, quickly before your opponents beat you to 
the punch and leave you high and dry! 
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CHEERS® GAME 
TSR1028 $19.95 

Now the Emmy award-winning NBC-TV show is a 
fun-filled boardgame. A game of zany notes and 
quotes, and bar balancing olympics. Fun for the 
entire family. 

PERRY MASON• Courtroom Suspense 
Game 
TSR1029 $19.95 

The police say Its . . . Murder! Compete with up to 4 
players as TV's greatest criminal lawyer. Call 
witnesses, conduct corss examinations or object to 
your oponent's questions. But gathering clues you 
must discover the real murderer and reveal him or 
her on the stand! 

RAIL BARON Game 
AVAGA295 $15.00 

An award winning,game of railroad monopolies. Buy 
and sell rail lines to build an empire greater than your 
competitors. Recaptures the flavor of railroadlng's 
heyday, and just plain fun for the fan of fast and 
furious gaming. 

THE BROADWAY"' GAME 
TSR1027 $19.95 

Find fame and fortune on the Great White Way! The 
hottest property acquisition game ever! Buy stock in 
an untried script and try to parlay that into becoming 
a bigtime Broadway producer. Game plays to 
completion in 2 to 4 hours tops. 

CROSSCHECK"' GAME 
TSR1018 $12.95 

The ultimate challenge for crossword, trivia and 
wordgame fans. Be the first to form an unbroken 
chain of words from your color starting zone to the 
finish box. Erasable board, easily cleaned and 
reused. 

TWIXT 
AVAGA110 $21 .00 

Build an unbmken chain of linked pegs from one side 
of the board to the other In this delightfully devious, 
chesslike game of move and countermove. 

ACQUIRE 
AVAGA140 $21 .00 

This awesome game of hotel investment and 
business merges to form the greatest chain of hotels 
has a simplicity of play that belies the serious 
strategy and business acumen that is called for to 
capture an elusive victory. 

TV WARS 
AVA6365 $24.00 

Enter the wheeling and dealing world on television 
networks. This game spoofs the rating ratrace 
pursued by the networks to get to the top of the 
primetime rating heap. What shows will be this 
seasons new hits - the Clone Ranger, the Merry 
Smiler Show, or All in the Family Way? Outbid your 
competition for top stars! A fast-paced battle of wits 
and luck to out guess audience reaction arid gain the 
greatest share of the TV audience. 
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GAMEMASTERS*GAMES 
AXIS & ALLIES* World War II Game 
MB4423 $28.00 

The Time: Spring 1942. The Place: The World at War. 
The Challenge: Mobilize your country, command 
your forces, and attack the enemy by land, sea and 
air. Partners team up on two sides, buying 
armaments that have different prices, capabilities 
and vulnerabilities. The object is to occupy the 
enemy's capital cities and receive the most credit for 
victory. Over 250 plastic figures, play money and 
storage trays. 

SHOGUN* Feudal Combat Game 
MB4720 $28.00 

The Time: 16th Century. The Place: Feudal Japan at 
War. The Challenge: Command an army of samurai 
warriors, battle for provincial control, and become the 
warlord Shogun! Experience the line honed 
discipline of ancient Japanese warfare as you try to 
outwit your opponents in a ruthless game for 
territorial supremacy. Only brilliant strategy and 
innovation will capture the victory. Over 300 plastic 
figures, plus 5 katana - the swords of the samurai! 

FORTRESS AMERICA*, The United States 
Under Attack 
MB4624 $28.00 

The Time: The 21st Century. The Place: The United 
States of America. The Challenge: Wage modern 
warfare to attack or defend U.S. cities and territory. 
Build your control over the battlefield with supersonic 
bombers and laser complexes while coping with 
partisans popping up behind enemy lines. The object 
is to repel all the invaders or to conquer the U.S. and 
eliminate your rivals. Over 300 plastic figures, plus 
cards and storage trays. 

STRATEGO* Battlefield Strategy 
MB4916 $14.00 

The most fascinating two player game since Chess. 
The object of STRATEGQ• is to outwit your foe and 
capture his Flag. Each piece has a military rank 
printed on one side, ranging from sinister spy to a 
field marshal! , but your opponent never knows which 
is which! 

BATTLESHIP* Naval Strategy Game 
MB4730 $14.00 

In this all-time classic, players command their own 
fleet of authentic-looking plastic ships that range 
from an aircraft carrier to a submarine. The object is 
to sink all of the opponent's ships by firing salvos of 
shots and calling out the strike zone. Colorlul pegs 
are used to mark hits and misses. BATILESHIP is 
easy to learn and each time played is excitingly 
different. 

Travel BATTLESHIP* Strategy Game 
MB4419 $8.00 

Compact version of the all-time classic strategy 
game. See ii you can locate your foe 's hidden fleet! 
Sell-contained loldup trays let players enjoy game 
anywhere, anytimel 

ONSLAUGHT"' Lightning Strategy Game 
TSR3021 $19.95 

0-0ay to the Rhine! The greatest campaign in 
U.S.Army history is now playable in only 4 hours in 
this highly realistic, swift-moving game. Follow the 
Allied campaign from 0-0ay to the invasion of 
Germany with the first of the Lightning Strategy 
Game series. 
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DAWN PATROL® GAME 
TSR7008 $12.00 

World War I aerial dogfights in rickety biplanes of a 
bygone age. Shoot down enemy patrols and avoid 
deadly groundlire to complete your desperate 
mission. Full color maps and authentically detailed 
airplane markers. You can create countless 
scenarios. 

SIROCCO'" GAME 
TSR1023 $14.95 

Two player game. Players maneuver to secure Oasis 
and to capture enemy strongholds. Using ieeps, 
tanks, artillery and soldiers, opponents strike with 
efficiency or hold back and build their reserves for a 
final offensive. Special advanced rules included. 



FANTASTIC BOARDGAMES 

BARBARIAN KINGS Adventure Game 
SPl3031 $6.00 

This Is a ziplock folio game containing a complete 
strategic area movement fantasy adventure for 2-5 
players. Its small size and few pieces make it very 
adaptable to role-playing and miniatures campaigns. 

DARK EMPEROR" Boardgame 
AVA866 $19.00 

A magical game of conquest of the lands of mankind 
through diplomatic, magical and military means. As 
the Necromancer enlists mighty heroes to defeat the 
forces of evil! Features a full~olor gameboard, 
markers, rules and reference sheet. For two players, 
ages 12 and up. 

DRAGONHUNT" Boardgame 
AVA838 $16.00 

The players are catapulted into the mysterious land 
of Arawan and challenged to liberate the land from 
the menace of the Great Dragon. For 2 to 6 players. 

TITAN" Fantasy Battles 
AVA839 $16.00 

A fantasy game of imperial colonizationl Each player 
strives to recruit the strongest legions of creatures of 
Legend to capture and hold the land against all 
usurpers. Fast-paced challenge for 2 to 6 players. 

WIZARD'S QUEST" Boardgame 
AVA825 $16.00 

Battle a dragon and hordes of ores in this fantasy 
treasure hunt on the fantastic island of Mamon. 

Tales of the ARABIAN NIGHTS" Game 
WES11003 $17.95 

Imagine a game that is easy to learn yet reveals rich 
detail each time you play. Imagine a game with 
splendid stories for the role player and extremely 
high replay value for the board gamer. Imagine a 
game which captures the true flavor of the Arabian 
Nights in a book of well over 1001 tales. Imagine a 
game which Is simple, fast, fun and challenging. 
Imagine TALES OF THE ARABIAN NIGHTSI 

KINGS & THINGS• Boardgame 
WES20010 $19.95 

An exciting game of humorous combat and 
conquest, magic and monsters, treachery and 
treasure in the ultimate quest for the kingdom of 
Kadabl As a minor noble, you must conquer 
wondrous lands, muster rag-tag armies of curious 
creatures and mighty heroes to take on the other 
upstarts vying for the glorious thronel 

Includes modular board, counters, plastic racks, 
rules and dice. Enough for hours of fun mashing 
monsters. 
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The CREATURE THAT ATE SHEBOYGAN 
Game 
SPl2336 $7.00 

Wreak havoc with the monster of your choice! 
Fast-moving game of city-bashing as various 
monsters duke it out with the police and national 
guard. Special rules let you design your own 
monster. It contains a 17" x 22· mapsheet and 100 
counters. 

WABBIT WAMPAGE • Boardgame 
PAC6002 $15.00 

Play a rabbit gone berserk. Battle other bunnies for 
carrots. Attack Farmer Brown for revenge. Then 
torch the barnyard, hijack tractors-and yes, you can 
even jet-pack to the mailbox, send for a cannon, and 
blast old Fido off the board. 

WABBIT'S WEVENGE • Boardgame 
PAC6003 $15.00 

They skinned his kinl Now someone's going to pay! 
Wambo Wabbit and his feathered ally Tweet Thing 
are looking to free the hideless bunnies from Mayor 
Breedmore's Fur Factory. For 2 to 4 players. 

GLOBBO• Bizarre Alien Babysitting 
JAC1202 $4.95 

A bizarre game set on the planet Ticketa-Koo, where 
alien offspring are so incredibly rotten, the adults 
must dispose of the little beasts by subjecting them 
to battle the awesome android 
babysitter/exterminator, GLOBBO. It's fast, it's fun , 
it's the strangest game outside a video arcade. 



Stellaerst Ccnqu 

STELLAR CONQUEST" Game 
AVAB59 $24.00 

Let your imagination travel ahead to a time when 
space travel has become commonplace and highly 
advanced civilizations on other planets have been 
contacted. Competition, the eternal test of survival, 
yet essential catalyst for evolution, is raging fiercely 
among these alien societies for control of the 
remaining unexplored portions of the galaxy. 

FREEDOM IN THE GALAXY* Game 
AVA834 $20.00 

A good old fashion "space opera" pitting the Rebels 
- the good guys - against the villainous Empire - the 
bad guys - for control of the Galaxy! 

STARSHIP TROOPERS• Game 
AVA820 $16.00 

This battle game recreates the famous science 
fiction novel of Robert Heinlein, first grandmaster of 
the genre! Pits the armored and futuristic star 
troopers against their nefarious foes - the Bugs and 
the Hivemind - In several scenarios of varying 
complexity. 

---
- ---~----~~ 

COSMIC ENCOUNTER* Game (Revised) 
WES20040 $24.95 

You are one of 20 different alien races, each with a 
unique power, struggling for galactic dominance. A 
humorous, subtle, easy to learn game, COSMIC 
ENCOUN_TERS• is a classic game of bold attacks, 
compromise, bluff, counter-bluff, shifting alliances 
and crafty card play. 

Includes 20 alien powers, gameboards, tokens, 
cards, and rules. 

BATTLE OF KALNOCK* Robot Combat 
Game 
TCl449060 $38.00 

Armored infantry vehicles of the future more mobile 
than tanks, more powerful than a battleship slug it 
out in these three dimensional games from Japan. 
Features robot figures, 6 color gameboards, plastic 
trees and two targeting periscopes. 

BATTLE OF STANREY* Robot Combat 
Game 
TCl449059 $38.00 

STAR FORCE Game 
SPI0661 $10.00 

This 2-3 player strategic game of bluff and position 
uses simultaneous movement, an unusual diceless 
combat system and a three-dimensional stellar 
display. II includes one 22" x 34" mapsheet, 200 
counters, fourteen scenarios, plus a solitaire game. 

STAR GATE Space Capsule 112 
SPl2346 $4.00 

Similar in format to the "Great Moments" games, 
this is a fast strategic game of space warfare for two 
players. 

VECTOR 3 Science Fiction Warfare 
SPl2366 $4.00 

Another small, fast science-fiction game, this highly 
tactical game of space combat tackles the problem of 
creating three-dimensional movement in a board 
game. 
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Sci-Fi Boardgames 

Dune• 
AVA824 $16.00 

DUNE* is the battleground in a power struggle 
among the worlds' most powerful factions. It, alone, 
is the source of melange, a spice which prevents 
aging and confers prescient abilities to its consumer 
essential to deep space navigation upon which ' 
civilization depends for its continued existence. 
Whoever controls Dune and its spice, has the power 
to rule the universe! 

BUG EYED MONSTERS FROM OUTER 
SPACE* Game 
WES11001 $11 .95 

They have arrived! In the still of the night, in the 
small town of Freedom, New Hampshire . And they 
have come to steal our women, the most desirable in 
the universe! The invasion does not go unnoticed, 
however, as one lone man escapes to warn the state 
and local forces mobilize to stop these cruel 
monsters. An introductory strategy game of humor & 
tactics. Ugly, slobbering bug-eyed monsters! They 
want our women. 



Third World War 
The THIRD WORLD WAR*: Battle for 
Germany 
GDW473 $18.00 

A game of the struggle for central Europe by the 
forces of NAlO and the Warsaw Pact. The divisions 
and independent regiments and brigades of fifteen 
nations battle in multi-impulse turns that feature 
NATO reserve movement and Pact echeloning. Air 
units represent groups of 100 aircraft of a specific 
type, each rated for air superiority, close support and 
strike capability. 

Southern Front 
GDW476 $18.00 

While the main battle rages, the Warsaw Pact attacks 
NAlO's southern flank. Objective: to capture Istanbul 
and the straits, and free the Soviet Fleet to sortie into 
the Mediterranean. May combine with THIRD 
WORLD WAR. 

Arctic Front 
GDW478 $16.00 

The Warsaw Pact attempts to seize the strategic 
ports and airfields of Norway to support their 
Northern Fleet's battle for the North Atlantic . May 
combine with THIRD WORLD WAR 

Persian Gulf 
GDW481 $24.00 

The super powers clash over the oil-rich lands of the 
Middle East, including a bid for influence in 
post-Khomeini Iran. May combine with THIRD 
WORLD WAR. 

GAME OF MAN-TO-MAN COMBAT. 1941-90 

SNIPER!"' Man-to-Man Combat 
TSR3019 $16.00 

No matter whose uniform he wears, GI Joe - alone, 
tired, frightened and dirty - still has to do the fighting. 
And no matter what HQ says, the pockmarked wall 
he's crouching behind is the most important piece of 
real estate in the world , as long as it's between him 
and the sniper! 

A revision and update of two classics, SNIPER~ 
and PATROL~ Tactical Combat Games. 

HETZER A SNIPER!'" Companion Game 
TSR3022 $15.00 

A welcome addition to an already popular game, this 
expansion introduces new rules for combat, terrain , 
over 40 vehicles and new troops - French, British, 
and Commonwealth Nations. Features 6 battle 
scenarios from WWII campaigns in France and 
northern Italy. Also has a special campaign rules 
section. 

The first in a series of wartime gamebooks that 
capture the world of first strike teams, 
counterterrorism and espionage. 

YOUR MISSION: To cross through 100 miles of 
hostile territory to recover the data recordings of a 
downed satellite containing vital information on 
Soviet secret installations! 

SNIPERI'" 2: BLAST OUT IN LEBANON 
TSR8083 $2.95 

YOUR MISSION: Your friend has been kidnapped 
and it's time to break the battle hardened rule of the 
mercenary- "Never work for !reel" This time it's your 
turn to pay! 

SNIPER!"' 3: INTO CHINA 
TSR8084 $2.95 

YOUR MISSION: Lu Chen was China's top agent 
in Russia. Now he has stumbled on something so 
worldshaking that he is willing to disobey his 
superiors and pass this information directly to the top 
CIA agent in the Far East - you - ii you can find him 
in time that is! 

SNIPER!'" 4: KGB DOUBLECROSS 
TSR8085 $2.95 

YOUR MISSION: The enemy may have blown your 
cover and this may be a trap in which they hope to 
catch you. But you must infiltrate Moscow to recover 
a stolen cruise missile and its guidance system 
before it's too late! 
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TACTICS II* Battle Game 
AVA502 $11 .00 

Designed to introduce newcomers to the fastest 
growing hobby today-simulation gaming! Here, 
YOUR strategy alone determines the outcome of 
every game. Tactics II contains no chance cards, 
spinners, or random luck elements. Victory or defeat 
rests squarely on YOUR shoulders. 

COLD WAR* Strategy Game 
VIC30009 $18.00 

A game for lour players where nice guys finish a 
distant last. Use agents and diplomats to establish 
alliances to instigate insurgencies and coups. 
COMPONENTS: rules booklet, one 22 x 32 
mapsheet, 130 playing pieces, one deck ol 50 event 
cards, one deck of 72 action cards, lour identical 
summary sheets, and a counter storage tray. 



Modern Warfare 

ASSAULT*: Tactical Combat In Europe 
GDW471 $18.00 

ASSAULT' postulates a conventional conflict 
between the United States and the Soviet Union in 
the European environment in 1985. The weapons 
that were once merely dreams of science fiction 
authors are today entering service, and by 1985 will 
be standard issue. ASSAULT provides an in-depth 
examination of the potential of tomorrow's weapons. 

BOOTS & SADDLES: Air Cavalry 
GDW475 $18.00 

They've traded their horses for helicopters and 
armored vehicles, but cavalry still has the same 
missions: reconnaissance, screening, and mobile 
striking power. This is the second game in the 
ASSAULT series which can be played separately or 
combined. 

BUNDEWEHR: NATO's Front Line 
GDW479 $18.00 

This is the first boxed ASSAULT' module covering 
two subjects the West German army and combat 
engineering. Includes new units for a complete 
Panzer brigade, plus many new vehicles, and rules 
for river crossings, creating/removing barriers, 
mines, and field fortifications. 

REINFORCEMENTS 
GDW4n $10.00 

New U.S. and Soviet units for the ASSAULT' series. 
This completes the sets of U.S. and Soviet forces, 
providing counters for all types of units currently 
available to either side. 

AEGEAN STRIKE 
VIC30016 $20.00 

Based on the Gulf Strike system, this simulation 
treats with the military and political arena of the 
Aegean Sea. COMPONENTS: rules booklet, 22 x 
32 mapsheet, 520 playing pieces, one decimal die, 
and a counter storage tray. 

GULF STRIKE 
VIC30000 $30.00 

Simulating land, air and sea combat in the Persian 
Gulf, this game pioneered the fluid system used 
again in the Aegean Strike game. COMPONENTS: 
rules booklet, three 22 x 32 mapsheets, 910 playing 
pieces, one decimal die, and a counter storage tray. 

The KOREAN WAR 
VIC30017 $24.00 

This is a comprehensive operation level game of the 
entire Korean war action. COMPONENTS: rules 
booklet, two 22 x 32 maps, 520 playing pieces, one 
8 x 11 player aid card, one 10-sided die, and a 
counter storage tray. 

AIR SUPERIORITY: Modern Aerial Combat 
GDW430 $22.00 

The game of modern 1et air combat. Rules cover th~ 
basics of flight, combat, air-to-air missiles, radar and 
electronic warfare, and much more. From Europe to 
Libya and the Far East, air power is an extension of 
foreign policy as well as an instrument of war. Put 
yourself in the action where split second decisions 
make the difference between victory and defeat. 

MUKDEN* Game 
SPI0916 $4.00 

A hypothetical clash between Soviet and Chinese 
troops on the northern border. This Modern Battles 
game includes paratroops, guerrillas, gunboats, 
nuclear weapons and more. Three separate 
scenarios. 
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SIXTH FLEET 
VIC30012 $30.00 

The game is a simulation of the near-future combat 
for control of the Mediterranean. During play your 
task forces are to cripple your enemy's surface and 
sub-surface forces. COMPONENTS: rules booklet, 
two 22 x 32 mapsheets, 644 playing pieces, two 
logistic roster pads, three different player aid cards, 
one six-sided die, and a counter tray. 

2nd FLEET Modern Naval Combat 
VIC30018 $30.00 

In this modern naval combat game of the North 
Atlantic you compare the strengths and weaknesses 
of the Soviet Red Banner Northern fleet and the US 
Second Fleet and its NATO allies. A refinement of 
the popular SIXTH FLEET game. 
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AIR & ARMOR* Strategic Boardgame 
WES10050 $21 .95 

Battlefield command in the Next Warl Each player 
controls several Soviet or NATO forces - pitting 
NATO's ability to respond rapidly to the Warsaw 
Pact's overwhelming numerical superiority. Includes 
map, counters, rules, advanced rules, tray, and dice. 

SUPREMACY° Strategy Game 
SUP100 $37.95 

The game to end all games. SUPREMACY takes you 
into the world of international trade and military 
strategy. SUPREMACY mirrors the global tension of 
the real world . It's your chance of a lifetime to find 
out what it's like to be the leader of a Superpower, 
with the opportunity to conquer the world through 
economic, political and military power. 

VIETNAM: 1965-1975 
VIC30005 $20.00 

A simulation dealing with the conflict from 1965 on. 
In a multi-scenario format the game emphasizes 
operations and political control. COMPONENTS: 
rules booklet, two 22 x 32 mapsheets, 780 playing 
pieces, one six-sided die, and a counter tray. 

AIRCAV 
WES10020 $19.95 

The helicopter is the most important weapon on the 
modern battlefield. This game explores every aspect 
of helicopter warfare with varying levels of 
complexity. 

FIRE TEAM 
WES10210 $24.95 

Despite the awesome power of modern weapons, 
men and their commanders remain the decisive 
factor on the modern battlefield. This game details 
the panoply of modern equipment, but its core is 
command control. Players must learn to apportion 
limited command points or save them for strategic 
major offenses. 



World War II Battles 

DIPLOMACY* Boardgame 
AVA819 $18.00 

In DIPLOMACY, each player guides the destinies of 
one European power through the intracacies of 
international politics. By negotiating alliances with 
other players and careful planning, each player 
seeks control of Europe. DIPLOMACY tests your 
ability not only to plan a campaign, , but also to outwit 
your fellow players in diplomatic negotiations. 

A GUIDE TO DIPLOMACY* 
AVA401 $4.50 

This book is a must for the afflcionado of the game. 
Details strategies and negotiation tips to get more 
enjoyment. 

JUNTA•: The Game of Politics & Intrigue 
WES10010 $17.95 

A game of power, intrigue, money and revolution in 
an all too familiar banana republic. In this 
multi-player game, the players, as the ruling families 
of la Republics, connive, cajole, threaten and ally 
their way to the fattest Swiss bank account. 

SQUAD LEADER• Tactical Combat 
AVA822 $22.00 

This 1s a game of WWII tactical combat in Europe. 
Now you make the instant decisions resulting in life 
or death for your men, victory or defeat for your army 
. . . for YOU are the SQUAD LEADER. YOU direct 
the fire of your squad, select your plan of attack, or 
set your delenses against massed Russian human 
wave or armor assaults. 

Cross of Iron 
AVA8221 $18.00 

This is a gripping game of tactical combat on the 
Russian Front. Following in the footsteps of its 
amazingly successful predecessor, CROSS OF 
IRON comes replete with an entirely restructured 
armor and artillery system. which does for armor 
combat what its predecessor, SQUAD LEADER, did 
for infantry actions. 

ADVANCED SQUAD LEADER• Rules Set 
AVA870 $45.00 

The critically acclaimed tactical game comes into a 
New Agel This package contains all the rules, tables 
and charts for the ADVANCED SQUAD LEADER 
game. But it is not a complete game in itself! 
Mapboards, counters and various scenarios are 
available in module packs. We suggest you buy one 
of the ASL modules to begin play immediately. 

ADVANCED SQUAD LEADER rules come in a 
3-ring binder which can be easily updated as new 
material is released. 

ASL 1, BEYOND VALOR• Game Module 
AVA8225 $40.00 

A tense simulation of tactical combat on the Russian 
front. This is a product accessory and can not be 
played without the ADVANCED SQUAD LEADER® 
rules. It features complete sets of Russia, Finnish, 
and German armies, over 2000 counters, 4 mounted 
lull-color modular mapboards, and 10 battle 
scenarios. 
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ASL 2, PARATROOPER• Game Module 
AVA8226 $15.00 

This set introduces new German and French 
counters, a new mapboard and 10 battle scenarios. 
This is a product accessory and requires the 
ADVANCED SQUAD LEADER rules in order to 
play. 

ASL 3, YANKS• Game Module 
AVA8224 $35.00 

The long-awaited American Forces module has 
arrived! Also features Chapter E rules expansion -
new rules for night lighting, interrogation, weather, 
ski troops, boats, swimming, air support, paratroops, 
gliders and much more. Includes 4 new mapboards, 
counters, and 10 scenarios. 

Deluxe ASL 1, STREETS OF FIRE• Module 
AVA8701 $28.00 

A Deluxe ADVANCED SQUAD LEADER' module, 
this set features 4 mapboards with megahexes 
designed to eliminate stacking and to make the 
game compatible for use with miniature figures. Also 
includes new counters and scenarios. 

Crescendo of Doom 
AVA8222 $18.00 

This is CRESCENDO OF DOOM ... a gripping 
game of tactical combat set against the seemingly 
invincible juggernauts of war-torn Europe. Setting the 
scene for the colossal struggle of the titans which will 
follow. CRESCENDO breaks yet even more ground 
in the realm of realistic tactical combat without 
disturbing the underlying basic simplicity of the 
acclaimed SQUAD LEADER system. 

G.I. Anvil of Victory 
AVA8223 $30.00 

Like its sister games in the SQUAD LEADER system, 
G.I. need not end with play of the 14 scenarios 
provided; the opportunities to design your own 
scenario based on any historical or hypothetical 
situation are myriad. A veteran user of the game 
system needs only his imagination and inclination, 
for the entire Order of Battle and corresponding 
counters have been provided for every nationality. 

UP FRONT I• Squad Leader• Cardgame 
AVA853 $25.00 

This is the SQUAD LEADER Cardgame - a highly 
detailed and challenging game of man-to-man 
combat set in WWII Europe. Game includes 12 
different scenarios mixing to make 48 different 
games. 



AFRIKA KORPS * Strategic Game 
AVA600 $14.00 

Now, the legend of "The Desert Fox" is recreated in 
Avalon Hill's classic game, AFRIKA KORPS· . From 
April 1941 through the climactic battle at El Alamein 
in late 1942, AFRIKA KORPS· simulates the mobile 
conflict between Rommel's "Panzerarmee Afrika" 
and the British "Eighth Army" defending Egypt and 
the Suez Canal. 

PANZERBLITZ* Strategic Game 
AVA807 $18.00 

The game of PANZERBUTz· enables you to 
re-create the drama and furious action of 
tactical-level armored warfare. Battle-simulations 
take place on a realistic mapboard which simulates 
twenty square miles of typical Russian terrain . More 
than a dozen scenarios. Prior military knowledge or 
experience is not needed to play PANZERBLITz• -
just common sense, clear thinking and a competitive 
spirit. 

RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN* Strategic Game 
AVA718 $14.00 

RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN' has been universally 
acclaimed as one of the finest wargames around. 
With the ease and playability of the 'Classics ', the 
game also conveys the feel of the actual campaign 
and is exceptionally accurate historically. Both 
players will have to use the subtle skills, advantages 
and tactics of their historical counterparts to win 

CASE WHITE 
GDW806 $20.00 

September 1939: Germany unleashed a new weapon 
on the world that would change the face of warfare 
forever - Blitzkrieg. Poland was the first to crumble 
under the impact of P.anzers and stukas in only 30 
days. 

THE FALL OF FRANCE 
GDW820 $40.00 

This game module recreates the defeat and 
overrunning of France by Germany in the spring of 
1940. 

NARVIK 
GDW816 $20.00 

To protect its northern flank, Germany invaded 
Norway in April 1940. The Allies responded quickly, 
and Norway became a battleground as Allied naval 
superiority tried to counter Germany's overwhelming 
ground and air forces . 

THEIR FINEST HOUR 
GDW823 $30.00 

Summer, 1940: With the British army deprived of 
arms and equipment by the fall of France and the 
evacuation at Dunkirk, little more than the Royal Air 
Force and Royal Navy stand guard at the English 
Channel. From bases in occupied France and 
Norway, the LUFTWAFFE is hurled into battle while 
the German army is readied for the cross-channel 
invasion. Britain stands alone, and the fate of Europe 
hangs in the balance. 

THIRD REICH• Game (Revised) 
AVA813 $18.00 

A complex and highly detailed game system, THIRD 
REICH requires the utmost concentration and effort 
from its players. No other game even attempts to 
combine the smooth interaction of all the combat 
arms in one package. THIRD REICH presents the 
player with all the tools of the war, and even some 
elements which never took part l 

MARITA-MERKUR 
GDW808 $20.00 

October, 1940: The Italian army in Albania invades 
Greece. Meeting fierce resistance, the Italians are 
soon halted and thrown back. Britain sends troops 
and aircraft to support the Greeks while Germany 
prepares to intervene In the spring of 1941, the 
Germans launch Operation Marita, the blitzkrieg in 
Yugoslavia and Greece, and Operation Merkur, the 
assault against Crete. 

SPAIN & PORTUGAL 
GDW827 $12.00 

This game module details the campaigns of WWII 
covering the Iberian peninsula, including a special 
scenario detailing a hypothetical invasion of Spain in 
the Spring of 1941 . 

Spring 1941 : Britain alone stands between 
Germany and victory. With the advent of fair weather, 
the states of Europe watched with concern for 
Germany's next move in the war. Some eyes turn to 
Gibraltar, guarding the entrance to the 
Mediterranean It it should fall Britain could be 
blockaded from the Med aiding the Axis bid for 
conquest. 

WESTERN DESERT 
GDW824 $20.00 

December, 1940: Western Desert Force launches a 
surprise attack against the Italian 10th Army. The 
Italians are routed from Egypt and Cyrenaica until 
Rommel 's Afrika Korps arrives and counter-attacks. 
For the next two years, the Axis and Allied armies 
will battle from Benghazi to Tobruk to El Alamein tor 
control of the Western Desert. 
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World War II Battles 

Operation MARKET·GARDEN (Double Blind) 
GDW480 $12.00 

In September 1944, the Allies launched the biggest 
airborne operation in history dropping paratroops 
behind enemy lines to secure a corridor of advance. 
It didn't work, but the outcome was close Try your 
hand at changing history. 

The NORMANDY CAMPAIGN (Double Blind) 
GDW472 $12.00 

Covering the Allied Invasion of France to the final 
breakout and encirclement, this game simulates 
every important factor of that famous campaign from 
Allied supply to tank mounted " rhino" hedgecutters 
used to defeat the bocage 

Sth ARMY: Operation Crusader 
GDW474 $12.00 

Throughout 1941 , the British forces in North Africa 
suffered an unbroken string of humiliating defeats at 
the hands of Rommel 's Atrika Korps. The Agheila 
narrows were seized, Benghazi lost, Mechill i overrun, 
and Tobruk surrounded. At last the British managed 
to regroup and were able to launch a 
counteroffensive aimed at relieving Tobruk and 
stopping Rommel once and for all 

THE NEAR EAST 
GDW825 $1 8.00 

Spring and summer, 1941 : Germany's diplomatic 
intrigues and Rommel 's Afrika Korps threaten the 
airfields and strategic supply routes of the Near East. 
Alarmed by a pro-Axis coup, the British occupy Iraq 
in May. In August, following the German invasion of 
Russia, British and Russian troops invade Iran 
against light resistance while Turkey walks a 
tightrope of neutrality. 

FIRE IN THE EAST 
GDW826 $60.00 

22 June 1941 : Orang Nach Osten! Germany's armed 
forces invade the Soviet Union, beginning the largest 
and fiercest ground campaign of World War II. 
Smashed and surrounded on the frontier the Soviets 
field new armies and fight back tenaciously. Driving 
to the gates of Moscow, the Germans are unable to 
destroy the Red Army before winter sets in. With 
winter and fresh forces from Siberia, the Soviets 
launch a vast counter-offensive against an 
over-extended and exhausted enemy. 

TORCH 
GDW828 $24.00 

This game module covers the Allied invasion of 
Northwest Africa in November 1942, and the 
subsequent land campaign for control of Africa 
through May 1943. 

SCORCHED EARTH 
GDW829 $60.00 

This follow-up to Fire in the East covers the Russian 
campaign from April 1942 to December 1944 
detailing the savage war fought to deny the invader 
any advantage. 
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ONSLAUGHT"' D·Day to the Rhine 
TSR3021 $19.95 

Lightning Strategy Gamel The greatest campaign in 
U.S Army history is now playable in only 4 hours in 
this highly realistic, swift-moving game. Follow the 
Allied campaign from D-Day to the invasion of 
Germany with the first of the Lightning Strategy 
Game series. 

R• A •F:• The Battle of Britain 
WES10140 $19.95 

August 1940 SOLITAIRE GAMEi 
You command the Royal Air Force using a unique 
card system to control targets, timing and size of 
each German air raid. Faced with dwindling 
resources, collapsing equipment and exhausted 
men, each decision you make Is critical! 

WORLD WAR II"' Game 
TSR3013 $30.00 

This strategic-level game i nclude~ land, air, and sea 
operations from the invasion of Po1and to the end of 
the war. Concentrating on military operations, this 
game includes Innovative streamlined economic and 
production planning systems, convoys, amphibious 
assaults, blitzkrieg offensives and much more. 

BARBAROSSA"' Game 
TSR3012 

A World War II Eastern Front simulation at the 
strategic level. Includes land, sea, and air 
operations, political factors, and partisans. 

BATTLE OVER BRITAIN"' Game 
TSR02900 

$30.00 

$25.00 

This game represents the definitive treatment of the 
air battle over Britain in the summer and fall of 1940. 

COBRA"' Game 
TSR3010 $19.95 

From D-Day to the break-out, the COBRAN game 
allows you to play out the allied invasion of 
Normandy and the break-out from the peninsula in 
one complete, expanded game. This second edition 
of the game features new versions of the original 
game. 

BATTLE HYMN• Strategic Game 
VIC30015 $30.00 

The game takes you on a solitaire adventure into the 
thick of World War II in the Pacific theater of War. 

BATTLE FOR THE ARDENNES'" Game 
TSR02150 $20.00 

Players command the German and Allied Forces In 
the only game on the market that portrays both of 
Hitler's offensives through the rugged Ardennes 
forest. Small, short scenarios are provided for those 
lacking the time or space to play the full campaign. 

Westwall: REMAGEN Game 
SPl1186 $4.00 

The Westwa/I Quad game of the capture of the first 
bridge over the Rhine in 1944. A famous turkey that 
will never be reprinted . For complete collectors only. 

TITO Game 
SPl3010 $10.00 

A strategic, area-movement game of the Yugoslav 
partisans against the Axis, 1941-1945. Special rules 
include Tito's leadership, the Italian surrender and 
Allied aid. One 22• x 34" mapsheet and 200 
counters. Boxed. 

BULGE Historical Battle 
SPl2851 $5.00 

The first edition of the game that appeared in the 
Westwall Quad, this battalion level game covers the 
desperate defense of the town of Bastogne during 
the Battle of the Bulge of 1945. 

THE BATTLE FOR CASSINO Game 
SPl2261 $9.00 

A company level simulation of the Allied assault on 
the heavily fortified Cassino line in 1943 Italy. This is 
a larger game with a 22• x 34 • map and 200 
counters. 
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DRIVE ON STALINGRAD"' Game 
TSR01no $18.00 

Players command the German and Soviet forces in 
the Ukraine in this recreation of the German 1942 
summer offensive that led to the turning point of 
World War II . the Battle of Stalingrad. 

PANZER COMMAND• Strategic Game 
VIC30008 $20.00 

Dozens of unit types, rules for limited intelligence, a 
scenario generation system, and rules for solitaire 
play contribute to make this game the most exciting 
tactical East Front armor simulation. 
COMPONENTS: rules booklet, one 22 x 32 
mapsheet, 280 playing pieces, two decimal die, and 
a rounter tray. 

MOSCOW 1941"' Game 
TSR3023 $20.0C 

The game that recreates the Battle of Moscow, from 
October 1941 to January 1942, during the bleakest 
Russian winters. This battle was the last great 
German offensive of Operation Barbarossa which 
was designed to seize the Russian capital. 

MIDWAY- Game 
AVA601 $16.00 

MIDWAY recreates the battle that marked the turning 
point in the war in the Pacific. Players move their 
ships across their own board while searching for the 
other player's ships. Located ships are attacked by 
planes from a players' carriers or Midway island. 
Because of the hidden movement system, both for 
ships and planes, the game has constant intensity 
and excitement. 

EAST WIND RAIN• Game 
TAS2015 $35.00 

A strategic simulation of the Pacific War, 1941-1945. 
Players command both the military forces and war 
economies of the U S., Japan, Great Britain, China 
and Australia. The battle wages across a map 
stretching from India to Pearl Harbor. 

PACIFIC WAR:• The Struggle vs. Japan 
VIC30013 $45.00 

In the struggle against Japan in 1941 to 1945, this 
game features 21 scenarios on the pacific theater. 
COMPONENTS: rules booklet, scenarios booklet, 
two 22 x 32 mapsheets, 2340 playing pieces, two 11 
x 32 displays, one 8 x 32 display, eight 8 x 11 
displays, two 8 x 32 screens, one record sheet pad. 
one decimal die, and a counter storage tray. 

SPIES"' Game 
TSR3014 $18.0: 

A multi-player game of international intrigue and 
espionage on the eve of World War II . The fate of the 
world is being decided behind closed doors. Every 
nation's capital seethes with rumor and suspicion. 
Every army plots its own master stroke. Every plan Is 
drawn in secret, for everywhere there are spies! 
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TANK LEADER:* Eastern Front 
WES10090 $19.95 

Designed by John Hill of SQUAD LEADER" fame, 
this game elegantly simulates WWII tank warfare. 
The rules show how training, command, control and 
communication can overcome superior weapons. 
Fifteen scenarios cover historical battles on the 
Eastern Front. 

TANK LEADER:* Western Front 
WES10160 $21 .95 

This set takes the popular TANK LEADER system to 
the second front adding new rules for defensive 
emplacements, bunkers, mines, barbed wire and air 
and artillery strikes. Fifteen scenarios recreate the 
major battles of the Western Front. 

ROMMEL IN NORTH AFRICA* Strategic 
Game 
WES10180 $17.95 

The Western Desert. Here Italian troops and 
powerful German panzers dominate the desert as the 
Allied commanders face the greatest of all 
Germany's generals. 

OMAHA BEACHHEAD* Strategic Game 
VIC30023 $18.00 

The game is a grand tactical simulation of the 
American amphibious assault against the 
German-occupied coast of Normandy. 
COMPONENTS: 288 playing pieces, one 22 x 32 
mapsheet, one rules booklet, one track display, one 
german chard card, one US chart card, one 
ten-sided die, and a counter tray. 

AMBUSH!• Solitaire Wargame 
VIC30001 $24.00 

This is the original game that put the guts into 
solitaire gamingl Build your squad, assign weapons 
and set out on a hair-raising mission through Nazi 
occupied France. But be careful - this game will 
react to your every move in the most unexpected and 
deadly ways! 

Purple Heart 
VIC30010 $22.00 

The first exciting AMBUSH I• module adds new maps 
and new playing pieces to the original game. 
COMPONENTS: one mission booklet, counters , 
three maps, 60 character cards, and 13 new mission 
cartridges. 

YOU MUST OWN THE AMBUSH!' RULES TO 
PLAY. 

Move Out! 
VIC30007 $12.00 

This action-packed AMBUSH! module includes four 
all new missions, each complete with a mission 
booklet, 60 character cards, and 11 mission 
cartridges. YOU MUST ALREADY OWN AMBUSH!' 
RULES TO PLAY. 

Silver Star 
VIC30021 $19.00 

You move through war-torn Italy in this new 
AMBUSH!' addition. COMPONENTS: 70 
character/vehicle cards, 9 mission cards, one 
countersheet, one paragraph/mission booklet, one 
16 x 2 mapsheet, and two 8 x 22 mapsheets. 
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COUNTERSTROKE IN FRANCE* Game 
TAS2010 $10.00 

In early August, 1944, Hitler gathered all available 
Panzer Divisions in a desperate attack to cut the 
Allied position in two and regain the offensive in 
France. This is a simulation of that historic battle. 

HISTORY OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR* 
TAS4001 $10.95 

Part 1: HITLER TURNS AGAINST RUSSIA 
This is a new concept for military simulation gaming. 
This game covers all aspects of the global 
conflict-land, sea, air, logistics and 
production-reflecting the view of a single, highly 
qualified, historian. A unique game system provides 
a playable and realistic simulation within a 
reasonable playing time. 

OVERRUNNING THE WEST 
TAS4002 $10.95 

This is the second installment of the History of the 
2nd World War series covering the battles for 
Western Europe through 1941 

COUNTERSTROKE FROM EGYPT 
TAS4003 $10.95 

This is Part 3 of the History of the 2nd World War 
series detailing the campaign for northern Africa. 

PLOT TO ASSASSINATE HITLER Game 
SP11462 $12.00 

A highly abstract and experimental " political 
wargame" that is an acquired taste. This is the 
deluxe edition with a mounted 22" x 34• mapboard, 
200 counters and a plastic tray. Only a few copies 
remain . 

TWILIGHT WAR"' Game 
TSR3005 $18.00 

Factions of the French Resistance vie with each 
other to complete more missions while the German 
player tries to hunt them down and prevent a 
successful Allied invasion. 



World War I Campaigns 

WORLD WAR I Game 
SPI0956 $4.00 

Possibly the finest recreation of the First World War 
on a small scale, this was one of the classic SPIN 
folio games. The Eastern and Western fronts are 
covered at the strategic (army) level in this pint-sized 
marvel. 

CAPORETTO Campaign 
SPl2126 $5.00 

In 1917 the Germans and Austrians using new 
Infiltration tactics smashed the Italian army and 
nearly ended the war on that front. This corps level 
recreation of the campaign has 200 counters and 
was part of the Great War In the East Quad. 

VON HINDENBURG IN POLAND Game 
SP~1~ ~.00 

Another rare game from the Great War In the East 
Quad. This one covers the 1914 mobile campaign in 
which Germany decisively stopped the first massive 
Russian invasion of the war. 

Ziplock packaged game. 

DAWN PATROL' GAME 
TSR7008 $12.00 

World War I aerial dogfights in rickety biplanes of a 
bygone age Shoot down enemy patrols and avoid 
deadly groundfire to complete your desperate 
mission Full color maps and authentically detailed 
airplane markers. You can create countless 
scenarios 
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ACE OF ACES• Aerial Combat Duels The winner of 
countless awards, this game is a dogfight between 
two WWI Flying Aces. Each player uses a book 
which is illustrated with dozens of pictures showing 
each game maneuver. The foes call out their 
maneuvers and then turn to the page indicated to 
see the actual results of their actions. Each book 
represents a different type of plane and contain over 
200 maneuver illustrations. Each set includes two 
pilot books and a pilot's log pamphlet containing 
charts and tables for advanced play. 

ACE OF ACES• - Rotary 
NOV002 $16.95 

Features planes with the highly maneuverable 
rotary-engine aircraft - pitting a German DR-1 vs a 
Sopwith Camel. 
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ACE OF ACES• - Powerhouse 
NOV006 $16.95 

This set features the faster, but less maneuverable 
in-line engine aircraft - a Fokker D-Vll vs a French 
Spad 13. 

ACE OF ACES• - Flying Mc..chlnes 
NOV012 $16.95 

This set features two early war aircraft - a Fokker 
E-111, one of the first monoplanes, vs a British Airco 
DH-2 with a pusher-type engine in the rear and a 
swivel mounted gun. 

ACE OF ACES• - Balloon Busters 
NOV014 $16.95 

This variant on the original system pits an 
anti-aircraft crew defending an observation balloon 
against marauding aircraft. 



BLUE & GRAY: ANTIETAM Game 
SPI0856 $4.00 

The original game that appeared in the first edition of 
the BLUE & GRAY Quad game, covering the big 
Battle of Sharpsburg, where Lee, with fewer than 
50,000 men, stopped McClellan's Union army of 
more than 90,000. 

BLUE & GRA~ Game 
TSR00820 $15.00 

The revised version of this classic includes a new, 
shorter rules booklet, backprinted counters, and 
special tournament rules for advanced players. 

A GLEAM OF BAYONETS"' Game 
TSR00343 $31.00 

The long-awaited Civil War battle game that takes 
players to the Battle of Antietam. The game uses the 
popular Great Battles of the American Civil war 
system. 

REBEL SABERS'" Game 
TSR3020 $20.00 

From the GREAT BATILES OF THE AMERICAN 
CIVIL WAR• Game System comes this set of three 
important cavalry actions of the Civil War. 
Fast-moving, furious, and exciting, these games are 
sure to be a hill 

These games may be linked to the TERRIBLE 
SWIFT SWORD'" maps to recreate one definitive 
simulation of the battle at Gettysburg. 

TERRIBLE SWIFT SWORD"' Game 
TSR3017 $35.00 

Gettysburg at the regimental levell A completely 
updated revision by•the original author, Richard Berg. 
New scenarios, maps and a revised order of battle. 

A HOUSE DIVIDED*: The American Civil 
War 
GDW101 $12.00 

This game covers the main !heaters of the Civil War 
from the western boundaries of Missouri and 
Arkansas to the Atlantic coast. A House Divided is a 
classic. It's simple, elegant, fun ... and a pretty 
good simulation of history. This is an Introductory 
Game and is low complexity, a good game for the 
new gaming enthusiast! 

GETTYSBURG* Strategic Battles 
AVA501 $16.00 

July 1, 1863: You command the grand, unlucky Army 
of the Potomac on its greatest battlefield: 
Gettysburg. Defeated time after time in Virginia, this 
time the Federal army must fight and win on 
Northern soil. The Civil War will be won or lost, and 
you are in command, during three days of battle, at 
Gettysburg. 
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The CIVIL WAR* Strategic Battles 
VIC30003 $20.00 

Winner of the Charles Roberts Award, this is an 
action- packed simulation that relies heavily on the 
abilities of historical leaders. COMPONENTS: rules 
booklet, two 22 x 32 mapsheets, 520 playing pieces, 
two identical player aid cards, four six-sided dice, 
and a counter storage tray. 

MOSBY'S RAIDERS* Game 
VIC30014 $18.00 

The first solitaire game on the civil war, it takes you 
on the daring raids of John Mosby against the Union 
army of Northern Virginia. COMPONENTS: rules 
booklet, one 22 x 32 mapsheet, 193 playing pieces, 
60 random event cards, 60 action cards, one plastic 
stand, one six-sided die, and a counter storage tray. 

SOUTH MOUNTAIN• Strategic Battles 
WES10003 $12.95 

SOUTH MOUNTAIN• is the first in a series of games 
based on an innovative tactical game system tor Civil 
War battles. The Battle of South Mountain is tense, 
fast-paced , yet easily learned. For 2 players or 
solitaire play. 

Lee's confident Army of North Virginia marched 
north through Maryland. A captured dispatch by the 
Union forces revealed Lee's plans and set the stage 
tor a pivotal move against the south, if the Union 
could strike while the Rebel force was scattered All 
that stood between the Union army and victory was a 
single crack Confederate division blocking the 
passes through South Mountain! 

CHICKAMAUGA • Battle 
WES10130 $16.95 

The game recreates the bloody, confused melee that 
followed Bragg's Army of Tennessee's attack at 
Chickamauga Creek. Continues the fast-paced 
SOUTH MOUNTAIN tactical system. 

SHILOH• Battle 
WES10008 $16.95 

This game utilizes the SOUTH MOUNTAIN game 
system which emphasizes easy to learn rules which 
simulate leadership, fire and melee combat, flank 
attacks and many other aspects of that made this 
one of the fiercest and most dramatic battles of the 
Civil War 

One of the truly decisive battles of the Civil War -
and one of its bloodiest - is about to begin . Can 
you, as Grant, snatch victory from catastrophe? Can 
you, as Johnston, crush Grant before nightfall? 

KILLER ANGELS•: Lee's Northern 
Offensive 
WES30009 $19.95 

An operational simulation, this game allows players 
to make the strategic decisions which led to the 
famous Battle of Gettysburg. Seven scenarios cover 
the entire campaign with three differing levels of rule 
complexity. 

As the Confederates march north to make a daring 
thrust at the heart of the Union, the vacillating Joe 
Hooker is replaced in command of the Army of the 
Potomac by the untested George Meade. Within a 
week, Meade would face the greatest challenge of 
his life as he would lead his men into battle near an 
obscure Pennsylvania town: Gettysburg. 



Napoleonic Battles 

LA GRANDE ARMEE'" Game 
TSR3009 $30.00 

This game recreates the major campaigns of 
Napoleon, gathered together in this new game 
system. Over 20 battles are featured for short 
games, or the more ambitious may try their hand at 
the entire campaign from 1805 to 1815. 

WELLINGTON'S VICTORY"' Game 
TSR01450 $31 .00 

The finest Napoleonic battle game ever designed is 
back in print. No other game captures the Battle of 
Waterloo quite the way this one does. 

NAPOLEON'S LAST BATTLES'" Game 
TSR3016 $20.00 

Long unavailable, this game is a unique recreation of 
the Battle of Waterloo. The quadrigame format 
includes four independent games: QUATRE BRAS, 
LIGNY, WAVRE, and LA BELLE ALLIANCE. 

Napoleon at War: JENA-AUERSTADT 
Game 
SPI0996 $4.00 

Part of the Napoleon at War series. This brigade level 
game recreates the double battle in which Napoleon 
decisively defeated the Prussian army and gained 
immediate conquest of Prussia, 14 Oct. , 1806. 

Napoleon at War: MARENGO Game 
SPl1006 $4.00 

Another part of the Napoleon At War series, brigade 
level game recreates Napoleon's first important 
victory won over the Austrians in Northern Italy on 14 
June 1800. 

EMPIRES IN ARMS• Game 
AVA864 $35.00 

A game detailing the elements of diplomacy and 
warfare during the Napoleonic Era of 1805-1815. 
Players act as monarchs of the great European 
powers, negotiating treaties while maneuvering naval 
and land forces in the struggle for prestige and 
survival. Multiple scenarios for 2 to 7 players. 

1809: NAPOLEON 
VIC30006 $18.00 

This treatment of Napoleon's Danube Campaign 
stresses maneuver, command and supply throughout 
the long incursion into Austria. COMPONENTS: one 
22 x 32 mapsheet, two organizational displays, 260 
playing pieces, one six-sided die, and a counter 
storage tray. 

American 
Revolutionary War 

WOODEN SHIPS & IRON MEN• Game 
AVA709 $14.00 

John Paul Jones and Lord Nelson sail the seas again 
in this realistic, highly playable, ship vs. ship game 
covering the American Revolution and Napoleonic 
Era. 

PAX BRITANNICA• Game 
VIC30011 $24.00 

A multi-player strategic game that pits four to seven 
players against one another in a contest of nations 
during the colonial era. COMPONENTS: rules 
booklet, two 22 x 32 mapsheets, 666 playing pieces, 
administrative record sheet pad, eight national player 
sheets, two six-sided dice, and a counter storage 
tray. 
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KING ARTHUR Age of Legends Game 
SPl2476 $5.00 

The Battle of Stonehenge 583. Part of the Great 
Medieval Battles Quad, this is a tactical level game of 
Dark Ages combat with 170 counters , many 
double-sized. 

ROBERT AT BANNOCKBURN Battle 
SPl2486 $4.00 

Originally part of the Great Medieval Battles Quad, 
this game recreates the decisive victory of Scottish 
pikemen under Robert Bruce over the English army 
of Edward II in 1314. A tactical game with 
double-sized counters. 

The ART OF SIEGE: LILLE Game 
SPl2051 $9.00 

Unique recreation of Vauban- style siege warfare, 
and arguably the best in the Art of Siege Quad. Has a 
22" x 34" hexless period style map and 170 
counters, many double-sized. 

KINGMAKER• Game 
AVA818 $16.00 

Set in the midst of a chaotic English Civil 
War(1450-1485), KINGMAKER will astound you with 
its opportunity for diplomacy, fast moving play, 
simple mechanics, involved strategies, and sudden 
turns of fortune. Not a wargame in classic meld, 
KINGMAKER is a game the entire family can 
enjoy--especially those who relish the role of the 
underdog and combining forces against the leader, 
be he Lancastrian or Yorkist. 

Roman Campaigns 

JULIUS CAESAR'" Game 
TSR3015 $20.00 

Roman legions versus Gallic tribes in an exciting 
game of conquest and consolidation . The Gallic 
player must race to unify the scattered tribes before 
Caesar can conquer them. 

lmperium Romanum II 
WES10030 $29.95 

Seven centuries of history in one box. Thirty-five 
battles detailing every major Roman war throughout 
the history of the Empire - from Marius to Caesar, 
from Belisarius to the fall of the West. This game will 
astonish you with its wealth of historical detail. 

CIVILIZATION* Game 
AVA837 $22.00 

A game of politics, economics and military 
maneuvering in order to build the greatest civilization 
during the age of heroes - 8000 BC to 250 BC. 
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Chaos-Lords (2 fig) 
$2.50 Rangers (2 fig) 

$2.50 GWC1203 GWC1505 range of fine quality fantasy miniatures for all Chaos Wizards (2 fig) 
$2.50 Halfllngs (2 fig) 

$2.50 
collectors, roleplayers, and tabletop gamersl GWC1204 GWC1506 Fighters (2 figs) 

$2.50 
Chaos Thugs (2 fig) 

$2.50 Savage Ores (2 fig) 
$2.50 

GWC1101 GWC1205 
GWC1601 Lords (2 figs) 

$2.50 
Chaos Dwarfs (2 fig) 

$2.50 Warrior Ores (2 fig) 
$2.50 

GWC1102 GWC1206 
GWC1602 Paladins (2 fig) 

$2.50 
Dwarfs of the North (2 fig) 

$2.50 Ore Champions (2 fig) GWC1103 GWC1301 
GWC1603 $2.50 Champions (2 fig) 

$2.50 
Imperial Dwarfs (2 fig) 

$2.50 Goblins (2 fig) 
$2.50 

GWC1104 GWC1302 
GWC1604 Barbarians (2 fig) 

$2.50 
Dwarf Champions (2 fig) 

$2.50 Goblin Raiders (2 fig) 
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GWC1105 GWC1303 
GWC1605 Marauders (2 fig) 

$2.50 
Dwarf Adventurers (2 fig) 

$2.50 Skeletons (2 fig) GWC1106 GWC1304 
GWC1701 $2.50 Knights (2 fig) 

$2.50 
Dwarf Guardsmen (2 fig) 

$2.50 Skeleton Guardmen (2 fig) GWC1107 GWC1305 
GWC1702 $2.50 Heroes (2 fig) 

$2.50 
Wood Elves (2 fig) 

$2.50 Undead (2 fig) GWC1108 GWC1401 
GWC1704 $2.50 Raiders (2 fig) 

$2.50 
High Elves (2 fig) 

$2.50 Ogre Marauder (1 fig) GWC1109 GWC1402 
GWC1801 $4.00 Anti-Heroes (2 fig) 

$2.50 
Dark Elves (2 fig) 

$2.50 Ogre Champion (1 fig) GWC1110 GWC1403 
GWC1802 $4.00 Berserkers (2 fig) 

$2.50 
Wizards (2 fig) 

$2.50 Troll Degenerate (1 fig) GWC1111 GWC1501 
GWC1803 $4.00 Big Mommas (2 fig) 

$2.50 
Soreerors (2 fig) 

$2.50 Balgorg (1 fig) GWC1112 GWC1502 
GWC1903 $4.00 Chaos Warriors (2 fig) 

$2.50 
Clerics (2 fig) 

$2.50 Hydra (1 fig) GWC1201 GWC1503 
GWC1904 $4.00 Chaos Champions (2 fig) 

$2.50 
Thieves (2 fig) 
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GOBLIN CHARIOT 

SKULL CRUSHER 

MACHINERIES 
~DESTRUCTION 
Machines of Destruction: GOBLIN CHARIOT 
GW810910 $6.00 

A Goblin Death Chariot is pulled by two rabid giant 
boars, and features two new Goblin Commanders. 

Machines of Destruction: SKULL CRUSHER 
GW810934 $10.00 

The Goblin Skull Crusher Catapult includes an 
intricately carved onager, plus a crew of three. 

Machines of Destruction: LEAD BELCHER 
GW81003 $8.00 

The Goblin Lead Belcher Organ Gun is ornately 
decorated and features a crew of five Goblins. 

Machines of Destruction: MAN-MANGLER 
GWB1005 $9.00 

This Ore Mangone! is a bow powered catapult 
decorated with 4 war shields and the ore-chief's grim 
visage as a figurehead. Crewed by 6 ornery ores. 
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REGIMENTS 
01RENOWN 

Regiment of Renown: DWARF RANGERS 
GWB1094 $20.00 

The first Regiment of Renown, the famous Bugman's 
Dwarf Rangers features two command figures and 
fifteen assorted dwarven veterans in a boxed set. 

Regiment of Renown: NIGHTMARE LEGION 
GW81095 $20.00 

This Regiment of Renown consists of four completely 
new Skeletal Command Figures and an assortment 
of twenty Skeletal Warriors in a boxed set. 

LEAD BELCHER 

MAN-MANGLER 
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Discover magical, new fantasy races - the 
Winged Folk or the hideous Dragon Men, and 
embark on a journey into a world of wondrous 
adventure with FANTASY LORDS! 

Adventurers (3 fig) 
GRN101 $2.50 
Demons (2 fig) 
GRN102 $2.50 
Soul Searcher & Writhing Crusher 
GRN104 $2.50 
Werebear, Wereboar & Wererat 
GRN105 $2.50 
Skeleton Cavalry, Set 1 
GRN106 $2.50 
Skeleton Cavalry, Set 2 
GRN107 $2.50 
Goblins (4 fig) 
GRN108 $2.50 

Boxed Miniature Set 
These collections are carefully selected to provide 
the most popular units of detailed, imaginative 
fantasy figures. Each set features 11 figures plus 
accessories. 

Skeleton Raiders of the Undead Legion 
GRN6002 $9.95 

Features four Skeletal Command figures, plus eight 
assorted Warriors including a mounted lancer! 

Ores (3 fig) 
GRN109 $2.50 
Monks (3 fig) 
GRN111 $2.50 
Orcus, Demon Prince (1 fig) 
GRN113 $2.50 
Storm Giant (1 fig) 
GRN114 $2.50 
Bugbears (3 fig) 
GRN115 $2.50 
Golems (2 fig) 
GRN116 $2.50 
Dragon Men (3 fig) 
GRN117 $2.50 
Scorpions (2 fig) 
GRN118 $2.50 
Winged Folk (3 fig) 
GRN120 $2.50 
Knights (On Foot & Mounted) 
GRN121 $2.50 
Wizards (3 fig) 
GRN122 $2.50 
Lizardmen (3 fig) 
GRN123 $2.50 
Armored Dragon Men (3 fig) 
GRN125 $2.50 
Ninja & Ronin (3 fig) 
GRN126 $2.50 

Monsters of Mythology (A Beastiary) 
GRN6004 $9.95 

Features: a Griffin, a Harpy, a Chimera, a Satyr, 
Medusa, a menacing Minotaur, a Gynosphinx, 
Cerebus the three headed dog, and a Mermaid. 

Demons of the Dark 
GRN6006 $9.95 

Features: Two winged Demons, a crouching 
Succubus, a Creeping Horror, a Mystic Circle and six 
assorted demonic Minions! 
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St. George & the Dragon (3 fig) 
GRN128 
Undead Ores (3 fig) 
GRN129 
Elite Undead Infantry (3 fig) 
GRN131 
Flying Carpet & Crew (3 fig) 
GRN132 
Samurai (3 fig) 
GRN133 
Armored Centaurs (2 fig) 
GRN134 
Umberbulk (1 fig) 
GRN135 
Goatkin Warriors (3 fig) 
GRN136 
Ogres (3 fig) 
GRN141 
Undead Centaurs (2 fig) 
GRN143 
Barbarian Tribesmen (3 fig) 
GRN145 
Hobgoblins (3 fig) 
GRN151 
Dragon Men Specialists (3 fig) 
GRN153 
Beauty & the Beast (2 fig) 
GRN154 

Creatures of the Night (Folklore) 
GRN2014 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$2.50 

$7.95 
Features: a Flesh Golem, Mummy, Hunchback, 
Ghost, Werewolf, Zombie, Ghoul, Vampire, Death 
Mistress, and Witch! 
Royal Guardsmen of the Undead Legion 
GRN2019 $7.95 

Features: ten excellent quality Armoured Skeletal 
Warriors including Commander and Standard. 



Here are 25 of the most beautiful dragons you have 
ever seen starting with the dragons of Law and 
Chaos, and rounding out the collection with the 
dragons of the Elements and the Dragon Rulers 
themselves! Reigning over all is Teronus, the 
Ultimate Dragon. Each set includes a dragon with 
accessory figures and painting guidelines. 

For the real lover of Dragons you'll want to collect 
themalll 

3502 

DRAGON LORDS: The Ultlmate Dragon 
GRN2525 $19.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Black Dragon 
GRN2501 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Red Dragon 
GRN2502 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: White Dragon 
GRN2503 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Brass Dragon 
GRN2504 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Green Dragon 
GRN2505 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Sliver Dragon 
GRN2506 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Blue Dragon 
GRN2507 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Copper Dragon 
GRN2508 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Bronze Dragon 
GRN2509 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Gold Dragon 
GRN2510 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Platinum Dragon 
GRN2511 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Spectral Dragon 
GRN2512 $7.95 

GIANTS CLUB TJI 

Put these magnificent mega-men and ladies of 
the Giants Club on your adventure gaming 
map to shake things up a bit. This s.eries of ten 
figures each contains one or more !1g~res plus 
accessories. A storyline, game stat1st1cs, map 

' of giant's environ and suggested painting 
scheme are included on the box. 

GIANTS CLUB: Fire Giant 
GRN3501 $7.95 
GIANTS CLUB: Stone Giant 

I GRN3502 $7.95 
GIANTS CLUB: Frost Giants 
GRN3503 $7.95 
GIANTS CLUB: Forest Giant 
GRN3504 $7.95 
GIANTS CLUB: Hiii Giants 
GRN3505 $7.95 
GIANTS CLUB: Chaos Giant 
GRN3506 $7.95 
GIANTS CLUB: Sea Giant 
GRN3507 $7.95 
GIANTS CLUB: Dwarven Giant 
GRN3508 $7.95 
GIANTS CLUB: Two-Headed Giant 
GRN3509 $7.95 
GIANTS CLUB: Titan 
GRN3510 $7.95 
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Series Two 
DRAGON LORDS: Sea Dragon 
GRN2513 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Dragonllsk 
GRN2514 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Iron Dragon 
GRN2515 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Chaos Dragon 
GRN2516 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Shire Dragon 
GRN2517 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Swamp Dragon 
GRN2518 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Frost Dragon 
GRN2519 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Wyvem Dragon 
GRN2520 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Wind Dragon 
GRN2521 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Elven Dragon 
GRN2522 $7.95 

!°RAGON LORDS: Storm Dragon 
GRN2523 $7.95 
DRAGON LORDS: Guardian Dragons 



MONSTER 
MANUSCRIPTT~I 

MONSTER MANUSCRIPTS Set II 1 (A-8) 
GRN1501 $7.95 

Features: the jackalheaded Anubaji, Crypt Ape, 
Banshee, Basilisk, Giant Beetle, Bline Dog, the 
demonic Bogle, the chaos creature the Borer 
Serpent, and the bizarre Brain Eater! 

MONSTER MANUSCRPTS Set II 2 (C-D) 
GRN1502 $7.95 

Features: the Caroc crocodile man, the insectile 
Carrion Creeper, the winged serpent Coatyl , 
Cockatrice, the fatal beauty of the Death Witch, the 
elemental Djinni, Dragon Hound, the ship devouring 
Dragon Turtle and the demure Dryad! 

MONSTER MANUSCRIPTS Set II 3 (E-F) 
GAN1503 $7.95 

Features: the fiery Efriti , four creatures of the 
Elements: Earth, Water, Fire, and Air - the Elven 
Hound, the Fire Bat, Floating Eye, and the fearsome 
Fungoid I 

MONSTER MANUSCRIPTS Set II 4 (G-H) 
GAN1504 $7.95 

Features: the stony Gargoyle, the avenging Ghost, 
Ghoul, and its wicked cousin the Chaos Ghoul, a 
Dread Goblin, the foul birdwoman Siren Harpy, the 
fiery Helsteed, and the Hound of Chaosl 

The series title says it all. Unique and 
unusual subject matter, extraordinary 
craftsmanship and value. 
War Mammoth of the Undead Legion 
GRN5501 $9.95 
Dea~h Dragon of the Undead Legion 
GRN5502 $9.95 
War Chariot of the Undead Legion 
GRN5503 $9.95 
Death Giant of the Undead Legion 
GRN5504 $9.95 

The most unique and innovative figure series 
available. Twelve sets containing over 100 
mythical and newly discovered creatures for 
fantasy gaming introduced in the pages of the 
free Monster Manuscript book. This rules book 

MONSTER MANUSCRIPTS Set II 5 (1-K) 
GAN1505 $7.95 

Features: the mischievous Imp, the seductive 
Incubus, the monstrous Iron Bull , the chaos 
Juggernaut, the celestial horselike Ki-Rin, the 
one-eyed Klynops, the bestial Knoll , and the runty 
Kobold! 

MONSTER MANUSCRIPTS Set II 6 (L-M) 
GAN1506 $7.95 
Features: the deadly Liche, a Lizard Man, the 
manfaced lion Manticore, the mesmerizing Medusa 
the vengeful Midnight Stalker, the Minotaur, the ' 
lizard Monitor Hulk, and the malevolent Mummyl 

MONSTER MANUSCRIPTS Set II 7 (N-0) 
GRN1507 $7 .95 

Features: the serpentman Naga, the Night Hag, the 
savage Nightscreecher, the aquatic Nixie, the 
enchanting Nymph, the amorphous Ochre Jelly, the 
awful Ogress and her mystical cousin the Ogre 
Mage, and the ominous Owlbeastl 

l\10NSTER MANUSCRIPTS Set II 8 (P-Q) 
GAN1508 $7.95 

Features: the winged Pegasus, the fearful Phantom 
Slayer, the picayune Pixie, the ghastly Plague Ghoul , 
the frosty Polar Wyrm, the psionic Psyclops, the 
swamp ogre Quagmar, the chaos warrior Quarrl , and 
the guardian Querelonl 
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is a complete gaming aid featuring artwork, 
game statistics, monster storylines and 
painting guides in 36 pages FREE with the 
purchase of Monster Manuscript Figure Set 1. 

MONSTER MANUSCRIPTS Set II 9 (R-S) 
GAN1509 $7.95 

Features: the shapechanging Rakshasa, the Auster 
Beast, the gentle Satyr, the Shadow, the chaosborn 
Snake Clansman, the centaurlike Spidron, the 
voracious Stone Tangier, and the seductive 
Succubus! 
MONSTER MANUSCRIPTS Set 1110 (T-U) 
GAN1510 $7 95 

Features: Talos the bronze warrior, the mutating 
Trickster, the reptilian Trog, the treacherous Troll 
and sinister Sea Troll, the savage Umber Ripper, a 
Unicorn, and the bearlike Urson! 

MONSTER MANUSCRIPTS Set 1111 (V-W) 
GAN1511 $7.95 

Features: the villainous Vampire, the insidious 
vampire elf the Velanmorg, the Wereboar, the 
sneaky Werejackal , the chaos vermin Wererat , the 
insane undead Wight, the Witch Queen, the fabled 
Wolf-Woman, the playful Woodwendling, and the 
powerful evil Wraith! 

MONSTER MANUSCRIPTS Set 1112 (X-Z) 
GRN1512 $7.95 

Features: the maniacal murdering Xullarg. the 
frightful fishman Xurg, the elder creature Yag-Nesh 
and its slug servants the Yagoth, the snowape Yeti .' 
the zebra-centaur the Zegumbwai, and the mindless 
Zombies I 



Fantasy Heroes 
Here are "3-Stage Character" packs for those 
of you who have always wished that your 
character's metal figure would change as your 
character grew in experience! Now your wish 
is granted with these character sets which 
depict the same character in three different 
outfits depicting the hero's growth in strength, 
wealth and status! 

Fighter (3 fig) 
RAL01-315 
Ranger (3 fig) 
RAL01-316 
Magic User (3 fig) 
RAL01-317 
Hobbit Thief (3 fig) 
RAL01-318 
Elf Thief (3 fig) 
RAL01-319 
Paladin (3 fig) 
RAL01-320 
Human Assassin (3 fig) 

$3.50 

$3.50 

$3.50 

$3.50 

$3.50 

$3.50 . 

Barbarian Fighter (3 fig) 
RAL01-322 $3.50 
Dwarf Fighter (3 fig) 
RAL01-323 $3.50 
Elf Fighter (3 fig) 
RAL01-324 $3.50 
Druid (3 fig) 
RAL01-325 $3.50 
Cleric (3 fig) 
RAL01-326 $3.50 
Anti-Paladin (3 fig) 
RAL01-328 $3.50 
Elf Fighter Mage (3 fig) 
RAL01-329 $3.50 
Fighter with Axe (3 fig) 
RAL01-330 $3.50 
Illusionist (3 fig) 
RAL01-331 $3.50 
Female Fighter (3 fig) 
RAL01-332 $3.50 
Wizard (3 fig) 
RAL01-333 $3.50 
Gnome Illusionist (3 fig) 
RAL01-334 $3.50 

RAL01-321 $3.50 ---------Mounted.Warriors_............,. ______ ~ Anti-Hero (3 fig) 
RAL01-335 $3.50 

Pegasus with Rider 
RAL01-017 $4.50 
Land Dragon & Captain 
RAL01-034 $3.50 
Land Dragon with Lancer 
RAL01-035 $3.50 
Unicorn with Princess Riding 
RAL01-071 $3.50 

War Dragon with Knight Rider 
RAL01--083 $9.00 
Flying Lizard with Wraith Rider 
RAL01-074 $4.50 
Witch King on Winged Charger 
RAL01-089 $4.50 
Giant on Armored War Elephant 
RAL01--099 $6.00 
Brlarrose Knights & Giant Bumblebee 
RAL01-107 $4.50 
Rhino Rider (On Foot & Mounted) 
RAL02-914 $4.00 
Bison Rider (On Foot & Mounted) 
RAL02-930 $4.00 

---------------Dragonso1Dread--------------
Ra1 Partha is renown for the quality and 
diversity of their collection of grand dragon 
figures. Here is a selection of the best of their 
best, guaranteed to enhance any collection of 
beautifully sculpted Dragons and to challenge 
the most hearty heroes! 
Guardian Dragon (1 fig) 
RAL10-210 $8.00 
Wyvern (1 fig) 
RAL01--050 $1.25 
Cold Drake (Dragon) (1 fig) 
RAL01--072 $7.00 
J11bberwock (1 fig) 
RAL01--095 $4.50 
Celestial Dragon (1 fig) 
RAL01-129 $7.00 
A tin of red copper DragonScaleN creme is included. 
Black Dragon (1 fig) 
RAL01-138 $8.00 
Blue Dragon (1 fig) 
RAL01-139 $7.00 
A tin of dark blue DragonScaleN creme is included. 
Brass Dragon (1 fig) 
RAL01-314 $8.00 
DRACO DRACORUM 1 Oth Anniversary 
Dragon 
RAL01-502 $60.00 
Here is the largest dragon figure ever made, the 
Dragonking of the Universe - Draco Dracorum. This 
limited edition figure was specially made for the tenth 
anniversary commemoration of Ral Partha's entry 
into the field of fantasy figures . Supplies are limited! 
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Personalities 
Elf Princess (1 fig) 
RAL01-021 $1.25 
Elf Lord (1 fig) 
RAL01-022 $1 .25 
Ranger (On Foot & Mounted) 
RAL01-027 $4.00 
Elf Hero (On Foot & Mounted) 
RAL01-091 $4.00 
Anti-Paladin (On Foot & Mounted) 
RAL01-093 $4.00 
Half-Elves (4 fig) 
RAL01-106 $4.50 
Thieves (4 fig) 
RAL01-114 $4.50 

Half-Ores (4 fig) 
RAL01-115 $4.50 
Cutthroats (4 fig) 
RAL01-120 $4.50 
Bard (1 fig) 
RAL01-058 $1.25 
Amazon Temple Guards (2 fig) 
RAL01-152 $2.50 

Warriors 01 Chaos 
Black Prince on Horseback 
RAL01-082 $3.50 
From the wreckage-littered battlefields of the Black 
Prince of Falmyrth into the free realms marches the 
Warriors of Chaosl These battle-hardened veterans 
are ready to challenge and slay any champion of 
freedom foolish enough to stand in their wayl 
The Black Prince's Chariot of Fear 
RAL01-127 $15.00 
The true nature of the Black Prince remains 
unknown, but it is well known that he has made pacts 
with countless demons as witness his chariot of 
destruction pulled by two of the most fearsome 
demons to trod the face of the earth! 
The Black Prince's Elite Guards (2 fig) 
RAL01-142 $2.50 
The Black Prince's Ore Guards (2 fig) 
RAL01-141 $2.50 
Lord of Chaos (On Foot & Mounted) 
RAL01-126 $4.00 
Champion of Chaos (On Foot & Mounted) 
RAL01-125 $4.00 
Warriors of Chaos (4 fig) 
RAL01-124 $4.50 
Guardians of Doom (2 fig) 
RAL01-133 $2.50 
Chaotic Knights of the Doom Legion (2) 
RAL01 -136 $2.50 
Chaotic Warrior with Greatsword (1 fig) 
RAL02-304 $1 .25 
The Chaotic Ones (2 fig) 
RAL01 -132 $2.50 
Choatic Knights of the Skyil 
RAL01-137 $2.50 

Amazon Cavalry (1 fig) Acrobatic Thief (1 fig) 
RAL01-153 $2.50 RAL02-333 $1 .25 
Amazon Slave Chariot Cloaked Assassin (1 fig) 
RAL01-154 $7.00 RAL02-334 $1 .25 
Starldrim the Drow (On Foot & Mounted) Ninja Assassin (1 fig) 
RAL01-307 $3.50 RAL02-335 $1 .25 
Artlyn the Sylvan Thief (On Foot & Mtd) Wizard with Staff (1 fig) 
RAL01-308 $3.50 RAL02-351 $1 .25 
Fealor the Grey Elf (On Foot & Mtd) Adventurer Wizard (1 fig) 
RAL01-310 $3.50 RAL02-352 $1.25 
Ardriel as Thief, Mage & Warrior Illusionist (1 fig) 
RAL01-312 $3.50 RAL02-353 $1.25 
Elf Mage (1 fig) Evil Wizard (1 fig) 
RAL02-219 $1 .25 RAL02-354 $1 .25 
Fighter with Platemail & Runesword Fighter Mages (3 fig) 
RAL02-301 $1 .25 RAL02-917 $3.50 
Paladin with Great Sword (1 fig) Wandering Adventurers (3 fig) 
RAL02-302 $1 .25 RAL02-919 $3.50 
Barbarian with Two-Handed Sword (1 fig) Clerics (3 fig) 
RAL02-306 $1 .25 RAL02-926 $3.50 
Master Thief (1 fig) Female Warriors (3 fig) 
RAL02-331 $1 .25 RAL02-927 $3.50 
Brigand Thief (1 fig) 
RAL02-332 $1.25 
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Creatures 01 Legend 
Monsters and minions, bizzare beasts and 
curious creatures to people your fantasy 
worlds and to challenge any adventurer who 

Winged Panther (1 fig) thinks quest are routine and predictable! Enjoy 
the marvelous magic wrought by highly RAL01-038 

Wind Lord (1 fig) detailed Creatures of Legend! RAL01-041 
Balrog (1 fig) Earth Elemental 
RAL01-003 $3.50 RAL01-045 
Winged Serpent (1 fig) Armored Centaur (1 fig) 
RAL01-007 $2.50 RAL01-047 
Hill Troll (1 fig) Griffon 
RAL01-010 $2.50 RAL01-051 
Angel (1 fig) Djlnns (2 fig) 
RAL01 -011 $2.50 RAL01-069 
ArchAngel (1 fig) Armored Balrog (1 fig) 
RAL01-012 $2.50 RAL01-081 
Angel of Death (1 fig) Storm Giant (1 fig) 
RAL01-019 $3.00 RAL01-090 
Gremlin War Party (3 fig) Grendel (1 fig) 
RAL01 -028 $3.50 RAL01 -097 
Wraith (1 fig) Hellhound with Wraiths 
RAL01 -030 $1 .25 RALOHOO 
Centaur with Spear (1 fig) Bugabears (3 fig) 
RAL01 -032 $2.50 RAL01-103 

10-JO'.J 
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$3.50 

$1 .25 

$4.50 

$3.00 

$2.50 

$3.50 

$4.50 

$4.50 

$2.50 

$4.00 

$4.00 

Three-Headed Stupid Troll (1 fig) 
RAL01-105 $4.00 
Titan (1 fig) 
RAL01-108 $4.50 
Cloud Giant (1 fig) 
RAL01-109 $7.00 
Bandersnatch & Jub-Jub Bird 
RAL01-122 $4.00 
Draken (Troll) 
RAL01-123 $3.50 
Brigand Treasure Caravan (5 fig) 
RAL01-128 $7.00 
Troll Giant 
RAL01-313 $3.50 
WereTlger (1 fig) 
RAL02-403 $1 .25 
Demon (1 fig) 
RAL02-405 $1.50 
Skeleton Warriors (4 fig) 
RAL02-938 $4.50 
Dragon men 
RAL02-944 $4.00 

Fantasy Collections 
These boxed collections feature the best from 
Ral Partha's original releases, along with the 
hottest new attractions to add excitement and 
challenge to any adventure! 
Demons, Trolls, Ores & Goblins (1 O fig) 
RAL 10-301 $9.00 
Children of the Night (1 O fig) 
RAL 10-303 $9.00 
Dungeon Fiends (1 O fig) 
RAL 10-304 $9.00 
Adventure Fellowship (1 O fig) 
RAL 10-305 $9.00 
Mystic Masters (1 O fig) 
RAL10-307 $9.00 
Skeletal Legion of the Lie he King (10) 
RAL10-309 $9.00 

Features: a Liche King, six Skeletal Warriors, one 
Skeletal Tracker and Hound, and an Undead Balrogl 
RAL, Lord of the Balrogs 
RAL10-412 $15.00 

A full 100 mm tall , Ral , " Lord of the Balrogs" is one 
of the tallest figures available, looming over the puny 
adventurers hero! 



Ral Partha Imports 
Here is a line of Wierd Fantasy Figures, 
imported directly from Europe by Ral Partha I 
Kindly Old Wizard (1 fig) 
RPIWF-01 $1 .25 

Aerial Servant (1 fig) 
RPIWF-02 $1 .25 
The Complete Adventurer (1 fig) 
RPIWF-03 $1 .25 
Spaced-Out Druid (1 fig) 
RPIWF-04 $1 .25 
Dwarf with Inferiority Complex (1 fig) 
RPIWF-05 $1 .25 
Vorpal Kitties (2 fig) 
RPIWF-10 $1 .25 

Armies ot Ral 
Here are the troops to stock your fantasy 
armies, featuring all the major races -
complete with command groups. 

ARMIES: Wood Elves firing Bows (6 fig) 
RAL02-003 $4.50 
ARMIES: Sea Elves swinging Axes (6 fig) 
RAL02-009 $4.50 
ARMIES: High Elves firing Bows (6 fig) 
RAL02-014 $4.50 
ARMIES: High Elf Cavalry (3 fig) 
RAL02-015 $4.50 
ARMIES: Elf Horse Archers (3 fig) 
RAL02-016 $4.50 
ARMIES: Starbrow's Select (6 fig) 
RAL02-017 $4.50 
ARMIES: Starbrow's Command (4 fig) 
RAL02-018 $4.50 
ARMIES: Mounted Halflings (4 fig) 
RAL02-029 $4.50 
ARMIES: Dwarf Axemen (6 fig) 
RAL02-031 $4.50 
ARMIES: Dwarf with Hammer (6 fig) 
RAL02-036 $4.50 
ARMIES: Dwarves firing Crossbows (6 fig) 
RAL02-038 $4.50 
ARMIES: Skeleton Command (4 fig) 
RAL02-040 $4.50 
ARMIES: Mounted Skeletal Knights (3 fig) 
RAL02-041 $4.50 
ARMIES: Skeletal Knights (6 fig) 
RAL02-042 $4.50 
ARMIES: Skeletal Archers (6 fig) 
RAL02-043 $4.50 
ARMIES: Skeletal Melee Troops (6 fig) 
RAL02-044 $4.50 
ARMIES: Lesser Ore Archers (6 fig) 
RAL02-062 $4.50 
ARMIES: Lesser Ore Melee Troops (6 fig) 
RAL02-065 $4.50 
ARMIES: Ore Spearmen (6 fig) 
RAL02-070 $4.50 
ARMIES: Ore Swordsmen (6 fig) 
RAL02-072 $4.50 
ARMIES: Ore Command (4 fig) 
RAL02-079 $4.50 
Halflings with Bow & Sling (2 fig) 
RAL02-227 $1 .25 
Halflings with Axes (2 fig) 
RAL02-228 $1 .25 
Dwarf with Sword (1 fig) 
RAL02-234 $1 .25 
Dwarf with Axe (1 fig) 
RAL02-235 $1 .25 

Machines 
01War 
Add the artillery and war engines of the past to 
your fantasy battles of today. Give your armies 
and war parties a little muscle. Guaranteed to 
worry any lord in his castle! 
Large Ballista (1 fig) 
RFMSE-01 $6.00 
Large Catapult - Onager (1 fig) 
RFMSE-02 $6.00 
Small Catapult - Dart Throwers (2 figs) 
RFMSE-03 $4.00 
Small Catapult - Onager (2 figs) 
RFMSE-04 $5.00 
Small Selge Tower 
RFMSE-09 $12.00 

Ore Archer (1 fig) 
RAL02-278 
Ore Leader (1 fig) 
RAL02-279 
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$1 .25 

$1.25 

a 
Sprlngal/Falarica (1 fig) 
RFMSE~O $~00 

Battering Ram, Frame & Testudo 
RFMSE-11 $16.00 
Cannons: Pot Au Feu & Crecy Cannon 
RFMSE-13 $2.50 
Trebuchet (1 fig) 
RFMSE-14 $12.00 
Greek Fire Projector 
RFMSE~6 $2~0 

Roman Balllsta 
RFMSE-19 $9.00 
Roman Carroballista Bolt Thrower (2 fig) 
RFMSE-33 $3.50 
Elaborate otgan Gun 
RFMSE-34 $5.00 

Gnoles (4 fig) 
RAL02-929 $4.50 
Gnole Champion & Hench Beasts (3 fig) 
RAL02-939 $3.50 
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Boxed Miniatures Set 

$10.00 

Sathar w/weapon, Vrusk w/weapon, Yazirian 
w/Lasers, Male explorer, Human in spacesuit, 
Dralasite w/weapon, Dralasite in spacesuit, Sathar in 
spacesuit, Yazirian in spacesuit , Woman explorer, 
Human in 'power armer, Vrusk in spacesuit. For 
STAR FRONTIERS® Game. 

Federation StarShips (6 fig) 
TSR5332 $10.00 

Destroyer, Frigate, Assault scout(2) , Battleship, 
Freighter. For STAR FRONTIERS® game Space 
Battles. 

Sathar & Pirate Ships (5 fig) 
TSR5333 $10.00 

Sathar frigate, Sathar light cruiser, Heavy cruiser, 
Pirate assault scout, Pirate frigate . For STAR 
FRONTIERS® game Space Battles. 

Spacefarers (11 fig) 
TSR5334 $11 .00 

Sathar w/rille, Human, Dralasite w/rifle, Human , 
Yazarian, Dralasite w/pistol , Vrusk w/rille, Vrusk 
w/grenade, Yazarian crouching, Human, Sathar 
w/mortar. For STAR FRONTIERS .. game 
Adventures. 

Robots (6 fig) 
TSR5401 $6.00 

Service 'bot, Tank 'bot, Security 'bot, Hover 'bot, 
Maintenance 'bot, Household 'bot . For STAR 
FRONTIERS® game Adventures. 

Privateer StarShips (6 fig) 
TSR5404 $6.00 

Lightspeed Lady, Golden Vanity, Thruster Class, 
Condor Class Stinger, Role's Revenge, Moonbright. 
For STAR FRONTIERS® game Space Battles. 

ST AR FRONTIERS™ 
Blisterpacks 

Pure Strain Humans (3 fig) 
TSR5502 
Mutants/Aliens (3 fig) 
TSR5505 
Androids (3 fig) 
TSR5508 
Cyborgs (3 fig) 
TSR5511 
Queequeg (1 fig) 
TSR5801 
Funnel Worm & Korrvarrs 
TSR5802 
Winged Ripper & Sand Shark 
TSR5803 
Megasaurus (1 fig) 
TSR5804 
Edestekal (2 fig) 
TSR5805 
Qulckdeath (2 fig) 
TSR5806 
Sathar Light Cruiser (1 fig) 
TSR5808 

Federation Frigates & Scouts (4 fig) 
TSR5809 
Pirate Frigates & scouts (4 fig) 
TSR5810 
Sather Frigate & Cutter (2 fig) 
TSR5811 
Knight Hawks StarShip Bases & Rods 
TSR5812 

$1 .95 

$1 .95 

$1 .95 

$1 .95 

$2.95 

$2.95 

$2.95 

$2.95 

$2.95 

$2.95 

$1.95 

$1.95 

$1 .95 

$1 .95 

$1 .95 



Counter Tray & Lid 
TSRGN01 $1 .25 

nred of sorting counters every time you want to play 
your favorite boardgame? Then these trays are just 
what the general ordered. Contains 20 uniform 
pockets and comes with a formfitting lid to keep all 
your forces in order. 

Counter Tray Set (5 trays) 
TSRGN02 $5.00 

Save 20% by buying 5 trays at once. Best deal in 
town I 

Blank 4-Color Counter Sheets 
TSRGN06 $1 .00 

Here is a set of colorful counters, mounted two-sides 
on 60 pt. chipboard, ideal for creating your own 
armies for alternate scenarios or your original game 
designs. A must for every wargamer. Includes 400 
hall-inch counters. 

Magnetic Counter Clips (80) 
SHl100 $5.99 

End those bumped-table blues with magnetic counter 
clips . Now you can fix your strategic forces in place 
on a metal table or plate beneath the map until you 
decide to move it . 

Hex Grid Mapping Paper - 22mm/16mm 
TSRGN11 $1.00 

This two-sided mapping paper contains two different 
size hexes to give you the most flexibility when 
designing your own boardgame maps. The 22mm 
hex side runs in rows across the width of the paper. 
This size grid Is ideal for tactical combat and role 
playing encounters. The 16mm side is numbered for 
ease in keying your map, the hexes run In columns 
along the length of the paper. 

Hex Grid Mapping Paper - 1 Omm/6mm 
TSRGN12 $1 .00 

This two-sided hex grid mapping paper is ideal for 
designing your own role playing world and 
wilderness adventure settings. 

Both sides are long grained with the hexes running 
in columns along the length of the paper. 

Numbered Hex Grid - 16mm 
TSRGN13 $.75 

long grain - columns of hexes running the length of 
the paper - this mapping paper has been numbered 
to aid the game designer in preparing keys for his 
battle maps and to prepare setup rosters for various 
battle scenarios. 

Large Hex Grid Mapping Paper - 25mm 
TSRGN14 $.75 

Short grain - running in rows across the width of the 
paper this mapping paper is ideal for miniature use 
and role playing encounter settings. 

LAMINATED NUMBERED HEX/GRID 
Z10500 $5.00 

Just the item for designing your own settings for 
scenarios and encounters of your creation. Write on 
with colored wax pencils, and easily cleaned with a 
soft cloth. 25MM(1 ") 

Miniatures Storage Case (small) 
ARM850 $5.95 

Just what you 've been looking for - a safe and 
portable carrying case to store and transport your 
miniatures of your favorlte role playing characters 
and gruesome monsters. So useful you 'll want more 
than onel 
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Gaming Dice & Accessories 
Here is a selection of top of the line polyhedral 
gaming dice in a wide variety of colors for use 
in all your adventure gaming! 

To make it easier to order, we have assigned 
a single catalog Item Number for each of the 
three types of featured dice sets. All dice sets 
are available in 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 20 and 
30-sided dice. The available color choices are 
noted with oach category. 

When ordering you should specify the dice 
type by the Item Number and then indicate the 
desired color, using the one letter Color Code, 
and the number of sides for each die you 
order. 

For Example: To order a Koplow, Black, 
4-sided die you would enter the following 
code: 

KOP-K04 (K = Black; 04 = 4-sided) 

KOPLOW* QUALITY INKED DICE 
KOP $1 .25 

These are our highest quality pre-inked dice 
available in five different colors: 

Black K 
Blue B 
Ivory I 
Red R 
White W 

They come in a variety of sizes, including: 04, 
06, 08, 10, 12 or 20-sided. 

OPAQUE UNINKED DICE 
OPQ 

These dice are solid, high-impact plastic 
available in a wide array of colors: 

Black K 
Green G 
Marble M 
Red R 
White W 

$ .50 

Sizes of dice available include 04, 06, 08, 10, 
12 and 20 sided. 

Also available, in the same selection of 
colors are: 

OPAQUE 30-SIDED DICE 
OPQ."Color" 30 $1.00 

GEM TRANSPARENT DICE 
GEM 

Beautiful GEM dice come in a rainbow of 
colors: 

Blue B 
Crystal C 
Green G 
Purple P 
Red A 
Smoke = S 

$.75 

These dice are available in sizes including 04, 
06, 08, 10, 12 and 20 costing$ .75 each. 

They are also available as 30-sided dice in 
the same selection of colors at twice normal 
cost. 

GEM 30-SIDED DICE 
GEM-" Color"30 

GLOW-IN· THE-DARK DICE 
GEM-D 

$1.50 

$ .75 

If you are looking for something different try these 
polyhedral beauties that glow in the dark. Available in 
sizes 04, 06, 08, 10, 12 and 20-slded at a cost of $ 
75 each, these beauties will add a haunting mood to 

your role playing. Not available in 30-sided. 

VELOUR DICE BAGS 

Keep your dice collection safe in these attractive 
Velour Dice Bags with drawstring. A wide selection of 
colors is available to match your mood and 
personality. 

TAG010 GRAY DICE BAG $2.50 
TAG020 FOREST GREEN DICE 

BAG $2.50 
TAG025 BABY BLUE DICE BAG $2.50 
TAG030 ROYAL BLUE DICE BAG $2.50 
TAG035 ROYAL PURPLE DICE 

BAG $2.50 
TAG040 BRIGHT RED DICE BAG $2.50 
TAG070 BLACK DICE BAG $2.50 
TAG080 CAMOUFLAGE DICE 

BAG $2.50 

DICE INKING PENS 

Though all dice are clearly engraved with numbers 
on each side, only our top quality dice have inked 
numbers. If you want to ink your dice or to create 
your own special dice using a combination of colors, 
then these permanent finepoint color markers are for 
you I 

ARM511 
ARM512 
ARM513 
ARM514 

BLACK INKING PEN 
RED INKING PEN 
BLUE INKING PEN 
GREEN INKING PEN 

$ .98 
$ .98 
$ .98 
$.98 

Special Dice & Dice Sets-------· 

DICE 100 SIDE 
ZOC001 $5.00 

One die with a hundred numbered sides that really 
works! Has to be seen to be believed! 

Novelty Round 6-Slded Die 
ZOC002 $1.00 

Here's something different, a round six-side die that 
really works! Comes in assorted co!ors 

KOPLOW® DICE & BAG 
TSRSPL1 $10.50 

Our highest quality, pre-inked dice set from Germany. 
Assortment of colors. Each set includes a 4, 6, 8, 10, 
12, 20, and special 30-slded dice. To sweeten the 
deal, we will include a free Tag Velour Dice Bag. 

GEM DICE SET & PEN 
TSRSPL2 $6.50 

Transparent dice set in an assortment of rainbow 
colors. Set includes a 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 20 and special 
30-sided dice. Also included Is a free Dice Inking 
Pen. 

ARMORY SOLID DICE & PEN 
TSRSPL3 $4.50 

High impact plastic dice set from the Armory. Set 
includes a 4, 6, 8, 12, 20, and special 30-sided dice 
in an assortment of colors. Also includes a Dice 
Inking Pen. 
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DRAGON DICE® Percentage Generators 
TSR8004 $3.00 

Four 10-sided dice in two different colors for rolling 
numbers 1to100. The most commonly used dice for 
role playing games. These dice are numbered Oto 9. 

DRAGON DICE® Random Number 
Generators 
TSR8005 $4.50 

Six different dice for use with all adventure games. 
Includes 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 20-sided (numbered 1 to 
20) dice, made of high impact plastic. 



Here's the gaming magazine that's all 
Adventure! This is the first magazine devoted 
entirely to bringing the fantasy role player a 
steady supply of new quick adventures and 
game ideas to keep your gaming fast, fun and 
exciting! 

If you would like to join the adventure and 
subscribe, a special subscription card has 
been included with this catalog . Or you can 
subscribe by ordering: 

DUNGEON"' Magazine Subscription 
DUNSUB $18.00 

Six issues of thrilling adventures and 
mystifying mysteries. Begin your quest today! 

Also available are copies of some of the back 
issues of this popular magazine. Supplies are 
extremely limited, so get them while you can. 

Prices subject to change without advance 
notice due to limited availability. 

DUNGEON"' MAGAZINE #1 
DUN001 

The premiere issue of the all fantasy gaming 
magazine that is all adventure! Featured 
adventures: 
INTO THE FIRE - A prince's legacy, 
TOWER OF CALIBAR - A deadly quest, 
GRAKHIRT'S LAIR - War with Norkers. 

$5.00 

These are real collector's items and supplies are 
very limited! 

DUNGEON"' MAGAZINE #2 
DUN002 

Four short, fantasy adventures for evening 
entertainment 
TITAN'S DREAM - A casual visit to a living 
nightmare, 

$3.75 

DWARVEN KING'S COURT - Royal intrigue and 
danger, 
CAERMOR - A killer stalks the night, 
KEEP AT KORALGESH - Journey to a lost city! 

DUNGEON"' MAGAZINE #3 
DUN003 

Currently Out of Stocki 

$3.75 

Four fantasy adventures challenge low to high level 
heroes. 
FALCON'S PEAK - Evil broods In a robber baron 's 
abode, 
BLOOD ON THE SNOW - Arctic adventures, 
THE DEADLY SEA - A dangerous foray into sunken 
lands, 
THE BOOK WITH NO END - The ultimate tomel 

DUNGEON"' MAGAZINE #4 
DUN004 

Currently Out of Stocki 

Need a quick adventure for an evening of fun? 
TROUBLE AT GROG'S- Havoc among the 
half-ores, 

$3.75 

FLUFFY GOES TO HECK - Of devils dark & things 
that bark, 
ESCAPE THE TOWER OF MIDNIGHT - No honor 
among thieves! 

DUNGEON"' MAGAZINE 115 
DUN005 $3.75 

Features: HIRWARD'S TASK - A wizard in need ... 
THE KAPPA OF PACHEE BRIDGE - An Oriental 
Adventure, 
THE STOLEN POWER - Dark cults and Infinite 
Magic I 

DUNGEON"' MAGAZINE #6 
DUN006 $3.75 

Features: TORTLES OF THE PURPLE SAGE - A 
thousand miles of adventure, 
FORBIDDEN MOUNTAIN - Dungeons and 
dimension warps, 
AFTER THE STORM - A gold-laden shipwreck in 
deadly bayl 

DUNGEON"' MAGAZINE #7 
DUN007 $3.7' 

Features: SAMURAI STEEL - Treachery, beauty & 
honor, 
THE JINGLING MORDO CIRCUS - Carnival fun & 
deadly danger 
THE MATCHMAKERS - Can love really conquer 
all? 

DUNGEON"' MAGAZINE 18 
DUN008 

Features: THE FLOWERS OF FLAME - A lost 
valley of evil awaits, 

$3.75 

THE WOUNDED WORM - Injured dragons are the 
most deadly, 
IN DEFENSE OF THE LAW - If Ohmos wins, 
everyone loses! 

DUNGEON'" MAGAZINE #9 
DUN009 

Available in January 1988. 

DUNGEON"' MAGAZINE #10 
DUN010 

Available in March 1988. 

DUNGEON"' MAGAZINE #11 
DUN011 

Available In May 1988. 
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$3.75 

$3.75 

$3.75 

IMAGINE"' MAGAZINE 1125 
IMA25 $2.00 

Features: Oriental adventuring, including Monsters 
of the Phillipines, Japanese Bujutsu, the Ogre Magi, 
Pentak Silat the Indonesian Martial Arts, and the 
AD&D® adventure - The Words of Go-Gujil 

IMAGINE"' MAGAZINE /126 
IMA26 $2.00 

Features: the Adventurer 's Guild, Rating the 
Monsters, Pelinore - a new campaign world, an 
AD&D® adventure - The Great Paladin Hunt, and 
MINDMELD - a boardgame. 

IMAGINE"' MAGAZINE #27 
IMA27 $2.00 

Features: an all Magic issue, including Magic -
Miracle or Menace? , New MU Spells by EGG, 
Pelinore: The County of Burghalter, Familiars, and 
an AD&D' adventure - One Fine Day in the Middle 
of Night! 

IMAGINE"' MAGAZINE 128 
IMA28 $2.00 

Features: Running the Melee Round, Lycanthropy -
Put Some Bite Into Your Werewolves, The Gods of 
Pelinore, Roleplaying in the Roaring '20s, and a 
GANGBUSTERS* /DAREDEVIL ~scenario - A Nice 
Night for Screaming! 

IMAGINE'" MAGAZINE #29 
IMA29 $2.00 

Features: Experience in the D&D' game, Pellnore: 
The Monument Square, and a STAR 
FRONTIERS ' /TRAVELLER' scenario- The 
Sarafand Filel 

IMAGINE'" MAGAZINE 130 
IMA30 $2.00 

Features: Vikings! - Magic & Mayhem, Rune Magic, 
The Saga of the Ring, Pelinore: The Asylum, 
Deathcart, & Waxworks, Icelanders - a campaign 
setting, and a BA TILESYSTEM• battle -
RAGNAROKI 

Best of WHITE DWARF® Articles Ill 
GW00108 $5.00 

Selected features and gaming articles from Britain 's 
leading gaming magazine. Articles of use to every 
fantasy gamer including features on new classes, 
fiends & foes, rule expansions and modelling 
guidance. 

Best of WHITE DWARF Scenarios Ill 
GW00109 $5.00 

Here are the best scenarios and adventures to 
appear in Britain's number one gaming magazine. All 
major game systems are provided for in these rarely 
seen scenarios! 



Here's the Number One magazine of 
Adventure Gaming! Don't miss out on the 
excitement found only in this monthly gaming 
accessory to youf favorite role playing games! 

Don't want to miss a single excitement 
packed issue? Then subscribe with the 
subscription card included with this catalog. 
Or you can subscribe by ordering: 

DRAGON® Magazine Subscription 
DRASUB $30.00 

Twelve issues of hardhitting advice, classic 
rules variants, and awesome adventure! 
Answer the challenge today! 

Don't want to miss any of the exciting issues 
of the number one gaming magazine? Limited 
supplies of back issues are available so that 
you can complete your set today! 

Prices subject to change without advance 
notice due to limited availability. 

And for the real Collector, request our 
special Collector's List of Limited Issues. 
Warning these supplies are extremely limited 
and availability is not guaranteed! 

DRACOL DRAGON Magazine 
Collector's List 

DRAGON MAGAZINE #81 
DRA081 $7.50 

Features: Taking the Sting Out of Poison, Chariots, 
and an AD&D High Level Adventure - Ruins of 
Andril. 

DRAGON' MAGAZINE #82 
DRA082 $7.50 

Features: Curing the Monty Haul Malady, Wounds & 
Weeds. and The BA TON RACES OF Y AZ. Gamel 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #83 
DRA083 $7.50 

Features: Many Facets of Gems, Areas of 
Knowledge, and an AD&D adventure - The Dancing 
Hull 

DRAGON'MAGA~NEN84 
DRA084 $7.50 

Features: Familiars, Master of the Winds, and an 
AD&O adventure - The Twofold Talisman! 

DRAGON' MAGAZINE #85 
DRA085 $7.50 

Features: The Cleric Expansion, Beowulf, and 
lxitxachitl 

DRAGON MAGAZINE #86 
DRA086 $7 50 

Features: New Enchanted Objects, Dragons & Their 
Deities, and Great Stoney, A Cardboard Castle! 

DRAGON MAGA~NEN87 
DRA087 $7.50 

Features: Beyond the Dungeon, Unusual Plants, and 
a TOP SECRET., scenario - OPERATION: 
WHITEOUT! 

DRAGON MAGAZINE #88 
DRA088 

Features: Falling Damage, Key to Ramali, and 
ELEFANT HUNT Gamel 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #89 
DRA089 

$7.50 

$7.50 

Features: The Sl'larp-Eyed Sentinel , Survival, and an 
all new Creature Catalogue! 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #90 
DRA090 $7.50 

Features: Hold that Person! , Bats, Gladsheim, and 
an AD&~ Norse adventure - AESIRHAMAR! 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #91 
DRA091 $7.50 

Features: Spies Advice, The Rune & The Dragon, 
and Treasure Troves! 

DRAGON MAGAZINE #92 
DRA092 $7.50 

Features: Gods of Suel, Clerics Live by Other Rules, 
and a D&D' adventure - The Sword of Justicei 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #93 
DRA093 $5.00 

Features: The Gypsy Train, High Level Druids, and 
Rules for Jumping & Leaping in the AD&D" Game! 

DRAGON MAGAZINE #94 
DRA094 $5.00 

Features: Creature Catalogue II, Ranger Updates, 
and Fortune of a Fooll 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #95 
DRA095 $5.00 

Features: DemiHumans, Apes in AD&D' Rules, and 
an AD&D' adventure - Into the Forgotten Realms! 

DRAGON MAGAZINE #96 
DRA096 $5.00 

Features: STAR TREKN Ship Deckplans. lnglaf's 
Dream, and NOGARD, the Ultimate adventure! 

DRAGON' MAGAZINE #97 
DRA097 $5.00 

Features: Deities & Their Faithful , Gorgons, and 
Sticks and Stones and Bones! 
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DRAGON MAGAZINE #98 
DRA098 $5.00 

Features: Dragons of Krynn, Creative Magic Items, 
and a collection of GAMMA WORL~ Game 
Mutants! 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #99 
DRA099 $5.00 

Features: Treasure Trove II, A Fighter's Troops, and 
Big City Adventures! 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #100 
DRA100 $7.50 

Features: DragonChess Rules, Score One for 
Sabratact, and an AD&D adventure - City Beyond 
the Gate! 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #101 
DRA101 $5.00 

Features: Creature Catalogue Ill, All About Kander, 
and Adventuring To Go! 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #102 
DRA102 $5.00 

Features: All About Gully Dwarves, Nine Wands of 
Wonder, and an AD&D' adventure - Valley of the 
Earth Mother! 

DRAGON' MAGAZINE #103 
DRA103 

AD&D' Game! 

DRAGON' MAGAZINE #104 
DRA104 

$5.00 

$5.00 

Features: The Rogues of Role Playing, Expanded 
Psionics, and a MARVEL SUPER HEROESN mission 
- Sudden Dawn! 

DRAGON MAGAZINE #105 
DRA105 $4.00 

Features: A Look at Invisibility, Treasures for 0-Level 
Encounters. and an AD&D' adventure - BETRAYED! 

DRAGON ' MAGAZINE #106 
ORA 106 $4.00 

Features: The Laws of Magic, More Range for 
Rangers, and Seven New NPC Classes for the 
AD&D' Gamel 

DRAGON"' MAGAZINE #107 
DRA107 $4.00 

Features: Doomsgame, Economics Made Easy, and 
More DRAGONS OF GLORY! 

DRAGON MAGAZINE #108 
DRA108 $4.00 

Features: Cantrips for Clerics, Agents & A-Bombs, 
and a GAMMA WORLD' Game Special Mutant 
Manual Ill 



DRAGON® MAGAZINE #109 
DRA109 $4.00 

Features: Customized Clas~es for D&D® Rules, The 
Barbarian Cleric, and War Machine Revisited! 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #110 
DRA110 $4.00 

Features: Cult of the Dragon, For Better or Norse, 
and an AD&D® adventure - House in the Frozen 
Lands! 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #111 
DRA111 $4.00 

Features: Welcome to Malachi, Microscopic 
Monsters. and an AD&D® mystery adventure - Death 
of an Arch-Magel 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #112 
DRA112 $4.00 

Features: Dinosaurs, Cloaked in Magic, and The 
Ultimate DRAGON" Magazine Index! 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #113 
DRA113 $4.00 

Features: Top (Secret) Guns, Cold Steel - Hunter 
Robots, and Welcome to Hades! 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #114 
DRA114 

Features: The Elven Cavalier, A Recipe for 
Espionage, and The R!lvised Witch! 

DRAGON® MAGAZINE #115 
DRA115 

$4.00 

$4.00 

Features: A Den of Thieves, Hammer of Thor, Spear 
of Zeus, and Stayin ' Alive in the TOP SECRET"' 
Gamel 

DRAGON® Magazine - #116 
DRA116 $4.00 

Features: Minotaurs, Rogue Stones & Gemjumping, 
and Maritime Adventures! 

DRAGON® Magazine - #117 (JAN 1987) 
DRA117 $3.50 

Features: Hounds of Space & Darkness, Nine 
Magical Masks, and the Dungeoneer's Shopping 
Guide I 

DRAGON® Magazine - #118 (FEB 1987) 
DRA118 $3.50 

Features: Across the Fog-Gray Sea, Games Within 
Games, and NJBAR'S KEEP - Arena Combat for Two 
Players! 

DRAGON® Magazine - #119 (MAR 1987) 
ORA 119 $3.50 

Features: The Uldra - a new DemiHuman Race, 
Henchmen & Hirelings, and featuring DRUIDS! 

DRAGON® Magazine - #120 (APR 1987) 
ORA 120 $3.50 

Features: Scorpion Tales, Space-age Espionage, 
and The Enraged Glaciers & Ghouls, Volume II 

DRAGON® Magazine - #121 (MAY 1987) 
DRA121 $3.50 

Features: OPERATION: ZODIAC, Love & Ale, and 
featuring Oriental Adventuring in Kara-Turi 

DRAGON® Magazine - #122 (JUN 1987) 
DRA122 $3.50 

Features: Mythos of Africa, The GM's Ten 
Commandments, and a TOP SECRET"' campaign -
OPERATION: Zondrakerl 

DRAGON® Magazine - #123 (JUL 1987) 
DRA123 $3.50 

Features: Creating a STAR FRONTIERS® World, 
Lords & Legends, and The Arcane Arts! 

DRAGON® Magazine - #124 (AUG 1987) 
DRA124 $3.50 

Features: Martial Arts of the Philipines, Blasters & 
Blunderbusses, and Aerial Adventuring! 

DRAGON® Magazine - #125 (SEP 1987) 
DRA125 $3.50 

Features: Elite Espionage Agencies, Chivalry, and 
CLAY-0-RAMA Rules! 

DRAGON® Magazine - #126 (OCT 1987) 
DRA126 $3.50 

Features: More Mutant Monsters, Oriental 
Treasures, and The Dead Arise! 

DRAGON® Magazine - #127 (NOV 1987) 
DRA127 $3.50 

Features: CALL TO ARMS - The Fighters World, The 
Role of Computors 

DRAGON® Magazine - #128 (DEC 1987) 
DRA128' $3.50 
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SNARFQUEST: THE BOOK 
TSR8118 $9.95 

A comic quest for wealth , power, and all that other 
good stuff, this special book gathers three years of 
this popular fantasy cartoon strip from the pages of 
the DRAGON"' magazine. Created by Larry Elmore, 
one of the most noted fantasy artists in America 
today. 

DRAGON® Magazine - #129 (JAN 1988) 
DRA129 $3.50 

DRAGON® Magazine - #130 (FEB 1988) 
ORA 130 $3.50 

DRAGON® Magazine - #131 (MAR 1988) 
DRA131 $3.50 

DRAGON® Magazine - #132 (APR 1988) 
ORA 132 $3.50 

DRAGON® Magazine - #133 (MAY 1988) 
DRA133 $3.50 

DRAGON® Magazine - #134 (JUN 1988) 
ORA 134 $3.50 

Best of DRAGON® MAGAZINE VOL I 
TDB01 $3.95 

Here are collected the best articles and features from 
The Strategic Review and Volumes I & II of the 
DRAGON Ma9azine. Here's your chance to get 
those valuable articles and rules expansions from 
issues no longer in printl 

Best of DRAGON® MAGAZINE VOL II 
TDB02 $3.95 

A collection of creatures and characters, opinions 
and options from the first four years of DRAGON® 
Magazine! 

Best of DRAGON® MAGAZINE VOL Ill 
TDB03 ' $3.95 

The best articles and features from previous issues 
of DRAGON"' Magazine including, DemiHuman 
Races, Breathing Life Into Dragons, and Playing with 
Class! 

Best of DRAGON® MAGAZINE VOL IV 
TDB04 $4.50 

Best of DRAGON® MAGAZINE VOL V 
TDB05 

Mora of the best from our second centenium! 
$4.50 



..__ ______ E_S~) AMAZING ~ MAGAZINE-JANUARY 1986 
AMA025 $1.75 

AMAZING MAGAZINE-MARCH 1984 Features: "The Airs of Earth" by Paul J. McAuley. 

Searching for something to challenge your 
mind? Something to entertain and delight 
you? Searching for the Unexpected?! 

What you want is AMAZING® Stories, the 
first magazine of science fiction and fantasy. 
Let us be your guide to unknown worlds and 
untravelled places. Take a walk with us across 
the planes of reality to otherrealms! 

Each issue features tales of the best 
science fiction and bizarre alternate worlds 
from leading authors in the field, such as, 
Isaac Asimov, Frederick Pohl, Poul Anderson 
and Tanith Lee, and from some the hottest 
new talents to come along todayl You won't 
want to miss a single issue. 

AMAZING ' Stories Subscription 

AMASUB $9.00 

AMAZING' MAGAZINE-JANUARY 1983 
AMA007 $1 .50 

Features: " Vulcan's Forge" by Poul Anderson . 

AMAZING MAGAZINE-MARCH 1983 
AMA008 $1 .50 

Features: " Against Infinity- I" by Gregory Benford. 

AMAZING MAGAZINE-MAY 1983 
AMA009 $1 .50 

Features: " Against Infinity - II" by Gregory Benford. 

AMAZING' MAGAZINE-JULY, 1983 
AMA010 $1 .50 

Features: " Lord of the Skies" by Frederick Pohl. 

AMAZING MAGAZINE-SEPTEMBER 1983 
AMA011 $1 .50 

Features· " Deep Song" by Reginald Bretnor. 

AMAZING MAGAZINE-NOVEMBER 1983 

AMA014 $1 .75 

Features: "GATEWAY Ill -Where the Heechee 
Feared to Go," second part, by Frederick Pohl. 

AMAZING® MAGAZINE-MAY 1984 
AMA015 $1 .75 

Features: "GATEWAY Ill - Heechee Rendezvous, " 
the conclusion, by Frederick Pohl. 

AMAZING® MAGAZINE-JULY 1984 
AMA016 $1.75 

Features: " Some Are Born Great" by D. A .. 
Lawrence. 

AMAZING® MAGAZINE-SEPTEMBER 1984 
AMA017 $1 .75 

Features: "The Comet That Cried for Its Mother" by 
Somtow Sucharitkul. 

AMAZING® MAGAZINE-NOVEMBER 1984 
AMA018 $1.75 

Features: "Young Doctor Eszterhazy" by Avram 
Davidson. 

AMAZING MAGAZINE-JANUARY 1985 
AMA019 $1 .75 

Features: " After the Guillotine" by Tamth Lee. 

AMAZING® MAGAZINE-MARCH 1985 
AMA020 $1 .75 

Features: " What Happened on Cranberry Road" by 
Grania Davis. 

AMAZING® MAGAZINE-MAY 1985 
AMA021 $1 .75 

Features: " Duke Pasquale 's Ring" by Avram 
Davidson. 

AMAZING® MAGAZINE-JULY 1985 
AMA022 $1 .75 

Features: "Unholy Trinity" by Eric G. Iverson. 

AMAZING® MAGAZINE-SEPTEMBER 1985 
AMA012 $1.50 AMA023 $1 75 

Features: " Homefaring" by Robert Silverberg. 

AMAZING' MAGAZINE-JANUARY 1984 
AMA013 $1 .75 

Features: " GATEWAY Ill - Beyond the Gate," first 
part, by Frederick Pohl. 

Features: "Writ in Water, Or The Gingerbread Man" 
by Avram Davidson. 

AMAZING' MAGAZINE-NOVEMBER 1985 
AMA024 $1.75 

Features: " Archetypes" by Eric G. Iverson. 

Six issues of the best of the bizarre! 

AMAZING® STORIES MAGAZINE SETS 

And here's a special you won't want to miss. 
You can buy a complete year's collection of 
AMAZING® Stories magazine for a special low 
price. 

AMASET84 
AMASET85 
AMASET86 

1984 AMAZING" MAGAZINE SET 
1985 AMAZING® MAGAZINE SET 
1986 AMAZING~ MAGAZINE SET 

$9.00 
$9.00 
$9.00 
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AMAZING® MAGAZINE-MARCH 1986 
AMA026 $1.75 

Features: " Timerider" by Doris Egan. 

AMAZING MAGAZINE-MAY 1986 
AMA027 $1.75 

Features: " The Intercept" by William Gasoway. 

AMAZING' MAGAZINE-JULY 1986 
AMA028 $1 .75 

Features: "The King Across the Mountains" by 
Avram Davidson. 

AMAZING® MAGAZINE-SEPTEMBER 1986 
AMA029 $1 .75 

Features: " The Tyrant That I Serve" by Rebecca 
Brown Ore. 

AMAZING® MAGAZINE-NOVEMBER 1986 
AMA030 $1.75 

Features: " Temarest " by Keith Roberts. 

AMAZING® MAGAZINE- JANUARY 1987 
AMA031 $1 .75 

Features: " Able Baker Camel" by Richard Wilson. 

AMAZING® MAGAZINE-MARCH 1987 
AMA032 $1 .75 

Features: " Light Fantastic" by Eluki bes Shahar. 

AMAZING' MAGAZINE-MAY 1987 
AMA033 $1.75 

Features: " The Heirs of Earth" by Paul J. McAuley. 

AMAZING·· MAGAZINE-JULY 1987 
AMA034 $1 .75 

Features: "Primitives" by Robin W Bailey and Rob 
Chilson. 

AMAZING'.ll MAGAZINE-SEPTEMBER 1987 
AMA035 $1 .75 

Features: " Hitchhiker" by Sheila Finch. 

AMAZING ' MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 1987 
AMA036 $1.75 

Features: " Will Little Note, Nor Long Remember" by 
Jack Clemons. 

AMAZING ' MAGAZINE JANUARY 1988 
AMA037 $1 .75 

Features. " The Iron Star" by Robert Silverberg. 

AMAZING ' MAGAZINE-MARCH 1988 
AMA038 $1.75 

Features: " An Entry That Did Not Appear in 
Domesday Book" by John Brunner. 

AMAZING ' MAGAZINE-MAY 1988 
AMA039 

Features: " Satin" by Ron Goulart. 

AMAZING' MAGAZINE-JULY 1988 
AMA040 

Features: " Delicate Stutt" by John Barnes. 

$1.75 

$1.75 



AMAZING.'' Stories 
Anthologies 

AMAZING'" Stories: 60 Years of the Best 
TSR8812 $7.95 

From the magazine which originated science fiction , 
here are over a dozen of the best stories and full 
color covers from its sixty year history. Collected and 
edited by Isaac Asimov & Martin Greenberg. 

AMAZING'" Stories: Other Worlds 
TSRB114 $7.95 

Roll up your sleeves and prepare to collide with 
aliens! In this collection of fascinating science fiction 
stories selected from past issues of AMAZING 
Stories magazine you will encounter the alien 
experience! 

AMAZING'" Stories: The Wonder Years 
TSR8115 $3.95 

Here is a collection of classic science fiction tales 
from 1926 to 1935, featuring stories from such 
names as H.P. Lovecraft, John Campbell , and Clark 
Ashton Smith. 

AMAZING'" Stories: The War Years 
TSRB116 $3.95 

A collection of prime science fiction from 1936 to 
1945, the violent years of World War II, featuring 
tales from top authors including Edgar Rice 
Burroughs, Isaac Asimov, and Harry Haase. 

AMAZING'" Stories: The Wild Years 
TSR8117 $3.95 

This anthology includes the best of AMAZING® 
Stories from the golden years, 1946 to 1955, which 
set the new and wild direction for modern tales of 
science fiction! Features stories by Anne McCaffrey, 
Charles Beaumont, and L. Sprague de Camp. 

These books contain a complete novel, but the 
reader gets to choose the direction the story 
will take by making several important 
decisions for the hero at several crucial points. 
A new experience in reading! 

(1) THE 4-D FUNHOUSE 
TSRB076 $2.50 

The nephew of a missing physicist stumbles upon his 
uncle's latest invention which leads to a bizarre 
sojourn into the weird world of the fourth dimension. 

(2) JAGUAR! 
TSRBOn $2.50 

An archaelogist in Mexico discovers a tribe that 
appears to have the power to transform into jaguars! 
He must unravel the mystery through the skeins of 
history. 

(3) PORTRAIT IN BLOOD 
TSR8078 $2.50 

The portrait of a woman, purported to be painted with 
a mixture of the subject's own blood, exerts a 
strange and powerful influence on a young man, 
drawing him into a tale of betrayal and a terrifying 
vengeance from which he may never escape! 

This anthology of horror and the bizarre features the 
origins of several famous movie monsters. Discover 
the true beginnings of the horrible creatures first 
encountered in H.G.Wells Empire of the Ants, 
Stephen King's Children of the Com, and Stephen 
Vincent Benet's The Devil and Daniel Webster. 

FANTASTIC'" Stories: Tales of the Weird 
TSRB120 $7.95 

Tales of the Weird and Wondrous is a collection of 
fantasy horror, and science fiction stories from the 
pages of FANTASTIC"' Stories Magazine AMAZING 
Stories sister magazine. Explore the meaning of 
immortality, seek refuge from an evil gypsy fortune 
teller, ride an escalator that takes you down, down, 
down ... and more. Tales from great authors including 
Isaac Asimov, Robert Bloch, Ron Goulart, and Roger 
Zelazny. 

AMAZING'" Stories 1986 Calendar 
TSR8886 $5.00 

This special collectible offers 14 poster quality 
illustrations of AMAZING Stories featuring robots, 
fantasy, and the unexpected from the brushes of top 
names such as Larry Elmore, Clyde Caldwell , Keith 
Parkinson, and Jeff Easley. 

(4) NIGHTMARE UNIVERSE 
TSR8079 $2.50 

Ross Allen a freelance science fiction author and 
fulltime construction worker, falls through a hole in 
reality into a world more mystifying and terrifying 
than any his legendary story hero - Commander 
Scithers - ever faced . And this is horribly reall 

(5) ST ARSKIMMER 
TSR8080 $2.50 

A starpilot's dream is to starsklm, gleaning jewels 
from the outer fringes of stars. But our hero, Kel 
Corrian didn 't count on the ruthlessness of his 
merchant employers, nor on the bizarre side effects 
of the star gems. 

(6) DEA TH OF A MAYFLY 
TSR8081 $2.50 

Stranded in a lonely English village, a young girl is 
invited to take part in a bizarre festival Too late, she 
realizes just what she can lose. Is she the 
townsfolks' next victim, or are they her saviors? 

AMAZING'" Stories Collection (6 Books) 
TSRAMSET $12.00 
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~ An ENDLESS QUEST"' Book .-1 

! DUNGEON 
: of DREAD 

ft llOl!lll Ul'&S 

A DUNGEONS 5' DRAGONS' Adventure Book 

Join the Adventure! ENDLESS QUEST® 
Books lead readers into the exciting world of 
role playing games. The reader creates the 
story by making critical choices at crucial 
points in the adventure. Each book features an 
adventure in one of the fantastic worlds for 
role playing from TSR, Inc. including fantasy in 
the DUNGEONS & DRAGONS® worlds 
excitement on alien worlds with STAR ' 
FRONTIERS adventures ! 

EQ 1: DUNGEON OF DREAD 
TSR8501 $2.00 

You are Carie, a brave knight in a world where 
dragons roam! You are faced with many paths in a 
dark dungeon. But can you solve the mystery of the 
Dungeon of Dread? 

EQ 2: MOUNTAIN OF MIRRORS 
TSR8502 $2.00 

You are Landon, a brave elf on your first mission into 
the frightening land of the frost giants. And on your 
journey you must face the Mountain of Mirrors! 

EQ 3: PILLARS OF PENTEGARN 
TSR8503 $2.00 

You are Jamie, a brave, young villager with a love for 
the enchanted forest. But through the forest is the 
Castle Pentegarn, ruled by a secret power. Can you 
live up to the challenges that await within?? 

EQ 4: RETURN TO BROOKMERE 
TSR8504 $2.00 

You are Brion, an elven fighter. And you are on a 
scouting mission for your father, the king. Can you 
destroy the monsters that invaded Brookmere, your 
family castle? 

EQ 5: REVOLT OF THE DWARVES 
TSR8505 $2.00 

Only you can save the kingdom! Your family has 
been captured by the Dwarven warriors. You 
escaped. Now what will you do? The paths you may 
take are many. 

EQ 6: REVENGE OF THE RAINBOW 
DRAGON 
TSR8506 $2.00 

You are Jamie, an apprentice wizard who has been 
separated from your teacher, Pentegarn. You must 
go through the Rainbow Castle to reach your teacher 
in time to help him battle three evil wizards! 

EQ 7: HERO OF WASHINGTON SQUARE 
TSR8507 $2.00 

You are pursued by a gang of cutthroat spies! The 
mysterious green diamonds you have been entrusted 
with hold the missing key they are after. The perils 
you face are many. 

A TOP SECRET spy adventure. 

EQ 8: VILLAINS OF VOL TURN US 
TSR8508 $2.00 

You must face the deadly dangers of the mystery 
planet Volturnus. Will you seek help from Arnla and 
her tribe of nine-tentacled novepuses? Will ,vou seek 
out Jae, your eight-legged Vrusk tutor? The choices 
are yours. 

A STAR FRONTIERS spaceage adventure. 

EQ 9: ROBBERS AND ROBOTS 
TSR8509 $2.00 

Spies are out to steal the technological secrets from 
your uncle's robot factory. It is up to you to stop 
them! 

A TOP SECRET® spy adventure. 

EQ 10: CIRCUS OF FEAR 
TSR8510 $2.00 

You know that the cruel owner of a wondrous circus 
of fantasy plots to conquer the country. And 
somehow you must get away and expose his dark 
and terrible scheme. 

EQ 11: SPELL OF THE WINTER WIZARD 
TSR8511 $2.00 

Warzen, the evil Winter Wizard, has cast a spell of 
ice and snow all over the land. You must rescue the 
captive Wizard Alcazar and stop Warzen - if you can . 
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EQ 12: LIGHT ON QUESTS MOUNTAIN 
TSR8512 $2.00 

You and your tribe live in a primitive danger-filled 
world . And the time has come for you to prove your 
readiness for adulthood by undertaking a perilous 
questl 

A GAMMA WORLD"' mutant adventure. 

EQ 13: DRAGON OF DOOM 
TSR8513 $2.00 

Unless you can stop him. the evil magic-user Zed will 
turn the dreaded black dragon loose upon the world! 

EQ 14: RAID ON NIGHTMARE CASTLE 
TSR8514 $2.00 

You are Kyol , a young cleric about to set off on a 
very important mission to Nightmare Castle. Your 
mission : defeat the evil warlord and rescue his 
captive. 

EQ 15: UNDER DRAGONS WING 
TSR8515 $2.00 

With the help of your magical dragon ring you must 
stop the legions of the evil Crimson Wizard who is 
besieging the walled city that is your home 

EQ 16: THE DRAGON'S RANSOM 
TSR8516 $2.00 

You are chosen the treasure seeker to raise the 
ransom for the Golden Dragon who stands guard 
over the Land of Oon. But first you must face ores 
and trolls and ... 

EQ 17: CAPTIVE PLANET 
TSR8517 $2.25 

You must accompany the famous Unit Five Crew on 
their mission to the remote planet of New Pale. But 
the mission may be more than you bargained for. 

A STAR FRONTIERS' spaceage adventure. 
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EQ 18: KING'S QUEST 
TSR8518 

... .I 

$2.25 

The map given to you by a dying stranger may lead 
to a great treasure. But doubtless there will be many 
dread creatures along the way. 

(Numbers 19 & 20 no longer available.) 

EQ 21: DUEL OF THE MASTERS 
TSR8519 $2.25 

You have chosen to help the mysterious stranger 
whose city has been taken over by the evil Kashkar, 
a master of martial arts. Are you up to the task? 

EQ 22: THE ENDLESS CATACOMBS 
TSR8520 $2.25 

The Endless Catacombs await you. But a wizard 's 
curse has been placed on the catacombs. Do you 
dare accompany the strange band of adventurers 
into the dark catacombs to attempt to remove the 
curse? 

EQ 23: THE YOUNGEST SAMURAI 
TSR8521 $2.25 

For ten years you have been trained in the skills of a 
great samurai warrior. Now you must face your first 
and most important quest! I 

EQ 24: TROUBLE ON ARTULE 
TSR8522 $2.25 

When you became an interplanetary exchange 
student on the remote planet, Artule, you never 
thought you would have to deal with prejudice -
against you - a human in an alien environment! 

A STAR FRONTIERS® spaceage adventure. 

(Numbers 25 & 26 no longer available.) 

EQ 27: LAIR OF THE LICH 
TSR8527 $2.25 

The secret s'pellbook of your father has been stolen 
by a foul lich. You must stop the lich's evil plans and 
recover the l:)ook. 

~ An ENDLESS QUEST'• Book '3 

1 l LLaRS of 
~ PENTEGARN 

BY RO!I& &STU 

A DUNGEONS 4' DRAGONS" Advtnture Book 

EQ 28: MYSTERY OF THE ANCIENTS 
TSR8528 $2.25 

You are responsible for your brother's and sister's 
safety. But your sister lies near death . And you must 
find some way to save her - in spite of the dangers 
that lie everywhere! 

A GAMMA WORLD® mutant adventure. 

EQ 29: TOWER OF DARKNESS 
TSR8529 $2.25 

Everyone in the village knows about the Tower of 
Darkness. It is said to be bewitched. But you are 
going to brave whatever might be lurking inside. 

EQ 30: THE FIRESEED 
TSR8530 $2.25 

You are shipwrecked on a mysterious island and 
must journey to the center of a volcano to prevent 
the dark fulfillment of a strange prophecy. 

(Numbers 25 & 26 no longer available.) 

EQ 32: PRISONER OF ELDERWOOD 
TSR8532 $2.25 

Imprisoned by King Cradack, you must gain not only 
your freedom, but that of your oppressed 
countrymen. Can you do it? 

EQ 33: KNIGHT OF ILLUSION 
TSR8533 $2.25 

Treachery is afoot in the land. You must confront the 
nightmare illusions that run wild . You must save the 
kingdom I 

EQ 34: CLAW OF THE DRAGON 
TSR8534 $2.25 

No one knows why dragons are launching nightly 
raids on your helpless village. But you are going to 
have to find out if you are going to save the village. 
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EQ 35: VISION OF DOOM 
TSR8535 $2.25 

A nightmare vision of doom is a prophecy of the 
future . The vampire king will arise from his sleep and 
wreak revenge unless you can somehow stop him. 
Are you brave enough? 

EQ 36: SONG OF THE DARK DRUID 
TSR8536 $2.25 

The Dark Druid Malgarath has stolen the Song of 
Gold and entrapped the spirits of the Faerie Folk. It is 
up to you to rescue them . 

EQ COLLECTORS SET 1: Books #1·4 
TSR8651 $8.00 

This fine collection includes: Dungeon of Dread, 
Mountain of Mirrors, Pillars of Pentegarn and Return 
to Brookmere in a sturdy cardboard cover. 

EQ COLLECTORS SET 2: Books #5-8 
TSR8652 $8.00 

This collectors set of grand adventures contains: 
Revolt of the Dwarves, Revenge of the Rainbow 
Dragons, Hero of Washington Square and Villains of 
Volturnus, all in a sturdy cardboard cover. 

EQ COLLECTORS SET 3: Books #9-12 
TSR8653 $8.00 

Stock up on adventures with this collection of: 
Robbers and Robots, Circus of Fear, Spell of the 
Winter Wizard and Light on Quests Mountain, all in a 
sturdy cardboard cover. 

EQ COLLECTOR'S SET 4: Books 13-16 
TSR8654 $8.00 

Four great adventures are contained in this set: 
Dragons of Doom, Raid on Nightmare Castle , Under 
Dragon's Wing and The Dragon's Ransom, all in a 
sturdy cardboard cover. 



Experience all the excitement and challenge 
of the number one fantasy role playing game 
with these solitaire adventure gamebooks for 
the ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS® 
game. 

(1) PRISONER OF PAX THARKAS 
TSR8951 $2.50 

You are transported to the danger-filled world of the 
DRAGONLANCE® legend, where you find yourself 
prisoner of the evil LOAD VEAMINAARD. Can you 
escape? 

(2) GHOST TOWER 
TSA8952 $2.50 

In The Ghost Tower, you and your companions must 
journey into the dreaded tower of Castle Parcesstar 
in search of the fabulous Soul-Gem. Are you up to 
the challenge? 

(3) ESCAPE FROM CASTLE QUARRAS 
TSR8953 $2.50 

Only you can release the kingdom of Ouarras from 
the evil influence of the vile sorcerer Kharseron and 
the magical Gem of lllystia, which is holding the 
kingdom in thrall. 

(4) THE SOULFORGE 
TSR8954 . $2.50 

You are Raistlin , the mage-hero of the 
DRAGONLANCE® Chronicles. You must face the 
deadly test in the fabled Towers of High Sorcery! 

(5) TEST OF THE NINJA 
TSR8955 $2.95 

You are Kurasai Hidenaga, a student hoping to 
become a samurai warrior in ancient Japan. But 
rumors of deadly ninja warriors inflitrating the area 
are heard everywhere, even in your school . 

(6) MASTER OF RAVENLOFT 
TSR8956 $2.95 

You are Jeren Sureblade, a paladin. You must face 
the terrors of Castle Ravenloft. And you must destroy 
the evil Count Strahd - king of the vampires! 

(7) SCEPTRE OF POWER 
TSA8957 $2.95 

This is the adventure of young Carr Delling as he 
searches for the magical legacy that will return peace 
to his native Tikandia. You are Carr. Can you handle 
the task? 

(&)NIGHTMARE REALM OF BABA YAGA 
TSR8958 $2.95 

You are Jerrak Kimbal, warrior and adventurer. You 
must enter the mysterious Dancing Hut of the 
sorceress Baba Yaga and recover the magical 
gemstone! 

(9) THE SORCERER'S CROWN 
TSA8959 $2.95 

This great adventure continues Carr Delling's quest 
for his magical heritage. 

(10) LORDS OF DOOM 
TSR8960 $2.95 

You, the elf Gilthanas, must seek out the eggs of the 
good dragons so those powerful creatures will be 
free to combat the wicked Queen of Darkness. It will 
be a most difficult task, but the only way to assure 
victory in the DRAGONLANCE® sagal 

(11) CLASH OF THE SORCERERS 
TSR896t $2.95 

This adventure brings the Carr Delling tri logy to an 
exciting conclusion. Carr must confront his old 
enemy, the archmage Arno, in an attempt to save the 
land from corruption. 

(12) CURSE OF THE WEREWOLF 
TSR8962 $2.95 

As Feral the Wolf you arrive home to discover your 
land in the clutches of an evil and frightening 
sorcerer. You swear revenge. But first you must 
escape the terrible curse that threatens to turn you 
into a werewolf! 

(13) THE GATES OF DEATH 
TSR8963 $2.95 

As Wyn the Younger, you must prove your , 
paladinhood by crossing beyond the very Gates of 
Death to save the life of a doomed princess. Make 
haste or the Gates will close on you! 

(14) TRAIL SINISTER 
TSR8964 $2.95 

To save your father's kingdom from the mercenary 
bands of marauding trolls, you and your companions 
must embark on a dangerous journey to recover four 
magical stone tablets . 

(15) THE VANISHING CITY 
TSR8965 $2.95 

Faced with the mysterious disappearance of an 
entire city, you must discover the secret of five 
magical wizards who have stolen away all you hold 
dear. Based on Allen Varney's adventure module -
M4, Five Coins for a Kingdom. 



Gamebooks Adventures 

More than a story, these two book sets are an 
adventure for 2 readers, a game of strategy 
using a unique, diceless combat system. The 
game is different every time you play! 

(1) Castle Arcanla 
TSR8461 $5.95 

A new kind of game! A new kind of fun! This set 
contains two books for two players. One player is 
Eric Sunsword, the other, Neves, the Wizard. Using 
the books will you find each other or will you fall into 
your opponent's traps? 

(2) Battle for the Ancient Robot 
TSR8462 $5.95 

One player becomes E-Ben, a gigantic combat robot. 
The other player becomes his enemy, Earth Star 
Pilot, Mikael. The two of you are engaged in a 
desparate race to find the powerful parts of the 
Ancient Robot. Who will win? 

(3) Revenge of the Red Dragon 
TSR8463 $5.95 

One of you is Flametongue, an ancient Red Dragon . 
The other is Raven, the Black Knight . You each have 
a map of the countryside and know where the Black 
Knight 's castle is located. But between here and 
there are many obstacles and much fun . 

(4) Challenge of the Druid's Grove 
TSR8464 $5.95 

One must portray Ar-Kane, a great wizard. The other 
must portray Renwood, a powerful druid. The two of 
you have been sent by your elders to try and gain the 
wonders and wealth in the deadly Lath 's Grove. 

(5) Dragonsword of Lankhmar 
TSR8465 $5.95 

One plays a pair of th ieves, FAFHRD~ and the 
GRAY MOUSER~. The other takes the part of 
members of the thieves guild. What follows is an 
exciting game of cat & mouse and adventure in 
fabled LANKHMAR~! 

(6) Amber Sword of World 's End 
TSR8466 $5.95 

One is Garth , a monk, the other, Uthrac, his rival. 
The two of you begin a quest to the perilous place 
known as World 's End to gain possession of the 
Amber Sword. 

(7) Warlords 
TSR8467 $5.95 

You play Prince Matabei, and your friend plays Lord 
Kenshin , in an exciting game of hand-to-hand 
combat, troop movements and subtle negotiations. 
Either of you can win! 

(8) The Dragon Wand of Krynn 
TSR8470 $5.95 

One is Sir Patrick, an ambitious Knight of Solamnia, 
the other is Lord Ariakan, son of the Dragon 
Highlord. You must race each other through the 
ruins of Tarsis to find the lost Temple of the Dragons! 

These tales abound with hidden 
messges and secret puzzles that only you can 
decipher using the CRIMSON CRYSTAL'" 
reader. Save on each book, formerly $2.95, 
now only $2.00 each. 

(1) Riddle of the Griffon 
TSR8926 $2.00 

Decode the secret messages in this fabulous 
adventure with the CRIMSON CRYSTAL~ reader. 
You have been forbidden to use your conjuring 
abilities, but you must rid your homeland of its 
oppressive ruler, Parthon. How will you do it? 

(2) Search for the Pegasus 
TSR8927 $2.00 

You are a halfling, Thomas Blackfoot, and you must 
rescue your dear fr iend Clarion the pegasus from the 
Blue Hag! 

(3) Renegades of Luntar 
TSR8929 $2.00 

As Joshua MacKenzie, a young astronaut, you must 
save Ares Base, and perhaps the Earth itself. Only 
you can do it. 

(4) Stop That Witch! 
TSR8930 $2.00 

Your training as a ranger has made you strong and 
powerful. But are you prepared to stop the trouble 
caused by the evil sorceress, Carlynn? 
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Faerie Mound of Dragonkind 
TSR8420 $7.95 

An adventure for one hero, a mystifying maze, a 
fantasy novel of your creation! Faerie Mound is a 
complete game for one player in this beautifully 
illustrated volume. You must follow the warp of the 
riddle through this enchanted land to complete a 
lifelong quest of wonder and glory! Can your hero 
survive the treacherous traps and bizarre beasts of 
the land or will he become trapped forever in the 
realm of enchantment? 

Gnomes -100, Dragons - O 
TSR8421 $7.95 

A complete game for one character in a mysterious 
web of past times as the hero seeks the secret of the 
past to defeat the dread dragon of doom! You are an 
unlikely hero, the son of a baker, sent into the past 
by a band of nutty gnomes to overcome their 
fearsome foe! But wait, help is at hand in the form of 
the gnomes mightiest weapons - a clever clothes 
washer and a surprising snowcone machine! 
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HEART 
QUEST™ BOOKS 

Fantastic adventures of the heart for young 
women. Save 20% with each book, formerly 
$2.25 each, and save even more with the 
entire set! 

(1) Ring of the Ruby Dragon 
TSR8801 $1 .75 

You are Chandelle, and you need to rescue your 
famed jeweler father who has been kidnapped by 
creatures under the spell of a red dragon. A knight 
and a fighter offer to help. And each of them have 
their own way of reacting to your special magic. 

(2) Talisman of Valdegarde 
TSR8802 $1.75 

In this exciting adventure you are Gwynne, who is 
training to be initiated into the ancient arts of a Druid 
p estess. But the monstrous forces of evil Lytir 
th eaten your kingdom. The bard, Neil, is somehow 
involved in all of this, but on whose side? 

(3) Secret Sorceress 
TSR8803 $1 .75 

You are Mialie, and you have received a summons to 
a great, fabled cavern, where you believe your 
destiny will be revealed. 

( 4) Isle of Illusion 
TSR8804 $1 .75 

As Licia, a secretly-trained fighter, you are about to 
be severely tested as you follow your missing 
brother. You meet Tym, a young adventurer, and 
Max, a magic-user. 

(5) Moon Dragon Summer 
TSR8805 $1 .75 

You are Summer, a charming woman seemingly 
meant for love and marriage. But you long for 
greatness. There are many who want you to turn 
away from your quest. But only one man wants to 
help. 

(6) Lady of the Winds 
TSR8806 $1 .75 

You are lvee, a peasant girl who rescues the 
handsome Prince Shar. What the future has in store 
for you two only the Fates can tell. 

HEARTQUEST"' Collection (All 6 Books) 
TSRHQSET $9.00 

) 
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CARTOON SHOW BOOK 

DUNGEON & DRAGONS® Cartoon 
Adventures Experience the. fun and 
excitement of your favorite Saturday morning 
cartoon heroes in these stories where you 
decide how the story ends. Save 20%, 
formerly #2.25, now only $1.75 each. 

(1) Tower of Midnight Dreams 
TSR8711 $1 .75 

Your are BOBBY THE BARBARIAN, tossed into a 
strange land from a roller coaster ride. Now you must 
try to find a way home. Given magical weapons, you 
have been closely following the advice of an odd little 
man called the DUNGEON MASTER. 

(2) Backward Magic 
TSR8712 • $1.75 

You are PRESTO THE MAGICIAN. Shadow demons 
are trying to pull your friend, ERIC THE CAVALIER, 
into a deep, dark cave. You have to save him - fast! 

(3) The Witch's Spell Book 
TSR8713 $1 .75 

You are SHIELA THE THIEF. Pig-faced ores hold 
your friends prisoner. VENGER insists he'll keep 
them in his dungeon forever unless you agree to help 
him combat the terrible TIAMAT. 

(4) The Maze and The Magic Dragon 
TSR8714 $1 .75 

You are Michael. And you've just discovered that 
your older brother, ERIC and his friends have been 
tossed into a strange land. Now you, too, have been 
magically transported there. You must find a way 
out. 

(5) The King Who Wore No Crown 
TSR8715 $1.75 

You are HANK THE RANGER. A furry blue monkey 
gives you a puzzle to solve. And once you and your 
friends solve it, you are tossed into a race against 
time to find a king before VENGER conquers the 
entire kingdom. 

(6) The Star Snatchers 
TSR8716 $1 .75 

You are DIANA THE ACROBAT. You and your 
friends are attacked by shooting stars. But the stars 
are screaming! 
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FANTASY FOREST"' Children's Adventures 
Introduce children to their first fantasy 
adventure where they decide how the story 
ends. These Pick-A-Path• books reward good 
choices, encourage reading, and provide the 
chance for learning from mistakes. Save 45%, 
formerely $1.95 now only $1.00 eachl 

(1) The Ring, The Sword, & The Unicorn 
TSR8701 $1.00 

When you enter a FANTASY FOREST"' book you 
become the hero. The choices and challenges are 
yours. In this adventure you want to prove that the 
forest behind your house is enchanted. 

(2) Ruins of Rangar 
TSR8702 $1.00 

As Erik, on a quest with your brother, Sir Gregor, you 
travel to the ruins of Rangar. There you must destroy 
the skeleton king, Nightshade. 

(3) ShadowCastle 
TSR8703 $1.00 

You are Molly. Together with Thistle, the little 
hallling, you must search for Thistle's brother lost in 
the sinister ShadowCastle. 

(4) Keep of the Ancient King 
TSR8704 $1.00 

You are Amy, and your horse Acorn has been stolen 
by the evil Shadow Rider. You soon volunteer to lead 
a group of warriors to the Keep of the Ancient King. 
Maybe Acorn will be there. 

(5) Dungeon of Darkness 
TSR8705 $1.00 

You are Meg. Your village was raided by the evil 
Nightshade's soldiers. You escaped. But you want to 
find a way to rescue your parents! 

(6) Star Rangers and The Spy 
TSR8706 $1 .00 

As Star Ranger Chaylo, you are on your way to the 
Ranger clubhouse. But you see a strange scientist 
fiddling around with the experimental spaceship. 
What should you do? 

(7) Castle in the Clouds 
TSR8707 $1.00 

You are Mary. And when you decide to check out the 
noises coming from your grandparents' attic, you 
step into a grand adventure! 

(8) Star Rangers Meet the Solar Robot 
TSR8708 $1 .00 

As Chaylo, you have been rewarded for catching an 
enemy spy. And the reward is a tour of the Space 
Fleet's new SOLAR Star Station. But disaster strikes, 
and the sight-seeing is over. The fun begins! 

(9) Jason's First Quest 
TSR8709 $1.00 

You are Jason, and you and your centaur friend are 
on a quest to rescue one of three golden eggs stolen 
from a pegasus. You must be careful! 

(10) The Lost Wizard 
TSR8710 $1 .00 

Shrunk to the size of a fly, you are Andru. And now 
you are on a quest with your new pixie friend . You 
must find the lost Wizard. 

c:: 



E>IfObest 
ELFQUEST • Book I 
STR140-9 $12.95 

ElfQuest is an award winning blend of fine art and 
captivating story filled with action, humor and 
romance. This is the epic adventure of Cutter and the 
elves of Sorrow's End. It is destined to become a 
fantasy favorite. Beautifully drawn and colored story. 

ElfQuest • Book 2 
STR245-6 $12.95 

Cutter, Skywlse, Leetah, Picknose and the wlley 
Wolfriders are back accompanied by many new 
friends and foes in a new journey of discovery and 
wonder across the human lands and beyond. 

ELFQUEsr• Seige at Blue Mountain 81 
ELF-01 $1 .75 

The beginning of an all new saga of the wiley 
Wolfriders and their clever leader, Cutter as they 
grow and learn about their fantastic world in a 
forgotten time when magic lived. Drawn and penned 
by the loving hands of the original creators Wendy 
and Richard Pini. 

ELFQUEST" Seige at Blue Mountain 82 
ELF-02 $1 .75 

The new saga continues as Cutter and the Wolfriders 
head for danger at the foot of Blue Mountain. 

~ 
BUCK GODOT - Zap Gun for Hire 
STR365-7 $7.95 

nmeless comedy in a future world. Enter Buck 
Godot, space farer extraordinare, galactic 
troubleshooter and all around space oddity from the 
madcap mind of Phil Foglio. One of the funniest 
space adventures around. 

BUCK GODOT - PSmlth 
STR459-9 $6.95 

Comic mayhem in space from the pen of Phil Foglio. 
A space age hero for which the time has come and 
gone wild. Mental might and madness run rampant in 
this tale of a spacefarer named PSmlth. 

Duncan & Mallory 
STR456-4 $6.95 

Introducing the perpetually broke and perplexed 
Duncan and his conman wolfhound Mallory from the 
minds of Robert Asprin and Mel. White. 

DUNCAN & MALLORY: The Bar None Ranch 
STR506-4 $6.95 

The team of Robert Asprin and Mel. White spin 
another tale of the comically covetous pair, Duncan 
and Mallory, as they find themselves the proud new 

~"'" of - • ""'"'"" 7"' 
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THIEVE'S WORLD<!> Graphics - Color Vol 1 
STR460-2 $12.95 

A full color collection of graphic adaptations of the 
best selling fantasy anthology world , illustrated by 
Tim Sale. The team of Robert Asprin and Tim Sale 
have avoided the cliche of non-stop action and have 
instead sought to develop their characters with depth 
and dimension. 

MYTH Adventures 

Myth Adventures One 
STR414-9 $12.95 

Tongue in cheek stories from Robert Asprin and Phil 
Foglio set the hero Skeeve and friends in a world of 
satyrical fantasy. This all color collection is the first 
gathering of the popular Myth Adventure tales. 

Myth Adventures Two 
STR473-4 $12.95 

The fun continues with the further adventures of 
Skeeve 

M.Y.T.H. Inc. Link 
STR472-6 $7.95 

Skeeve and crew take on intergalactic space and 

' 

The Gate of lvrel: 
Claiming Rites. 
Art copynght 1987 
Jane Fancher 

Gute of IVlZ~L 
Gate of IVREL: Claiming Rites 
STR515-3 $6.95 

Adapted and illustrated by Jane Fancher from the 
novel by C.J .Cherryh. 

When Thiye ruled Hjemur, Came strangers riding 
there, And three were dark and one was gold, And 
one like frost was fair. 

So it begins, a sparkling adaptation of one of the 
best science fiction tales published. Don't miss ill 

-
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A DISTANT SOIL: Immigrant Song 
STR514-5 $6.95 

Immigrant Song ... the first volume of an exciting new 
science fiction tale from the illustrator of Fortune's 
Friends, Robotech Art2 , Swords of the 
Swashbuckler, and others. A tale of Crystal Magic 
and aliens, of rebirth , change and wonder. Dazzlingly 
illustrated by Colleen Doran. 

-



THE DRAGONLANCE SAGA • Book One 
TSR8445 $9.95 

The first book of the DRAGON LANCE Chronicles, 
the place where it all started, is now a gorgeous 
graphic novel. Adapted by legendary Roy Thomas 
and Thomas Yeates your favorite characters spring 
to life in this spectacular presentationl 

.\!>.\Ill ChV 
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DRAGONLANCE® Chronicles 

DRAGONS OF AUTUMN TWILIGHT Vol. I 
TSR8300 $2.95 

Set forth on an epic adventure across a savage land. 
For dragons, thought to be mere child tales, have 
returned with a vengeance to conquer the land with 
fire and claw. A fleeting promise of hope sets an 
unlikely band of heroes on a perilous quest for the 
legendary Dragon/ancel 

DRAGONS OF WINTER NIGHT! Vol. II 
TSR8301 $3.50 

The adventure continues as the Heroes of the lance 
must overcome treachery, intrigue and despair to 
follow the path of a legend in a desperate effort to 
reforge the mighty Dragonlances! 

DRAGONS OF SPRING DAWNING Vol. Ill 
TSR8302 $3.50 

Hope dawns with the coming of spring and the 
Heroes of the Lance are caught in a titanic war 
against the heart of evil herself - Takhisis, Queen of 
Darkness! 

DRAGONLANCEI!> Chronicles Complete Set 
TSR8303 $9.00 

LEAVES FROM INN OF THE LAST HOME 
TSR8446 $12.95 

This delightful book contains songs, recipes, games, 
scholarly essays on races native to the world of 
Krynn and their philosophies, and quotes and quips 
from personalities of the DRAGONLANCE® saga. A 
must for the collector and just plain FUN for 
everyone else. 

THE ART OF THE DRAGONLANCE SAGA 
TSR8447 $16.95 

The splendid fantasy artistry of Larry Elmore, Jeff 
Butler, Dennis Beauvais, Valerie Valusek and others 
that brought the DRAGONLANCE"' Saga to life with 
their paintings and illustrations are collected in this 
beautiful, full-color volume which details the 
characters and settings of the DRAGONLANCE® 
Saga. Includes historical notes regarding the 
development of characters and the storyline. 

ATLAS OF THE DRAGONLANCE~ WORLD 
TSR8448 $15.95 

Discover the splendor of Krynn with this complete 
atlas filled with historical maps, detailed descriptions 
and illustrations. A major reference for all fans of the 
DRAGONLANCE" saga, this book has been lovingly 
penned by that master cartographer Karen Wynn 
Fonstad, author of the Atlas of Middle Earth. 

DRAGONLANCE® Legends 

TIME OF THE TWINS Vol. I 
TSR8307 $3.95 

The War of the Lance has ended and darkness has 
passed - or has it? Here is the tale of two brothers, 
Raistlin the mage - who has turned to the dark side, 
and Caramon the warrior - who seeks to thwart the 
mage's mad scheme to conquer evill 

WAR OF THE TWINS Vol. II 
TSR8308 $3.95 

The two brothers' battle carries them back in time to 
the days of the Dwarfgate War in search of the 
legendary Portal to the Netherworld. Can Caramon 
prevail over his brother Raistlin , or are they both 
doomed to repeat the errors of history? 

TEST OF THE TWINS Vol. Ill 
TSR8309 $3.95 

The exciting conclusion to the LEGENDS trilogy! 
Caramon finds the world of his time ruined, and must 
descend into the Abyss itself to defeat his dark 
brother Raistlin, and to face the Queen of Darkness! 

DRAGONLANCE® Legends Complete Set 
TSR8313 $10.75 
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DRAGONLANCE®TALES 

MAGIC OF KRYNN Vol. I 
TSR8314 $3.95 

Grab your feathers, potions and frumpy hatsl And 
don't forget to memorize a few new spells before you 
open this wondrous collection of tales I New tales of 
magic and mystical events from the dazzling world of 
Krynn. Features a new story of Raistlin from Weis & 
Hickman. 

KENDERS, ETC. Vol. II 
TSR8315 $3.95 

A fanciful collection of exciting untold tales about the 
minor races of Krynn - those loveable, mischievous 
and brave sidekicks of the DRAGONLANCE"' saga 
heroes - plus tall tales and legends they tell of the 
life and history of Krynn. Features a new novella by 
Weis & Hickman. 

LOVE AND WAR Vol. Ill 
TSR8316 $3.95 

This is the third in a series of captivating anthologies 
set in the world of the DRAGONLANCE Saga. Here 
are new tales of conflict and courage, of romance 
and passion on the world of Krynn. 

DRAGONLANCE® Tales Complete Set 
TSR8317 $11 .00 

DRAGONLANCE ART CALENDAR 

1988 DRAGONLANCE® TALES 
TSR8888 $6.95 

The magic of the DRAGONLANCE® Saga returns in 
this beautiful fantasy calendar. Fourteen gorgeous 
illustrations from the two best-selling fantasy trilogies 
and the new anthologies of untold tales. 

1987 DRAGONLANCE'" LEGENDS 
TSR8887 $6.95 

The magic of the DRAGONLANCE Legends is 
captured in this beautiful fantasy collectors calendar. 
Fourteen wonderful illustrations from the books and 
adventures that comprise the entire saga, including 
dramatic moments from the LEGENDS trilogy. 

Only Limited Supplies Available/ 

1985 DRAGONLANCE® CHRONICLES 
TSR8885 $10.00 

For all DRAGONLANCE® Saga fans here is a special 
collectible . No longer available on the open market, 
this is the stunningly illustrated 1985 calendar that 
introduced the DRAGON LANCE Saga to the world! 
Complete your collection todayl 

Only Limited Supplies Available! 

(Also see our amazing AD&D® Adventure Saga 
where It all started!) 



Books 
SAGA OF OLD CITY 
TSRB240 $3.95 

Greyhawk ... a beautiful , wondrous city ... a cruel 
city ... a harsh, pitiless city for a young orphan boy 
with no money, but plenty of enemies! Enter the Old 
City of Greyhawk, that marvelous place where 
dreams, and nightmares, come true. Travel with 
Gord, the boy who becomes a man as he fights to 
survive in a world of sorcerers, monsters, dwarves 
and beautiful women. Here, at last, is adventure 
enough to last a lifetime - albeit, perhaps a very short 
lifetime. 

ARTIFACT OF EVIL 
TSR8241 $3.95 

Oerth ... to some, a cherished homeland ... to others a 
target for conquesti When the Artifact of Evil is 
unearthed from its hiding place, it becomes the 
object of a catastrophic battle for the future of Oerth. 
Join Gord as his quest takes him across a continent 
to confront and conquer the wizards who covet this 
bauble to prevent the destruction of his home 
however miserable it may be. 

MASTER WOLF 
TSR8242 $3.95 

Greyhawk ... A caravan on a mysterious mission ... A 
sleeping beauty, stalked by evil. .. A young shaman of 
the fierce Wolf Nomads, cast out by his tribe, must 
come to grips with his manhood and a family legacy 
of magic ... 

THE PRICE OF POWER 
TSR8243 $3.95 

Vintuk the shaman is drawn in search of the Sceptre 
of the Ancient Gods. But to retrieve it he must risk all 
he has to gain the power he needs to fulfil! his life. 

Game Review & Design 

Adventurer's Handbook 
CHA5002 $14.95 

This guide explains all facets of role playing games 
in a clear and entertaining fashion . Primarily written 
for the non-gamer or those of limited experience, 
even the veteran gamer will find interesting and 
useful sections. Three chapters also discuss the 
major gaming magazines, most popular game 
systems and their rule supplements. A 208 page 
general reference book. 

GAME DESIGN: Theory & Practice 
JAC3101 $5.95 

If you like to modify the rules to your favorite 
wargames ... If you 're an expert Game Master (or if 
you'd like to learn) ... If you've got notebooks filled 
with ideas for NEW games ... If you'd like to have 
your game designs published professionally ... Then 
this book is for youl 

DARKWALKER ON MOONSHAE 
TSR8410 $3.95 

Travel back to a time unknown, a place unknown. 
Experience the breath-taking, exciting adventures of 
the FORGOTTEN REALMS~ Novels. 

Here is the Celtic saga of Tristan, a young prince, 
who must confront his nemesis, the shapeshifting 
beast Kazgoroth the harbinger of the Darkfall . Only 
defeat of this foul fiend can stay the mantle of 
darkness from falling across the fabled isles. 

.... , ..... 
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WINDWALKER™ Books 

ONCE UPON A MURDER 
TSR8720 $2.95 

A 1930's Chicago detective is ambushed in an alley, 
but awakes to find an arrow in his chest in the midst 
of the Middle Ages. What gives? He must unravel 
this medieval mystery or he could be caught forever 
in a time filled with unfamiliar dangers. 

BIMBOS OF THE DEATH SUN 
TSR8721 $2.95 

A brilliant, but offensive cull author is murdered at a 
science fiction convention and only the nouveau 
author, Jay 0 . Mega, creator of Bimbos of the Death 
Sun can sort out the suspects from the myriad 
bizarre characters of the convention circuit. 

ROGUE PIRATE 
TSR8722 $2.95 

The brigand-hero of this tale treads the line line 
flaunting local laws and competit ion as he sets out to 
conquer the kingdom of an alluring, but scheming 
queen to rule it for a day just to prove a point. All this 
setting the stage for a game of revenge and 
counterblow. 

TRAIL OF THE SEAHAWKS 
TSRB723 $2.95 

After the Great Plague the world fell into chaos only 
to emerge transformed into a land of wonder and 
danger. Onto this stage steps Gem, a warrior-woman 
determined to rescue her son from the bloodthirsty 
raiders of New Portland. Her only allies are two fierce 
bearfoxes, a grizzled scout and one of the fabled 
Macaques - the monkey-men. 

THE STRANGE VOYAGE OF 
KIAN THE MARINER 
TSR8724 $2.95 

An orphan sets sail with a bumbling, but lovable 
comrade and a runaway princess to embark on a 
voyage of mystery and discovery. 

A Beginner's GUIDE TO WARGAMING 
PSL001 $7.95 

An exciting introduction to the increasingly popular 
hobby of strategic games. This book is the first to 
cover all aspects of this fascinating hobby in one 
volume. Includes details on land, sea and aerial 
warfare, fantasy and science fiction games, weapon 
ranges and movement rates, and much, much more. 
For ages 12 to 112. 

GAME BUYERS PRICE GUIDE 
TSR99n $5.95 

Here you will find annotated listings of over 2,000 
games and game-related products. These include 
fantasy and science fiction role-playing aids and 
modules, wargames including both role-playing and 
boardgames, game-related magazines, family 
games, word games and many more 



The 

ROLE 
Look at What You Could Be Missing! 

o A 10% Discount on all orders of product 
through this catalog! 

PLAYING 
GAME 
ASSOCIATION™ 

o A one-year subscript jon to the largest 
newsletter of gaming tips, events, 
developments and tournaments! 

o Your own Membership Identification Kit, 
including - an attractive Membership Pin, 
a frameable Membership Registration 
Certificate, and your Membership Card 

You say you' re already a member? 
Congratulations! 

Then you already know about the 
advantages of membership. Be sure to 
include your Network Number on your 
Order Form so that you can enjoy the 10% 
Discount! Network 

You're not a member?! What are you waiting for?! 

The RPGA"' Network is a worldwide 
organization of gaming enthusiasts dedicated 
to promoting excellence in all role playing 
games! If you're looking for gamers who share 
your interests and are drawn by the challenge 
of playing with the best, then the RPGA"' 
Network is for you! 

Think of the savings you could be making! 
Think of the tournaments and the insightful 
issues of the POLYHEDRON"' Newszine 
you 're missing! 

Then don't waste another minute and turn to 
our subscription ad or our subscription card in 
the center of this catalog and join today! 

Your discount will begin with this order! 

'Ireasure Chest 
NETWORK 

RPGA"' NETWORK SLIPCASE 
R6068 $7.50 

This handsome, durable slipcase bears the RPGAN 
Network logo - silver embossed on navy blue. This 
slipcase Is perfect to store your collectible copies of 
DRAGON and DUNGIONN magazines as well as 
your collection of adventures. Each case will hold 12 
magazines or 24-36 adventure modules. 

RPGA"' NETWORK SLIPCASES (Set of 3) 
R6069 $20.00 

Save by buying three of our beautiful slipcases. 

BLANK JIGSAW PUZZLE 5 1/2"X8" 
R6051 $.50 

Blank jigsaw puzzles that you can draw your own 
fantasy maps, riddles and legends on and then 
scatter the pieces throughout your adventures for 
your heroes to discover. Each puzzle has an identical 
cut so you can confuse the issue by introducing two 
different maps. Finding all the pieces may prove to 
be the player's delight or dilemma! 

BLANK JIGSAW PUZZLE 8 1/2"X11 " 
R6052 $1 .00 

More puzzlement for your players, but larger. 
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RPGA™ Network Special Editions 
Originally only available to RPGA'" Network 
members, these are the original collector's 
editions printed first, exclusively for the 
RPGA'" Network! Now, for the first time here 
are the original tournament versions available 
to the public at specially reduced prices! 

If you are a collector of original editions or 
are just interested in the tournament versions 
of these famous products then these are for 
you. Supplies are extremely limited!! 

THE ARTISTS OF TSR-----------• 
RPGA'" NETWORK ARTIST PORTFOLIO 
R6059 $7.50 

Within lurks many a wondrous sight! A skeletal 
Queen, a dreaded Tri-gon rider, grim Ore wardrums, 
and a trio of marooned starfarers. All of these and 
more are featured in this collector's set of prints of 
the works of TSR artists. Includes twelve black & 
white prints suitable for framing and providing 
inspiration to your next adventures 

TO THE AID OF FALX 
R-1 $5.00 

Faix the silver dragon needs your help to recover 5 
potions of dragon control from the hands of his evil 
enemies. But the stronghold is well defended by 
monstrous troops and cruel traps. Can you come to 
the aid of Faix? 

THE INVESTIGATION OF HYDELL 
R-2 $5.00 

Slinks are clean, obedient semi-humans, content to 
be slaves. So why is the patriarch of the MacKurian 
temple suspicious? Can you sneak into the old ruins 
and find out what Slinks really are? 

~~~~~~~~~~ 

THE EGG OF THE PHOENIX 
R-3 $5.00 

In the lonely town of Northending, the Council_ of Five 
has summoned your aid to recover the fabulous Egg 
of the Phoenix a sacred relic that has mysteriously 
vanished . Their divinations reveal that it now resides 
on the infamous Negative Plane itself, guarded by a 
living Phoenix! 

DOC'S ISLAND 
R-4 $5.00 

After centuries of struggle between the forces of 
Good and Evil your heroes seek to recover the holy 
sword, Chrysomer, to lead the forces of Good to 
triumph I 

This continues the adventures of the paladin 
Athelstan begun with the telling of " Egg of the 
Phoenix." 

R3/R4 SET - EGG OF PHOENIX/DOC'S 
ISLAND 
R10 $8.00 

Special offer, the complete quest of Athelstan the 
paladin together at a special low pricel 

RAHASIA 
RPGA1 $5.00 

Here is the original collector's edition of RAHASIA 
originally available to members onlyl The elvenmaid 
Rahasia is in dire peril. The evil Rahib is trying to 
force her marriage and has laid a terrible curse upon 
her family. You must penetrate the veil of the Temple 
of the Black Rock to break the curse and seize the 
wicked Rahib! 

BLACK OPAL EYE 
RPGA2 $5.00 

The twisted web of evil surrounding the fair Rahasia 
unravels further as doom spins from the haunted 
forests. Three witch sisters wait in the Tower of Elyas 
like spiders studying their prey and drawing the 
heroes towards a horrific discovery! 

RPGA 11&2- RAHASIA/BLACK OPAL EYE 
Set 
R6073 $8.00 

The entire saga of RAHASIA for one low price in this 
two module collector's edition set of the original 
tournament adventures. 
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THE FORGOTTEN KING 
RPGA3 $5.00 

The first in the PROPHECY OF BRIE adventure 
series. The High Council of Pellham is floundering , 
the last king was deposed two centuries ago and no 
one has been found to fill the throne Now a 
long-forgotten prophecy is found which declares that 
a long lost king from Brie's golden age will arise and 
lead the nation back to glory. Is now the time? and 
can the keys to the tomb of the forgotten king be 
found to bring the prophecy to pass? 

THE ELIXIR OF LIFE 
RPGA4 $5.00 

Second adventure in the PROPHECY OF BRIE 
series. The kingdom of Pellham 1s in danger Only 
the return of the great King Llywellyn can guide the 
nation back to a golden era of glory, but first the 
heroes must undertake two arduous tasks to create 
the elixir of life to reawaken this king of legend from 
the sleep of death. 

RPGA 3&4 - FORGOTTEN KING/ELIXIR OF 
LIFE 
R6072 $8.00 

Enjoy both adventures for one low price. 

PROPHECY OF BRIE Collectors Figures Set 
R6071 "' $10.00 

This collector's set was designed for use with the 
PROPHECY OF BRIE adventure, featuring the 
heroes of the quest and their key opponents. The 
perfect way to complete your collection of the original 
tournament adventures. 



Newszine 
Back issues 'Of the POLYHEDRON"' Newszine, 
the official newsletter of the RPGA"' Network 
are still available for most issues, but supplies 
are limited! Member orders will be given 
priority over nonmembers. 

Now's your chance to see what all the fuss 
is about, and to see what you've been 
missing! 

POL YHEDFION"' Newszlne #1 
POLY1 $10.00 

For the collector of famous fi rsts , this is the first issue 
of the RPGA~ Network's official newsletter. Edited 
by Frank Mentzer and featuring articles on BOOT 
Hill®, DAWN PATROL®, TOP SECRET"', GAMMA 
WORLD® and ADVANCED DUNGEONS & 
DRAGONS"' games by the original authors! Features 
part one of an interview with Gary Gygax. LIMITED 
SUPPLIES! 

POLYHEDRON"' Newszine #2 
POLY2 $10.00 

Features: Part Two of an Interview with Gary Gygax, 
How to Create D&D® monsters, Weak Mutants for 
GAMMA WORLD"' game Biographies for DAWN 
PATROL"' Game pilots and more. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine #3 
POLY3 $6.00 

Features: An interview with Jim Ward author of the 
GAMMA WORLD" game, more mutants, Painting 
Miniatures, et at. 

POLYHEDRON™ Newszine 1/4 
POLY4 $6.00 

Features: Interview with Gary " Jake" Jaquet, editor 
of the DRAGON " magazine, Spelling Bee-AD&D"' 
game spells. 

POLYHEDRON"' Newszine #5 
POLY5 $10.00 

Features: Continuing Interview with " Jake" Jaquet, 
AD&D"' game Bag of Tricks, Spelling Bee and Figure 
Painting. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine #6 
POLY6 $7.00 

Features: Conclusion of Interview with " Jake" 
Jaquet, new GAMMA WORLD® weapons of the 
Ancients. Tournament Tips. and a DAWN PATROL"' 
Solo Scenario. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine #7 
POLY7 $7.00 

Features: Interview with Mike Carr author of DAWN 
PATROL® rules , Notes from EGG, TOP SECRET® 
Campaign Clues, and Ranch Encounters for the 
BOOT Hill"' Game. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine #8 
POLY6 $7.00 

Features: Conclusion of an Interview with Mike Carr, 
a GANGBUSTERS® Encounter. Figure Painting, 
Notes for DMs, and Spelling Bee. 

POLYHEDRON"' Newszine #9 
POL Y9 (Out of Print) 

POLYHEDRON™ Newszlne #10 
POL Y10 (Out of Print) 

POLYHEDRON™ Newszine #11 
POL Y11 $6.00 

Features: Escalation and Blackmail by EGG, a 
DAWN PATR0L® Encounter, Under Construction 
and Spelling Bee. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine #12 
POL Y12 (Out of Print) 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine #13 
POL Y13 $6.CO 

Features: A GANGBUSTERS"' Adventure - The 
Hive Master, Psionic Spells, a STAR FRONTIERS"' 
scenario, Gods, Demigods and DMs by Roger 
Moore, and much more. 

POLYHEDRON"' Newszine #14 
POL Y14 $6.00 

Features: An AD&D® Encounter, a GAMMA 
WORLD"' character the Lone Wolf, Artifacts, Relics, 
and DM Headaches, and a STAR FRONTIERS® 
game feature - Ambush on lossend. 
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POLYHEDRON"' Newszine #15 
POL Y15 $5.00 

Features: A D&D® Encounter, the AD&D" Game 
Exam, plus Solo and High level Adventures in the 
AD&D game, a GAMMA WORLD® encounter, and a 
GANGBUSTERS® scenario. 

POLYHEDRON"' Newszine #16 
POL Y16 $5.00 

Features: an AD&D® scenario - The Riddle of 
Dolmen Moor, plus Cryptic Alliance of the Month, a 
TOP SECRET® Encounter, Monty Haul & the 
German High Command, etc. 

POLYHEDRON"' Newszine #17 
POLY17 $5.00 

Features: an AD&D~ scenario - The lncants of 
lshcabeble, plus Variants , House Rules, and 
Hybrids, Wishes have their limits, and Disguised 
Weapons in the TOP SECRET® game. 

POLYHEDRON™ Newszine #18 
POL Y16 $5.00 

Features: an AD&D® scenario - llywellyn's Tomb, 
plus Converting Characters from Different Game 
Systems, Money Makes the World Go Round, and a 
STAR FRONTIERS"' scenario-Layover in lossend. 

POLYHEDRON"' Newszine #19 
POL Y19 $5.00 

Features: an AD&D® scenario - .. And the Gods Will 
Have Their Way .... plus lost Ships, Madmen, and 
Pirate Gold , and laser Pods - a new weapons 
system for Knight Hawks. 



POLYHEDRON'" Newszlne #20 
POLY20 $4.00 
Features: an AD&D adventure - the 38th 
Incarnation of Bigby's Tomb, a new STAR 
FRONTIERS item - the Proton Gun, Women in 
Role Playing and more. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine #21 
POL Y21 $4.00 

Features: an AD&D • tournament - Witchstone, Why 
Gargoyles Don't Have Wings, Big Ships in a STAR 
FRONTIERS" Campaign, and Creating Adventures. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine #22 
POL Y22 $4.00 

Features: an AD&oe adventure - In the Black 
Hours, plus Of Great Ships and Captains (STAR 
FRONTIERS® rules), New Spells for Clerics. and 
Margoyles by EGG. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine #23 
POL Y23 $4.00 

Features: an AD&D adventure - In The Black 
Hours, Part II, plus Ultimists by EGG, Why Gargoyles 
Don't Have Wings But Should, and many other April 
Fools bad pun Magic items. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszlne #24 
POL Y24 $4.00 

Features: an AD&oe adventure - The Needle, Part 
I, plus New Magic-User Spells, and the Grond Family 
& Friends. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszlne #25 
POL Y25 (Out of Print) 

Members Only 
Merchandise!!! 

The following product is ONLY available for 
sales to RPGA'" Network Members! Orders for 
this product that do not include a valid RPGA'" 
Network Number will be returned unfulfilled! 

See what you're missing if you are not a mem
ber of the largest role playing game organiza
tion in the world? And this is just the tip of the 
iceberg. New MEMBERS ONLY!! products are 
constantly being added as advertised in the 
pages of the POLYHEDRON'" Newsletter. 

RPGA"' NETWORK MINl-TOTEBAGS 
R6075 $5.00 

Ideal for storing your favorite dice and other gaming 
paraphenalla, this handsome brushed totebag 
zippers shut and is very durable. 

RPGA'" NETWORK PROMOTION BUTTON 
R6076 $.50 

Proudly display your membership in the leading 
association for role playing gamers in the world with 
this colorful promotional button. " You Deserve the 
Best! Game with the Best!" 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszlne #26 
POLY26 $3.50 

Features: an AD&D adventure - The Needle, 
Conclusion, plus the GAMMA WORL~ game visits 
Mars, and New Illusionist Spells. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine #27 
POL Y27 $3.50 

Features: a MARVEL SUPER HEROES* adventure 
- She-Rampage!, plus New Dominion Spells, 
Alignment Theory, Gamma Mars: The Attack!, and 
The Thorlnson Clan of Yentam. 

POLYHEDRON'• Newszine #28 
POL Y28 $3.50 

Features: an AD&D• adventure - The Great 
Bugbear Hunt, plus Adventure in the Clouds and the 
Mage Specialist. 

POLYHEDRON"' Newszlne #29 
POL Y29 $3.50 

Features: our April Fools issue including an AD&D• 
adventure - Camels Nose, plus the Lighter Side of 
Encounters the Ecology of Tiamat and Gods of the 
GAMMA WORLD' game. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine #30 
POL Y30 $3.50 

Features: an AD&D"' scenario - Ravager, plus 
Nlenna and Friends, In Search of the 12th-Level 
Mage, Beware the New Golems, and In Defense of 
the Lowly Fighter. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszlne #31 
POL Y31 $3.00 

Features: an AD&D® adventure - Ravager, Part II, 
plus Aliens in the Cryptic Alliances for the GAMMA 
WORLD· game, and New Druid Spells. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine 132 
POLY32 $3.00 

Features: a TOP SECR~ adventure -
OPERATION: Clambake, plus The Kellar, a new 
Race for the STAR TREK* game. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine #33 
POL Y33 $3.00 

Features: an AD&D" adventure - The Sword & the 
Anti-Hero, plus the Brenalette Family and Expanding 
the Power of the Dice. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine 134 
POL Y34 $3.00 

Features: an AD&D® adventure - Revolution, plus 
On the Road to the Living City and Fun in Games. 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszlne #35 I 
POLY35 • $3.00 

POLYHEDRON"' Newszine #36 
POLY36 $3.00 

POLYHEDRON'" Newszine #37 ~ 
POLY37 ~· $3.00 

• 
POLYHEDRON"' Newszine #38 
POLY38 $3.00 

---

POLYHEDRON'" Newszlne #39 
POLY39 $3.00 

........................ OFFICIAL RPGA'" NETWORK T-Shlrt • $8.00 
RTS1-S SM• RTS2-M MD• RTS2-L LG• 
RTS2-X XL 

This official Members Only! T-shirt features the 
RPGAN Network logo in striking color on a navy blue 
shirt. 

Official PLAYERS RANKING T-Shirt • $8.00········· .. ·······• 
RTS2-S SM • RTS2-M MD • RTS2-L LG • 

0 OOV1C4! 
l p\.A\Je'TI 
2.~l~t 

RTS2-X XL 

This Members Only! T-shirt allows you to proudly 
display your Network Player Ranking for all to see -
just attach your official membership pin beside your 
awarded rank. Black print on gold. 

).C.l.mp<Ulflnt."H 
4!'>C'H~~15t 
') t "-CC1l'lc\1l 
• ll tl".u.'")(.•11 
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& ,\.i'.'lventt.m.:11 
q Tll.\....:.tt:H ~nttn~H 

• 10 t~nth U~l m.l.!'.t<'H 
.,..l)wnt<mt'H ·" 

~J 

...................... Offlclal JUDGES RANKING T -Shirt - $8.00 
RTS3-S SM • RTS3-S MD • RTS3-L LG • RTS3-X 
XL 
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This Members Onlyl T-shirt will proudly display your 
Network Judges Ranking - just attach your 
membership pin beside your awarded rank. Golden 
print on black. 



Foreign Translations 
As our popularity has grown throughout the world, we have not neglected 
our foreign customers! We are pleased to offer our International Versions 

of your favorite role playing games! 

ATTENTION!! 
Students & Teachers 

You already know that the best way to learn 
something is to make it FUN! What better way 
to practice a foreign language than playing the 
number one role playing game on the market? 

Our foreign customers worldwide have told 
us that TSR games are instrumental in training 
young students throughout the world in the 
use of the English language. Stands to reason 
that it will also be an excellent aid for teaching 
a foreign language! 

FRENCH 

TSR1011-FR D&D' BASIC RULES $12.00 

TSR9034-FR B2, KEEP ON THE 
BORDERLANDS $6.00 

TSR9044-FR B3, PALACE OF THE 
SILVER PRINCESS $6.00 

TSR9049-FR 84, THE LOST CITY $6.00 

GERMAN 
TSR1011-GR D&D' BASIC RULES $12.00 
TSR1012-GR D&D · EXPERT RULES $12.00 
TSR1013-GR D&D' COMPANION 

RULES $15.00 

TSR9023-GR B1, IN SEARCH OF THE 
UNKNOWN $6.00 

TSR9034-GR B2, KEEP ON THE 
BORDERLANDS $6.00 

TSR9044-GR B3, PALACE OF THE 
SILVER PRINCESS $6.00 

TSR9049-GR B4, THE LOST CITY $6.00 
TSR9078-GR B5, HORROR ON THE 

HILL $6.00 
TSR9086-GR B6, VEILED SOCIETY $6.00 
TSR9115-GR B7, RAHASIA $6.00 
TSR9097-GR BS 1, GHOST OF LION 

CASTLE (Solo) $6.00 

TSR9043-GR X1, ISLE OF DREAD $6.00 
TSR9051-GR X2, CASTLE AMBER $6.00 
TSR9056-GR X3, CURSE OF 

XANATHON $6.00 
TSR9068-GR X4, MASTER OF THE 

DESERT NOMADS $6.00 
TSR9069-GR X5, THE TEMPLE OF 

DEATH $6.00 
TSR9081-GR X6, QUAGMIRE $6.00 
TSR9157-GR XS2, THUNDERDELVE 

MOUNTAIN (Solo) $6.00 
TSR9050-GR 01 , THE GEM & THE 

STAFF $6.00 

TSR9117-GR CM1, TEST OF THE 
WARLORDS $6.00 

TSR9118-GR CM2, DEATH'S RIDE $6.00 

- ~--~-

ATTENTION!! 
Foreign Customers 

You've welcomed our games with open arms 
and minds for years, now is our chance to 
show our appreciation. We have translated our 
most popular role playing game into your 
language! 

For once here is a product that is easier to 
play and use and doesn't require you to jump 
back and forth from English to your native 
language - so the action can be faster and 
more furious without the bother of translation! 

TSR9119-GR CM3, SABRE RIVER $6.00 
TSR9128-GR CM4, EARTHSHAKER $6.00 

TSR9048-GR DUNGEON GEOMORPHS$6.00 
TSR8007-GR HEX MAPPING PAPER $6.00 
TSRBOOX-GR GRAPH MAPPING 

PAPER $6.00 
TSR9037-GR PLAYER CHARACTER 

RECORDS $6.00 

TSR2010-GR AD&D® PLAYERS 
HANDBOOK $15.00 

TSR2009-GR AD&D MONSTER 
MANUAL I $15.00 

TSR2016-GR AD&D~ MONSTER 
MANUAL II $15.00 

TSR7007-GR STAR FRONTIERS· 
ALPHA DAWN GAME $12.00 

TSR7801-GR SF1, VOLTURNUS, 
PLANET OF MYSTERY $6.00 

TSR7802-GR SF2, STARSPAWN OF 
VOLTURNUS $6.00 

TSR7803-GR SF3, SUNDOWN ON 
STARMIST $6.00 

ITALIAN 

TSR1011-IT D&D' BASIC RULES $12.00 

TSR9034-IT B2, KEEP ON THE 
BORDERLANDS $6.00 

TSR9044-IT B3, PALACE OF THE 
SILVER PRINCESS $6.00 

TSR9049-IT B4, THE LOST CITY $6.00 

SWEDISH 

TSR1011-SW D&D' BASIC RULES $12.00 

TSR9044-SW B3, PALACE OF THE 
SILVER PRINCESS $6.00 

TSR9049-SW 84, THE LOST CITY $6.00 
TSR9078-SW B5, HORROR ON THE 

HILL $6.00 
TSR9115-SW B7, RAHASIA $6.00 
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ATTENTION!! 
Libraries & Schools 

You are always looking for new additions to 
your collections that will be read and used 
over and over again by eager young minds. 
Well TSR translations of our popular games 
are the perfect selection to nurture interest in 
learning and practicing foreign languages. 
And these games go beyond reaching a single 
mind at a time, since they encourage group 
participation and learning. 

SPANISH 

TSR1011-SP D&D • BASIC RULES $12.00 

TSR9034-SP B2, KEEP ON THE 
BORDERLANDS $6.00 

TSR9044-SP B3, PALACE OF THE 
SILVER PRINCESS $6.00 

TSR9049-SP B4, THE LOST CITY $6.00 

JAPANESE 

TSR101hJP D&D' BASIC RULES $12.00 
TSR1012--JP D&D' EXPERT RULES $12.00 
TSR1013--JP D&D' COMPANION 

RULES $15.00 

TSR9034--JP B2, KEEP ON THE 
BORDERLANDS $6.00 

TSR9044--J P B3, PALACE OF THE 
SILVER PRINCESS $6.00 

TSR9049--JP 84, THE LOST CITY $6.00 
TSR9078--JP B5, HORROR ON THE 

HILL $6.00 
TSR9086--JP B6, VEILED SOCIETY $6.00 
TSR9097--JP BS1, GHOST OF LION 

CASTLE (Solo) $6.00 

TSR9051--JP X2, CASTLE AMBER $6.00 
TSR9056--JP X3, CURSE OF 

XANATHON $6.00 
TSR9068--JP X4, MASTER OF THE 

DESERT NOMADS $6.00 
TSR9069--JP X5, THE TEMPLE OF 

DEATH $6.00 
TSR9082--JP XS1, LATHAN'S GOLD $6.00 

TSR9117--JP CM1, TEST OF THE 
WARLORDS $6.00 

TSR906X--JP M1, MAZE OF THE 
RIDDLING MINOTAUR 
(Solo) $6.00 

TSR9099--JP AC2,D&D COMBAT 
SHIELD $6.00 



Fantasy-Wear T-Shirts & Sweat-Shirts. 
Your long search tor quality design T-Shirts and 
Sweat-Shirts has at last been rewarded! 
These full color transfers are emblazoned on 
top quality, black 100% cotton T-Shirts, 
Swear-Shirts and Hooded Sweat-Shirts. There 
is one price for each T-Shirt and Sweat-Shirt 
no matter what size is ordered. Sizes which 
are available include: 

Small 
Medium 
Large 
Extra Large 

s 
M 
L 
x 

Specify the SIZE of each Shirt when Ordering. 

Looking to make a statement about the kind of 
person you are? Or do you just want to add 
some class to your T-Shirt collection? Then 
these four designs are just what you've been 
looking forl 

A. The DRAGONLANCE® Heroes! 
TSHA·"Size" $8.00 

B. AD&D® DRAGON HOARD! 
TSHB-" Size" 

C. AD&D®ENCHANTRESS 
TSHC-"Size" 

D. AD&D® THE LAST SPELL 
TSHO-"Size" 
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$8.00 

$8.00 

$8.00 

And for those who don't want to stop making a 
statement just because it gets a little cold 

Crewneck Sweat-Shirts 

A. The DRAGONLANCE® Heroes! 
TSHAC-"Size" 

e. The DRAGON HOARD! 
fSHBC·"Size" 

Hooded Sweat-Shirts 

A. The DRAGONLANCE Heroes! 
TSHAH·"Slze" 

B. Ai>&D DRAGON HOARD! 
TSHBH·"Slze" 

$12.00 

$12.00 

$13.50 

$13.50 



ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS™ Posters 
Here are some of our most popular scenes 
from the art of DRAGONLANCE® and the 
ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS 
games capture the magic moments forever 
with these gorgeous, frameable, full color 
posters I 

The above four color posters are printed on 
an acid free sheets and lacquered for years of 
enjoyment. They are approximately 2' x 3'. 

Receive a special discount when you buy 
more than one. Buy one for your friendl 

A - Prisoner of the Dark Queen! 
PSTRA 

C - Doom on the Horizon! 
PSTRC 

D - Vermlnaard the Dragonlordl 
PST RD 

E - Spell Bound! 
PST RE 

F - Deadly Dragon Hoard! 
PST RF 
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$5.00 

$5.00 

$5.00 

$5.00 

$5.00 

Buy more than one of our colorful posters and 
claim a special discount. 

Discount for Buying 2 Posters 
DISC2 -$1.00 

Discount for Buying 3 Posters 
DISC3 

Discount for Buying 4 Posters 
DISC4 

Discount for Buying 5 Posters 
DISCS 

-$2.00 

-$3.00 

-$5.00 
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